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CJI.A,PTER .1. '. 

TJIE ROOTS OF GOLD A!iD SliVE):t LIFE. . I 

· ~. 
h j" n pure lallacj to snppose .timt tbeworld would be 'ruined if 

Sih-OI' 1111'( Gold were not tight with a dertaill ratiQ valuet botween 
i tlJ()JU. It i~ imprncticable for any Government to ~try nne'!. perma

nently fix the ,"alae. Any.ndV'Ooacy townrdll- fixing, Ot, in IIny other 
way r"gulating, tbe jnJividual or. comparative vnlue of G~ld, Silver, 
or COl'pr'r, is WllnlO. than useloss. It would be tantrunount to try and 
run up rllin-wnter in the eaVe3- t~ the gable of the roof~....,.a trite nr..tive 

'r .' 
Ari' imp,iiIf.ibl
lily ex\,edr).1 
.num the In
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mcnt. 

saying well applicable· t{) the powerful efforts now' put forward in . 
gon'lral tlespnir, but whieh barely POSdl)SB any cogimcy. ' 

Money bas ('orne into use becanse, far andnenr; people ron part wifh, The germs 'Of 

or obtain, :my article of use to themselves. A w~.m.ts an edible nrtide the eurrency 
quest,ion. 

from B, but if A wants it byotToring hi.~ cap to B, tho laLier mayor mlly 
Illlt wnnt the cap. But almost every vendor will not objeet to re0(liva 
:my currolley metul in exclmnga. \ 

Again, C wrillt..s to s,oll his wh'aat in Eu~ope, and Wi.~htl9 to purclms~ 
certain ma(:hiuery from America from the proceeds of his wheat. H,~' 

cannot .]0 this without oltaining his pl:ice in met.'l.l, or its faithful 
equivalent. Even if he de,iire8 to purchr.se cutlery or fur[li~ure. in, 
lion of tho article he sells, tho pricos will have to b~ nxed t.hrough tho 
'L~ual monetary channel 

To the extent that human Imd monetary capacities exist, ~lilI t1e 
I'lIclmuge in money.metal~ g(J 'on. To the exwut that' ono C~llntrY is 
,I"pendent upon I1nothor,' will the Capital mov6between al~Y two 
cflUutries. To the extent ih:tt thtll'oople are capablo' of r~nJeriYlg t.he. 

, \ 

prec-iolls meWs a d6ad stock. witll' thom, in divers .forms, for cI)!ltinu-

ous l,urroses, all precious motllls will he withdrawn from the CUrt"'\Il~y. 
awl rest aR hoards, or ornn~euts, or fiouri:;h in utGitY/' . , ! 

It is cllimerical to de5iro that tho inhabibnta of any part V~ 'the, 
'WorM wJl use tho l)reciolls metah in forills . of currency cuins Dilly. 
l'i .. ,y furm tlu) omameut ~.llJ g~a~ of womo::n and men and of pri\'i4te 

aut! ~~Llic institutiolls. X (; { j' S-
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;'/IE SCIENCE OF GfJLD , ;. , 

Th~ "'"'~riu secms\to have mado I~ very bappy choice in selecting 
Gold, P;ilver, Coprc,;, ck,a~ its ()mblem~ of Currrncy. It iil"o pre
vailing' enut l~ talk or Sil~er destroyed in value. If you were to go 
to E,.tlrupe, or Ail)CJrica. with a lot of the so:culI'Jd depreciated Silver, 
you 'will ,n~verth(iless buy and sell and liv(\ there as comforta1le as you 
can. You will not think that the particular quantity of SilvE"r with 
you should,ju_uispenS3.tion~ obbin for you: all that you m.ay imagine 
of. It can only assert its true value. '. 

The stUJ~llt will be enabled to complete his dearly desirefl course of 
stuuy; the ulerchant will launch u.fll;n a thriving trade if he shows thrift· 
and (JIl·re; the society man will gaiu 1'.11 the regard and respect which 
he tan rea8~nably aspire afWr; anA the traveller will return with a 

vivi(~ picture of all tbe fruits of Clutnre and civilization of a thriving 
world. Does themuch-abllsed Silwr there turn into a heap o'r mud 
and attract n() notice of the world of 'Gold? 

.• It does not therefore matter in the least if the world t<r<:hy yidJ.:; GoM 
worth 20 or 40 crort/s, or Saver ao or 60 crorl's.· It is all the same if 
the world now pm'se:'Sfd, in the aggregate, a thousand million, or two 
thollffiDllmillion st<3J'1i~'g of Gold, or e.g lJ!llly differing quantities ofSilvl1r. 

, For, the greater the qu.lnt,itil1s of these metals, either as annual 
proltlletiollS, or, in the aggregate, the greater will be their use. Sup
po.;ing, however, by some i unkn(}W'.l causes, both the aggregate and 
the Mnual qnantities dwind'kd into a hundredth part ofthem, the world 
will noi, cllld it.-<elf in lame~t, or roll in tears, any more than if the 
gods rejectod their rrayt1rs t,{} 'havo t.he starry firmament imbedded 
in the Ol1lst of onr olF l'l:lnot. 

The di~1I)rearan(,ttl of the v'lluable metals in large quantities will 
not make a jot's di1f·~!"tlll("e in tllO Imppiness of mankind. l'he people 
will satir,,fy ihom:>ooh(:k with odlOr sorts or forms of ornaments, and the 
tol;cn8 employed wilillo oon."i.lorably nmu('ed in weight, the'means 
of cur.roney being otl)erwi;;eu:ngm(mtc(l by the employment of mo~e 
papor and othf'r mef,Jlic currellcit.s. 

l1wu,?;b tho W[Lut~ an.l resonrcu,s of tJe world Imvo boon iufinitt3ly 
multiplied in the CNIL"Seof the prost'llt century, tho product of Gold 
or Silver has not multipli~J in Iha same ratio. The case i3 worse in 
respect of Gold t.han SilYor. 

The annual production of Silvcl~ has incrca<;ed to almost fow' tUl'(;:J ' 
within half a. century. Arc the poo1'lo, thon, less haukcring after 



AND SILVER CURRENCY. ; 

Silver? Do t.hey not hanker after it· lJiOTa and more f' EqUlllly' so 
with Gold. An inCr(!!~se or decrease of it does notm~ke any difference, 
any more than two th€t~ometer8, const::'Ilcted on two .diH:erent scales", 

ron differ from each other in reoording the same re:mlts. , 
It would be as fruitful toO fix the pri~3 of rice &cld w,heat for a hundred Ratio belweed 

, • " "f th : , Is' I" I G old n n tl 
yCIll'Il to CJme as to fix the relative value 0 e t~o meta " (,you can Silver r:","Y b~ 
tix the rotative value, how would you fix the itl~vidUlll.value of each ~~: ~ i~~; 
meu.l? Ii ut you can fix neither.. If yOll pretend to fix any, yOll, in, ~nd WhMt • 

h
i i hal . c.'1n be fixed •. ,! 

common fairness, ought to say that the Eart ill 1 regularly dehver " 

the quantity fixed by you; that ;it shalll'equire"no more expense for itS ' 
productif.n as shall be fixed by yellI Croni time to'time; tha-t the various 
communities shall employ the metals,!in certain guantities as or;na

ments and certain '1.Ullntities L'J currency as shall also be fixed by ~-011 
from time to time. Eluch impractiroble conditions can alone permi;; the" 

ratio value to be fixed· for any sheri or long period. 
Let the world know all about i-.he most 'prolifia minOR of Silvar . and Han g ;10 

G Id L h 1m h th uld "h tl' --1 ' "th ~atio v"luc : o. et t em ow were ey co ,ave 10) utmost ViUUU Wl get mnl'e Gol,). 

tIle loost trouble and contrivance. 'There they will repair t,o fetch their an~ Silver, 

Gold and Silver. They will partly be br01ight in dle largest iIuantiti~ 
where they are in' abundance already, and where the people art! 

infl\lenced by genius and industry'in inoreasing th~ir wealth. Thes~ 
hmnan q11alities attract the precious metUls most. • In pla(:es ",here 
there is Jloverty of activity and ultelligeniJe, thert) will be but a'~oor 
flow of Gold and Silver and therefore of all other flrticlos of value.' 

The countries which retain and ~ngender enormous wealth are pro- The why" 
r fi . . d trial ..... - 1 ,.J ,t f G Id d s,nd wherefore I C ill m us an .. , an( commar.~ enormous amoun 0 0 an of the Gold 

Jewels. The most valuable token: of currency becomes, then, their D~term i n.~-
: tlOD lD 

current coin. England., France, Glllmany, lind America are. notable Europe. 

llistances of this. Sovereigns Ilnd Dollars are 'rampant there. 
Since, however, tile germs of in{iustry and genius have not been 

adequately developed in India, we art) only mostly prolific in copper 
ooins. Our Sovereigns and Dollars lLTe Rupee~, Half-rupees, and 
four-anna and twa-anna bits. 

Are we then to curse Silver? 0 its price continues falling t What 
will becomft of us if it still went down? ' Why, we may be reduced to 
'a further proof of idiotcy? Let it go down to the last penny, if it can. . 

It will not all at once kill us like so many heaps of locusts. It 
will I\,ot make any difference in our comfort and progress. If a 

rllpee be reduced to ,the value of ~D.e pice, we shall still till the 'land, 
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1,11 frenzy, Had {fold ap.d 8ilver not existed, the world . would have 
liad to find out ott,er tokens of value. \It 

Silver' aDd IAny ,tokens of,value. wOlIld thus come. in request for 'the world's 
Goldmer~to- "", _. " 
kens to mea- I£,cal Il,nd mter-mutual tran?actlons. It matters no·t a iigwhether these' 
sure the dif- t k 0 uffi 0 to' .. .m 0 t t°ty I ( tte t· if ' ferent values 0 ens fire m s !~Ien or ·Z11;su.w.Clen quaIL I • ..1; .rna ~s. no." ,one: 
tthbrouglbdout mdstea in less anli the othel: in largor qUJ),ntity. It was 'possible that 

e \Vor 0, ,I '. h ha'l . 
SIIve;t mig t ~e proved I as'rare a met:tl as G.}lil; and we should 
have held the rare~ imeml the more vallliloble of 1ilie two~ 
, N(lr doe~ the ratip of v:iJ.ue b'etween' the two metals 'at, ~ll affect 

natiOlial or individllal transactions. No,r could '~he prese~ce or ,absence 
of ail Y of the two l)net.al'! affect ~uch transacti.ons. 'rho bartering is 
carried on by means: of',the metal as found in the country. If the pre
domi\:m.nt metal be Gold, the same would form the medium, and vic-e 

• ' I ' 

versa;, Only, in tho Ca:/o of Gold, loss quantity will have to be given ; 
if Sil,~or, more quantity wo~d be in request. ' 

The C ur- If tpe exporting or;the impOJ:tiug country loakes the Jeast profit, or 
~eon 3 r r!:: no prCifilJ, on any artloles oftrllde, such a consequence has D'l direct 
eEffect ... on ~~e l'elaticin with the res-:;ective meHts of {he t.wo currencies. If the I'Xport-

XpOloOr.,.e ." [' . 
Import tr,,de ing country can afford to export, :lond the importing country can dfoJ:l.i 
~:y,any conn· to import, :!ill article, it will b,), not because of the condition of the 

values or, the two metals, but because there' is a demand existing for 
I that particular article.:· If such an article is m.t 'wanted, it would Dot 
, be produ:ced. If it is\vanted, i.t will be produced by the country bost 

ahle to Iiroduco it as other countries too. 
. Henel! no. currency ratio or,. value can have any dired effect on the 
production or disposal of any trod" article: The c.urreney forms only 
a medium of ex~~ango. For any:effect on the production or distribu

tion of the article, a grain ora pOlmd of Gold may become the medium 
of purchasing a. hundreJ.;yeight of that article. It :matters not the least 

if 1 gave OM rupee, or a handful of rupees, for it. 
The ~p:\raity .As long n.~ there is a: rredium for carrying on (,om.mercial, shipping, 
or profusion of b k' 0 t to th tOO t' h Th . any Currency an mg, or private ran.clac lOn;f, a IS JUs euong. e Slze or 
~eta1 does not waiO'ht of the medium· maJ be allything aooording to the extent of its 
directly aficct 0 0' 0 0 0' • • 0 

any trade. production and ab~orption. The. nation who uses Gold dispenses lts 

quantities irl exact proportion to its obtainment. It will give in loss 
quantities it' possessed in. smaller quantities, but it will givo away in 
l:.lJ'ger quantities if it waH over-stocked with the metal. As Gold rulE'S 
Silvor, the conslimption of Silver will be determined to that ext.ent. All 
Silver fetches Gold, the consumption of Gold will be to the extont that it . 

. < 
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~ (obtainable iD ~~ncy. It is a matter pUrely betweoo Silver and Gold. 
But tQ -say that th.) spar$ity or profusion 'of eith_" metal affects 

the fate of commoditiElll is: sirrjply absurd. AJl ooinmo.lities will Iltlek 

the m:.rket where more of the precioQs, metals ~nia'y l),had, but at the 
&a.~e time the c6mmOOities also seek tlw market '~he1't} the leost of the i 

DWtaJ. may be'bad~ The sparsity or pn1fusion offlither of the metals m ' 
a particulanountry isa inere accident, and- doe$ not _controt produc" 
non or d~tribntion. As long 88 these metals exist; it matters little 
whether thf-y-eXisW in fabulous or moderate quantitiei. The commG
Jitie:. wanted must go t" a,market, whecller any of the precious motals 
there existed in large or I!IIlall quantitieil. 

Supposing the pl'OOiotlS met.:il.s never existed anywhere, or if they 
existed, they existed only in inaignificant quantities, th commodity of 
one place, when required at the other, D!ust still go thtre and find itself 
taken up in some form or another. It is true that, if a country has _ n 
larger ql\antity of the precious meW or' of any exchangeable artiCles in 
hand, it may be at,le to do more things. But it will n(,t be able. to do 
anything unless a demand existed for a certain trade. Uuless.a trade cau 
be 8u<tained, all 11le Gold and Silver of a co1!Dtry will onJy lie iill". 
The value ratio will not be the controlling agency, for they would direct
ly be controlldd by the demand for, and 8upply of, particular articles . 

• It is n')t exactly the profusion of Gold or Silver whic,h invites vast 
imports, or any impOlt wha!:sover~ And neither does the profusion of 
money make a country an exporting one. When a country sorely 
demanu~ an article which is produced, in another country, the former 
must h:!Ve it, and it finds the means of haVing it. As it demands upon 
other countries for certain articles, so it also supplies its own production 
to another. The woulth thus acquired becomes a medium of exchange 
for tho foreign articles needed by ii;. The demand for articles will only 
be for thOtl<l actually needed. • 

Thore will be ordinary as well as luxurious demands, but all these Gold orBilve! 

will UinicHy depend, not upon the quantity of Gold or Silver, possessed ;~~~~~diru~ 
by the country whEtre the demand exists, bnt will depend on its OlVIl thfc. ~li~ur,it'8 

, I 0 CIVl Za.tlOt"l. 
physical and intellectual resources which will multiply its products and O! the prospe-

develop its own tastes and wants. Wealth then drops in, not as a ~~~ of II&

dire<,{jng, but as a snhservient agency. /' 
Gold or Silver of itself can do nothing direct for the prosperity of 

individual;; or nations. It may dirbcUy do much to foster corruption, .. 
lr.lr~rie extravagancc, neutralize sacred principles, or ruin governments. 
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, buy ohenpoSilver for making ornaments as vl~ll as to use it as currency. 
It would b~~.:iust the same with Gold. Thes,3 metals are held sacred in 
the olJest (Ilassicalliterature of the Aryan Mtions. 

Wl..ta~ m U 8 t It must J)e borne in mind, however,that heither Silver nor Gold can 
happen should b . I d _ T ••• • 
Si I vcx =d e augmepte uwess It IS also used m currency. Both have to be used 
:~l~~~:~~! In order ttlflt they be multifold.3cl. It is through national enterprise, 
wants of the genius, and intellec:t that Silver and Gold can be bought in IarO"~ quanti-
world l ' . '" 

. ties, and whii~h would compel Governments to increase their currency. 
Whethtlr ~oId orSiiver can always be had in'sufficient quuntitie~, in 

increasing pJ:oporlions,tallying wit/l increasing populatioLS and increubing: , 

oom:meroe ftl~d business of every l1art of the globe, is orily a secondary 
question. If\the, mines show signs of exhaustion, the mo~t, valnablf' of the 
.metals woul1jl, be used m. lesser bits Viith higher values att!lched to them, 
and oopper; I ;ronze, nickel, or lliatinum may assist as f[1r as the Ia'rger and 
more c.onstan~ ourrency is concerned. Each e:f the IJalf·a-dozen metals 
would ret..ai1). it.'1. own diuering worth accon:ling t.) it.~ own intrinsic merits. 
And theit tespl:'ctive po"itions will be aJjusted of themS€,Jves. 

The rate of If it ill right to .be frightened out of our wit~ because Silver is, 
geucfD 1 pms· 11' d 'ill 't t I . 't II t h if pel'ity is ill- porpetull. y gomg own, WIno ~ Just as f"qm a ... e to OXpec tat, 
~~eft~~~i~; Gold be·yame much r~r, no commodity in the world will be worth a 
rR~ d Gold·' mome!lt:\~ tonch. The public associati()lls and the general people who 
raho.. ... • 

rmse such a hue and cry over th!} fallon SlIver ought to thmk of the 
ridiculous conclu. .. ions· which iJleir contentions3.nd advocacy would 
lead us to, No industrYi trado, 'lor profession .can over truly languish 
l)eC:1use of cheap Silver,: or dear Gold. Gold can Way fetc·h more 
commodities than some years bef.:>re .. , Again, many of the productions 
have innnitely increa8e~,while the Gold value Of Silver has been 
steadily going down. Aind Yf;t nations LInd communities flourish as well 
a~ all the.countries of thl, worM, and mollt of them, though SilvH-using, 
Ilirs on the gr(lat path of.progress an,l contentment. . . 

. I So 10nO' as human wa,~ts, tastes aitd im.·lgluation Ilte progre~Bing, the o I ,r-
vallle of Sil ver and GoM will never be able to, affect 'them,-in the way 
of unduly St:'orching thl'm. Wants tll1d difficulties '0.1' man and 'woman
kind, and the RU(1ces~lfulmethods of meeting them,: are the only real 
emblelU~ of wealth which are measured by the prev5.iling currency • 
. & no ratio of value can ever be bed. Silver asweH as Gold will be 

drawn out in just t'he style that ,suits them according to the microscopic 
human wants. If you can fix these wants for eVtlr, tryimd fix the 
ratiollting value of Gold and Silver. You could do o.either for !1 day . 

• 
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. What right havGt 'yo~ to depredate tho value of Gold possessed by No Goven!:', 

itlulIY millions' of the Earth by one ponny, wh.m you woulll uttempt to ~~~;~tn~~"~ 
raoo the lJrice of Sih'er while it directly lowers the talue of Gold P I,ig-~t,(~.~'prc. 

h d f ·· , .~.J b . 'I' I G (m"'n" any It would Le an Ull 'Jaf -'0 InIqUIty perpetralklU y any elVI IZel overn- n~et:.1 l.y, k. 

mont. Have you 50 much Gold that you 'can stand the (;emand mad~ ps'""t:."" 

upon it as soon S8 you begin to giyll it in coins at a lowered Silver rate? 
Who i.e to be l"llsponsible for the loss caused to those who speDt 2.') rupees 
on tbl3ir Gold which you now would bring down to any low figure. 

'Ihe rrrultical result-would be that no one except bankrupt~ might The p,."c,i. 

bring their GaLl in the martet. The deDl!lnd for Gold currency wonId. ~\))I.o;::r~~~~ 
I tl t Id . h" liS G ld' h' 'h with the r.l.· It, S') enormous. In you wo~ WlS .orne'" pro c a mmes, W Ie tum! mInt of 

you aro not likely to .find. You cannot manufacture Jampered GaM Silver an·' 
Go!J. 

OOiDd. No ODd will have them as permanent stuff, and every one l';ill 
I'Nk upon them with suspicion. All those who wished to buy genuine 
G~ltl wonIJ therefore have to pay itB natural price. 

There is only 01\0' course left to fix the ratio value. In futura. the 
working of GuM an,l Silver mines .might be proclaimed penal.. Gov-
ernlUents alone to work tlie mines. and all resorve btocks to be 'held 
hy thorn llnd nsse~sed for circulation as much r.g may be fel* desirable, 
A 1'educti(, ad abslI.rdunl of course., wpen Silver i~ made to buy up 
qold in grt'atcr proportions than now. when the market is regnlu.ted by 

. flntural Demand and Supply, and Gold is not coming forth in :J.!j brge. 
qnantitie~ as Silver, the rllsult would be that Gold would become 
scaroo, and thereCvre much dearer. than .;rlOW, ending in the inevital,le 
lowering of Silvar.-the very :result which tbeSilYer-denouncors so 
poworfully e:<::llrt in stopping. i' 

The fixing of the r.itio value was possihle in l'ast d,~ys when GoliI and 
Silv!'r wer~ not, in snch request as now. :I'he prol,ortions of the 
produce of Loth were not so wide I!S riow. C',ommercfJ and trade were 
th"n vl'Iry much n+.ltricfed. That the i1x111g 9f the ratio value wu.~ not' 
ihfln f.It clcarly sho;,ve4 that the demand on Gold was moderate, that on 
Silvl'r was not 80 exten,ive as to-.day, an;1 that neither the tr:td~ Dor the 
utIli! of prodndion and consumption of the· two metala created ftny dis.. 
turbance In human afFJ.iN.~Iuny countrills have now awakened, to the 
first imllulses of civilization. Their'firstcry.,ha~·,bt;en naturally foT more 
Silver, and its increasing rroduction has met the increased dem~.nu on it. 

• I 

It is only in IllQdern tinlCS that·the new for~s of monetary adjustments 
have nppa:.red. Tho transitionary £oj'ces only ilisphy pu.'itling effect3, bllt 
nood not excite th()jo foors and arprehousious to which I can only apply . . 

• 

The gelle,'~l 
cry rendndt{ 
(.ne of Sene
ca's Aph(lrism. 
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Seneca's AI,hcri<;lTI, that" our alarm is more potent than 0111' Jan gel', and' • 

we sufi'er mOJwoften in apprehensi'm than in 'fact." 
The flnWII of The first and lowest basi~ ofa country's prm'perity is form,.} of copper 
Ool(t and I 
S i Iv £:T in and silver. When transactions in Silver are inJefiniu)ly rrnltil'liod IlDtl 

different h S - . (,ollntrje~ ;cre t e ilver Yolume~ overflow, tho signs of unpmcedentcd J!'~osperity are 
tlloroogbly reached, and Gold commences to :flow in brae quantities, and t.ho 
natural awl ... 
phoul,l not be Jleople take to Gold currency. Thll str'lams uf 'Gold curr,ency run in 
~~t:: per cd" directions where the utmost gnn'Jrnl prosperity is pre,·alent., l'hi'l 

II,m,psofGold 
Ulill Silver. 

const.ancy and bulk of transactiolll! nul their costliness are ~uch tJJut the 

metnl of 1('88 yalne must therefrom nalurally di5appeur in a large m(\t(Sll!"e 

or altogether. Gold takes the plaM of SilveT amI is higlilJ a..,,~e5sod Ily 
the Sihrer standard. 

It is ~ mistake to suppose that a Gold-using country hus no Silver. 

The /lul1erior metal comprehends the inferior to nn extraordinary extent. 

'When ,the greater clement is present, the lesser is present p{.·rhaps in 
larger proportions. 

The country which o'\"crflows with Silver gets it, from the eonntry 
which overflows with Gold. . The modem ,,"ealth of all Oriental conn

tries is derivIJd from the Occillental. I do not mean to say that Euro .. 
pean wealth in past centuries wns all its own. A great bulk of j i W!L'5 

taken away fron~ the Asiatic countries. It mu..qt grnduallyretnrn to thi) 
latte)' in increasing volumes. The countries which command, howe\'er, 

the greatest natural resources' ami the great.est l'ntcrpri3e, skill, and 
ingenuity, will retain a prop':'lrtion~lely larger am .. mnt of wealth in due 
rt'lation to their capacity for progress and t,heir invulnerablt·ness to 
for'Jign aggresoions, Larger aIDount of Gold, and therefore of SilW'r, if! 
retain",tl by the eountrillS Iyhich Loth export. alld import most, lit tho 
's:tll1ll tilllll that they al'l:' ttl,lle to k()(·p aloof from all wasteful ways. 

They, however, loso tbf'ir ri,:h"s to the ex):,ent that. they booome kos 11TO

dnctiv(l. Tho world enrichl~s that country most, which is able to peservo 

jt~elf ["gainst nil tl:l'ngers, at th", same time that it is aLle to aequire Gold 

~md Silver to !l larger ext. .. lllt than it is c'oIJ1poE('d to· send out. It is 
. thp"I'efore national intclligclIc(', l'nterprise, fUlll inv,'ntiveness wb ieh help 
to enrich a country l!lor~ tllllll any other thing, while the gifts (Ifnntur<l 

must also be po~sessed by that counhy in no ffi('ru1 share. 
Thr clIort to To bfl ahle to gf:'t Gr,td for hss Silycr than natnral 11"',1 wou1d 
I'cillwn lhe '.' h' J" 
llOUSCt)f0"m, ::Jlow, and then to Implore thu whole country to l'o .. lI1Te t I~ ('III , IS IIU 

'on",n.s hi' get dfort ,~hich mnv he plllced r.mong the \'olHlers of the worl,l. Those 
U \ f! JeRI'- -: 

.'nOtI DIlly be. wlit> inimlu forwaruingl'ctitiollo' t" th9 IIous~ of l!vnl.lllons might 3~ well 
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hav" ai,kN., thl' ('{.{mtries wl.ere ther!' nU\y ~xist. ~up()mbun'lan.(',~ or p1:1f'<),1 ~mnn'~ 
~ih'er t', Sl'll<1 i\{\ml' of it 1.0 Intlia, so that. that the peof,I., who IItIYi' the wnll.!,',:" 

of tll(: \\'1" lll. 
(i"IJ p-w,ha:;o .. l at I.iglll'r mtcs coultl he l·acifie<i hy b"ing ~olllllf'u~a[,'\l 

for any i'lss su~tahtld by them. Tho fixill;:>; of a T'el'maI1I'nt ratio iii 
fl'1ually :lh-iurd, rohl,ing one part of tho country flir the.l'enefit of another. 

'I'll" peoplo' who drood eODtinuQu!! deprocilltio~ of Silver forgot tl13t it 
jlas yet to. answ('\' a thous::mdfoltl moro wants tllUn D')W. Tho futufIJ 

demand on Gold ill e<pwlly grt:'ut.. Tho incentive to tliscover Gold an·l 
~jIH~r min.·s ought to beeome keener; 110·1 tI,e easier the Min('~ coul,l 

b" worhnJ tl,e hetter. The future stress of genoml wants and devdop. 
mt'nt on various (,01mtrios will demand :1 far greater eiJeal)ening of 
Sih'er. It is quit.e likely that we may 8Omo dayeome across new Gold 
MinI', whi(:1 may ba~e tho effcc1: of spremling cheap Gold. It is alsl) 

rossih\· to dis.,over a·new mota! which in tl,lmlity and value Illay s'ul)3~> 
dther Sik"r or Gold. 

My sugge;uon of 20 years ago to the Kattyawar Chieftains, wh"n r 
lwl.l the posi, of thoir inter-political represontative, to establish a skilful 
org:.nization for geol(,gicaI exploNltions, though not yet completely 
earrietl ollt,hns borne .~ome effect. hore and tllero. The compendirun on 

tho "u!.jl'<,t of the geological sehemo may be sought and studied. 

))I·l.j~Tlft fl)! 

Silver ,\ n <l 
G,ltlt I,tllirlit •. 
ed : ~ ,-p~'I'tt.: l 
(li~COVE ril'':! (,f. 
fnl'tiu·c .llliu,.'S 
aud 1h!W Ulbf'~ 

aJs llf hi'6"!l 
v~uo. 

My t'arl! .,,,'. 
~t'8til1ll f,y n 
pracri(~'tll ~~~~ 
1,I,jl'(!.tiPTl (\ ": 
thf'r,,)nv,tr";. 

W \l must look forward to tho discovery of fmther precious mines. Fin a 0 ''1 l 

It is not ('ruoj to denounctl tho cheupn:(,5~ of Silver, when 90 ont ,)f f': e vo~~~p;~~ 
(,very 100 of tlle p<'}lUlatioll in Irdia cannot lay claim 10) 500 MIllen:'! wbieh~, all'O 

the VfJll'O !)l 

a hOOtl"s resorvo fund d th"ir own? Millions upon millions livo npon GOt.! .)u th", 
present que3" tIl" wages of tile day and have to go to "ork ftJr the'ne:s:t day's wllgos. tion. 

rut fllW ofthosc have anything t.) spare for amusements, or Ilny degrly-
I'rized !'..Qlllfort or Ohjllllt, or tho most ordinary pilgrimage. MilJi,ms 
fI('fl nothing beyond a dirty mg or bhck hreu.J for their 8ust,muncp,. 

W" sltoulJ not care dimctly or exactly if the profit~ of princely III0l'

dHlnt~ ~fJro reJu('ed, or if tho Govcrnment of India could not mako 
both ewb me"t from year to your. "That we badly want' is mNe 

plentiful rupees for tho millions of tbe dumb people of India. Their 

cont.mtment now supplies the Illace of sub:ltantial me~ls antt 
recllpH'fIti\'(~ comforts. -It is not humane that Inks and crores, shQuld 
beg for a piooo <·r hread, and lie and. steal and lead tho lives of' brutes; 

bncall<e people tlllking of thousantl, of rupeos and hundreds (.f pOlmd:> 
is,lUo t)Trihle cries that their resonles are quickly exhausted since tho 
Rtate p"rmit Silver to become cbeaperan<1 cheaper. 

I thir.l;: I'lnay humbly claim the ~ympathies of all real, greakmindl<l! 

Hat~:iU;Cll whon I ;,3y that Silver still 'cheaper "ould }JO no calamity to 
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, '., . \.:' 
the'thousands \yho ~ow shed the tear of saltness; and be' a bles;ing to th~ 
milli(ln~ "ho~o sig;}i! of distress II'l.l grief are enJ1e,L • I would not 
(' . .are if my lot to·:morrow took: me to a hut and a piece of brer.cl, if 
by this means I)·could realiMo in person the dist,re,' "llillions of 

. onr countrymen, ~lvho, indeed, and in all practical wuy,';"/sire. siher 
.to be cheaper and;not so dear as ~t is now. Such is the pot.~nt loicl) 
of· the people of fhom I am an hU{!lhle exponent, It is this voice 
which is the voic~ of' God, and which ought t{J be accepted by the 
Ruler of' all nation~~ 

Th,1l monster mcoting\~ are de3ening only orl one account, that 
they may indire~tly be ttl' means ofhringing about a further cheap11e:;'1 

. of ~ilver by those economic and far-roaching m(kns which urgently 
need to be deliberated upon • 

. Set Silver free from the, grasp of tyrants and lnxnriolll! do-noiling 
bodles and individuals spread over InJia, as well as from the bowels of 
t1'3 Earth. The people otllenvhe slowly die ; arid bO\.."ause the WlSCfU

Plllou.~ may feed upon inordinatR. quantities of Silver, millions of poor 
mn;:;t beg and die for 'Wvnt of copper coin~. BefGre some leaders 
<"llIed the recent meetulgs; did they think of the millions in citie~ 

and villages 'who have no homiOls, who live upon a handful of the 
coarsest com, and who~e vitals are destroyed in ra.llk insanitation? 

, Do they know that there are laks in India who reEign themselvc3 tl) 

slow death; bemuse they have not the ordinary 'means of maintenance? 
This is bJlt tho direct result of Silver being so dear. Don't Wk of any 
c ruinous' cheallDess. , 

Both Gold :IT;d Silver, as already explained, will go to countries in 
proportions in which each.is r(lquired. Either of them will never go 
to any individual' or nation or country at any arbitI".lry blhest, an.l 
the fixing of rnti,) values by a Government must only prove arbi
tr::;ry and unwork~ble. There i3 no such thing as artificia71y depre
ciating or even appreciating any of the preciollS metals 'in the' true 
,inwre;,ts of any cbns or .communities. ~'his can Mver be d,me unles3 
thous:mds are incited to Lring suits of drunages against Government, 
or thr currency ec.ins are adeqn::.t,ely alloyed. But the prices of 
commodities must rf)ll1ain unaffocted. Tho quantity of eithar of th.) 
two currencies will! be demandecJ. as before, any unnatural alloy or 
artifieial ratios being excluded as a factor in th,) valuatiou of any 
comm~djty. local or foreign. 
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CHAPTER IV. '1 

THE II'ALLACIES OF ~ED RATIO VALUES WHIC,a CAN ONLY PRODUCE. 

DISEASE IN THE CURRRN9', 
, I 

IT is only borotllle Silver becom~s moro and m(lre cheap that b9th the' How price" o( 

'lndian aIrports and imports. are .QIlnually on the increase. It may 'btl ~~:~e~t.~~~ 
' that the prices of tnany commodities are not l'iSU1£,', but decr~'asing· ••. " in iej:.,t.i,," 

--~ to [hI: (\1.". 

But the prices of articles despatched from Eu.':ope und imported, into ,:eney. 

our country are hlso steaJily declining, a~ the prices of out own 
, ('Onntry do.' It cannot be otherwise. 

Becau'le. the rise nnd, fall in the prices of exported or imported artit'Ies 

do not dopend upon the value of Silv~r as in relation with Gold:" As I 
have already explained, the Goid price of Silver, or the Silver pJ'iee of 

Gold, is entirely dependent upon those articles alone, and UpOl' tho 
quantity of Silver or Gold existing in the country. In a similar 
manner the prices of c»tton, y,"heat, or jute, as either an eXI!ort or Iv(nl 
artiele, d'lpend upon tll'! quantity required, the qUlmtity a'>:bting, or the 

qlll.ntity produGed by rival countrie~. The ~rices pf commodities 
roCtJivt'J in Europe either '(rom India or tho United States entirely 

depend upon how cheap tIi,) competing covntry can di!;pose of th"m 
und the demand existing for them. ' 

'V1mtever the ratio value betweon tIl<' two metnl~, they contribute 
t!flually to tlle price of e~h commodiiy~ The prices are, of coune, 
varying. Thll factors of variation are self-apparent. .If tIle capaeity 
of ol;e country to produce certain articles L, greateranJ costs less 

capital and labor, and if iis facilitios for conveyance are perfect and 
the freigllts are low, those (!Xports couM Le dispvseJ of 'more chooply 
and in larger quantities th:lll those o£ an,)ther country whose similar 

und oth'~r circUDlbtanees are less favorable. The purcha..,ulg 'Jountry may 
adopt any token (If currency wbicb will be deli,ered at II Helf-adjusted 
ratio existing for the time being between the two metulH, while the, 

dem:>nJs and supply I.·elating to tae commodities exisiliIg in the market 
.regulate their.own prine.' , 

TItere is no doubt t1'lt.a good deal more Gold may be brought to, All ac'ts of 

India. were legislation te; enJ?fCe, wittingly or unwittingly. a reduction ~e~~~~:t~ 
. in. its value by II fixed ratio.' We ba,e however seen in a. precedinu est"Oli9~ th,e 
. • ._ '.' '.. 0 Imprachctlbl-
dmptt'f the calanutHJ8 we should thereby unpo~fI llpon milho~ along lit:?: ,of ~n>3 

. h I f tin th l' t f h' 1 . I t' nr G ld d ratIo llxatlOQ WIt. t oJ ea g" every 0 IJec 0 sue eglll II IOn. 'r ere 0 an anI.! point' to 
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Hilver used f~l' noi.hin'g hut' curroncy purp~JSef1:.,!Ind f)lrlh~rwerc the 
tp.etals the property of the State only~' accessible 'in lIny quautiLiI'l'\ at 
any period. of the world's time, an attempt to . foc··.the ~at,io value m:1y 
possibly succeed. ' . ., .' 

. To h the rDbti ',0. values is to go .baek 'w til" uark, agps, or tho~e 
notntllch better whkh succcoded't.hem. Asyol canllot .stert'otypo 
any modes of t.ranshipin~nt or coxp.munication, ;0. ::;ou CMROt'.fix any 
.~atio between the weln.os of Silv~:.: .and Gold. :Mdnot¥y "cieu'ce is in as 
transitional a state tiS tho science of hasballdry or ChOlilistry.·. Ono Cltlj

'nbt say Low a~d 'wru\t 'ctmntry of tuc world nmy',rovuhttjonise the broall 
aspoets. of. the most l,o\v~rful country as now oxipting, :. '. , .' . 

It ip t4u~ even possiple that t'he Gold TalUII 6f Silver may som,} day 
rise high, and thatlln-Sor cerbi.in' (fonditions. it.lllRY bncome as Jt}ar' as 

'OoleV I~ut whother-·SHyer 01' Gold becum~ cheajler (lr dearor, it will 
depeHli'upon tho current and stationary bulk of tho ~etaIS thomseh ('g, 

Either ~~tal must always be forlhcomingln any pla~o to the' 
('xtent it may be in demand. If Silver overflows in any country, 'Gold 
will- then be sought and is sure to ~ommand its own price. If either 
Silver or Gold ·becomes v'rJry scarce, nickol, copper, bronzo, LrJ.ss; or 

~ other apt metals' <?ught to come into greater request. ' 
It may be hoped the suitability of adLling to thl3 metallkforms of ()U~< 

currency may' be fully considered. 1'tun not sure if a now :1Jl~t.'),I may 
not be discovered ill. future, which could .be ndopted as a mOtliUlU 
botween Silver and Gold •. Paper curren:ci~s should "bo discouraged 
as n\.uch 'as possible and to the extent practicalJle. ' . 

Fixution of The faets that we tegitimntely come IICl'088 in pursuing tIle eurrf'J1('Y. 
allY fnl.io (',an 
neV('r artdonc discussion thug refer to rtlllderi~g 'tho various BUllIes of curre,ney 
i'('uIlY tu. • 
wealth by the faeile and not derangod and handical'lled hy any' Rpf'ciou~ legislatioll, . 
~'~!~ll~~~t~r~ Nu legislation. can bring into either private or' government houso, in a 
j,y common }IHtty shop 01' mercantile firm, II ponny more of woalth than ",hat your 
eOl1locllt. 

. . o¥rtions and foreign necessities may of themselves yield on a duse 
competition wit.h th~ re8t of tho world. ' 

It is authoritatively oontondetl that great. ruin 'to India may be pro·· 
v~nted, commorciriUy and otherv,.-iso~ Ily fixing a permanent.· ratil), 
The arguments advanced ill support of this contontion arc fallucious. 

'N~ eotllltry of tho World c:ln, in these days, set. up its eretlit on Sllf'h 
chimorical. bn.~is. Every country must pass tho 8eWl'O ordeal of a 
llfacticnl competition \vith tho wholo world h.;foro' it can ntt~D th" 
IellBt prosp\lrity, domll~li\l or foreign •. , Tho country which prod"uces 
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the triost~ the best, and .~ th~ easiest and oneapest '~a.fi~'i'~u~t~~JJ 
the race, and flot the counby~hioli endeavours to'b~t;~ :nt!·i~"c;edit. ' 
by arlifioially cir~s~~~;~g the value of the f,ree. c~!i~y.}natal~ .. >·.' ',.' 

The people whQ a'rfl: ii..o~ satisfied with the rate of our jljcrease)n "~ra.d~ "The assump. 

should understa~~ th_6~ple' fact ofoul' being. pl~oEld::oillt~f;:iil.th.e' }~~~i~f t!:a.~ 
process of· p!epa~tiOIf:.for carrying, on, tp!cl.~rad!l~wa.r 'w:i~lt,: o:her ~r~::e ~~ 
nationil, who alread:r possess theit trade eg,uipmep,t,-{n. 3' 'comp1et&. our ,fut~re, 

, .: , I" ',' ',' .' ," ' ,',.': 'and will YIeld 
mann6t.' Tha~ ~6':tiave fairly starled)p. our ra§.e withtll!iniiS'a)irJgh~ thertttiovalue 

J>~Ulise of ~ur. future: An!i so we mUst onJy p6rsisfi. iIi. t~e. na;t~Tarnow BOught. 

methods of ohtaining the goal of our pres6nt JftMr6sS •. ': ' . / ' .' ,',',. . 
.• It Is illusory to 8uppo~e that SiIv6~ ~t: its I<?'V ro.~ ?£,e~~.~n.ge' Win M:ove·~.;ntB 
d6StrOY the commercial,prl'!ipeo!B of.Iftdia, beo!lUSEl thl'l prices ofahnost :~d ~rl:q~ 
all the ohief artioles e,x:nn, 'rled from India, suoh :as -~tto, ti, • indigO 0,' ,- i-ice. tend to an 

~ - , equable'. dis-
jute, tea, etc., are co~s~ntly declining.'- There is ,noiaotual ~d.eciin(l' ~ tributloll of 

YlUue. 'Wh!lt is understood to be' a. -declin~ is ri-. naturaL adjustment ~: m :::~': 
of the pri06S of commodities whiqh a~6 inorea.singlY tequired by :the ·!!:'fo'ft oy~?s 
world for thQ oontentment' of the many millions whom the fe;w riohhad jnh~bita lit a.' 

. , -. and are .. DO 
before deprived <If the ordinary comforts of lifE). Some few"of the world' fuctolot mia-

.' •• ~.." .. ..,',' ebief to, trade 
cannot succeed Ul falSmg the prIces of commoditIes so that they or individu-

may revel in luxuries", WId the poor deprived of thos~ appliances of life 'als; . 
which before had been oonfined to a few. 

The laws of nature constrain ,mankind to produoe the noo6Ssaries of life 
on a muoh"larger scale and at a muoh cheaper rate,so that the blessings' 
of the earth may be within the reach .of many millions in.$tead· of 
thousands. Human ingenuity and capaoity hlJ,ve to be taxed to" the 
utmost limits, so that the wealth and happiness of the world may be 
more generously divided among all its comfuuniti6s and sections. 

No artiole can be produced which will not yield some profit to the ~ur' Silver 

d If th · fi d' th . d iII'" I Imports are pro ucer. at pro t Isappears, e pro ucer w mstmotlve y increasing, 

follow another province o~ trade where his profits would be ren6wed. :.,,~o~ ~~ 
The distribution of wealth oan only be managed on prinoiples continue. 

like this to prevent its undue determination iIi confined plaoes. 
Though the prioe of export artioles is. lowered-aotually it is not so 
however-and if we thus obtain less SiIv6r from abroad, we also give 
less Gold for artiol6S of import. 'At any rate India' rec6ives fresh Silver 
eVllry year by millions and millions of sterling. If we had not been 
thus enriching ourselves, how is it that, our population inoreasing , 
at such great strides, the additional millions every year become 
undo!lbted POSS6SS0rs of so many additional rupees? 

o 
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A demand for ,'With our export -produce multiplying, -the prices are lowering, 
~:~! fsar!JIl~ because the Gold-using countries are, so far, able to beat us in the 
cible to all market. If the countries using Gold were actually more fortunate' 
inta.n g i b 1 e " 
theory of pro" than ourselves, they would not be at the pams of competIng· with So 

tection.' h t I lit th fi th' Gld' t ' c eap coun ry. n rea. y, ere ore, elr 0 IS no more preCIous 
than our Silver; but it is their ingenuity, their skill, a.nd their persever
,ance ,w~ich are far ahead of us. I therefore counsel the people and 
the agitators to apply their own shoulders to the wheel that has stuck 
in the mud. W eneed not cast our eyes on other people's Gold with. 
out deserving it in So fair and open manner. The countries that have' 

- got much of -Gold -or much of Silver have -done nothing of the sort 
, that we now propose to do. A wrong speculation on the cause and 

effect involved in the question 'must necessarily lead us to think of 
some protective theory which the world ere long is sure to condemn. 
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CHAPTER V. 

SOME OF THE DANGERS OF STEREOTYPING THE GOLD AND 

SILVER VALUES. 

19 

IT is the fashion to talk of the Silverfall as if the metal itselfis being Conditions 
. ed If th t· . ht II necessary to actually deprecIat • e same can continues, we mIg as we "warrant the 

say that Silver Some time hence would becOme as worthless as dust. !~~ ~Ju~ a 
Silver, on the contrary, is increasingly produced every year, and the 
demand for it grows in the same ratio. The more its Gold-value is / 
lowered, the greater is the demand for it, owing to the increasing 
currency required for the world which Gold cannot adequately meet, 
while Silver can. 

When we know that Gold is much scarcer than Silver, that its yield 
grows less and less every" year, and that of Silver, on the contrary, 
increases, how can we fix its value permanently in relation to Gold? 
Had the demand on Gold and Silver been equal throughout the W orId; 
and had the respective quantities available been also equal, then the 
ratio of value between them could have been made equal. But the 
bringing about of such fA fixation would not have required the inter
vention of any Government or international conference. For the ratio 
would have adjusted of itself. Whoever thinks of fixing the price ratio 
between a dianIond and a ruby, or between an emerald and a sapphire? 

The miners at the Silver quarries bring increased quantities of Why Miners 

Silver in the Market simply because others would forestal them and ~~~ers s~v;r; 
rob them of their profits. They undertake no direct action to aggra- ~:ni ~ k Jil~ 
vate the depreciation of Silver. They work at the mines, or the Silver- ver 'kg the 

holders bring more Silver in the Market, because fA demand for it market. 

is perpetual. No doubt they try to bring it timely and at as less an 
expense to them WI. possible. But that is only the essence of competi-
tion. They are not early on the field to get Silver depreciated. It is 
rather to get it appreciated I In twenty years the production has 
trebled itself, and the world has absorbed it all the same. With such 
an increasing demand for it, to say that its value should be 80 much, 
and no further, reminds us of the mandate of fA self-sufficient autocrat 
who threw chains over the tides that they may not proceed beyond a 
certain limit. 

AB long as the choice of governments and peoples is limited in The adapta:. 
~ fad t· CI! cti" f ·t ust "all b bilityofSilver -Wl~. 0 op mg elle ve lOrms 0 currency, 1 m once lOr e againstpracti-
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cal deprecia- understood that they cannot be trifled with or changed. The impossi
tion and for 
increasing ap- bility of any such alteration is enhanced by the intrinsic and univer-
preciation. sally accepted worth of the ·money~metals. So long as they could be 

produced at a profit, however slight, they must be produced. As long 
as their production lasts, so long will the currency continue to increase. 

But the search after Silver, even after its production becomes much 
more costlier than now, though the profit to miners at present cannot be less 
t}lan 70 per cent. at an average, will be continued owing to its intrinsic 
value which cannot be displaced unless a new metal of superior quality is 

. discovered. Even then Silver will not be depreciated to the extent that 
its disuse would be called for. Except that Silver may be displaced from 
its intermediate position between. Gold and Copper, nothing worse can 
take place. What will the present decriers of Silver say to such a proba;
ble cause of currency improvement on a new metal being discovered P 

As it is, we must earnestly endeavour to have more Silver in the 
world's market. The demand for it has been increasing, and will still 
increase at a more rapid rate. As articles of use and ornament, Silver 
will be more and more in request, and every beggar will hanker after 
its possession. Any demonetisation of Gold ()r Silver in any of the ex
ohanging countries cannot be attempted without a sad derangement 
in the transactions of the world and inflicting wanton hardships on 
those who have paid certain values, and who are sure to be undue lose~s 
as already explained in previous chapters. 

Any country which has Silver in abundance will succeed in drawing 
away the Gold of another country, supposing the natural ratio is 
dist~rbed, and all illegitimate rise of price is effected in Silver. How an 
unlimited demand for Gold 'will be met, when its value is reduced, and 
that of Silver raill6d, must pass, one's comprehension. Until we have 
reached the natural limit of the value of Gold as well as Silver, it is impos
sible to think of .. ~ed ratio. It is impossible to predict the period when 
a natural adjustment of ratio values between Gold and Silver may take 
place. It is apparent tlIat the tendency in future will be throwing a 
much more extensive service on the Silver currency, when an inferior 
metal will show the symptoms of occupying partially the position which 
Silver at present bears towards Gold. When the world in future years 
would tax Gold and Silver with much more extended currency service, . 
any third metal will have been put to a far greater use than now.' , 

Any ~ttempt It is very doubtful if any artificial attempt to lower the value of Gold 
to I'lUse the • • . .• • • • 
priceof Silver will help the export trade of Indm, In that Indm, lIUSlDg Its Silver 
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price,. might end in other competing countries being able to sell their artificially 

commodities at their own Silver rates, which will, be cheaper than b~.prove 
India'il. Those who hold Gold at a higher price can buy more Gold -
at a cheaper one. This would mean driving out India from English 
markets. The countries which possess the largest quantity of Silver 
will succeed in obtaining tne largest quantity of Gold. The effect will 
only be disastrous to India. Depressions in trade and commerce must 
necessarily follow. In renouncing the honest and frugal' course of 
seeking wealth in countries from which it could be legitimately drawn, 
our p"osition must become perfectly anomalous. "-

The results of investing English capital in Indian estates and enter- How d 0 If .. 
prises are often wrongly. ascribed to the depreciation of our Silver CUl'o ::c;n a~:: 
rency. Supposing 'any estate founded on English capital is depreciated taEnlgIish'kca~i. 

~un In 
one-third in its value, as viewed from a sterling price point of view, Indi(. 

owing to the increasing rate of exchange, it must not be forgotten 
that the capital sunk in India becomes Indian capital that con-
stantly pays in howsoever irregular a degree. If the persons who 
invested the capital were able to keep up the estate and make some 
profit, that was all that could be expected. If it were sold at sterling 
price when the owners wished to retire to England, they must have been 
gratified with what they had enjoyed, and the fact of their not being able 
to recover their original capital would be ascribable to other causes. 

Silver being in recent centuries as extensively employed in other 
countries as it has been in India, the increase of export trade has 
taken place throughout the world in common with our own country. 
Auy lack of improvement in the estates just referred to must also bring 
depreciation of the capital employed. Every estate, therefore, founded on 
English capital cannot possibly recover the whole of the capital as ori
ginally employed. Similarly, English capital employed in other enter
prises will have to encounter endless factors as influenced by the state of 
things prevailing in other countries, as well as in India, in giving a 
good or bad account of itself. The price of Silver or Gold only in
directly affects the employment of foreign capital, for such an effect 
comes ouly filtered through congenial or uncongenial regions through 
which Silver and Gold perpetually circulate. The cheap labor and 
living in India present great advantages to English capital. We must 
therefore look to several avoidable evils growing from negligence and 
waste which actually lead to the depreciation of the estates founded on 
English capital, while the spirit of competition now rules the world. 
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The e 11 e c t If we raised onr sl:a.ndard of Silver currency, the countries which would 
of raising or h b· If 
artificially not will ave een a. gamer over us. we paid everyone and every 
~il~~~~!~~ thing at Gold standard, China, which grows with the expenditUre of 
ard wou,ldkill ,Silver, can easily beat us out in the English markets. Many other 
local Indus- • •• I din th tto . . h ds ilk h· 
tries and bene- mdustr16s, mc u g e co n, Jute, w eat, see • s , Ides and 
!!u!~Je:.i g n sugar ones, would fail. The competition of the 'world already leaves 

us thin profits which, in reversed circumstances, must still become 
precarious. 

The evil effects of rendering Silver coins scarcer will be measured 
by the extent of the demonetisation adopted. No impartial Adminis
trators, such as the one who now happily presides over our affairs, will 
for a moment countenance a crude measure of this sort. If Native 
Sl:a.tes are kept out of this strangling ring, ther~ will be many people 
in the country who would think of going there to benefit from· a free 
exchange of coins. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE FULLER EFFECTS ON TRANSACTIONS OF FIXED RATIO VALUES. 

IT is satisfactory that the relative prices of Gold and Silver do not The theory of 

much differ throughout the world as they naturally should be. The ~at!! g :~~~ 
variations that occur froin time to time are nearly common throughout sid e r ed in 

relation' ta 
the world and are ascribable to self-apparent causes. No fluctuations exchangeable 

in the relative prices can be stopped by any Government or Legis- :dx::.~:O~ec! 
htion. No law can define the daily phenomena and quantity of human lies. 

health or the prices and quantities of the commodities of the world' 
either. 

If all Governments werl) united in fixing ,the ratio values of" Gold' 
and Silver, there might be some chance of acquin\g a pennanent 
fixity in the values of the currency. But this would be just as possible 
as the two hypothetical cases' just alluded to. No Government can 
undertake to fix the annual production of the metals, or' define the' 
expenditure and skill necessary to bring them out for use. Neither 
could any nation bind itself to deliver every year so much Gold or' 
Silver to another nation at fixed rates. Any mishap or forbjdding con
tingency might suspend the transactions at any time to, the extreme 
detriment of mutual accommodators. 

In demanding a fixed ratio for the currency, the monopoly sought 
to be created partakes of the authority exercised by the Government 
in respect of salt and opium. But the conditions existing in respect 
of the latter find no parallel whatever in respect of the currency' 
which is binding on all the Governments of the world, who thus have 
been all times corporately responsible for it, the corporate responsi
bility existing so far as the natural state of things is involved. 

,It is already a right thing in nature that Gold or Silver is borne to 
any portion of the globe in nearly the same manner as commodities 
are exchanged between the different countries of the world. The 
fluctuations in their prices form the life and soul oftha commerce of the 
world. These fluctuations are as natural as the peculiarities of each 
country which produce a certain article~ which another does not, either 
entirely, or in a cheap and efficacious manner like the fonner. 

As the production and exchange of commodities depend upon the If production 
and exchange 

suitability of certain countries to' certain commodities and the suitability do Dot rule 

f th t '· to "th dOt" th fI t ti themselves, o 0 er coun rles receIve ose commo lIes, e nc ua ng rates euriousresults 
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may be y. of exchange form only a medium for the exchange of the various 
Uilled. 

CIlDlmodities. Otherwise, because England is the country of Gold, 
it ought to have ap. abundance of cotton or wheat; or, because India 
is a country containing plenty of Silver:it should fully possess machine 
labor. All productions are, however. primarily due to the physical 
conditions of a country and the character and 61tent of the mental 
power, ingenuity and moral strength of its inhabitants.. 

A. Gold stand. If it be possible to adopt a Gold standard for India, resolll'OOl\ such 
ardfor India ~ 'd ill f I d ,oTh 'h h would come as alOreS81 w ,0 0 course~ ea to It. e countrIes w 0 now a~ 
~!ts~!n:' ~ a Gold standard have adopted it since long. But they have not 
ot)1er coun. adopted it by inJ'uring their Silver Currency. The bi-metallic currency 
tries. ' 

was adopted by them under favorable conditions. These countries 
have much more wealth at their disposal than India, though their 
population and territorial areas are considerably less than those 
of our own Continent. Their far higher genius and their greater 
enterprise, however, found Gold for themselves. They had Gold as 

well as Silver in large quantities. Their money transactions are far 
more valuable than ours, and necessarily they went in for oboth systems 
to facilitate their currency. 

I To assume To force a Gold currency upon India in the present times, unless 
tha.t India can th ti b fix d f 'ts 1£ uld d' ti I ' It' ever employ e ra 0 ecame e 0 1 ,e ,wo en m na ona rwn. IS 

Gol~ acnd Silo a great blunder to suppose for a moment that the people of India 
ver lU nrren. 
cy only is a could ever be taught to employ Silver and Gold as currency coins only. 
blunder. The national bent is to acquire wealth in Silver, but as soon as a cooly 

or trader gets sufficient· Silver, he prudently thinks of accumulating 
his reserves, or emploYing his Silver surplus in ornaments, The. 
native of India considers it almost his religious duty to save a certain 
portion of his earnings for his day of want and for his family. The 
method of investing his surplus in Gold or Silver jewels he considers to 
be the safest. He would think more of burying his treasure ilian 
depositing it in a bank or entrus~ing it to a Sowca1', He cannot thus 
wish to see the surplus wantonly depreciated. 

To b the ratio once for all would be to permanently depreciate the 
extensive Gold stock of ilie country. No Government, we may feel 
sure, will be so infatuated as to coin a fictitious and ruinous legal 
tender of this sort. The country is not satiated with rupees yet. The 
introduction of a. Gold standard, in such circumstances, would only be 
premature. No general demand exists for it. To assume and act upon 
such a demand is to ruin the fixed property of millions. 
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As soon as a fixod. Gold currency is introducod, imagine tho end.loss The g rave 

stream of rupeos which will be forthcoming for conversion into Gold. tnhecessity t OI 
e conn ry 

Every man in the Empire will sorape every rupee to oonvert the to po B s e s s 
... . G Id . I b 't uldb h d more rupees artificmlly-ralsed metal mto Q, simp y ecause I co e a for strangely mis-

n less price than now. The Silver stock in Banks and with sowcars understood. 

and money-lendors must remain depreciated unless it is taken out for 
conversion into Gold. The private Gold stocks must inevitably 
uepreeiate, supposing the now domand for Gold oould be practically 
complied with at all. The Government mnst cease coining Silver 
currency if profe~ence is given to Gold. But where is the ad.d.itional 
Gold to oome from P which is one of the shrewd questions recently 
put by the Ti'T/U1S of India, and none of the advocates has boon able 
satisfactorily to answer it. 

Can the Government obtain Gold even at a fixed standard, say, on 
their own Silver securities P Of course it cannot. It dare not cease 
coining Silver. For, when a general loot for Gold has set in, where is 

the Silver currency to come from while Government stops min~ing, 
and how are the endless monetary transaotions to be carried on,/'WhicH 
a free and unrestricted Silver coinage can alone afford? When the 
country needs more of cheap Silver and more of Silver coins, to think 
of in any measure curtailing them is a very unworkable idea indeed. 

Any artificial raising of the currency ratio must bring business in Analysis of 

India at a dead lock and render the later affairs much worse than the ~~~nt inf';."c~~: 
earlier ones. If Silver cannot be had in sufficient quantities, the. involved salin 

any propo 
demand for Gold must become indefinite. Capital will then only to fix the 

• • bi·met alii c 
become. Scb.rcer. than now, which would mean the strangling of all valne. 

business or trade throughout the country. 
Every servant and every other transactor, of business will demand 

Silver at Gold price, and therefore Gold at a high Silver rate. Every 
one concerned would, of course, prefer remittance of Gold to his home 
beyond the seas. Importers will demand Silver at Gold price in lieu of 
their present demand for cheap Silver only. People in charge of landed 
estates and produce for both local and export purposes will demand 
Gold prices. The merchant from the coast will simply find his commo
dities inexchangeable in course of time. As hitherto importing 
countries were purchasing commodities for less Gold, they will not be 
willing to give more Gold, i.e., at the reformed Silver price, and will 
thorefore prefer Luying from other countries whose stand.ard of currency 
l'emained unchanged.. The cal'il.'tIi~ts who used. to import less GeM with 

D 
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a view to have more of Silver will cease importing Gold :my more, 
because he will. get less Silver than before. Great Brituin and Ireland 
will not be able to procure more Gold to meet the demands of a fixed 
ratio. 

The Government of India can never expect to get their revenues in 
Gold. Hence, relief from their present troubles appears very doubtful 
unless they increased taxation all round. & long as the people can 
invest their Silver surplus in Gold at a fixed ratio, they will scarcely 
tJ;rlnk of anothe.r form of investment. But, supposing the Government 
resolved,to buy up so much of the Silver surplus, which may be felt 
desirable to withdraw from the country's currency, where are the 
resources to enable them to do this or pay an adequate interest for the 
Silver withdrawn? If they could issue loans, will they pay the same 
rate of interest which they now do when· the price of Silver is not· 
artificially raised? Loans so issued will not prove negotiable articles. 
As all possessors of Silver will try and obtuin Gold, there will be more 

, Silver on the hands of the Government which it would be difficult to 
inv~st\or dispose of unless at a great loss to the Stute. Silver, after all, 
would be-,unwleable except at a low ill' price in general harmony with 
the Silve/prices of the World. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

DEMONSTRATION OF THE ABSENCE OF ANY INBEREN'l' EVIL IN 

THE CURRENCY. 

21 

The theorists on Silver and Gold Currency have always adopted Smooth hypo. 

h th · J! c.':' d fi f ul ti f h . thetical ft· hard-and-fast ypo eSls OI J..I.3.e gures 0 pop a ons 0 exc angmg gures give 
. d C.-ed fi f' d· tin . ul ti th no cIue to countrIes, an J..I.3. gures 0 coms eno g Clrc a on ~ong em. 00"'" Uca ted 

keeping in view also an hypothei;ical increase of population and varia- diffiC, U 1 r 3, n C"1 

d • h I cult.\IlS. tioDS in the cost of pro uction of t e two meta s. , . 
I observe that one of the most practical authorities who advise the 

Government of India on financial questions, and for whose ability and 
judgment I entertain the highest respect, even yields to the fascination 
of an hypothesis of this chafcter. Ev~n with th~ proviso clearly laid 
down by himself, assuming that the two metals do actually circulate 
side by side at a fixed legal ratio-which assumption is ~ot likely now
~-days to yield in practice,-he thinks that" a fixed ratio between Gold 
and Silver is possible to command a steadying influence on prices in 
England tending to keep them. at a higher level." 

The currency question is the worst of all ·questions which can yield 
practical results in harmony with any stereotyped hypothetical figures. 
When the assumption is based on two countries, each with its mono-me
tallic currency and each with a certain number of coins holding a fixed 
legal ratio with the fixed quantity of the coins of the other country, it is 
apparent that a factor like this one can have. no counterpart in the 
realities of the curren"y life of the world. Though the high authority 
whom I have quoted affords us valuable instruction on the theory 
of bi-metallism, he properly tells us that his expressions should not be 
taken as those of the Government of India, he alone being responsible 
for them. 

Since we cannot regulate the metallic currency of the world in the 
same way that one cannot deal with the movements of the water cur
rents beneath the surface of the globe, we cannot apportion ayy 
country a certain eurrency, in a certain quantity, and for a certain 
period. It is impossible to fix a practical basis of this character, as it 
would be futile to regulate the production and distribution of any 
commodity, with a view to permanently fix its profitableness at a fixed 
standard of value. Not merely local circum~tances, but those of the com
peting and consuming countries must affect all prices almost every day. 
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F i.x it Y of The same authority has contended that, since France was able to 
ratIo values .' 
not fcasih}e preserve the ratIO value between Gold and Silver for over a century, 
::; ~s a /:, the same could be done for India and England. It must,' how
~W1fi·D~t to the ever, be remembered that what was easy in past ages when thero was 
ID Dl e com. , 
plexities .of no perfect interchange of commerco between all the countries of the 
all CurrenCICS • • 
and commo· world, and when the disparIty between the production of the two 
dities. metals was not so pronounced as it has subsequently become, cannot be 

quite practicable now. 
Reform .':3 Exceptional opp.ortunities having thrown considerable Gold in one 
!old~~~1~; coun'ttJ helped to render the ratio value stable. Sufficiency of both 

.•• ;;ded. metals weuld not render the fall of one metal very appreciable. Any 
solution for J~tency facilitation must be brought abo¥t by some 
practical measures by which what I would designate the Gold-congest
ed countries <jould be relieved of the surfeit. 

Suggestion for A perfect revolution can be produced in India in a few short years if 
a comprehen- . 
siveschemeof mining industries could be thickly established and tho deficient railway 
;~;: t~ n:o~: communications rendered more complete. Hardly four out of ten 
nfect ~'illagea districts in India can fail in giving a full owing to some or!other of the 
o speClal note •• • • • • 
aDd opening mmmg mdustnes whIch have filled England WIth Gold. Much 
new mines to E l' h 't I bId" . f ill render curren- . ng 18 capI a can e emp oye m gIvmg every group 0 v ages 
~~r~:~y pros- short-gauged steam-trams: there are besides numerous large towns 

which have not yet been connected by railways. 
Village communications of the character just noted have not yet 

been thought of in India. It is for the Government to judge upon 
the feasibleness of this proposal under which the first step would be to 
call out for a comprehensive scheme for the country demonstrating the 
traffic in prospects and the comparatively small expenditure in capital and 
maintenance that would be involved in laying down a complete system 
of steam-tramways in no way interfering with arterial railway 
lines. There are thousands of missing links in the country seriously 
retarding both passenger and goods traffic, and therefore the product
ivene;s of the soil and the ingenuity of the people of India both in 
the interior and in the front .• Both enterprising capitalists and local 
administrations should be encouraged in the highest possible degree to 
conceive cheap tramways with maximum strength and speed which 
ought to connect every village of note coming within a standard fixed as 
regards population, trafficable area, ete. 

It is undoubted that we have not yet arrived at an era when our 
railway plant and working could be made much cheaper than now, 
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while a great export trade could be opened for many valuable mines 
and non-metallic substances. The Gold and Silver Mines of India are 
yet an unknown region to us in a large measure.· 

I explained several years ago the extreme desir3.bleness of ascertain
ing the products of each district, its domestic consumption and foreign 
trnde, the indigenous and foreign articles in use and their annual 
quantity and value, o.s also the raw articles b.own or to be, known, 
supplemented by information 'concerning the countries which are the 
cheapest producers of affected articles of import, the object being to 
induce the establishment of new industries, ,both profitable on the spot 
as for export or international trades in all central places of India. 

The practicability of India commanding a stable value of the two The fault not 

metals cannot but be remote, since, unlike the more advanced countries, ~c;~~n~d~; 
it commands a limited export trade mostly in corn and raw articles, to the ab

f
•· , sence 0 

while the import trade also has not attained its full development. English capi. 

The countries which have good ~eal of Gold are the countries :!"~<!::o~~ 
which have entered into full rivalry with each other in respect of the ~!cy ~~ t~; 
world-wide manufactories of commercial articles. They have disturbed Export and 

• • • Import. trade 
the old metallic equilIbrium of the world, while Gold and Silver of India. 

discoveries are far from being complete. The consequence is the con-
centration of Gold in the much-tookbusy countries, and Silver has 
poured into this cheap country, where the want of it has been excessive. 
One solution, therefore, to check depreciation ill Silver values, and to 
counteract the effects of trad~ which has a tendency to spread among 
larger numbers of countries and peoples, is employment of much great-
er human energy and genius and establishment of European colonies 
under Gold capitalists in the interests of both India and England. 
Artificial rings constructed for any deliberate suppression of natural' 
values must defeat their own object and render the last state worse than 
the first sought to be improved. 

• While this is in print 1 find in the r"dian Ji}ngilneer that vety extensive and rieh 
auriferous mines have just been discovered hy Mr. Grnshaeh of the Indian Geological 
Survey in the vast alluvial fiate betwoou Hukat au<l. W"lu ou the IrmWll<ly •. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

['HE THEORY OF GOLD AND BAD MONEY IN ITS ILLUSIONARY ASPECTS, 

Sir
b 

D,avid
k 

I WOULD here venture to deal with Sir David Barbour as the 
Bar our swor . 
Qn the" ;rheo. distinguished author of the Theory of Bi-metallism, for I do not presume 
ry of Bl-met- t d rt h' I' F' M' , h V' allism." 0 a ve upon IS po wy as mance mISter to t e weroy of 

Gresham's 
Law. 

India. He has published that work, of such sterling value, as an 
economist, and not' as th~ responsible financial authority with the 
Governor-General of India. I must confess, therefore, that my dealing 
with his work becomes easier than if he had spoken with measured 
responsibility, which would be more difficult to deal with. 

Sir David has recourse to Gresham's Law that bad money drives 
out good, helping the ratio legally fixed to remain stable. Both the 

, theories are, in my judgment, untenable. 
~arteri n~ The contention by the same authority that, because a hatter or the 
In commodi-
ties as infea. Government would not accept wheat or barley except fixed values in 
::~:~ ~:apn~ Gold or Silver, the former for his hat and the latter for its tax, and 
pointed ratios that therefore Gold and Silver, which would, on the other hand, be 
as wheat or 
barley. always accepted, can succeed as a legal tender at a certain ratio, is 

~ardly sustainable.. The point for decision is, not the eligibility . or 
otherwise of certain articles as objects of currency, but whether it 
would be possible to always have in a certain country Silver and Gold 
in constant equi-balancing quantities, so that any of the two metals, and 
for that matter Gold, could always be obtained in the quantity fixed by 
law. If I could only be sure for five years to obtain Gold at a stable 
Silver price, whether in India or England, I might be placed in a 
position to buy up a little town from the profits that I should make 
by my Gold-hoardings. 

Bad money There can be no such thing as bad money driving out good. In no 
~~~nr8 m~~: case what is termed the better money, i.e., Gold, can be driven out of 
apparent than the market. 
real. As long as the Government would offer to make Gold and Silver 

coins at a fixed ratio, so long will possessors of Silver find it advanta
geous to obtain Gold coins. If Silver is over-pr?duced and at a less 
cost than before, people will be benefited by obtaiDing Gold coins at the 
fixed ratio, reserving the extra Silver as profit. They will continue 
to do so as long as Silver is cheap, but the Gold will be withdra~ 
from the cutrency as soon as its stock is exhausted. nut that would 
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Dot mean,. as is supposed, that the demand for Gold will cease, or that 
the " increased production of the one and the diminished demand for 
the other will be regulated by the fixed ratio." Thus it 'is presumed 
that the basis of the bi-metallic system might be formed in acting 
by means of "the bad money driving out the good." It is only the 
demand and supply of the two precious metals which will fix the ratio 
value from time to time ; and none of the two metals can ever be out 
(If the market, for Gold cannot exist without its value being regulated 
by Silver, while Silver cannot exist without its value being pointed out 
in Gold. 

As soon as the Gold stock is all exhausted, instead of the ratio value 
becoming fixed, as it never practically has been even when it was at 
the first stage fast taken up, the ratio must become fluctuating accord
ing to the prevailing demand. 

It is a misapprehension to suppose that any legally fixed ratiQ The ra t~ 0 

uld .., 1 te h th h f G ld h value CCDSld-wo remam mVlO a w en e purc aser 0 0 can purc ase ered in rela-

it at the rate of 1 to 15! at the same time that Silver. is really cheaper ~~nct~at::; 
as to be 1 to 17. The ratio is, therefore, at once illegal and fictitious, inherent va-

. II h G" ld ill . b b h' . ul' b lues of the especm y w en 0 w agam e roug t mto Clrc ation y means metals. 

of a subversion of the fixed ratio of I to 15! . 
.A:n.y attempt, therefore, to legislate upon a fixed ratio would be no 

better than causing a temporary artificial interchange of Gold and 
Silver as long as the little artificial stock is in existence, for it is very I 

unlikely that, for the sake of affording II luxury to some and causing ruin 
to others, the State would any day throw cheap Gold upon ihe market. 

Any extra Gold thrown upon th~ market by a humanitarian Govern
ment will rapi41y disappear, and with it the much-vaunted legal ratio 
value; The dcmand for Gold, whbther for currency, ornamental, or 
hoarding purposes, will be the same as before, and the Silver price 
will also go on fluctuating as before. 

The artificial interchange of Gold and Silver may paralyse trade in 
some measure ; for, as long as dear Gold could be bought with cheap 
Silver, it is not likely ,that traders would go after a remote and 
uncertain trade, which everything would be as considered in relation 
to certain amount of profits that can be immediately secured. 

There will, besides, be no justification for the State to cause even II 
temporary depreciation of the more valuable metal possessed by those 
who had sccured it at heavier rates. To compel those who may be 
under a pressing necessity to part with their GoM at a time when it 
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could be had at. a fictitious rate would, of coursc; be monstrous, and 
might lead to equity compensatory suits. 

Silver is not The position of Silver in the market indicates bad money much less 
~:/ :o::~ than an indispensable auxiliary of Gold. The latter is undoubtedly 
~~~n K~~: the Queen of all currency coins. It is thorofore of the highest worth ; 
IIbre bad em- but on that account there cannot be any intrinsic evil in Silver which 

Ie m s of 
Royalty liS can deserve it to be called bad monoy any more than that Dukes and 
:tcki~~. not Marquesses and Knights could be termed bad emblems of Royalty 

because they are not all Kings themselves. There can be no King 
or Queen without the emblems of Royalty. Hence Gold Currency 
simply by itself cannot possibly act. without its patent.auxiliaries. 

If Silver is a bad money, there wonId be no reason why Gold, if 
produced in large quantities, should· not also relatively become 
bad money when, with its more extensive production, it would, in Ii 

certain measure, compete with Silver and displace it for currency 
purposes to a large extent. 

It must Dot be forgotten that it is only when the so-called bad money 
is cheap and plentifnI that the people would turn their attention to 
possess themselves of larger quantities of Gold. Any fictitious con
struction of a ratio between Gold and Silver values is therefore short
lived and would scarcely affect Gold prices abroad, as no Gold conId 
be imported into any country except in a business-like and legitimate 
manner. No currency metal can suffer from depreciation, or glory in 
nppreciation, in consequence of anything that is unnatural or wanton. 

To stop f1uc- I must ropeat what I have already demonstrated that all attempts to 
~u:t!o~ n ci ; strike at the root of fluctuations in currency prices is equivalent. to 
prices is thto destroying a barometer that cannot at all times give equable atmospheric 
destroy e 
barometer pressures. 
that would not 
give equable 
atmospheric 
pressures lit 
all timea. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

THE VITALITY IJF TRADE AYD COMMERCE EXISTS IN AN UNFETTERED 

CIRCULATION OF CURRENCY COINS. 

To contend that we should start the currency at ~ fixed legal ratio A ratio can· 

and then to presume that" the exchange ratio of two metals is not fixed ~~~~e ~~gall!e 
by law, bJv would d'3pend on demand and supply," is to bring in the :~!\e itimi: 

law with a sure apprehension that all legal fixtures in respect of un.derstood a8 
beIng based 

currency must be superseded by the natural laws of demand and supply. on demand 

.AB the ratio value of two metals, in its earliest inception, was not and supply, 

legislated upon by any Government, even though it might have been 
the most barbarous, the.freedom was taken away from all Governments 
to issue a single authoritative word for permanently fixing the ratio 
value. No matter what any Government might have done subsequent-· 
ly, it was all an unnatural procedure and cannot possibly be followed. 

In past ages when Gold was comparatively cheaper than Silver, both How ratio 

metals were obtained at less·labor than now. The ratio value was·form- b:l~~~~:~~~ 
ed of itself in proportion to the rareness of the more valued metal. It out a.ny inter· 

ventlOllo 
was the voluntary perception of the people and the demand and supply 

lof the time being which fixed the ratio value of the two metals, They
were obtainable in much larger quantities and more easily than now
an early element which bore restful contentment for ·ali communities· 
when not dispirited and devoured by unscrupulous; murderous; and 
plundering tyrants. . 

It is·a fatal blunder to suppose that the original ciroumstances·which Sil ver an~, 

b ht th tal ' h b . th I t h Goldinasense roug e me s m use ave een m e cas c anged. All the act for them. 

change is that many more millions. are now using them for currency :~~eday:in: 
as well as for hoarding and ornamental purposes,. as· was· done in times yore, and ~Il 

go on dOlng 
~~ b_ 

We cannot circumscrib e any metal to bring- about an equililirium~ 
The- restriction would be as much resented as any equilibrium that is. 
not brought about by itself. 

As long as it is profitable to work the Silver Mines, not a single T Ii. e pre· 

pound of the metal will be left in the mines, and so will it be in res- ~i~'f b~i~J; 
pect of Gold. Both metals will, however, be sought at prohibitive ad II equate for 

a purposes, 
prices, supposing these metals became rare by extensive and increasing no legal fet. 

• . ters can be 
use when It would be profitable to work the mlDes even at a greater imposed UPOD. 

eost than now.. their prices. 

J) 
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I ask those who seek to check the so-called depreciation of Silver 
whether they w'ill find 'one mal\. in the world telling them that no 
more Rupees nor more Goid are wan.ted in any of the numerous Qoun
tries of the world: I ask them con~dent1y if everyone is no~ prepared 
to say that by all means let everybody get more Silver and more Gold. 
There is no su:ffi.ci~nt Silver nor Goiu'for business and neither for home 
,and reserVe purposes. How is it tJ:en that you will get more Gold by 
regulating its price with Silver ~nder leg1\.l fetters? ' 

Not even the discovery of all :in;ve,ntions 'for 'working the mines more 
. cheaply than now could give the world sufficient quantities of the valu
able metals unless they could be di~overed in prodigious quantities. 

The exchange ratio between any two metals cannot be fixed by any 
imperative law, as the Hon. Mr. Mackay(the President of the ,Currency 
Associations) is insisting upon, nor by any quasi-legal contrivances so 
lucidly explained by Sir David Barbour. It will fix itself from time to 
time. No Association or Government, or any assemblages of Nations 
and Councils, dare fix it. 

How G,o 1 a It has always been, and will b~. fixed only by many complicated 
,~:ol~:dBou~~f natural laws, to enter upon a perfect analysis of which is no easy task. 
~tal intrica- That Gold in England can only be obtained at an increasinO' Silver 
CI¥l!I; a chas- I:) 

tening 'study price shows that both the local and foreign demand on Gold has been 
in itself. cOI).stantly increasing, while the imports of Gold have not been keeping 

a full pace with the demand. . 
Competition in imported a~cles constantly increasing, their Gold 

prices must necessarily fall, while the actual prices of commodities beur 
a direct .relation to cost of production and the running demand upon 
the~. It is undoubted that, even if there were a surfeit of Gold in 
England, the export articles can by no means command a higher Gold 
price than the one always evolved out of the ever-present competition. 

Tae 'precari-, The Gold prices in England would only run up when there is an 
~U:ld s:tEn~: ov,er-production of Gold, or when its exporl& are reduced in consequence 
land. of India beginning to manufacture articles for its own consumption 

and its rivals being in any measure debilitated. The Gold prices in 
England continually lowering shows the precarious existence there of 
the said metal. It would in future suffer disastrously in its recuperation 
processes if the genius and enterprise of Great Britain failed in secur
ing new occupations abroad. 

Each of the two precious metals has so strongly taken up its own 
position in this or that country that it would be impossible to make 
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one country hi-metallic :md another' mono-metallic. Any country tQ.' 
be either of the two, or both, must first d~end upon that country itself~ , 
It is contended that" the hi-metallic system may be completely carried' 
out, although some countries are mono-metallic, provided there is a, ' 
country, or group of countries, which is prepared to coin both metals 
freely and to accept them as legal tender at a fixed ratio." I have, 
however, already shown that an hypothetical condition is the ,only one 
condition which on questions of currency must fall flat altogether. , 

It is only the countries which produce plentiful Gold and Silver, with- 'The " per, 

d 'tin fl ~-t' t' h' h b petllal dis-out a pre omma g or UUL"" mg cos m any case, w 1C can ecome p!ace1llent ' 

bi-metallic, with a fixed legal ratio, which would, however, be fixed. ,a n ,it. DlD
f 

ve
l

-! 
'ment 0 /l 

only to become unfixed. Gold will exchange with Siver freely where c!l r re-!l cy 

it can draw the most Silver to itself; and this will always be, not i~ ;;~:tir:y~l~ 
.the place which is bi-metallic, but mono-metallic. Silver will alwaja of BI)Y fixity. 

go to the place whence it can obtain the greatest amount of Gold. 
The very fact that different bi-metalli9- countries have had different 
ratios, that one country which 'has been once mono-metallic in one 
Duttal has at another time become mono-metallic in another, and toat ' 
a country which was bi-metallic once became mono-metallic afterward, 
conclusively prove the inherent fluctuating characteristic of the cur-
rency coins, The one thing that can never be adopted in their connec-
tion is the principle of stillness or stagnation. It is, just like the spirit 
of our universality. 

The two metals are, and cannot but be, in constant circulation like The a1ter

blood in human body; and that circulation c:m on no account be ~i~!~:Jon~: 
stopped, for any stoppage would mean morti6cation. 1llortification. 

What we always have to bear in mind is that this circulation is 
ceaseless, which is directly caused by the vast commercial system 
which the world has embarked upon. The circulation must pe~ force 
enter the high-ways and by-ways of that system which is saturated 
with it in all the complexities and waywardness of that system.' .A~ 
the absorbing cells of that system expand and multiply, the condition 
of the circulation must alter and adapt itself to them ;' and it would 
be well were ligitimate means adopted to accele~te that circulation ' 
itL~tead of letting pebbles or blocks of stone thrown across a free- • 
Howing perennial stream. 
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CHAPTER X. 

OMNIPRESENCE AND EQUABILITY OF BOTH METALS IN ALL PLACES 

IN SPITE OF LEGISLATIVE MEASURES. 

IT is not altogether correct to say, that" in matters of currency the 
nations of the world have been like men groping in the dark, and 
their perplexity cannot be better illustrated than by a consideration 
of the history of coinage in Great Britain, which will have the 
advantage of. leading up to those changes inaugurated in 1871, 
which have led to the loss of the fixed ratio between Gold and 
Silver." It would seem then best that a Government should re
frain from fixing any ratio which cannot but be lost. 

France was undoubtedly for a long period able to maintain the 
legal ratio of 1 to 15!. But il was simply due to the enormous 
amount of Gold and Silver it chanced to possess, so much so that the 
ratio which it adopted had a steadying effect all over the world. 
This was however, as explained before, in years past. England and 
Spain, in their ancient days, used every now and then to fix and alter 
the ratios, but all along failed and Pad recourse to subterfuges 
owing to insufficient or disproportionate supplies of the metals. Very 
arbitrary changes were often ordered to be made in the quantity as well 
as quality of the metals; and yet neither Silver nor Gold remained at. 
stable prices, nor were prevented from leaving the countries in quest 
of exchange. 

'It is contended that it is "simply abandoning reason, argument, 
and experience and taking refuge in assertion" were we to disclaim 
the excellence of fixing a legal ratio which remained constant for 
several generations, though the rates of respective productions had 
been most divergent. We should be supposed to take refuge in the 
impossible assertion that the legally fixed ratio remained constant 
because the productions turned out in exactly the same proportions as 
the actual and varying consumptions of the two metals from time to 
time. 

The actual productions, however, varied throughout the period as 
much as 8 to 4, 8 to 8, 8 to 28, 8 to 23, and again 8 to 18, and yet 
the ratio of value remained constant at 15l to 1. 

However startling the discrepancies are, it is possible to reconcile 
them without seeking refuge in any untenable assertion. It is the 
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much brger quantity of the controlling metal possessed by the country 
which enforced the legal ratio for a great length of time which over
came every disparity of the subsequent productions. All the gaps and 
over-freights did settle down in the varying and increasing demands of 
the worIJ, while the princely quantities of one place acted as a dead 
lel"er against all the rest. 

We have it well said that the disappearance of the once fixed legal Disuse of 
. . the fixed ratio 

ratio having resulted m a greater use of Gold than of Silver as has beeu pro-

money-which is again a mere hyphothesis-does not make the supposi- ~!try~%::t 
tion sure that " Gold prices must have actually fallen or Silver prices about. 

risen." For, as I have already explained, irrespective of the state-
ments made by any authority, "the influences which affect prices are 
infinite in number and variety." 

I cannot therefore accept the supposition, that " the lowering of the 
gold prices and the raising of the silver prices is certainly more prGbable 
owing to the once fixed ratio value having disappeared " by the later 
action of the European nations. It is more probable that he disuse 
of the ratio 1 to 15t was automatically brought about in the adjustments 
of monetau- transactions into which the different European communities 
found themselves involved by the force of circumstances. 

The fixing of a legal ratio value could hardly have had a stable effect T h. e edm

on price;! when we find that even the extraordinary production of ~=:! P':r 
Gold from 4 million sterling in 1847 to 32 million sterling in 1856 ~8~~ to t'~ 
had no notable effect on prices such as the enormous increase ou.,.ht had no nota-

., ble etIeet on 
to haye commanded. prices. 

Mr. Giffen, an excellent authority on the question, has strongly Mr. Gi1feli. 

deprecated that nowhere should Gold be made to perform any part of ::~reeU:t~:; 
the duty which Siher now performs as currency. It is, therefore, l~~ ::t:il~ 
clear that the price of Silver can never he justly circumscribed. The as money. 

increased production of both metals has been rapidly absorbed in the 
world which in itself points out that their natural prices should in no 
way be interfered with by legislation. 

It is my humble opinion that, both as currency and other uses, the Quantities of 

Bupply of Silver and Gold will always fall short of the increasing de- !!'":talsCurre~~~ 
mands on them down to the end of the world. The best possible state :!no~ount~ 
of things is secured only by letting the flow of both metals go on in &:<ed. by I&-

th . I.e • I . fix th wth f . gislation. elr own way. glS ation cannot e gro 0 certam pro-
ducts in certain countries; so it cannot interfere with the existence 
of the currency of any country without causing many undesirable 
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derangements. W 0 cannot legislate that there should be so much 
Gold and so mucn Silver in India ; much less can we demand any 
stability of prices between them. 

;:':t Be:,: It would be entirely working against the spirit of the modern world 
other autho~ to endeavour to keep the prices of commodities at a higher or stable 
rities. ''11''" level as .w.r. Mackay exerts to have it. The Economist has very well 

pointed out, by quoting the figures of several years, that the price of 
Silver has gone down while the prices of commodities have decreased. 
The Right Hon'ble Mr. Goschen, Mr. Hansard, M. Paul Leroy and 
Mr. Newmarch have all given opinions confirmative of this conclusion. 

Neitbc! Bi- I am of opinion that any demonetisation of Silver, or the acceptance 
metallism nor • 
the opposite of a smgle Gold standard, has .had hardly any actual effect on the 
~~i~ of co~~ prices of commodities brought up in the markets. I am conscious 
modities. that in this opinion I have to differ from the distinguished author of 

"Th& Theory of Bi-metallism." 
Mono- metal- Among the many points missed by the controversialists on either 
!:mous~ll~-side, one is that no matter where you oust Silver or Gold, both metals 
allte:oatemet. are omnipresent and each asserts its relative value. Though England a lsamere· ~ ~ 

illusion. has a Gold standard only, its transactions in Silver are consistent with 
Gold. 

The mere fact that Silver, in the garb of import commodities, 
regulates the Gold prices, and that Gold asserts its own value in r~la
tion to Silver by yielding to the Silver prices in India, is a convincing 
argument that no artificial action of mankind will have any perma
nent effect on the currencies of the world. 

Sir David's 'When Sir David Barbour further mentions that he sees "no reason 
!~~~;~m:~t to doubt that a bi-metallic system with a fixed ratio between Gold 
°off the prices and Silver would have a steadying influence on prices in England, commo- . , 
dities. and would tend to keep them at a hIgher level, ' he probably must 

only have its transient effect in view. In his theory one must un
avoidably discover interceptions in the free flow of Silver and Gold as 
they come in hand ; and this would be a thing in bi-metallism which 
cannot possibly be permitted. 

Is the re-, But is there no remedy for the falling value of Silver? Is, however, 
:~a: :a~~.:d any remedy at all required in the manner so vehemently pressed? I 
fur at all r am clearly of opinion that no remedy in the .directions pointed out is 

necessary. And, notwithstanding all the unrest now exhibited in 
India, I fear this would ultimately be the basis on which tho world 
will rest as regards its currency. 
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As far as human hands have officiously dabbled with the currency, 0 n e wrong 

SO far something may have to be done to restore the natural basis in ~:tio?,1:
all d.irections. Sir David Barbour has made a very pregnant remark, :;t be,:,~~: 
that "to those who call Heaven to witness against such spoliation, I wrong to be 
should reply that it was legislation that altered the ratio from 1 to :: a~!n:~.e 
151, that what legislation did legislation can undo, and that the . 
spoliation involved in going back to the ratio of 1 to 15} would not 
be greater" . nay would be very much less, than the spoliation involved 
in passing from a ratio of 1 to 15l to 1 to 19." When one injustice 
is forgotten, the Legislature would rather not do another, for there 
would then be two instead of the one already committed. So I would 
rather let the past alone and be extremely solicitous that a fresh 
injustice-and in the midst of many modern factors-be not done to 
remedy an injustice that is past already. hy derangement com-
mitted in the times past has been forgotten and may have been already 
remedied by the natural state of things that has since supervened. 

The reader must now have detected the illusion as I have done as Silver and 

involved in the supposition that a Gold-using country has no other :;:nt i~ 
currency in use but that of Gold. It is indeed visibly so, and yet Currencies ; 

. . h Sil . the one can· 
every transactIon Wit a ver-uSIng country may practically consist not be with. 
. thin I b t Sil out tbe other. m no g e se u ver. 

Even if a bank in India imports Gold, instead of Silver, it makes 
payment in Silver according to the rate of exchange prevalent, or it 
obtains Silver ill exchange with Gold at the exchange rate of the time 
being. 

Both Gold and Silver bullion is imported for such purposes accord
ing to the demand existing for these metals. The basis of the ratio 
value between them is as unchangeable as in the days of -WilIi::t.m the 
Conqueror or James I when the metal went to the place where it was 
better wanted and consequently obtained a better ratio. 

The advantages of fixing any ratio cannot but be chimerical, for it 
would involve nothing short of a reckless reversal of nature's ledger 
than which nothing could be better in essaying the almost daily rela
tive value of the two metals. All history of the mining productions, 
and their legitimate influences according to distances and the various 
congeniality of the places of circulation and deposit has only to be 
effaceJ if any Government were ever to attempt to fix the ratio. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

STEREOTYPED RATIO VALUE SWAMPS COXSIDERATIOXS OF 

REALISTIC VALUES. 

Arithmetical ARITHMETICAL Index Tables constructed for pointing put the prices of 
tables not al-
ways an in- currency metals for set conclusions are not always an infallible Q1UJe. 
falliblegoide. For instance, we cannot admit, as Sir David Barbour does, that, if France 

had maintained the bi-metallic ratio, that "prices, both gold and sih-er, 
" would have lain somewhere between what has been the actual course of 
" gold prices and of silver prices; would, in fact, have taken some such 
" course as that indicated by the arithmetical mean between the two 
" sets of prices." A priori assumption of a theory cannot always gil"e 
the practical arithmetical mean, for the practical conditions of the 
market, which would result in a certain course of gold and sill"er prices 
in a certain period, would be largely and variously altered at another 
period, when the former figures would be of no avail. 

Mr. Giffen on The dictum which _ Sir David Barbour quotes from Mr. Giffen's 
ratio value VB. 
commOdities. writings, in Chapter XXIII of the work on Bi-metallism, imparts an 

independent support to the contention which I have already advanced, 
that it does not matter what metal and of what ratio value is used by 
one country, as distinguished from the currency of another, there are 
no injurious effects on exchangeable commodities. 

Sir David Bar- Sir David Barbour very strongly upholds that certain calamities are 
bouradvocat.es. I d· th -L_:_ t· val d ~l.-t ·t . ·di·1 tha be-a fixed ratio IDVO ve ID e uncertalll ra 10 ue, an LlIH 1 IS rI muous t, 
whau:ver th~ cause one cannot avert all such calanllties, bi-metallism shouid not 
supplies of _I! reed I! th· rtial ·ti ti H . taO tha . the precious be elllO even ~or eIr pa IDl . ga on. e maw IDS t, SIDee 
metals. Newmarch apprehends that new supplies of gold might fall away or cease, 

the metals ought to be linked by a fixed ratio. 
First import- We fear Sir David has throughout his work somewhat confounded the 
ance should 
be given to currency metals with the commodities of the world, which actually main-
:=~i~ tain the mutual intercourse of foreign countries and the local and 
aud not to foreim vitality of each of them. Sir Da\id gives the fiThi; import:mce 
tokens of ex· I:> 

cbange. to the tokens of exchange-an importance which belongs to the export 
and import articles of a country. 

The distinguished Author's assumption that everything hangs upon a 
fixed ratio value of the two metals would cut at the very root of the 

'~orld's progress. Everything could be done with a naturally adjusting 
rdtio Yalue, but nothing could be done if that were stereotn1oo. 
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If X e'WlJlarch said that the worlJ ought to rejoice if a new gold 1I01e" silwr 

fidJ coulJ be discovered every few years, I will go further and say that :A.meri.;-
all !'ih-er-using countries ought to be equally happy if their silver spensa 

lIIt~.lth like...-i5e increased. You have only to f:mcy that some silTer 
C':.Il'it;Jiru from Amem came down to Inrua and built more Railways 
and ~ and iet up a hundred new manufactories and trades through-
out the country. The effect will be an extrnordinary increase, first 
in the export, and then the import, trades of the country. A country so 
forttmat.ely I,1ared as lnilia., and -.rhich is now cursed for the falling price 
of silTer, would aaTanoo by greater leaps and bounds, and this because 
for it3 greater plethora of silver. An action of this sort, based on 

enterprue and energy. can alone bring in gold for the additional 
purposes of a eurrency. 

Gold is now sca.roe in India. and the country cannot afford to An anrestriet

I,urcb:L-e sufficient quantities both for domestic and currency purposes. :'!.t -:.11 ~~ 
The oTer-flooding of the country by silver may help to open up ~g~ 

new mines both of silTer and gold and many other commercial articles.. betta needed 

There is no royal road to..-ards holding silTer and gold at conformable ~ ~~ 
rata. The great question inTolTed everywhere is not an unchan."oing value. 

ratio r.Uue, but an nnre5tricted 1l5e of sitTer and gold throughout the 
-.rorld. 

The nations -.rho hold a monopoly of gold haTe neTer been able to A. revolutiml 
ah;orb silver so greatly as the other nations who baTe monopoli.<oed :vethe.=: 
silTer. W' e are only waiting for nations like the Americans to colonL.<.e tiDn of go;>ld 

certain parts of the globe. as also accepting the protection of British ::.=:
India to .-ring out a good deal of gold from the countries suffering 
from irs OOIIgestion. 

.As !!OOD as it may be found from the re:.-u.lts of extrnordinary actirity 

in India, Asia, and Africa. that they (the gold-ron.,uested nations) -.rere 
Io;;ing a greater part of their gold. they. would make hb-t.e in h~oing 
up as much of silTer aI they could get, {or then they .. ould ..ish to 
lilly in silTer -.rh:&t they now do in gold. 

Who are the people .. ho hold the greatest amount of silTer that may lIore ~ 

be lying idle more or le!§? We inrite you. gentlemeu. to lnilia., and =~ 
to the other countries, the resonroes of .. hich are yet undeveloped, .. hieh :. ~= 
are full of practicrJ and romantic interESt -.rhich -.ron1i gratify any ad-~ be held a 

~ _ .1.1 •• CIJ'UII' want.. nnu.u an'.! energeoc natron. 

The q~-non of fixing a permanent r.cio nJne opens up the .. hole 1"be ~ 

q ue;.noD of 1ru1i.an politiCii anJ admini3tration. The fiDng of the ntio :!o..~':: , 
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np the whole could no more affect the business of the Indian administration for the 
J.~~~ese~! better than that a" boat tied up with a rope could stand the onward 
Indian con- fl d t f t" , stitutioll. 00 curren s 0 a grea rIver. 

One of the practical points that has peen altogether missed is involv
ed in the constitution of the Indian Government as handed down a 
century since. 

Th~ , present We may sympathise deeply with all the noble people who cannot 
pontion ofthe , , , 
Par II m 0 un t make both ends meet on theIr silver pays of old. At the same time I 
,f:w:r~~:~i~ cannot but reflect upon the present perilous position of the GovernnIent 
degree. of India. It wouid do for the present if they would only get more silver. 
El!3me

f
n t athr y This is a biting want, while, furthermore, the safety of the country cnes or e . 

reduc~ion of itself unquestionably demands a greatly increased expenditure in silver. 
~~~~~; ~~~ No doubt there is a party in India which presses the Government to 
~enditullre. 0lr reduce the military expenditure by one-half or one-third. Another 
m~a ~- . 
istic a8 con- party would do away with the income-tax and duties on salt and opium. 
trBBted with • , 
stereotyped The Government of the country must be a lot of Juverules to expect 
ratio nlue. them to reduce our military prowess, instead of enlarging and consolidat-

ing it, and hand over the country to Russia and the plundering tribes I 
The ludicrousness of the demands for destroying the revenues which bad
ly want enhancement in certain directions and reducing the country to 
impotency is only equalled by the lamentable weakness of the country, in 
that certain reduction in home charges could not yet be effected, . 

My work on the ' Indian Empire' having more fully dealt with the 
merits of the questions on which I am here called upon to touch 
remotely, I must say that certain elementary cries in this respect now 
show promising signs of modification and renovation in right directions. 
The patriots of India will do rea! good to the country if they would 
discern the truth in each case and discourage the employment of 
falsehood, fraud, intrigue and hypocrisy which work incalculable 
mischief in so many of our national concerns. My efforts have been 
unfalteringly directed against such traits for thirty years past. 

A great want I therefore deeply sympathise with the present position of the 
ofthecountry th f is a well-de- Government, because, in e absence 0 a powerfully-speaking, versatile 
!;::lta:r:~o~ body in its own Councils, many laks of its subjects have evaded taxation 
p: a ~ ~ i co-worth millions, which they could have well paid towards the expenses of 
sCIenhfic and h t Crt' ti t 't' a! "'1' h' realistic basis. t e coun ry. eam na ve errl OrIes are most II. vlrgm SOl m t IS 

respect, where yet the utmost squandering of the country's resources 
prevail, and none is bound down to any financial constitution. 
Certain classes of land-holders and chieftains simply subsist-and rankly 
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subsist-upon the vitals of the poor; much-to-be-pitied country. They 
have held aloof from being moderately taxed by constantly harping 
upon ungrounded representations of being exorbitantly taxed. 

It is a good deal idle talk that is going on about the taxation. per 
head as compared with that of other countries. No one, however, can 
say how far taxation is light or heavy, unless a careful classification of 
populations is made and the profits of each, class have been ascertained 
with some approximity. 

An administrative tax, where required to be direct"is assessable on How a full' 

individual profits and cannot be spread promiscuously over aggregate ~:m:nta~;. 
members. Dividing the earnings under all the trades and professions organised. 

prevailing in the country" totalling up th_e groups which can be 
placed under each trade or profession, you obtain the numberless 
units of profits enabling you to define every class and every in-
dividual of that class to repr~nt either individual or collective 
profits. The direct and indirect ta.xes, as actually paid, can then 
be debited to individuals, Oll groups; and the tax levied per 
oapita under each class. of profits, anda similar rate for the aggregate, 
paying both fonn of taxes, will thus be deducible, the mass of the 
population paying nothing towards the defrayment of the administrative 
expenses being then clearly discernible, with reasons. 

All those, whether individuals, classes, or communities, who escape 
taxation, or any part of taxation, in the medley of the antiquated and 
modern state of things, can be thus well, singled out. The expenditure 
of the Government of the country having risen, the taxes, etc., r~cover
able from the profits of each and all must necessarily rise in some har
mony, pro rata, for in almost all cases of profits they are more enhanced 
now-a-days than in the times past. 

The Paramount Government cannot do, better than comprehend its The ViCeroy 

present situation-sJJ. a compact body on the one side, and a constan~ :~doG~r,:n:: 
chattering, irresponsible opposition on the other. Both these close, ceive.a great aCCesSIon of 
but opposed, phalanxes-the one, influential and the other its opposite, strength in 

but much disturbing-should, however, be broken up by creating large :::!~: a!~ 
popular- bodies, of honest scrutinising sympathies and versatile rdefevising fisool 

, orms. 
talents, who should be given, in each province, every freedom to fully 
understand the difficulties of the Government and discern the 
deficiencies of measures and finances. 

A practical training of_people's representatives of opposite or conflict
ing views and sentiments should not be delayed. An auxiliary 
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administrative force of this sort will enable the Government to handle 
many questions of economics, which it cannot think of now; nor 
have before itself from time to time. many solutions of difficulties which 
must come' from those who are now hostile to Government. It will 
thus secure a co-operative element in resisting all sentimental demands 
for sacrificing the public revenues of the country in the absence of sound 
alternative measures or retrenchments of doubtless necessity. 

Deliberations upon the known and unknown resources of wealth and 
revenues and the measures of expenditure relating to a large country 
like India render the employment of many special and popular intellects 
extremely useful. The basis. of responsibility is then widened and 
well-settled down, none of the sects or communities belonging to Brittsh 
and Native India being able to free themselves from meeting all the 
imperial and national requirements of India as one continent. 

The present prime necessity is not so much in respect of granting any 
very large executive authority to the representatives of subject nations 
as to render a. widespread and straight and reverse mode of discussions 
on known and unknown problems feasible by Imperial and Local Gov
ernments, admitting large numbers of eligible representatives into their 
respective Councils. In this manner much of unknown truth would be 
well exposed to light, and the poverty of comprehension and sentiment, 
and the crudities of ill-informed antipathies disclosed for correction 
on 11.11 sides. 

The reader will find no difficulty in perceiving the reason of 
digressing from the main currency problem. It ought to be generally 
considered impracticable-as it is not so yet considered-to hit upon 
heroic remedies for equalising the value of gold and silver, or in deter
mining upon the merits of the questions, if, on the whole, those of the 
Indian servants who have to remit a part of their pay to Great Britain 
expressly suffer from the depreciated coin, or the disadvantages and 
advantages of the mutually acting currency are nearly well-balanced. 

I have already shown in preceding chapters the serious derangements 
that would result in Government attempting to equalise the ratio value 
of the two metals and the grave and continuous wrong which would be 
done both to the Government and the people by forcing a gold 
currency which cannot come of itself, and intermeddling with the 
silver currency, the existence and progress of which cannot be forcJbly 
diverted from the natural course for the shortest time, without leaning 
to the side of all that may be unreasonable and impracticable. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

WORKING OF THE CURRENCY AGITATION IS CROSS-WISE, THE ADOPTION 

OF CURRENCY' METALS BY EACH COUNTRY BEING MORE OR LESS 

CONFORMABLE TO NATURAL LAWS. 

IT is apparently hard to admit that if Germany had "llot abandon- ~o bi·metal· 

" ed the bi-metallic system, gold and silver would have continued to ~:l~r~~m ::: 
" divide between them the duty of money in such manner as to pre- ::'~tl; pe~~:d 
"serve the ratio of value at 1 to 15J;." The effects, however, were legal ratio. 

" a tendency in gold prices to fall, and in silver prices to rise, while 
" Germany was selling her silver, and a stimulus to exports from silver 
" countries due also to the larger supplies of, and reduced demand for; 
" silver." 

Sir David Barbour then confesses I;hat, after the demonetisation, the The ad,·oC3-

old ratio could not possibly be restored unless by legislation and inter- llti~!:e!:J~: 
national agreement. And yet the conclusion in the same chapter 
(XIX) is altogether different :-

" It will also be evident that the future must be darkened and the 
"course of commerce disturbed by the large supplies of silver valued 
" above its market price held by countries that had formerly been hi-' 
"metallic, and by essentially provisional nature of the arrangements 
" made by the Bland Bills." 

If an effectual remedy existed in legislation, so dark a prospect would How a fi:z:~d 

be susceptible of amelioration. .Ail long, however, as silver is produced, ~?u:}d~: td~~ 
and is in circulation concurrently with the gold metal, it would have ~~%~~~~:uo
been perfectly reasonable in Sir David had he altogether renounced 
every hope in the legislative remedy advocated by him. 

" If the bi-metallic system had not been abandoned," it was not even 
then possible that the ratio of vaue at 1 to 15k would have been preserved 
as laid down by Sir David (p. 102). The caUses relating to the extent 
and adverse circulations of the currency, and the liability of all markets· 
to receive new supplies of the precious metal, would not long and 
always preserve a fixed ratio; and so far the bi-metallic system on 
which Sir David relies would not fulfil the object assigned to it. What 
a "legal ratio would fail to do is actually done by the unfettered 
exchange of commodities and the precious metals, the. export and 
import trades being duly nourished in conformity with the increasing 
competition of all countries that cannot be controlled. A reasonabJa. 
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exchange of commodities between the different countries of the world 
can be as fairly intercepted as the self-adjusting prices of the precious 
metals. 

~ 0 distress It must be understood that the very fact that silver is as much a 
In one coun-
try Using one currency as gold, and that different countries employ different currency 
:b~. an!t~~~ metals, clearly imply that there is no actual distress to be borne, what
for currency ever the ratio value of the metals may be. 
purposes. 

Supposing a distress of this sort ever existed, all silver-using coun-
tries could have been drained of its wealth like a dry sponge, while 
all commerce," trade,and intercourse would have stopped dead between 
the gold-using and silver-using countries. That nothing of the sort 
has taken place; that all the results, on the other hand, are the very 
contrary, clearly point out that the ratio value is an incidental matter, 
and not far less insignificant than the comparative methods of cleaning, 
removing, and packing commodities pJ:evaiIing in the different coun
tries of the world. 

No undue fear need be entertained, for the uncertainty of ratio 
values is not far less inconsequential than the Hindus consuming dal
Mat andglwe in India, while the Englishmen feed upon the roast beef 
of old England. The much larger populations of the Asiatic countries 
could have no metal but what may prove adequate according to their 
numbers, while gold has very naturally confined itself to smaller and 
more concentrated groups of populations. The transactions in the 
former are more extensive in number than in the latter countries. 
Silver therefore fits in with the former, and gold with latter places. 
Neither men nor commodities would come to us from gold countries 
if we were not able to sustain them; nor should men and merchan
dise from the East visit Europe if its resources did not permit. Let 
there be once a magic touch ot' the country where Silver flourishes in 
unlimited abundance, and you will find that none of it now idle remains 
in hand, while the danger of the withdrawal of gold from gold-congested 
countries .will confront itself. 

T. he MUDi- In one of the Indian Currency meetings, Mr. H. A. Acworth, 
clpal Com- B b Ci'l S' d I' . ti ul I f S' L . missioner of om ay VI erVlCe, quote severa opmlOns, par c ar y 0 Ir oms 
~d:u:sb ~~ Mallet and Mr. Goschen, the English Finance Minister, indicating that 
autho~ity for foreign nations were d.oing a great injury to the Indian Government, :rod 
urgIng a 
stable ratio. intimating that the English Government would therefore be justified 
value. either to introduce a gold st:mdard or a bi-metallic currency. l\Ir. 

Acworth stated that the Italian Government had refused to become 
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what in ita opinion was "the monetary India of Europe" and obtained a 
,gold loan. He also, as Chairman of the meeting, strongly held that the 
supreme power was bound to give a stable value to the currency, 
which, he said, was an indispensable condition in the political economy 

of a country. 
The radical error committed by all authorities engaged in the contro- The inherent 

versy is based on the impossible assumption, that any value figure can be ~fo tit! i ! ~ or ~ 
made permanent as between the values of two metals of an inherently rency meta.ls 

I b b oo d th ·th th wonld not ever-fluctuating value. t must e orne ill mm at nel er e permit of a 
value of gold, nor of silver, can ever remain stable under any circllDl- stable ratio. 

stance and in· any clime. 
It is wrong to suppose that the value of gold itself can remain stable. 

The fluctuating rates at which it is purchasable from time to time 
show ita entire instability in value. If AnIerica or Mrica ever became 
a country so powerful that it could feed and clothe E~gland in half 
the expense that it coUld do itself, nearly half the quantity of ita gold 
would be absorbed by the former country and the predominant coin 
in the coffers of Great Britain would be silver, which she would be 
forced to receive from a country possessed of an unusual quantity of 
that metal. Where would the theory then be of the retention of a 
gold standard, or a stable value of the currency, for it is just possible 
that that exchange of currencies and commodities would drive back 
some of the gold to ita original destination subsequent to its large with
drawal. 

It is natural for a country close to a group of gold countries to Co un t r i e s 
disca d il d b 0 • Id An t I ad I 0 d 0 grouped close r s ver an . nng m go. y coun ry, as a re y exp awe m together have 

former pages, is at liberty to have a gold currency if it be competent : h ~ ~r :\1~ 
to ~ave it. A small country, and rich in resources, may aspire after tendency to 
0t, d t 0 ti 10 k Indi °th littl ti Ith have so m e I an ye a gIgan c country I e a WI e compara ve wea ,uniform CDr-

but with incalculably larger calls on its currency, may fail in obtaining :;;~ asb~~ 
gold in such quantities as half of Europe may not be able to provide. indthhe east 

. an t e west. 
It is no partial gold currency which would do good to India, for that 
would only create enormous evils and derangements. 

If abundance of silver would not give a stable value, a partial or 
thorough demonetization would only upset all the present stability or 
instability, which is wholesome and natural. 

As every ruling nation are at liberty to improve and develop their Changes inthe 

currency in any direction that they can do it, it is just possible that a f~!~~J~~: 
time may come when a partial silver currency may be adopted by the turally follow 
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lIS the legiti- mono-meWlic countries. This appears to me more possible in 
=ce:::; countries where the hardships of a single currency and the \lllIlt of 

I 
CV:rg/eon~; sih"er have begun to be severely felt. It is:ilia possible that India can 
operations. have a somewhat better understanding with silver-using countries to 

have the exchange token coins of eqi1al value to lend facilities to mutual 
commercial interest. 

Where the currency tokens of any two countries are of the same 
metal, the conditions of its procurement at one place will entertain a 
differentiating element as applied to another. When such a divergence 
is marked in the operation of similar metals in different countries, the 
theory of obtaining a stable ratio of value between silver and golJ 
throughout the world is too weak to be relied upon. 

The .. difficult Mr. Acworth has rightly depicted in his speech in the Bombay Town 
:ti~;~: Hall the uncomfortable position of the Indian people and Government. 
~=:;;~ But appeals to other nations will hardly have any effect unless the 
tation. problem is discussed on grounds other than those with which the Indian 

mind has hitherto been accustomed. 
It will strike many as curious, and yet it is a fuc4 that the leaders on 

the Indian currency discussion have been arguing on a very impossible 
proposition : the currency metals have: been taken as a dead mass of 
unchanging quantities and of a permanent relative value. And taking 
this impossible condition as their. premiss, they struggle hard for the 
adoption of the conclusion that the currency should have a fixed value. 
Not all the financial and statesmanlike giants of the world can a&-ure 

them of so happy a millenium. if such a millenium were even of un
qualified excellence. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

TllE INDIAN AGITATION FOR A FORCIBLE SUPPRESSION OF SILVER 

AND A FORCIBLE AUGMENTATION OF GOLD IN INDIA. 

EVERYOne is likely to sympathise with Mr. A. F. Cox, C. S., of Mr.A. F. Cox, 

Bombay, when he got a recent meeting to declare that the Government c'r~"o~n :':!'; 
should be pressed to give a stable value to the rupee. Undoubtedly, the lion'hle Mr. 

. •• Mackay and 
traders with Europe and AmerIca would like to relIeve themselves of othel'S. 

the worry and bother of constantly making calculations as based upon 
unstable fluctuations. This is an unavoidable evil however. 

No trader and no country dealing with trade transactions can be per- The fun d a

fectly sure of all their fundamentals; and the best of transactions :~':t~~ p~~ 
llartake, in a certain measure, a certain amount of the uncertainties of trade always 

• •• denote ape-
speculation. Many unknown faetors are Illvolved III most of the trades, culation in a 

and it is not infrequent that' these very factors-render'all trade worth ~n mea-

having_ 
The Bombay Currency Meeting, howev~r; laid down in unmistakeable 

terms that all trades· suffer' on account of the fluctuations. allowed in 
silver prices, and that the countries which have a gold standard have 
no reason to complain of such bad tiDIes. 

This contentio~ has- been lately brought forward by very able 
~peakers in different parts of India, in whose opinion the consequent 
evils are enormous and such as can be .easily extinguished by the 
Government I A public agitation of a widespread character' has been 
consequently set on foot.. 

The Currency 
Ass ° ciations 
perceive safe
ty in gold 
prices only. 

They hold 
that the evil 
could be ex
tinguished by 
t he Govern
ment. 

The argument, :E fear, is based on very feeble premises; which must The general 

in course of tinIe be properlv understood and will seriously affect the conVlt' cht i to In 
01 mus s or y 

present general C'onviction that a gold standard can be introduced into be invalida~. 

India by the sheer will of the Government, and.. that the introduction. edI , 

could do away with tlle evils· complained of. 

Mr. Cox admits it to be true iliat the export trnde is stinIuIated THe admia_ 

when the exchange is low and that depression ensues when it runs liigh. ~~~~e ha! ee:! 
And vet he believes that' the effect is. only temporary, that no more stimulated on 

• " account of the 
rupees are brought mto India, and iliat no industry is increased.' plentiful rn-

As silver prices have been constantly lowering, there should be either ~; cheapen

of these two results,-the export and import trade ought to go dn rising ing of silyer 
•••••• • • produclUlt 

or be dlmlDlshmg. Ifstatishes show that the trade lS bemg developed resul.ts which 

th ' be d b ha . ' n:qtUre no re-en It cannot ou ted for a moment t t It was the good luck medy. 
Q 
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,of India whi~h has placed much silver at her disposal. If, however, 
the statistics tell a contrary tale, then no human efforts can destroy 
silver and bring gold in its place, or be able to permanence some 
ratio value betwixt them. 

Mr. Mackay's own figureR prove-though other authorities give higher 
rates-that the aggregate trade of India in 25 years past has increas
ed by 19 per cent. and has also been, in some portions of that period, so 
much as 25 per cent. Variations on the right or on the wrong side of 
the highest figure of increase afford reasons for hope and not dis
appointment for the future, eveIi supposing that any poverty could be 
due to fluctuations. iIi the relative value of the two metals. 

The export If depreciated silver be an unmitigated evil, it is not clear why in all 
trade of seve- 'I ' t'th' df:ll' rtt d' huldb I ral S i 1 v e r- & ver-usmgcoun nes a rIsa an a III expo . ra e s 0 a g ar-
~~~.n:i~~ ingly unequal. For instance,.the Ministe~ of the Board of Trade in 
countries. England could be cited to prove facts. quite hostile against the theory of 

the alleged national ruin caused by plentil'ul silver. Mr. Giffen's statis- . 
tical abstract well shows that, while the export trade of India increased 
by 80- per cent. in the last twenty years, the Straits. Settlements and 
Ceylon increased by 190 and 30 per cent. respectively, while that of 
Mauritius declined by 10 per cent. Taking the opposite or the gold
using countries of Australasia and the Cape of Good Hope, the e~ports 
for the same period increased by 90 and 180 per .cent" respectively. 

'rhe progress These figures for the export trade. of countries widely differing 
of the export 
or imp 0 r t from each other and selected for their so-called appreciated and depreci-
Uea !::tri: ated currencies prove Qne thing orily, that no such effect as those so 
of 0 P P 0 site vehemently attributed to the depreciated Iridian rupee is found in 
currencies 
bear no rela- existence. 
tion to the 
currencies as Indeed, considering the unlimited factors· regulating the export 
dbemonstr~tfie d trades of different countries, ilie silver currency seems to be stimulating yspecl C . 
figures, the trade as· much as· the oilier currency. 

Quoting the same authority,. I find that the imports of the Silver
using countries, viz., India. the Straits Settlements, and Mauritius, 
increased by 120. 200, and 30 per cent. respectively, while Ceylon 
remained stationary. Coming to the impoI"tlJ of the gold-using coun
tries, the percentage of increase in Australasia is· the same as India! 
The Cape of Good Hope scored double its rate of imports. 

It is observable that the so-called depreciated rupee, or ilie appreciat
ed sovereign, has as much to do with either t,he ruin or the prosperity' 
of the count.ries owning the different standards; There is more 01 
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less increase of all Borta of trade all round ; and these rates of general 
increase have not been directly influenced by any currency. 

It is altogether opposed to all fundamentals of trade-science and 
economy to bring forward such figures to demonstrate evil effects on 
the general trade on account of the rupee ; while the rupee has nearly 
stood as well as the' gold, sovereign in fulfilling the purposes of currency. 

To assert then, as Mr. Cox'does, that the depreciated rupee has had 
no effect on the industries of India is to misunderstand the apparent 
import of the very figures which he has quoted. They indicate, 
on the whole, an increasing volume of business for the countries of both 
styles, though each of them differ in. numerous economic conditions. If 
any other legitimate conclusion can be safely derived from Mr. Giffen's 
figures, there can be no doubt that, as compared with countries of a 
higher civilisation, India, with its poor undeveloped resources, has 
shown more favourable results from' the use of' a free and copious 
currency. 

It is; however, better to comprehend, the above and further figures of 
percentage from Mr. Giffen's statistics, so much relied uJ;on by 
Mr. Cox in support of his singularly d priori reasoning; and I must 
accordingly tabulate these figures as below :- ' 

TABLE OF PERCENTAGE RATES OF INCREASE AS MARKED IN SILVER 
AND GOLD USING COUNTRIES FRO]\{ 1871 TO 1891. 

i=Increas8 in porcentag8; d=IJelJl'eaS8; c=Crores; m=Millirms. 

Countries. Export. Import. Revenues. Railways. 

India •••••••••••••••••• i 80 [c 105] i 120 [c 86~] i 60 [c 85] i ,230 
The Straits Settle- -

menta ................. 190 i 200 i 1000 . ..... 
Ceylon •••••.•...••••• i 30 Stationary i 300 i 160 
Mauritius •••••••••••• d 10 d 30 i 325 i 50 
.Australasia ••••••••• i 90 [m 64§] i 120 i 180[m 291] i 650 
Cape of Good 

Hope •••.....•.•.•• i 180 [m 10~] Doubled i 470 i 2,800 

The foregoing figures will of themselves show that it is not cheap The t r a d e 

silver or dear gold which immediately influence these widely divergent :fr'de:r8ilv~; 
figures. The fact that Mr. Cox, while admitting that one-third of countries all 

• alike demon~ 
the increase of trade is due to increased populatIOn, does not give strate the fact, 

th . £ h th tri' I of a general e same companson or teo er coun es, IS on y one more march onward 

proof in support of my conviction, that the increase of the, general in reciprocal 
, .' '.. exchange of 

trade of India and of all the other countIles noted IS, ill the :first the World's 
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commodities: place, due to the pinching and enhancing wants of mankind, and to 
but by no 
means answer the general growth of ingenuity, enterprise, and competition in meetin 0-

auy Ii priori h . Al' <:> 
or fanciful t ose wants, I degrees of mcrease and decrease of the commerce of 
~=dingfr~: different countries are primarily due to the mental and intellectual 
~e alleged capacity of each country, as stimulated or modified by the physical 
slIver depre- , , , , 
ciation 0 r .aptItudes of that country, these characterIstics of a country and Its 
even g 0 I d I t' be' t th t' b' t to th· , , bili' appreciation, popu a Ion mg a e same lme su ~ec e competitIve capa -

ties of other countries. 
The fallacy of believing in any banefulness of cheap silver (strictly 

speaking of the increasing silver-wealth of India), is furiher apparent 
from the fact that if the profusion of silver-wealth resulted in an 
increase of our commerce, say 10 annas in a rupee, the gold countries 
could not have scored any greater volume of that trade unless they had 
a farIarger silver-wealth in their possession. Inherently and 'primarily, 
however, it is neither gold nor silver currency which creates trade and 
commerce, though either of the two currencies forms a direct agent for 
local and foreign trade, as much as Railways and Canals are direct 
agents for the transmission or circulation of national commodities. 

Facts can be That no Indian trade will increase simply because India may to-
summarily le-
velled against day happen to double up its gold-wealth, unless the country at the 
!~e th:~n~f Sallle time received an accession of enterprising individuals and com
s~lv~r depre- paRies to discover the directions in which such a windfall could be 
ClatJ.on. utilised, at once evidences the utter inapplicability of any currency in 

itself to place the country on a par with many of the gold-using 
countries. 

ne enormous It may.as well be argued that the rate of freight is lowered from 
additions 
made to the 62 shillings in 1871 to 20 shillings and even less in last year, because, 
~nt nagedcapat- the trade having gone down, the shipping authorities have lowered their 
Cly~ ~ . 
decrease ef- rates to sustain any trade left. The singular lowering of the freight, 
fected in the h di tl 'fi th" f th ' f trad rates of owever, rec y testi es to e lact 0 e enormous mcrease 0 e 
~eif:!' :~:; which has necessitated enormous additions. to the country's tonnage as 
facts proving also a continuous reduction in its charges. 
the remark-
able stimulus One of the most competent English financial authorities, represented 
given to the L dE' h d· dl h ld ' Indian trade by the on on conomtst, as very goo nature y e some time 
even withoUT since that silver having vastly multiplied itself-we will not say silver 
many serious 
national dis- has been lowered in value, for no metal superior to it of equal value has 
abilities, , th 
A subtle, but yet made its appearance- e authorities have been induced to believe 
:i:~:~Ye::~; in the falling off of the Indian exports since ~872, because the English 
of the £.COIl0- sovereign then fetcheql0 rupees, whereas now the cost of the sove-
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reign is close upon 15 rupees. The Economist . therefore advised mist availed 

h Lo d h ' 'd' h ffi' 1 1 f th d of by the Curten on aut onties to Iscover teo CIa va ue 0 . e rupee an rency Agita-

to represent the Indian trade in depreciated figures. tion Meetings. 

Mr. S. Burjorji, a mover of one of the resolutions of a recent Currency 
lleeting held in Bombay and alluded to in the foregoing chapter, follow
ed the track laid down by the Eoonomist and urged as one of the 
strongest grounds of his belief in the wanton mischief perpetrated conse
quent upon India having increased her silver-wealth, that as the English 
pound is of the same value to-day as it was in 1872, as compared with 
the franc in France, the mark in Germany, or the dollar in 'America, 
and that as the Indian rupee has, on the contrary, less value to-day than 
the English coin so equably represented by the gold standard. of other 
countries, the increase in trade cannot be judged by the additional 
rupees in the ponnd price of our exports or imports. 

The subtlety of the argument adopted against the natural Indian India ~ving' 

silver course is detectable in the illusion that is revealed when it is ::: ~l~e~ 
asserted, that the mutual ratio 'Value does not form any computator 0/ the for goldhnobly 

pays t e cost 
'Volume 0/ the Indian t1'ade, in that India is compelled to cltarge more ofth~ fas~ de-
'l ld' , he • l l ' d nd preclatlng Jt ver on go prwes OWlng to t comznuous y en argzng ema s on gold, while at 

gold and the failure 0/ its production in the same increased quantities ~~~~~e!:r~ 
that tlte 'World stands in need 0/ daily. The present gold-value of silver n;'0us ad~

does not in the least affect the progress of trade either in England or :~::, to ItS. 

India. For, supposing it had affected the progress, the legitimate result 
we uld have been marked in a complete oessation or falling off of the 
trade, and not in 'its well-calculated onward course which we have been 
observing for years. 

Because gold has fallen off in production and has stood in greater How the false 

request, and because larger quantity of silver is required for its pur- ~':'~~~~c::~~ 
chase, it cannot be concluded that the Indian trade has been declining the practical 
• , • • •• . depreciati 0 n 
mstead of rISlDg, as It actually IS. It IS gold that suffers from the of gold has led 

depreciation of almost three-fourths of the world's population, which ~!'~[::s~~: 
has consequently to employ silver as its currency, which therefore p,r1eciation of 

stands in a far greater appreciation of the world. 
The universality of gold currency has thus considerably fallen as 

compared with the rightly-increasing silver currency of the world. Since 
the former has proved feeble in comparison with the infinitely increasing 
commodities which the world, in all directions, is throwing upon the 
market and the ever-increasing competition met in the circulation and 
sale of commodities, the silver currency has supplied the enormous 

81 vert 
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aeficiences caused by the sparsity of gold currency. The increased 
silver currency has served the' purposes of the circulation and sale of 
commodities as well as the vastly increased ra.ilway lines have supplied 
the deficiences of the original transit agencies. 

The higher Had the quantity of silver not proved so far potent as it has, any 
::~ei;~d~: other metal would have immediately taken its place. If both the 
of silver how precious metals and gems had been non-existent, the various staple 
further appa- . 
rent. commodities would have served the multifold purposes of exchange 

as well as consumption, . 

The value of The dictum of several eminent anthorities, that the standard of 
thfe commetrrce measuring the inherent value of a country's trade can be safely left to 
oacouny 
which con- the fitful condition of its gold currency-for the price at which it is 
sumesmore of h bl' t te d ~ k to th 'b ' the precious pure asa e IS no say ~or a wee ge er-IS y no lDeans sustam-
:!~Is ce~~i~ able. The country which consumes more gold, in either producing the 
aunihilato r f articles of consumption or purchasing them as received from foreign effects, partl- " 
cularly when countrIes, IS not the country which at least can plume upon its capa-
t.he value of 't ' t t h' h te I f th ' tals· gold becomes Cl Y as agams a coun ry w lC was s ess 0 e precIOUS me 
~f:'t?' day in a. similar traffic. The mere fact of a more extensive consumption 

y. of the precious metal, instead of raismg the value of a country's com
merce, must lower it in proportion to the parallel traffic conducted by 
another country with less consumption of the circulating metal. It is 
curious to observe how the world unanimously hits one thing, the so
called depreciation of the rupee, because there is the ever-present cant 
to speak of its bad behaviour, while it is entirely forgotten that, if the 
rupee has behaved so badly, the sovereign has done worse by the 
constant fluctuations which it has directly invited in consequence of the 
fitful state of its existence, and no one can say how far more fitful it 
might become any day. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

THE QUESTION OF ATTAINING A PRACTICAL HARMONY IN THE 

CONFLICTING CURRENCY SYSTEMS OF THE WORLD. 

55 

THE countries which traffic in conventional silver tokens of depre- Reform of 

d 'th th' inh t I bta' f:' the various ciated value, as oompare WI elr eren va ue, 0 In an un aIr coinage 8Y8-

ld h f f th ' 'te ti f th tems of the advantage of go w en ree 0 e reqUlsl propor on 0 e worid is the 

compensating alloy. !tis the reform of all the debased coins which may real .burning 
questIOn 0 f 

be current in any country, which ought to be one of the legitimate the day, 

objects of Currency Associations to work upon. 
Every Imperial Government should enforce uniformity of coins 1i!very Impe

both in respect of weight and inherent value, as well as the alloy :~ y cou~tr~ 
employed, no digression being allo:wed in the coinage system of any !~~e m t;~: 
country to obviate all wanton obstructions in an uninterrupted circu- geneous i n , , ~-~* lation of the Imperial COIns through a country which should be treated coinage, n 0 

h fi II hybrid pro-as omogeneous or a currency purposes. cesses being 

All constitutionally and nationally Imperial Governments should tolerated. 

consider it a matter, not only of widely practical importance, but as due 
to their own self-respect ami to the wholesome respect and confidence 
which they should inspire among the principal as well as the subordi-
nate members of their Imperiality, that the whole of the coinage system 
of each country should be of one careful uniform standard and unit. It 
is difficult to enforce wholesale reforms in the coinage systems of 
various Powers unless those in a disorganized plight first reform the' 
eccentricity and anarchy of their own domestic concerns under the 
same head. In this, as in other matters of the world, which imperative-
ly need homogeneity, in the truest interests of all concerned, it is found 
from the extensive experience and reflection of several countries, that 
much of old-world timidity and spurious sentimentality prevails al
together injurious to the interests of whatever communities or clans 
that are effected thereby,-the pursuance of such timidity likely to 
result in nothing but consequences of an increasingly grave character. 

It would form a very interesting problem before a perfect Interna- Problem for' 

tional Conference of Imperial Powers, whether each power can be j~\::tiOl!)a't 
trusted, on the basis of locally recognised values and locally warranted M 0 net a ry 

, , b h ' Conferences. 
alloys, to attam some equableness of values to mmt ot SlIver and • 
gold coins which would have some uniform value throughout the 
world, and whether each of the Imperial countries can be honorably 



.The so-called 
equal values 
of the coins 
of different 
countries un
changed for 
years J 

The locking 
up of unusual 
quantities of 
silve:r any
where is pre
judicial to the 
interests of 
the wozld_ 
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trusted to have both the currencies in such quantities as it can afford 
to have for itself_ It would, I think, hardly be practicable for all 
Governments to bind themselves down to distributing among them
selves the quantities annually produced in the working mines at as 
uniform a rate as may be.laid down from time to time. 

Though I must take care, as well as caution others, against plung
ing into any speculative theories on righting the currency standards, I 
think I can claim some general sympathy in my condemnation of the 
perpetuation of all antiquated unequal currencies which do not rest 
upon some sure footing as to their respective inherent values. I look 
with distrust upon the statement made the other day that an English 
pound has been immovable for many years along with its eotemporary 
value-tokens in France, Germany, United States, etc. 

I have some doubts as to the expediency of any silver-nation like the 
Americans monopolising the possession of silver to any extent that may 
be termed immoderate. In the interests of the world, I doubt the value 
of hoarding away silver and not permitting its freer circulation to 
stimulate the employment of adequate capital in all parts of the world, 
as well as to counteract the tendency of gold being locked up in defined 
and confined corners of the earth. 

Gold conges- I should think the gold congestion to be as indesirable in all places 
~~:d ~fac:~; where it takes the aggravated form of loco parentis, as it is prejudicial 
as bad as its to the rest of the countries where they are from time to time more 
depletion .• 
from other denuded of, than replemshed WIth, gold. 
~~~es'present An unfettered distribution of silver will effectually attack the points 
~oagub lations of gold concentration, for its freer and wider distribution is an import
ln t e curren-
cy blood due ant factor in the currency health of the world. Give every country 
to the absence - uffi . f il d th unh -'th G ld ti dis I of a power- S Clency 0 s ver, an e eal y 0 -conges on must so ve 
~'f :ff;i~~ in the interests of wide humanity. The blood of the currency circula
throug h out tion being coagulated in confined portions of the world, a deep and 
the world. . th. . 

The existing 
supersti t ion 
in respect of 
the import
ance of gold 
and inutility 
ot silver as 
currency. 

widespread infusion of silver is one of e antidotes agaInst currency 
diseases. 

All abnormal alloys as affecting one set of values against the 
other set, or all antiquated conventionalities of the coinage systems of 
the world will be considerably righted as soon as the existing 
superstition in respect of the value and sanctity of gold, or, on the 
other hand, as referring to the so-called baseness of silver-which is 
an unmerited term for any practical application-commenced to dis-
appear. 
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There is some measure within which the currency values of different 
denominations can be placed on a not too oscillating standard. But 
the conditions of attaining such an end should first be understood 
before people can be said to possess any elementary knowledge of pro
ceeding for reforms in right directions. 

The present 
agitation i s 
based on a 
Teryimperfcct 
knowledge of 
c u rr e ney 
laws. 

It would be more empirical than skilful to restrain, in any degree, the The orthodox 

freest possible use of gold and silver as soon as they can be brought ii:!'~ng ti..! 
out of the mines. There is already an orthodox evil as marked in the P ltelc i ,0 u

f 
B meas IS ar 

widespread system of a stagnant system of hoarding in many forms-an l~ prejudi-
• • mal than the 

evil impossible to cure wholesale. But all should umte to put down the methods Bug-

perfectly heterodox tendency to place further and more frightful and ~:! ~ nfid 
formidable shackles over any of the currencies of the world. Compared C!aste ireVOtlhu-

tIOna n e 
with the orthodox usages of hoarding gold and silver in barren currency. 

forms, the methods by .which values of gold and silver are sought 
to be fixed and wild revolutions are' desired to be introduced into 
the currency are indeed infinitely more prejudicial to· the world's. 
progress. 

Weare just in the midst of a very ridiculous scare set against the The untrue' 

only metal which so admirably performs. our essential every--day work. ::~st lai:~ 
We are not now even in a position. to fully estimate the permanent Sf dm.irablc 

unction per-
deficiencies of our currencies, and we are not likely to know them formed h ~ 

until each and all nations exert to remove every obstruction from the silver. 

free and fearless circulation of the precious metals. 
It is foolish for any gold-country to believe that what is. actually The disease 

a disease re its gold-congestion keeps up some great credit among other ~:sr;: hefd' 
nations. On the contrary, it would be facilitating ita currency by adding :Sr.: !~iftf~!' 
a full silver complement to it, so that the normal health of ita monetary Great Britain 

condition must return. With that normal condition~ widespread depres-- :o~l :~:: 
sions of business and trade must be mitigated and an employment for :r;;e:~e:: 
large communities opened out. The countries which have originated exten~iva ~e-, 

volution In 
mines. machineries, and moat of the creations of practical arlsand sciences indu s t r i e s 

have monopolised the most precious of the metals. But as the tendency ~!;~;8~~; 
of every country in the world will hereafter' be to depend as much as ::nn~:~enlJ 
possible. upon itself for providing it 'Villi all ita own necessities of life 
and fashion, it is not possible that the congestion of gold will remain 
so determined in ita present homes only. 

The universal multiplication of industries, the bent of which is to do An extensive· 

h " 1 cal . . bl diffusion of as muc lor 0 as for all foreign wants, must mevlta y seek to the gold cur-

dissolve the too much concentration of gold in a few places.. Ita more rbcln~y possi
e IoIl.respec~ 

H 
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of every part regular. diffusion in all countries will sooner' or later take place, 
of the globe. whatever the falling off in production. 

The surfeit of gold in particular places of the earth is due ro the 
owning of overwhelming products of endless industries which have 
poured fabulous quantities of gold inro countries of abnormal activity. 
The gold-countries and their leaders have become immovable bodies 
weighed down by enormous quantities of gold which, I believe, have 
already begun to dissolve, in order to cover- a larger area of the globe. 

The t~po" Much temporary distress will be felt in all places which would be 
rary distress " • 
ooming on for gradually shorn of thell" accustomed over:Howmg volume of gold; but the 
~~~~~t ~h~h consequences would be no worse than a correction of reckless productions 
tOdI~atble ret" and a sober confinement of each country to its own needs, which it 
a Jns men 
hopefuL ultimately {lould attend to with the least expenditure of its capital. 

The specialities which each country will possess, however, attracting 
·other countries, will in themselves be of such a constant character that 
,all countries will rejoice in doing every possible thing for themselves 
to reduce dependence upon each other to a minimum. 

Each conn- And this minimum will bring about a more tolerant system of cur
!!~~: rency circulation both in silver and gold. I may safely predict that 
b:~e~!ta\: the countries which now. rejoice in, or lament with, their abundance 
without ficti- in gold will find relief. in the introduction of large volumes of silver 
tiona aid, bnt • 
as the result Currency, which cannot, however, beat out the gold currencyaltogether. 
of a g r eater I th tor f thin "t" 'bl that ld • developmen t n every na e 0 gs 1 18 ImpO~~!l e go can, m any 
~es~ conn- country for any length of time, healthily exercise the chief functions of 

a very active currency. The prudish invalid who regularly indulged 
in the essence instead:of the infusion of .the medicinal ingredients 
prescribed for'him soon found himself in the throes of death. 

The gold-countries caunot, therefore, long go on absorbing gold 
from silver.countries and coining inordinate quantities of gold 
~urrency without reducing . their own unhealthy surfeitness and 

. returning to a more popular and effectual standard, which for the 
present silver mainly represents. 

When a fixed That will be about the time when every nation (lan think for itself, 
:!~ a~~::~f whether a fixed ratio of value between the two metals would be 
itself. . possible, and in. what proportion, to adjudicate upon the silver and 

gold currencies that would fairly minister to its local and foreign 
adaptations. 
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CHAPTER XV. 
OLD WORLD IGNORANCE ON CURRENCY MATTERS SUCCEEDED BY 

THEORETIC BIGOTRY AS EVINCED IN THE CURRENCY 
AGITATION MEETINGS, 
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b i.9 assumed by many high authorities in India and Europe thnt .Impossibility 
, tabl ti b tw G Id d S'l 'ta' d l' of maintain-IiIDOO a sera 0 e een 0 an 1 ver was mam me lor more ing any fixed 

than 200 years, and till 1873, when France did awa.y with the ratio
t 

nnder a
f ays em 0 

LimetalIic currency, a bimetallism revived once more would preserve Bimetallism, 

the ratio fixed by legislation. 
I have tlolready explained how such a position' cannot possibly be An unfettered, 
'ta' ddt d th t d . b'l't f' t d' dualistic aysmam me , an sugges e e ex reme esua 1 1 Y 0 In, ro ucmg tem of cur-

throughout the world a du3.listic currency, since Gold is not likely to :~~ie fo!.o;~: 
meet the greater demand for it coming from more and more countries desirable. 

year after year. 
And yet it is difficult to maintain. thnt if every country was allowed 

to follow the dualistic currency at.an unfettered rate, th,at any fixed 
mtio can be maintained between Gold and Silver. 

Compared to the pressure that had existed on both currencies in the A fixed ratio 

h WaS possible 
past ages. t air volume was proportionately much larger, and con- in tbeinfancy 

sequenUy eveI"V facility existed for the continuance of a fixed ratio. 0 f bimetal-
- J lie ,currency. 

The present century, however, witnessed several countries which had' and not possi-
ble now be

never before employed Gold in theircurrency all at once taking in canse of the 

enormous quantities of that metal and discarding Silver; while the more ~~Jf:~~rt~ 
scattered opulence of the world rendered the purchaser of furilier engagement of 

Gold, both for 
quantities of Gold for" ornamental and hoarding purposes necessary,. currency and 

other pur
especially as the demand on precious gems have also increased,. and poses, and the 

could not be as well met as the demand on Gold for decorntive greater and 
~ unmet de-

purposes. 

After the three great countries b_ecame mono-metallic in Gold, 
viz., England, Germany, and France, almost every country in 
Europe with the United States and some other portions of the world 
went in for the mono-metallism without much of forethought as to the 
probable effect on themselves as on the general progress of the world. 
Since the yield of Gold has been very deficient, and every country 
would naturally desire to have a currency in that metal, it is apparent 
that Gold mono-metallic countries must reap, in course of time. the 
injurious consequences of a currency-which I would term backless-

mand On 
precious gems. 

The countries 
who first ini
tiated, the 
adoption of a 
single Gold 
currency 
never enter
tained any 
forethought aa 
to its future 
effects on 
themselves 
and on the 
progress of 
the world in 
general. 
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that has been contracting more and more year after year. It is only those 
who have held Gold values for many years past who are apparently 
benefited by their so~called increasing appreciation, but the number of 
persons who may have permanently contracted to discharge a fixed Gold 
debt cannot but be larger whose loss has been enormous, and must still 
grow in the absence of the dualistic currency above suggested. The 
largest classes of a. country, who are agriculturists, as well as manufac
turers and artizans, are likely to be the sufferers, since they cannot 
command a copioUll and easy currency to meet their obligations, whereas 
the Gold currency becomes more and more contracted every week. It 
may be easily understood that if the present state of things can give just 
reasons for complaint, any attempt to place a greater burden on Gold 
currency, by contracting that of Silver, will certainly aggravate the 
present disaffection. To expect for a moment that the state of affairs 
can be bettered by a more thorough adoption of the hasty method once 
favored by certain countries,-of Gold mono-metallism,-is to ignore 
the bitter lessons which have resulted from that policy. 

All that the world has hitherto suffered is from a contraction of its 
world's cur_ th h 
reney was to monetary currency rather an by a free- anded, economical and unani-
~ee t ::~e~ mous management of the same. The results have but now commenced 
several metals, to attract the general attention of the world, when at least it would be 
the earliest 
notion of the a very rash act by our following almost the same policy which has no 
~h~u:di o~v: element for its permanent success in the general interests of all countries, 
been ~asedl which in the long run are also the true interests of each country. As 
on ratlOna 
mutual agree- long as more than one precious metal existed in the world's currency, 
ment. and as long as nn inherent difference existed in the respective values of 

The value of 
Gold or 
Si Ive r pre
dated the cur-
rency area. 

the two metals, vast variations in the demand and supply of the two 
metals meanwhile remaining in vogue, so long will there exist wide 
fluctuations in the ratio value. Had one of the two metals "been non
existent, all this bother and worry about the fluctuating ratio value 
would never have existed. 

It is forgotten by controversialists on both sides, that no earthly 
power has anything whatsoever to do in fixing the respective 
prices of the two metals according to individual fancies and imagination. 
They are regulated by their own volumes of production and circulation. 
Their respective values towards each other are only indirectly influ
enced, and, in a subordinate measure, by the quantitY'and circulation of 
ihe various commodities of the world, and are at best an incidental affair 
in any particular country. Thnt the inherent value of each metal is 
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independent of the direct influence of commodities may be inferred 
from one fact, that before Gold and Silver became cognisable artiCles 
of currency, their distinguishable values had already been apparent to 
mankind. So that each holds its value as inherent in itself. 

Any forced currency of Gold cannot succeed, as the one of the twenty- An historical 
•• .(1.. resume 0 f 

eIght years past soon disappeared, and was absorbed by we people, successi ve 

though the ratio kept was so low as 1 : 10. EveR with. the price ~:~fh~; 
of a sovereign raised a few years later on, the people could not be in- Indian tChur-t 

rency a 
duced to avail themselves of the operation ot Act XVlI of 1835, simply turned futile. 

because Gold had attained a higher value. 
Even Sir John Stmchey's proposal to receive an unlimited Gold 

coinage in the Government treasunes, and to make it legal tender up 
to Rs. 200 only, the ratio being lower than the market rate, was found 
nnacceptable. 

There were again proposals from very influential quarters to stop 
free mintage of Silver. and fix its Gold value by imposing a seigniorage, 
which were also def41itelyabandoned. 

A Gold standard, with an inconvertible token rupee, was also rejected 
by the Indian Government in 1878, though proposed by the India 
Council. 

The scheme by which an unlimited Gold coinage could be attempted Snspi c i 0 ? 8 

hil . th Sil . fixed ti be' 'ded elements. I n W e ceasrng ever cornage, a ra 0 rng proVl in the eurrency 

relation to th~ existing Silver coins would prove futile; for holders of =.tionpro

Gold will never use it for the discharge of their Silver obligations, and 
would certainly import all such Gold coins to countries with a Gold 
currency. No value can be imparted to a rupee,;and at the same time 
enforced, which would be in excess of the current market value of the 
metal. Similarly, if the inherent value in any new Gold coins is not 
in conformity with the actual value of the exchangeable rupee, no Gold 
will ever be brought to the mints for coinage. 

The Silver currency, under such a scheme, would be so contracted 
that all industrial and agricultural prospects must suffer, because no one To lower the 

could work without sufficiency of rupees, and every one would refuse ~~er i :t~ 
to surrender Gold coins for any obligations incurred in Silver. perpetuate 

Nor will any foreign trader accept the Indian rupee, above its own ~h =:o~: 
intrinsic value, for the goods which he consigns to India ; and he will ~!n~w~~ 
require rupees in full numbers, as hitherto, but which, however, some ~ould have 

Its rebuff 
inB.uentiai people holding the present currency propaganda wish to from foreign 

reduce by shutting our mints against them I nations. 
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While the European trnder would not accept any rupee of fictitious 
value, or over its bullion value, he will not likewise consent to pay 
Gold price for Indian articles at the higher Silver rate fixed by 
the Indian Government, for the present accepted basis is the inherent 
value of both the currency metals. 

Any fixation of artificial value for currency metals which have their 
own natural well-defined value, especially when such forced values 
would daily controvert the exact prices, cannot but end in widespread. 
mischief. It has been 'urged that while the Indian Mints were closed 
against Silver coinage, the Secretary of State could dispose of Council 
Bills at the rate· he would choose to exact from bidders. A tem
porary inflation of Silver prices might take place, but no sane people 
would have anything to do with a country which absorbed Gold of 
higher prices by giving commodities of intrinsically less value. The 
balance of trade in favor of India, as in relation with the Gold 
countries, roughly comes to Rx. 6,33,392 as the annual average 
of the past five years ending 1889-90, it being' paid to India in 
lrriported treasure. As this is received in Silver and Gold, it is certain 
that no such treasure will find its way again to India to meet the tam
pered rupee if at all decided upon. The export trade with Asia and 
Africa has also brought a balance in our favor, of Rx. 21,300,157, 
which we partly received in treasure, amounting to Rx. 3,042,556, 
the balance as well as the amount due by' Gold-using countries being 
appropriated in meeting the Council Bills which amounted to 
Rx.19,072,607. As we import-so do we no doubt export-treasure, 
but the treasure exported to the East and West is insignificant-hardly 
an average of one-thirtieth of the Gold and Silver bullion received 
by India every year. • 

If our export trade, which has enormously increased of recent years, 
can be continued by increased demands on Gold or Silver in the 
Silver-using countries and at the same time supply us with Gold and 
Silver bullion in larger proportions than now, it would be easy enough 
for the advocates of a Gold standard for India to demonstrate. The 
export and import commodities, however, will continue to be exchanged 
on the same actual basis as now. For, as soon as the value of Rupees 
has been artificially fixed in relation to Gold without being influenced 
by its market rate of value while the Silver mintage is stopped, a distress 
in the circulation of Silver will set in, which will impart a ruinous 
nspect to all Silver debts of millions, and servants and artisans will 
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demand a larger number of rupees than they earned before. The 
revenues of the Government will go down in proportion to the 
increased ratio. In course of time, however, there will be such a scarcity 
of rupees that industries would languish, while the Government would 
not be able to collect its revenues. 

It may be admitted that if there were an abundance of new Gold 
coins based on the proposed Silver standard, that popular hardships 
owing to Silver scarcity might be lessened. It must then come to 
this. We must expect to have Gold in enormous quantities at our 
own fictitious and lowered rate which no market in the world would 
accept. Every Gold-using country will have recourse to other Silver
llSing countries whioh have not, and will not, debase their currenoy; 
while no other Silver-using countries will have anything to do with 
India as far as they can help it, simply because it would be guilty of 
nothing less than fabricating its Silver standard. The Indian Silver 
remittances will therefore cost not a penny less than now, whatever the 
jumble made of our currency. 

One of the many points which controversialists and authorities have 
hardly perceived relates to the partial Silver currency of the Gold-using 
countries. I have already explain.ed the peculiarity of the past times 
which permitted so many arbitrary staD.da~ of currency value which 
latterly have been to SOllle extent improved. What the predominancy 
of Gold currency and irregulated and illiterate ancient habits have per
mitted, could not now be attempted in any civilised country, particular
ly when the whole of its natural volume of currency is sought to be revo
lutionised. The strongholds of Gold have secured the most of the Gold 
available, and no piteous Indian cries can displace it to enrich us by 
means of the most impracticable method that could ever be conceived. 
And that method being at the same time commercially dishonest and 
amenable to penal consequences in individuals. 

It is a mere difference in the· fOllI) of currency against. which an Earlier civili
-'-ost insensate war is. raised. Since Gold is not sufficient for all zation, larger 
lUll! tra de, and 

countries, and Silver bas been such a facile currency, the countries f"o~~f PG~fd 
which happened to have too much of Gold have become Gold Mono- monopolies 

tall• h h ...... htedl d th tri h· nI· Sil have all gone me 1C, owever s oc""Ig y ; an e coun es aVIDg 0 y ve~ together, pre-

'have necessarily accepted the single Silver standard. The latter having paring
f
, how-

ever, or re'" 
only recently entered the pale of civilization could not of course com- vcraaIs. 
JDand the maximum proportions of the world's commerce. 
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It is impossible fo~ any country which has not developed its resources 
like the most favorably situated Gold countries, to present its commerce 
in the stupendous, dimensions of the latter. India has, however, 
shown a hundred per cent increase in quarter of a century, which is as 
much as can be expected from the operation 'of any efficient currency. 
Among the facilities which have effected a wonderful increase in the 
quantities of Indian commodities, plentiful rupees must reckon them
selves as a co-operative factor, whatever the clap-trap arguments useable 
in a particular line of advocacy. 

The mystery I find some of the most important economists have failed to acknow
~~llae :~r:: ledge the fact, that Silver prices in India have considerably increased 
~~~:~n t ho~ and not decreased in the course of this century. And yet it must be 
old and. mo- understood that, unless Silver prices had also fallen in relation to the 
dern prIces. d fi . I' d . h 
hasneverbeen m e rute y mcrease quantIty of export commodities oft e present 
a~:l. un· times, India should not have been able to compete with· some of the most 

active industrial countries of the world. Our trade could never have 
attained its present highly encouraging dimensions with the singularly 
low prices which were even prevalent in my own early years--for the 
commodities then grown were exceedingly limited and could not have 
built up the trade of to-day. When the fact of Silver prices having 
risen or fallen from the low level of the past 35' years is understood in 
this light, an altogether instructive aspect is lent to the germs of our 
commercial progress. An unrestricted and homely Silver currency 
has alone enabled us to increase the agricultural resources of India a 
hundredfold. Either our Gold or Silver resources ought to have 
been nnlimited to attain this great march among the civilized 
countries of the world ; and it fell to our lot what was in the running 
for Eastern countries that Silver became our predominant currency. 
It was impossible that a Gold currency could have been established when 
the most ancient among the civilized territories could not secure sucb 
copious currency in gold as we have had ourselves in Silver. It is 
primarily not the more and more cheapened Silver by means of which 
trade is carried on with foreign countries, but it is the useful commodities 
which our land, or the skill and labor of man, directly encouraged by 
the benign influences of the foreign and now well-domesticated Govern
ment yield that have established an ever und ever increasing commerce 
with the most distant portions of the globe. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 
'IHE POSSIBILITY OF ARRIVING AT SOMm BASIS TO HARMONISE 

THROUGHOUt THE WORLD THE INHERENT VALUE8 AND THEREFORE SOME 
RBCIPROCATIVE STANDARD OF THE CURRENCY METALS. 

lr is apparently very unjust and l1nsatisfactory that there should not Uniform In-

b ito fa da d f · ·,.n tri h' h h' ternational e one nn rm 8 n r 0 COInage In au conn as w 10 exc:mge . coinage desir-

commodities with one another. The coinage of one country may differ able, ~or all 
countrIes trad-

from. that of another, but if the inherent value of the Same or other ing with each. 

metal be brought into question, no cOWltry cun be decreed th6 right other. 

to withdraw more quantity of the same metAl by means of any coin 
doficiont in ita inherent value 'than that of another country. 

It would be reasonable to make every practicable allowance in regard Distinction 

to alloy, workmanship and the charges incurred by particular coun~ ~::~~~ !':. 
tries in purchasing precioUs metals for coinage. I think, however, hfonest muf°de 

. Il man ac-
it would be in perl'eot aCCOrd with the ordinary principles of iiltema- turing coin-

tional amity to enforce the ~rictest regulation that no dishonorable or age. 

negligent entamperment of sny national coinage is even 90 much as 
thought of by any Power. 

In the absence of any such understanding any nation can defraud Wanton tam-

the -.~ ·tiated t t' , th . el It b ul" pering of cur- . ano r, or """ Up VI ransac Ions among ems ves. SOli rency coins 

be once for all understood, what, has never yet been brought, to the ~h~~~::b~~:~: 
notice of International Conferenoos, that though all bond. jideaccidents permittE:d by 

fr t· to tim ult' diir • th . h t . f any natlon. may om lID6 6 res In uerences m 6 In eren pnce o· 
preciotD metals in all countries, yet there will be no room for any deli-
berate or negligent fmud by which one country may apparently or 
skilfully try to rob another by exchanging coins of less. talue with those 
of a higher value when it is an accepted fact that the value of coins, singly, 
or in the aggregate, is equal to the corresponding ooins of ailoiher coun-

try, singly, or in the aggregate. 
In respect of the ooinage of any nation, the natural basis of value 

cannot be tampered with by any country with any sense of propriety 
or decency. Any special physical advantages owned by cOIDltries 
which might result in their securing any of the precioos metals with 
remarkably reduced charges is compensated for in the increased cnrrency 
service of the same metal rendered in other parts of the world. 

It is worthy of consideration if nations who are thus favored cannot, How bona fide 

as a better measure place the inherent value of their coinage on adv~ntag.&re_ , sultmg from 
basis generally harmonising with the value as may be generally cheap value o~ 

I 
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~etals in par. prevalent. It must be, borne in mind, however, that any State 
tlCular coun· ., • '" . . 
tries are justi- whICh IS able to CIrculate Its coms m a very cheap, and, therefore, pro-
fiaple. fuse manner, must· reap the advantages of their superior position by 

benefiting its territories in a larger measure. Or, if its subjects became 
participators, they would undoubtedly acquire greater opulency by 
using currency coins of less local, but increased foreign, value. It 

. will thus appear ~that a civilized State, in itself, or as represented by its 
subjects, will reap the advantages of whatever favorable position nature 
may have assigned to them. If any country permitted its subjects to 
share in a larger proportion of profits resulting from mining operations, 
'the same country is benefited, since the miners or their agents would 
sell the precious metals to those who paid the highest price. 

A II nations Should we consider that exchange of commodities between the countries 
;~: t ~ed etX~ trading in coilis of less comparative value with those of an intrinsically 
mal ke mo;e or superior, thou!!h corresponding, coinage of similar, or different metals 
ess sacrifices ~ 

in .rect~ying assayed in equal values, must have afforded a sori of rough com-
!~:::mC:~~~~ pensation to the country unconsciously cheated, what would be more im
dUlce ufindiver. pOl'tant then to consider would be the problem of correcting deficiencies sa con ence 
in them. in the inherent value of their coinage by countries which may have 

hitherto put inferior coins in circulation. In adopting the suggestion 
here made to reform the international coinage, some countries will 
be benefited, as they ought to be, while others must of course suffer 
according to the sum total of their irregularities. If all nations are. 
agreed upon the necessity of equalising their coinage systems, and there 
hardly appear any . strong reason why they should not be unanimous 
on this point, the sooner all combined to meet any sacrifices essential for 
the purpose, the better will it be in the interests of their mutual 
transactions. 

Some of the It will- of course not be possible to effect, as. a furiher measure, any 
factors for an 
assimilation exactly scientific distribution. of Silver and Gold according to the wants 
~~tt~~t~~~ and population of each country, though a rough estimate of the Silver. 
co n fl i c tin g and Gold wants of each nation, as based upon precedents and considera-
CUJrency SYS" f' 'bl fli t . d b tem~ of the tlOns 0 remoVlng every POSSI e currency con cas' experIence y 
Ewa tS tan d nations,' individunlly, as between one another, must form an essential es • 

element in arriving at a practical understanding between the countries: 
engaged in trade and bullion exchanges. 

Beyond a full recognition of all currency metals, a fulfilment of 
the ordin:try desire of all mankind to adopt a counterbalancing seals 
of the inherent values of the currency metals and to carry out all units 
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and decimals of the currency of each and all countries on such prac
ticable basis as is likely to meet with the concurrence of aU nations, 
there would be little left to be done in securing a general harmony of 
the currency systems of both the East and West. 

It would thnS Beem that there exist no specious, and no artificial An,,! sound 

remedies for either increasing or decreasing the volume of currency, or ::~~e!a3: ~~':' 
imparting any really fictitious aspect to the currency, of any part of the fro. m the 

th "I b di "th comIty of na-world; at no state or nation, un ass a oun ng In e raw wealth of the tions _ cannot 

currency metals, can conjure up the idea of permanently fixing the ratio ~':t ~~~p:~: 
value of Gold and Silver, thus practically assuming to flood the country ous a d v a n-

" "" " " tages for any 
wltbGold COIns, or Silver ones of a fictitiously enhanced Gold value. . nation" 

It is exceedingly doubtful if any country of the world which recognises A possibility 

B" tall" h eaf'- ""t b bl tl existB for Gold _ Ime ISm, or mayer ""r recognISe 1 ,may e a e permanen y to be com i n g 

establish a fixed ratio such as has been loudly demanded for some time mudchthscarcer 
. an e pro-

past. The uncertainty of the constant, or accessory, quantities of either ductio~ of sil-

th .-,. al b h Id "ver belUg sus--of e two meUWI must ways e e as a permanent factor m the ele- pended only 

ments regulating the volume of a country's currency. There will :te!~t!r~ 
always exist the danger pf Gold becoming much scarcer than now, or counteract an 

" "" apprehended 
Silver so far absorbed by the world, or Its supplies cut off on account of r i 8 e in i til 

th kin b " hib"to "ts h b" prioe and e wor g expenses ecommg- pro I ry, or 1 purc ase. emg meet an ever-

altogether stopped, on any future occasion, near or remote, that any ~:tng de

fixed ratio value may disappear, while the scarcer, and therefore dearer, 
metal may also be largely absorbed for hoarding, etc", purposes. Every 
such contingency must result in extraordinary fluctuations in the indivi-
dual and relative prices of the precious metals; and it is not at all un-
likely that Silver itself may so rise as to render the re-working of the 
mines compulsory. 

The impossibility of preserving the inherent value of any coin. for 
any continuous time while a legal ratio is enforced, will be a constant 
temptation for the absorption of any metal losing the counteracting 
effects of circulation. A demand will thus be constantly created for 
the currency thus destroyed, or held in abeyance. Unless a state be 
so far wealthy that it can produce an extra stock everytime that it may 
be required. the task of keeping any ratio stable will appear to be 
hopeless. . 

There is hardly a Government on the earth possessed of such. surplus 
wealth, though I do not say it to be impossibie for a country holding 
invaluable mines, yet nnrevealed, to attempt to keep up some fixed ratio. 
of value between Gold and Silver. 
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~~tA fictitions ~mong the many· things which some simple--minded people, striv-
• cur r e n c y. .l!L_ G ld . . If 

' standard i s mg 2lo.Ll~r a 0 currency ill ltse , or as based on a fixed, or 
n 1 t i mately fi tit· coil - 1 to J! t' L1.._-t thrown out of c 10US 10 ver viUue, seem . ~orge IS,LWl as soon as a country 
the no~ shows the least tendenoy of panting for and obtaining uy artifioial 
currency Cll'-
culation. - currency standard in any metal which is not imported into it by a 
A State coin- perfectly natural evolution due to constant warfare of commodities, 
ing out Oft its

l 
such a currency, however prized, will be rapidly thrust out of the 

own me a 
may find it-s normal oirculation that may have been unwisely tampered with. 
accumulat e d •• 
coinage dis· In the case where a country IS the producer pf Its own currency metal, 
:r!.::s~:t the accumulated coinage will as l'I:\pidly find its way out as it is thrown 
ed to so as aiBO

th 
on the local market, for either the State must cease minting coins whose 

to secure e 
counter cur- metal is found plentiful in its own territory, or continue minting to 
rency as well. invite the currency of another metal which may iliere be found scarce. 
N 0 j~ifiabllt Every country will afford some scope for the introduction of one foreign 
:::%~o::= bullion at least to cause an export of ilie bullion or coinage which 
~~~~he~:: may happen there to be plentiful. The country in possession of any 
o~ a curn;ncy superfluous bullion will necessarily invite ilie counteracting bullion of 
cIrculatlon th d t I .. d' th . J! hib against which ano er country, an mns emp oy It ill pro UCillg e COlDS ~or w . c 
:: ~ ~ u ~v~ a demand may have sprung, but not otherwise. It is impracticable to 
not aword hold, as the Currency agitation meetings have done, iliat any State 
to speak. bl' tin . hi h be • tan can reasons y cease rom g any com w c may m cons t 

circulation-a circulation which shows every symptom of a continuouS 
and ceaseless increase. 

T ~ ego I d- It is impossible to admit that all Gold mono.metallic countries 
usmg co u n. ha cted· htl . ad tin 'th rtial h lesal tries them _ ve a ng y ill op g e1 er a pa . or a woe 
IlClves dOd not demonetization of Silver. The richest of the European countries 
commau a 
safe position. have of course commanded ilie Gold currency better for a time 

The currency 
of gold coun
tries has been 
fully support· 
ed by the 
universal ac-

than the others which have comparatively rroffered on account 
of ilieir weak circulation in Gold. Their adjacency to the richest Gold 
countries has no doubt saved them till now ; or the incident of certain 
smaller countries which have only recently developed their commercial 
and industrial bents on a broad basis, has saved them from a too embaJ:., 
assing position. Their import traOOs have lent them certain help 
which a bi-metallic or a predominant cheap currency might have othe~ 
wise lent them. 

It is impossible th~t eveD ilie greatest of the Gold-using 
countries can subsist in rrepect of its currency ability unless 
the Silver-using countries helped them, in a very large mQ8Sure, by 
casting their Gold into Silver, and thereby providing them with 
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valuable commodities purchased 1, ... ' .... s of 'Silver. I perceive some t~on of the 
'bil' f l" 't}rt coil f E silver cur-near pOBSI Ity 0 a re.orm m > ' . .., ver currency 0 urope rency, 

and America, for the increasing IIC1nv>.vr--_ ,-", ~ust result in a well
regulated Bilver currency according to modem want,ri, wherever it has 
been'debilitated, or is merely conventionally held. 

The unpamlleled rate of march of the commercial, intellectual aud The European 

ral f th' A' ti' h d to' '- Bil nations will mo resources 0 e mencan na ons 18 as muc ue 1.... ver think of a 

as to iiB Gold currency, If America, however, seeks·to increase iiB dualis~ic cur-
rency m case 

Gold currency and cease to mint Silver.coins altogether, Europe and America ceas-

other Gold-using countries are likely to feel that stress in their :Sn~P~~hf': 
currency operations which would bring them to a frame of mind favol"- silver, 

able to the reception of a dualistic currency. 
No respectable country can find satisfaction m increasing iiB paper NO

ld 
nominal 

" '. go standard 
currency WIth a nommal Gold-standard WIthout holding adequate or paper cur-

b n' . d . rt f'l- rency can be 
U Ion m reserve an m suppo 0 1 .... paper currency. mainta i ned 

An unstinted admission of Silver into all countries where it has been WIfi '~hOtut a suf-
Clen reserve 

held down will relieve the deplorable straiiB to which the Gold mono- in bullion. 

metallic countries must sooner or later be reduced. The capacity of 
America to buy up a large portion of the Gold currency of the- world 
cannot be under-estimated. A complete exploitation of India and 
the East by American traders, economisiB and scientisiB will at once 
open to the American mind the varied capabilities of our continent to 
minister to the waniB and fancies of the young, wealthy, and recep-
tative nations of America. 

It seeDlS probable that both America and England may be able in 
course of time to have a healthy dualistic currency introduced into 
all mono-metallic countries on some such basis as previously explained. 

Temporary Conferences-like the one thought of again in the Institution of 

present times-are of little use. It is, however, essential that each of :naln~~:: 
the cbief countries in the East and West should depute a compa- of Monetary 

F' . dE' l" •• I te t' I C Conference, a tent manCler an conomlst lonmng mto an n rna IOna urrency great modern 

Court, where various schemes should be formulated and discussed necessity. 

before arriving at mature conclusions, which would be generally ac-
ceptable to all nations. They should be authorised to visit all the coun-
tries of the world to evoke local criticism and collect all discordant 
or uniform data that would be of great help in realising an universal 
dualistic currency system for the world. 

It is futile to expect that a few weeks' meeting of a few represen
tatives of several countries can end into a comprehension of endless 
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difficulties and a knitting together of all countries for the purposes of 
an united action. Half a dozen Conferences have already proved a 
dead failure, and if· the coming one is not to meet with the snme fate, 
I hope my humb,le suggestion to render the realisation of a permanent 
remedy possible may be adopted by the countries which are shortly 
to be represented in the ever-recurring, hut never succeeding, 
Conference. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 
ESSENTIAL CONSTrrUENTS AS THEY SHOULD BE OF THE WORLD'S 

CURRENCY . 

71 

. THAT the Currency Agitation movement in the chief cities of India ~estr:c;l ~:! 
has ended in some temporary mischief by a further fall in silver, there c~ency agio 

is not the least doubt. A panic is the only result. for the producers of tation. 

America have become anxious to part with their stock, and the ex-
change question becomes worse. If the panic continues, ~e Govern-
ment of India may have to issue a re-assuring circular that there is no 
intention to adopt the infeasible proposal of fixing any ratio value. 

It is useless even to discuss the proposal of a gold standard for India, ·Condit\,?ns .of 

ld • I d . h the PT=ry for no go eXlsts for emp oyment, an even if It existed, t e best af establishment 

th 'ti • to th I . that I h .. d Qf gold COT· au· on as are now commg e same cone USlOn ave aiTlve at, rency should 

first of all since the agitation, that a gold standard and a stoppage of ~~~~~::~ 
silver minting will simply do enonnous mischief to India and to its the single gold 

. •• • • 'Currency 
general trade. The economISts who mamtam that a smgle Gold w h e rever 
standard will be a relief to India forget one primary fact, that Gold existing. 

mono-metalIism has been possible in certain countries since it came 
into vogue in past times when other countries had never thought of such 
a single standard, when Gold was obtained cheap and abundantly, when 
the rising wealth of Gold countries enabled them to purchase a large 
stock, when the circulation of both Gold and Silver had comparatively 
been so feeble that the fixing of a ratio value was possible, and when 
local and foreign consumption of silver bore a small proportion to 
Gold coins, while the people in general ·were more amenable to 
State autocracy than now and scarcely paid any heed to the legal ratio. 

A certain amount of currency facilities have existed among Gold-. 
using countries, they having been· the first to appropriate the major 
portion of that metal, and the heavier cost of Silver in days gone by, as 
well as its limited production, having greatly aided the interchange of 
coins and the permanent establishment of both currencies in countries 
where Gold has been predominant. The union between the Gold-using 
countries greatly aided the circulation and enhancement of Gold 
currency amoilg them, which naturally facilitated the circulation of the 
secondary currency, that of Silver, as well. 

The outcome of this predominant Gold currency, as confined to the A predom i· 

most energetic and wealthy countries, is to be found in the still greater =:~ Gol: ere: 
J 
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8tructiv~ of concentration of Gold in still fewer countries, so much so that a portion 
JIlany prImary. • 
indus t r i e 8, of the productIOns of the latter has fallen off sImply on account of the 
:h~r~Ol~o~~ higher profits demanded for the use of Gold. It is a singular fact, for 
broken up. instance, that though Great Britain is the richest country of the 

world, yet its excessive wealth of Gold alone has rendered her depend
ent on foreign countries fOl" a great bulk of its daily food. And this is 
not because she has no capacity to grow articles for her own consump
tion, or that she is in want of land for the purpose, but because she 
cannot use her fabulous wealth for ordinary purposes and for the benefit 
of her poorer classes. There are millions in our mother-country who are 
starving for want of cheap occupations. The foreign countries which 
do not suffer from this morbid Gold-congestion, which command the 
n~cessary solvent for currency stiffness, and are young in energy and 
invention, have been supplying articles of food to Great Britain, 
the value of which would very probably come to three times the 
annual revenues of India. So supposing, hypothetically, that the sup
plying countries disappeared by an earthquake, millions of Britishers 
would perish of hunger perhaps in a few months. 

Much JIlis- This state of things in o~ mother-country is in itseif a much greater 
. ~nderB tan d- hardship than any endured by a Silver country, simply because it has an ' 
109 due to all din - W h h f . want of abili- easy -sprea g currency. e ave to pay a eavy amount 0 mter:-
!ra ft~': ~~ est on Gold-debt, and 'this interest no doubt increases pari passu as 
l~:a ~f r: exchange lowers. At the same time the Gold capital in our possession 
Knan<:ia1 and is of a far greater value than when originally obtained. No doubt 
:~:ml con- we have to pay more Gold in pensions and allowances, but have to 

remember that the salaries of Indian officials were fixed in those times 
when Silver was scarcer than to-day. We have to meet charges on 
account of the Military and Stores for India ; but here, too, I find that 
Gold prices, in many matters in England, have gone down in proportion 
to the scarcity of that metal and in proportion to the disappearance 
of Silver as its auxiliary. It is a gross fault of our own that as yet the 
leaders of the country have not only no idea of the fundamentals of 
currency economics, involving a tremendous loss in the revenues of the 
country, but even do a lot of mischief by a misdirected advocacy in 
respect of saving India from further taxation. I do not desire for a 
moment that they should be discouraged, but have always strenuously 
endeavoured, by labour and example of years, to show them how much 
more valuable would the exercise of their ability prove supposing they 
sought only solid truth and fearlessly advocated its adoption by the 
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country. Both in official and public life I have faced and undergone 
all sacrifices and scmpulously maintained this standard for many years 
past; and I cannot see any valid reason why my fellow-countrymen in 
India should not seek what is practiCable at the same time that it be 
true and sound. 

No one of course would ever desire that the poor should be taxed, The principle 

but every one ought to try and find out how much of untaxed wealth of universal, 
. ' ., • but essential 

and profits m India escape taxation, With all our bow;t m pointing out taxation: it is 
the average income and the average taxation per head in the country. = t~ce~~ 
There caunot be more misleading and hollow arguments than those we !h~Jl~ ld: 
have been accustomed to advance in seeking an inlprovement in untaxed. 
the condition of the people of India. Every taxation that bears but a 
small proportion to the values going into the pockets of the people is 
perfectly legitimate, especially when the extent of values owned by the 
tax-paying cWses is taken into adequate consideration. With this 
principle in view no class of people except paupers need escape any 
taxation, with a view to strengthen the Government for all administra-
tive and defensive purposes. 

Such is the deficiency of public leaders in India that none of them Genuine im

have yet demonstrated by figures and statistics what are the specific ~~~ s !: : ; 
Home charges which we might fairly succeed in getting abolished, how d~ be in p~ 
to approach those influential classes who comparatively even py dia's interest. 

much less taxation than the poorer taxation classes, what is the real 
extent of the hardships borne by official cWses having partly to defray 
expenses in England, or what are the real melUlures of economy suit-
able for India, though not calculated to stir up superficial sentiments 
would command the confidence of all parties. 

I have dwelt upon some of our own weaknesses, for I have never 
shown any desire to lay the whole blame at the door of the Govern
ment. So far as it is responsible, and that responsibility may not have 
been met, I have briefly sketched the evil in a former chapter; and 
much will also undoubtedly depend upon the Government itself whether 
it labours mnl!h har~r and musters much stronger in laying before 
the public the real evils from which both itself and the people suffer. 
It is, however, unmitigated folly to have it said that it is cheap Silver 
which is a nuisance, whereas it has proved an actual blessing. 

It were better to have it said that neither a high nor a low rate Rei at ion 

of exchange has had anything to do with either the rise or decline between cur-
, ..' rency and 

of our commerce, for all commodities, of foreign or local use, have, IX:mmodities. 
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as a direct measure, enormollllly multiplied for the past twenty or 
thirty years. Why have these quantities turned out so fabulollll and 
they become larger still? How is it they are all consum
ed as fast as they are produced? Because the world wants all 
that and consumes it off. .Ai; railways and steamers drag the com
modities wherever' they are required, so- has the Silver currency 
been found adequate in effecting their thorough circulation. One part 
6£ Gold is required to. do this, but where there is no GoldJ twenty or 
twenty-five parts of Silver have done the work,-just the respective 
functions played by the iron horse and the ordinary draught animal. By 
means of this illustration it may be seen much better what a. secondary 
agent in the matter is either Gold or Silver, though a large proportion 
of the exchange 6f commodities could not be effected savS! through 
metallic currency. 

It is a mere accident in the currency circulation that one country 
has one form, and another other forms of currency, and it is only 
where adequate proportions of metals are in circulation, in whatever 
form, that the free passage of commodities will take place. In 
reference to certain commodities required in particular countries, 
it does not matter whether there was Gold or Silver there as long as 
the requisite degree .of a propelment of c!llrency is secured for such 
commodities, for, if 50 parts of coal were adequate to move a fire-engine, 
the same service may be rendered by 500 or more parts of ordinary 
fuel. All that would be necessary is a certain amount of pro
pelling currency which will be- needed to put into motion particular 
eommoditie~, in certain quantities, to certain distances, within certain 
periods: Whether that currency be in the form of Gold or Silver, it 
does not matter; jllllt as it mattered but little if coal or firewood moved 
a locomotive. 

A practical If it were possible to indicate a diagram pointing out the course of 
%.~·a:Or~d.! the currency stream throughout the world, the main current may be 
Silver and formed of Silver streams rushing head-long over heavy undulating 
Gold curreu-
cy. grounds and irregular mounds or depressures Qf Gold, which have to 

make way for the 6nward rushing silyer streams, breaking up the 
rough and hard protuberances of Gold, flinging obstructive material 
aside, cutting asunder gold b~nks, filling in the banks at one place 
and displacing them at others. It is not quite possible to give a 
precise diagram, but herein there are sufficient indicntions f{)r the 
same. Deposits of torn-up material may show the degree of 
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Gold-congestion with which the different Gold-using countries should 
be afRicted, pointing out situations adverse to a happy and unfettered 
course of currency circulation. We thus come to the need of arriving 
at a settled, well-levelled course of circulation, with all the inequalities 
and frigidities dissolved and settled down in just the same manner 
as a consummate statesman, ,towering above a vast. multitude of 
indifferent pigmies, with his over-powering currents of unrivalled 
attributes and aptitudes, would bring down a seething mass of 
crudities, mediocrities, and corruption, to a comparatively healthy level. 

The main currency strength, in each part of the globe, can only be P~tentiality 
formed by Silver, till at least we come across a metal in every respect ~~~~rn:~~ 
superior to it, and one that would serve the purpose of a world-wide of gold . cur-

ffi . I . Till h - th il reney, figura-currency more e cacloUS y. suc time e s ver currency must tively ex-
be understood to stand in the same relation to Gold as the copious rains plained. 

which descend from the Heavens are in respect of the currents of water 
within the earth. It would be a folly to be in expectancy of Gold-
stocks or Gold-values, in actual or nominal shapes, without ilie country 
being first profusely and constantly showered with Silver: such a 
profusion being naturally productive of Gold, as the rain-currents 
permeate ilie earth to form iliemselves into rarer and more precious 
streams. The one cannot be without the other, both being neces-
sary, in adequate proportions, to maintain an equable temperature 
and the otherwise physical f9rmation of the globe. It is in. tIxis light 
that the consistency and harmony of currency laws may be conceived , 
and enforced. 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

EXAMINATION OF THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON 
SILVER AND GOLD, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF A REFORMED 

OURRENCY DISOUSSED. 

Mistaken con- TIm Royal Commission on Gold and Silver has laid down that the 
elusion of the • 
Royal Com- exchange fluctuations tend to a derangement and loss of trade between 
::~:ge'~~~foreign countries (fart III, p. 74). It would appear, however, 
tu~tlchi'o~s are that all natural fluctuations in Gold and Silver prices of themselves 
mlS evous 
and ruin the cannot do damage to any trade, and that therefore the remedy which 
trade. the Royal Commission recommended on this ground would be uncalled 

for. A remedy on such a ground is not likely to be a permanent 
remedy, and it cannot therefore be understood as a real remedy for 
any evil in existence. ~ as suggested in this work, the remedy of 
introducing a natural: dualistic currency is adopted by each and all the 
countries of the earth, each supplying itself with as much Silver and 
Gold currency, acoording to its own wants and in proportions fairly 
obtainable by all, till no supplies can be had but from the mines, or 
from countries in need of parting from a portion of their bullion, there 
will be no more possibility of exchange fluctuations ceasing, as now, 
or under a system the worst possible to conceive. 

Currency fluc- I think that the sooner statesmen and economists admit that flnctua
~::iO,:,~ ~:; tions in the values of precious metals are as inseparable from the body 
in spite of the of any currenoy as is life and soul in the body of any living man, 
theory of the h b will· b An h·· f this cl· Commission. t e ettar It e. aut orltative acceptance 0 con USIon 

will save 110 world of semi-useless controversy, and fierce, never-ending 
discussions. If the controversialists in State, in Common-wealth, and 
in Press can succeed in convinoing us that these fluctuations are mis
chievous and preventible, their next legitimate step should be to strike at 
the root offluotuations in prices of every trade commodity in the world. 

Laws of pro. No more absurd error can be perpetrated than to denounce any 
gressive Clll"- existing course of trade, because it involves the clerical and speculative 
rency. 

labor of manipulating the conflicting figures of an exchange. None of 
the currency judges have got rid of many material illusions which 
land them on imaginary regions of almost wild apprehensions and 
chimerical: remedies. The ~ meaning of recent developments in cur
rency transactions, and the world-wide impetus given to the com
merce of each and all the countries of the earth-often, it may be, of an 
apparently paradoxical nature-has not been adequately comprehended. 
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No country can ever bend the course of commerce, according to its 
own imagination, by falsifying or revolutionising the course of its 
currency. 

No country can direct the intellect and energy of another country 
to regulate its commerce in unison with its own whims or interests. 

If there were absolutely no metal-value Huctuations to take an 
account of in . launching into a trade, there would be fifty other 
factors which would influence individual and commercial business, as 
having reference to the wants, interests, or even idyosyncrasies of other 
countries. The quickening of the thousand impulses of modem 
countries will always keep fresh in numerous unknown factors, which 
may render any given transaction, for a given season or time, lucrative 
or not, the various degress of lucrativeness becoming a matter of fine 
calculation and many a time of speculation. 

It may after all be found that the advantages of letting a currency 
run its own even course commands greater stability, than when it is in 
any measure sought to be arrested, speciously hampered, or falsified. 

It does not matter in the least how much of Gold or Silver yon 
take in for your currency purposes, so long as you discern and meet the 
want; you are even safe if no country comes to any terms with you in 
respect of an international currency. 

Both Gold and Silver will always have a fixed value, so far as this 
fixity is attainable in the actuality of affairs: their streams will continue 
to fertilise aocording to the quantity and momentum with which these 
metals shoot abroad from their various sources of production, and are 
subsequently moved or manipulated in a natural course of affairs. 
Neither the Gold nor the Silver streams ever get inextricably involv~ 
with each other. Each is always retained in a certain volume for a 
certain volume of the other. . 

The current of commodities run parallel to and betwixt these streams, 
and these streams of precious metals are attracted by these currents, ac
cording to their integral force, and according to the divergent strength 
and How of these streams to meet their parent central currents of 
commodities. 

The only care to be taken is to keep the streams of the currency . 
existing, always adequately replenished, and free moving. The stupidest 
of all mistakes would be to curtail the volume of a currency, or try 
to give it any fictitious force, while its own natural How is the only 
safeguard against stagnation or desolation. 
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It is better to feel restrained than being confident in casting about 
for forcible remedies. A natural conception of a remedy certainly 
differs from an excited or a forced one. 

It would be quite unnatural to expect that any of the mines should 
be closed when they could be worked with profit. 

It would be a silly thing either to curtail or stop a currency in its 
course of patent activity. 

It would be madness- to raise the value of any currency metal when 
any quantity of it could flood the market, particularly as other uses of 
it would never cease. It would be an act-of folly to give any artificial 
value to the rupee when it, as it stands, has answered so well, and 
regulated the prices of endless commodities for an extensive period and 
for local and foreign use. 

Whatever quantity of Gold which it fetches for India, and what
ever useful commodities it brings to supply India's needs, all that is 
perfectly understandable. It is only by an accident that our 
confirmed currency is Silver and that of Great Britain is Gold. The 
price of every commodity is brought down to one scale-that of Gold, or 
of Silver. And we can. fix no value of either, save that which a demand 
and supply of both articles must indicate from time to time. 

Progress 1 n There would not be much hope left to arrive at a millennium of 
~o=n~ i fi currency reforms, when all countries have done utilising both 
f:~~ mill~!~ metals in their currency, as proposed in this work. I have already 
nium . as now explained how any standard could be fixed as mainly based on the 
concelVed. inherent value of a currency metal. When the use of both Silver and 

Gold is universally extended for currency purposes, it is very doubtful 
if the fluctuations would even then cease. 

The act of correcting enormous quantities of token coins will absorb 
no very mean fraction of the present quantity of currency metals. 
This must immediately tell on the price of both metals. But for any 
abiding effect on the exchange rate, in the presence of the contingency 
that the increasing commerce and wants of the world must indent upon 
a continuously increasing quantity of Silver and Gold bullion, there 
will be no appreciable result. 

A better and a more universal adjustment of the precious metals is 
likely to raise the price of Silver, a similar effect being produced on 
Gold. One of the primary and the strongest factors which seems 
to have escaped the notice of all, is the individual tendency of every 
one in the world to be possessed of a larger amount of wealth 
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represented either by Silver, Gold, or house, land and other property. 
also represented by precious metals; whereas the present grave want 
of the largest majority in the world is for no excessive wealth, as 
represented in various forms, but orily for an extremely small quota of it. 
Our estimate for a future want of Silver and Gold should not exclude 
this important element, orily if ordinarily viewed • 

. I therefore do not doubt that in a few years more any quantity avail
able of the precious metals will fall considerably below the increasing 
needs of the world, when the present troubles will orily take another 
form. The present disparity between the respective supplies of the 
metals is not likely to cease. It is impossible to arrive at any stability, 
in the abstract, uriless all the nations of the earth were agreed upon a 
total abolition of Silver and Gold as CUITency metals, and decided upon 
another metal or article, the use of which would be for currency alone, 
and its anYI ,ther use, or its use by others than Government, entailing 
the most rigid penalties I 

The conclusion which the. Royal Commission has arrived at in respect Inadeq u ~ t e 
of the hardships caused to the Government of India by the fall in Silver ~~ ~h~~~a~ 
prices 'is certainly not adequate for so important a' Commission to Commission. 

entertain, (Part III, para. 7). It is the fault of the Indian constitution, 
and not the relative values of the two metals, which calls for a remedy • 
.Itis true that the Commission was not asked to point· out flaws in the 
British Indian Constitution; but in my judgment it was bound to 
state the truth, that the difficulties of the Indian Government were not 
caused by cheap Silver, but by the inadequate statesmanship displayed 
in meeting the increasing obligations of the Government of India. As 
it is, the Commission has placed the world on an inexpedient track for 
an indefinite length of time by ignoring the needs of imparting an 
unquestioned capacity to the Indian Government in meeting all 
necessary calls on account of its transactions with Gold' countries. 
The only course open to the Commission was to discover the true. malady 
and prescribe the true remedy, instead of leading us to an elaboration of 
the old-world measures based on the short-sightedness and the narrow 
expediency of old times. 

I do not also agree with the Commission that with the fall in That India.'s 

question, . India has gained and England has suffered in r~spect of rn~n :Ict:.: 
her trade and commerce with the Silver country. -No doubt wheat 1

1
·S '~ngland's 

• oss IS proved 
before the fall obtained 40s., and that it now obtaInS only 30s. But an untenable 

the Indian cultivator orily sends more of that article to Europe. =~~si~f ~ 
K 
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t~e Commis- And it is argued in respect of England that she loses in her own trod e 
Slon. for the price of her own exports has not increased, though the Gold, 

which was valued at 28., and brought, say for instance, Rs. 10,00,000 
once, would not now bring Rs. 1,33,333, taking the exchange at 
ls. 6d, a rupee. The Commission, however, entirely forgets that India 
accepts lower prices tor all her commodities, and that whilst the Gold
producing countries continue to send us their commodities, they must 
also certainly sell at lower prices. If India sold at higher prices, she 
would also buy at higher prices. I cannot therefore justly conclude 
that ,e the measure of the loss is the difference between the higher 
price received before the fall and that of the price now received." To 
put that down as a loss to. complain against and provide a remedy for 
as the Commision has done, is entirely to miscomprehend every practical 
and progressive economical principle. 

It seems singular that so high an authority as the Royal Commission 
should only have argued to prove, that the world's commodities should 
not be multiplied, and that high Gold prices received for them once 
should be the correct standard for any value for all times to come I If, 
however, the plain principle that all countries must constantly sacrifice 
something in proportion to the growth of industries and of individual 
and aggregate wants from time to time, thus laying the basis of a wider, 
and therefore a more equitable, prosperity, and of a prosperity 
increasing pro rata with the increase of the world's population and 
collective enterprise and energy, the Commission would have avoided 
several pitfalls in its deliberate judgment, thuS rendering a true 
solution of the difficulty easier. 

The Royal Commission is divided in its opinion on the cause 
of the fall in Gold prices. Some members maintain that in
creased commodities and cheapenea production have resulted in 
the fall, while others haye ascribed it to the rupture of the bi-metallic , 
league. 

The effects It is contended that e, if Gold prices have fallen owing to increased 
of Silvker c!ll-.commodities, Silvel' prices should have fallen to the same extent." If rency eepmg 
p~ce with t~e a fall in Silver prices has been checked in any measure, it must be 
tlmes, while , , th S'l 
the Gold one understood that" with the mcreased supply of commodities, elver 
~;~~~n:~ circulation, which had been larger already, was so far added to that the 
~ts increasing increased quantity of Silver required being forthcoming, the amount 
1m poteucy. , 

of Silver coins required for the particular quantity of a commodity 
could not be appreciably diminished. 
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The fall in Gold prices is not due mainly to increase in cheapened The evil 
• . . ' . effects of , he 

productIon, but also to the inability of any mcrease In the Gold stock present Gold 

to represent the multiplied increase of commodities, ~nd the consta~t :~:e! i I ~i~~ 
increase in the competition raging in all countries, within themselves wb hich should 

e done away 
as with each other, particularly so as the Silver cllrrency was reduced, with, while 

wPile the area of Gold currency has been enlarged infinitely more :~~~ CO~~~~y 
than a similar quantity of Silver currency could have been expected :h~f: e dl:; 
to serve. curre!1cy in a. 

Th h uld ill bl' dl t' tok 'I ,2olutlOU 0 f at so many nations s 0 st m y con !nue en S1 ver coms S il ve r cur-
of an exaggerated and fiotitious Gold value has aggravated the real evil, rency. 

which is not due to fluotuations, but to the frightful Gold-congestion 
which needs an absolute dissolution. To' the extent that Silver 
token coins have exohanged with Gold, thus far also the congestion of 
that currenoy has been the more aggravated: One important fact has 
been entirely lost sight of, that every industrial development will meet 
with a check, unless it finds itself running concurrently with a suffi-
ciently liquified or diluted solution of ourrency, whioh metals like 
silver, copper and bronze can alone provide. 

Labor and energy always partly wait Upon the banks of a free-rushing, 
full-bodied stream of currency, and there is no doubt that these primary 
factors can only be carried with swift sails by the deep, copious, and con:' 
stant running currents of currency. Though certain solutions indicated 
in this work may see the light for the first time, yet they are likely to be 
such as must shortly find a rapid currency in the world. All Gold-using 
countries must lose no time in correcting their standards as based on in
herent values, and buy up as much Silver as can be secured with a view 
to increase and fortify the volume of its currency as much as possible, 
The effeot of this addition to the currency practice of the world would 
be marked in the removal of a stiff, unworkable Gold standard level
led against the Silver standard, for a considerable volume of transac
tions in and out of Silver-using countries will have the generally uni
fied Silver standards to exchange with, thus leaving only that minimum 
and compact area of Gold and Silver amalgam, the function of which 
shall be reduced to a point widely departing from an immediate con
tact with the ever-current course of prices and all the more imminent 
conflicts with the standard of silver-using countries. 

The relative value of currency metals cannot but be left to the How the 
currency 

resources yielded by Nature to all countries so happily united as to the s 1. e t e me of 

material of their currency, in much the same way that physical nature ~~::: rei~! 
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could be purg- settles for us th~ constituents of sweet water with which our planet is 
:fns ~~d~a~~ periodically drenched. The object, therefore, of my proposal is to era
~~~f:!d ~~: dicate, as far as possible, the constant Huctuations which are caused by a 
cacious. wholesale and unreserved, and yet, in an important sense, partial or un-

equal, amalgam of the two metals, in the minutest or largest transactions 
daily transpiring between countries of opposite standards. The uncer
tain Huctuations between two metals of radically different values may 
be very largely obviated· in the daily commerce of the worl~ by 
getting Silver to directly compete with Silver, and not with Gold, 
while giving effect to commercial transactions of exchanging countries. 

The further object of my plan would be gradually to oust Gold 
as a more prominent or predominant currency of the worl~ mostly 
as competing with Silver, and bringing Gold currency in one country, 
face to face with the Gold currency of another, in so far that its new 
reserve limits would permit, and not at once, or directly, with the. 
currency of an opposite and a very unconformable character • 

. The probability of Gold production falling off, and the increasing 
tendency to make nse of Gold for purposes other than those of currency, 
must render my solution of the difficulty more acceptable to the world. 
The extreme value of Gold would eventually fit it more for sumptuous 
than any wholesale business purposes. 

Any earnestness of the complaint against, the present system of 
currency is attributable to the daily unreliable character of Huctua
tions in the relative values of Silver and Gold, alleged to cause loss and 
inconvenience in trade. And this uncertain contingency would not be 
obviated by setting up Bi-merollism again, but by the mere extension 
of a natural system of Silver currency, allied with a naturally limited 
system of Gold currency, wherever it could be secured, which must 
preserve that uniformity in standard value which is certainly desirable 
for all countries, and so far as it would be attainable under best 
conditions. 

If raising Silver prices would indicate any practical object, a wholly 
unreserved recognition of Silver currency and a divestment of the present 
disadvantage which adheres to it in its undisguised rivalry with Gold 
currency, cannot but secure that object, while avoiding the present mul
tiplied uncertai.uties existing between different metallic values on a given 
moment, as affecting the exchange of commodities every moment. 

The scheme under explanation will always secure some resemblance 
of value measure which now already exists in all denominations of 
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weights and measures, to whatever country they belong. An un,iform. 
die for Silver currency, essentially and wholly Indian-Imperial, will. 
have to be devised for India, should it not be practicable to ha.ve 
uniform coins for circulation in Great Britain as well as in all its 
colonies including India. In any case, however, the value of the 
Silver standard will have to be the same for the ~ritish Empire' at 
large. 

An unfettered Silver currency will undoubtedly secure a simple form :Unanir~lit,. 
of exchange between any two countries, espe(lially if all COqntrieB ~~tf~lt~Ju: 
agreed, which they ought to do, to eliminate every possible falsity from : ~t:~~~~ 
both their Gold and Silver coins. The real point of complaint on the gent than any , . ' unanimity to., 
part of merchants and traders wIll have been met, for the rel,tl value lerating diso 

of the coins will have been regulated throughout both hemispheres, ~~~:!;givi~~: 
though the intrinsic value of Gold or Silver can never certainly be CfiUITtel!-Ct't to 

C 1 l,O,Jl.B, 
made stable. . valJl.cs. 

If the coins are to be kept and continued over-valued, it is best that 
all nations should unite in coming tQ Ii. conclusion as to how this may 
be uniformly done. Unless all nations agree to follow a prescribed 
course for all alike, with certain essential and individual rel!ervatious,. it, 
would always be condemnable for any nations to adopt fictitious values; 
for those who adopt ~he p.onest ones would, prove a source of tro,uble 
and grievance, while the trade Qf countries dealing in dishonest 
coinage is also sure to suffer in the long run,. 

If, therefore, unanimity is unavoidable even when a ~ong entamper .. , 
ment of coins is attempted, it would surely be infinitely better and wiser 
to have unanimity in adopting an honest standard, making allowl/-IlQe 
only for the local cost of precious metals. As honest men an,d honest 
governments, we should be more unaWmQus in doing what is integrally 
correct than what is inherently incorrect. Trade and, CO.lIlll;l.erce between 
different countries will move more freely and, briskly by adopting an 
honest and uniform currency standard, which, ij unfaithfu). I,tn~ faulty, 
will keep nations apart from. a close-fi,tting co~mercial comity. 

When everi country adopts a Silver curreJ)CYJ traders bej;weenCommand_ 
Silver and Gold countries will be able to avoid, an risks w:hic~ are ~'tfor::3i1it~; 
strictly not necessary i,n foreign or local traJ,lsactio;ns. ~9 parties an . easy. and 
t d· ·th Sil """],;n d ·th G I COpIOUS Silver ra IDg WI ver money need have allp"" ...... g to 0 WI, ,O,d C u rr e n c y 
currency unless they desired to have special contracts iJ,l Gold Cl,11'l;ency, :'~~~t p~~~ 
But a correct standard in either Gold or Silver is not in itself obstruc- bly be. 
tive in trade, especially wheIl, large traDsactions are carried, OD, cIl, ~ 
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various credit systems. The present action of all currency, which does 
not possess its strict 'value, is so much hampered, that in a reformed 
currency based on honest value it matters little whether you have your 
transactions in Gold or Silver, especially' when they are extensive and 
also based on a credit system. Currency in Gold is not indispen
sable for all countries, as India and many other countries have been 
perfectly happy without it for centuries I Only if Gold existed in 
sufficient quantities in any country, a gold standard may easily prevail to 
that extent. If Gold becomes scarce, no one will care for it, for there 
would be an ample quantity of Silver to meet the purposes of currency. 

Both the course of Gold and Silver currency would seem to be distinct 
!=!gpOin~! from each other. It is demonstrable by statistics, which I have some
~~t;:fve ~~: what closely examined, that whether a Silver or Gold-using country 
culati°odns.t.of trades with a Gold or Silver-using country, there is no radical iniury 
comm 1 lea " 

an~ currency done to trade. On the contrary, the trade between both styles of 
maunder- tr' h al b . . d . htl stood. coun leS as ways een mcreasmg, an ng y so. 

The Royal Commission does not seem to have grasped the secret 
of this apparently paradoxical state of affairs. Here it is. How
ever constant the fluctuations between the relative values of the 
two metals, the tenor of all trade transactions is generally un
affected by them, uDless when the sense of sp~culation or deficient 
comprehension creeps in ; for all changes and developments in values of 
commodities are finally regulated by human desires working out 
their production and circulation, and eventually unifying their value 
with the values of Gold and Silver, which command exchange
ability and circulation according to the pressures exercised on them, 
either of the metals never once losing its own special value, which, as 
a special value, does not, and will never, depreciate, as standing in 
relation to the special value of the other metal. For it is the absurdest 
supposition to entertain, that Silver suffers in value because Gold 
becomes more and more s.carce. It is true that Silver may purchase 
less Gold to-morrow than it may do to-day. It is, however, not to be 
concluded that Silver, by its inability, so far becomes, in any degree, a 
less capable agent to perform its function as currency metal. If it 
does not purchase Gold to-day as much as it did yesterday, it might 
purchase double the amoUnt of any other commodity in the same 
manner as Gold would do. AP. Silver, so would Gold, be unable to buy 
as much commodity to-morrow as it might to-J.ay. 

The values of commodities are constant in one sense, whether they 
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are put into the Silver or the Gold scale, whiM both these metals form 
their own respective values in proportion to the pressures they meet 
in circulation ~d amalgamation, and in proportion to. continuous 
accessions lent to their volumes held.in activity, semi-activity, or 

abeyance. 
The prime mover of all currencies and all commodities is a distinct The king. 

factor-a king-ruler of all these; and that is all action emanating =tor ~~ 
from collective· human desires, industry, energy and genius, which :u~~ co~d' 
first produce commodities for circulation and consumption according currencies is 

. ., h d t f th h the collective to the IIllcroscoplC Wl8 esan wan so, e uman masses. human desire 

Material for trade and commerce will exist inauy country, whether ~~;n~~ 
it commands Silver, 'or Gold, or both. The primary question is not that modities nor 

currenoy 
trade would thrive less where there is little Gold or Silver, but what being the 

quota of either Silver cir Gold will it take for its circulation, that quota, prime factor. 

in large or small quantities, being everyWhere present to aid the circu-
lation and disposal of commoditics on cash or credit system. It is there-
fore not the fluctuating values of the two metals which either directly 
injure or benefit any trade; for all countries have more or less prospered 
according to their respective capacities of sorts and in proportion to 
their mutual indentures for commodities. It should now 'appear how 
unreasonable it would be to tamper with the legitimate values of any of 
the currencies boping thereby to. serve the cause of trade and commerce. 

The greatest mischief has already been done by several nations having The central 

li · 1 ·ttin I I' tl 'dabl' db' fact to which ma CIOUS y, WI g y, neg Igen y,orunavol y come pu licmoneyas all the present 

based on fraudulent values,and having demonetised Silver. It is curious the pe~ i c idO u B mlSun er. 
Royal Commission should have omitted the consideration of several vital stand!-ngs and 

points of reform, or should not have been unanimous on them. One of l~e~gs are 
these is the incalculable injury done to the, world by retarding a full 
circulation of Silver by either locking it up, discouraging all demands 
for it, or putting it into a tampered or exaggerated form-value, so as to 
be looked upon with suspicion, locally and abroad. I do not know if the 
nations who have locked tIp Silver and Gold in various ways would 
only liberate them when moved: by wars or famines. 

It is better,l should think, that this may be done while hUDlan intelli
gence and wants are fast accUDlulating' to put any amount of capital, in 
either form, into use. It is much better that some part of the reserves in 
Silver or Gold ~hould be employed in reforming tlIe debased currencies 
which are certainly a source of great tantallsation to their holders. 
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Very easy terms ought to be offered for the. use of capital by raising 
Tate.sof contribution~ of profits so as to enable reserves to be filled in 
'again from the fruits of capital so freely employed. A prejudiced 
-tendency toward lllling Gold in the currency systems, and partly, or 
wholly, ,discarding Silver· from a concurrent and a predominant 
currency, has curtailed a vast amount of the natural course of currency 
which needs to be fearlessly exposed, and both boldly aclmowl~dged 
. and remedied, if only to ascertain the exact position of the various 
. cUrrency metals, which seems to 'be the most advanced point requiring 
an unanimous settlem~nt in the midst of the present agitation. Some 

"of the revelations in this work may upset many minds, for, 
'instead of the necessity for tampering with the value of Silver, 
and,therefore, also of Gold, being demonstrated, the very opposite 
facts and conclusions make themselves apparent,in that the use of 
Silver has been mischievouSly crippled, and the present series of 
elaborate and pernicious misunderstandings and teachings are due to 
:this one central fact. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 
THEORIES PROPOUSDED BY THE ROYAL COMMISSION AS REGARDS THE 

PHENOMENA OP PRICES AND -GENERAL- TRADE DEPRESSIONS. .-

TilE Royal Commission and -many other authorities believe that Gold a~d Bi;I
prices in India have remained the same as they were before, and that G~f~~ta~: 
.. the English manufacturer is consequently obliged either to take-the and India. 

''"same silver price as formerly, which means a greatly lowered gold 
" price, or not to sell at all ; and in either- case he undergoes a loss 
"which must be traced directly to the fall in the gold price·of silver/' 

This 'is no advantage to Indian producers and consumers, who 
1I0w-a-days require many more rupees for their -use than in days past, 
when they did without imported European articles, which they have 
now to buy, paying a fair, jf not quite an exorbitant, profit to foreign 
manufacturers or exporters. It. matters little what amount of 
profit is made; it is certain Indians pay that profit and spend more 
silver than before in the interests of Europe, while- they further have 
to spend many more-· rupees in India than before. The people of Great 
Britain have, therefore, no grievance against India in this respect, as 
due to a fall in the gold price of silver; 

The controversialists seem to forget that, in the course of 30 or 40 
years, prices in India, in almost every direction of life, have increased 
to double, treble, and four-fold rates. I would give the condition of 
things in the State which I have had the honor to serve indirectly and 
directly for 30 years past, which is more or less applicable to all parts 
of India. The statement given in the Appendices mentions many of 
the articles which are used by the largest majority of an Indian popu
lation, the }lrices given being those which prevailed 50 years ago as 
standing in contrast with the prices of the present times. 

The articles described are mostly the ordinary necessaries of life for 
the generality of Hindus and others. The wages of both skilled and 
unskilled laborers have all increased, though the seale for the former 
is undoubtedly higher than that for the latter, because of the falling 
off in the number of skin~d artisans as compared with the rate of 
increase in, and enhanced demands of, the population.· 

• I would here beg to advise the different Governments in India to adopt a grant
in-aid system for all principal and genuine arti ... ns, who would consent to establish 
classes on their own account and train up boys in. their own crafts, no matter of 

L 
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What do high. When a man in 1842 wonld maintain himself for thtee or six rupees 
i~di~~ce~o~~ a month, he has now to spend as much as six or fifteen rupees a month; 
moditiespoint and this is the case with many millions in India. The prices gene
out, but that 
the silver cur· rally in India have considerably risen in the course of 50 years past, 
rency is need· 
ed on a much and they are still rising. This is another proof of many more rupees 
larger scale? ~eing necessary to purchase almost every commodity in India, while the 

resnlt is that the present currency in silver needs to be twice and four 
times larger than it now is, if the miseries of the masses .are to be cur
tailed and works of public importance stimnlated more variously and 
more extensively than now. We have by no means reached any nor
mal level of prices in India, and have certainly not secured the maxi
mum quantity of the currency which India so badly needs. 

Price of com· The exports are thus already oostly, and there is considerable room 
modities in 
India needs left for cheapening the commodities consumed in India. Their prices 
to be cheap. in Europe cannot be excessive owing to gold price of silver having ened, or silver 
s h 0 U 1 d be fallen so much. Nor can it be true that India buys commodities from 
made more 
cheap. Europe chiefly because of the high prioe of gold in relation to silver. 
Figures of ex· Setting aside the question of fluctuations in exohange, the increas-
~~i~~~e:~~:~ ing competition of commodities in all parts of the earth, their cheap
clue to rea· ened and more extensive produotion, their concentration in the parts 
80ns for in· 
crease or de. of the world specifically needing them, directly influence the condition 
crease of the 
general trade, of all currencies which are drawn upon by commodities to the extent 
~~;ar affoil~ that every currency offers facilities. We cannot go back to the narrow 
lust<ati~ns. spirit of past ages and prop up industries which will not stand in the 

face of modern competition ; nor could we try to artificially raise the 
value of either gold or silver capital by putting on it a monopoly price. 
Such a remedy wonld be false, especially as one may gather, from ihe 
table of figures which I have worked up and attached to the end of the 
work, that both the course of export and import trades has generally 
worked independent of the exchange fluctuations, for, if you formed ~me 
conclusion on the strength of a certain exchange figure, a similar or any 
other near figure wonld give you, on another occasion, an altogether 
opposite conclusion. With a large fall, you have had a small trade as 
what caste or profession they may be. Specific 8uggestions should be notified to arti. 
sans in towns, etc., and the different schools and universities should adopt a practical 
system of examination yearly or half-yearly to grant diplomas as basis for grants.in. 
aid. Special crafts may be specially encouraged. I make this suggestion M pusant 
and in a thin outline only, 80 that it may be developed, and adopted in continuation 
of my work on "How to introduce National Technical Education into India," which, 
I am glad to observe, has received much authoritative attention. All such schemes 
would increa:;e the usc of money at the same time that it would also economise it. 
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also a large one. With a small fall, you -either have had a trade 
larger in much greater proportions, or pointing at a figure which would 
give clue to no cause h!-\ving any affinity'with fluctuations; and so on. 

And yet the broad fuct stands out that there is nothing but progress But the broad 
, fact of an on-

in the general trade as traversing over large periods. It is not reason- ward march 

able to deduce inferences from limited operations or periods; even if a established in 
foreign com-

certain year or a number of years imported much less treasure than merce is in
disputablyes

before, the decrease will only last till a precedent surfeit has Jisappear- tablished, and 

ffi I . h I, that is all ed, or the causes producing su ciency or disinc inatIon ave not ceas- w hat was 

ed. If the exports in certain articles have suffered, there would' either ~~e:e~r :he 

be a pro'portionate increase in the production of other articles, or some g 

corresponding competitive articles must have told against our own ex-
ports. The concurrent volumes of commodities and currency are every 
year, and therefore every week, based on an antecedent state of things, 
as further influenced by new, or reverting, or modified set of influences 
spread over sections of the world perfectly independent of each other. 

It is this more comprehensive grasp of commercial and currency No country, 

questions which should influence all serious deliberations, no action in adjusting its currency, 
being based on prejudices created by the increasinl! and indispensable should omit 

~ considerati 0 n 
competitive system of the world. The deliberations of the Commission of the fact, 

h that the spirit 
are unconsciously based muc more on a restricted view of things of competition 

than such as would betoken that toleration which would be needed =.;;aYSi~~ 
more and more day after day if all countries were to share alike in crease. 

the fruits of peace and prosperity. 
I can, however, agree with the conclusion of the Royal Commission, Causes as-

that it is a mistake to attribute fall in gold prices entirely to competi- g~~!i~:i ob! 

tion and increase of commodities and to less expense and greater faci- to ~all in gold 

lities in producing them, for it must be remembered that it is the de- prices. 

creasing supply of gold, a continuously larger demand for it, and its 
ostracism from its auxiliary metal in currency, that almost every month 
the quota of gold to be obtained, in specie or on, credit, is becoming 
less. But the Commission has failed to recommend, as a mitigation of 
this grave circumstance, that the foremost thing to be done by all gold-
holders is to get sufficient silver coins minted on the general basis of 
its intrinsic value, and to take up silver in much larger quantities by 
adopting every possible method by which more silver could be im-
ported into India than now. 

I hope I have been able to show with increasing force of argument 
that the need of the world is, for a far larger volume of silver currency, 
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but not ita restriction by enhancing its value and curtailing the coinage_ 
Both an increasing want for commodities and capital and an increasing 
quantity of silver, needed for the same amount of commodity as was 
obtainable before-if we reflected upon the state· of affairs a quarter or 
half a century ago-unquestionably demonstrate the present pressing 
need of all countries to be possessed of far larger quantities of silver 
currency besides the want felt by several countries for an increased 
gold currency. 

The Commission states that it is not explained why gold prices did 
not fall in England in the previous period, (Part III, para. 10). They 
could not have fallen simply because the commodities produced were 
less ; the want for them was less, and the precious metals were in com
parative abundance within more limited regions and were not drawn 
into such universal circulation as now, the liberation of silver, as so 
closely subsidised by gold, not having been effected. 

The Comm~ion thinks that "if industrial progress of the last 15 
" years has produced this enormous fall of prices, we ought to antici
" pate a further fall of equal magnitude as a consequence of industrial 
" progress of the next 15 years. Is ,this a conclusion which we can 
"accept, and, if so, can we contemplate it with equunimity? • • 
,. It is to monetary causes that the larger share of the fall must be 
"ascribed, and a fail of prices from these causes is a serious evil." 

The argument of the Commission unfortunately cuts both ways. 
Had gold been much more, plentiful, gold prices would, of course, 
have risen. But was there a possibility of the increasing competition 
and the increasing productiveness of other countries being stopped, 
because one country might have possessed more gold? Looking from 
the view of an economist, it cannot be denied that, whether for less 
silver or less gold, or more silver or more gold, in existence, local and 
foreign competition must continue to exist and to expand itself even 
under difficulties. 

Theory, of, po- The Commission holds it to be wrong that people "should enjoy 
pWallB1ng h b fi f lth . d, hil th • gold currency "t e ene t _0 wea acqwre wee enterprISing members of 
:!mU;;:t~~;;::- "society must suffer." We thus find England staggered with enor-

mous quantities of gold which is not able to find a quick and extensive 
circulation. The best remedy would be to let every country have 
cheaper and more abundant silver and find a large employment for 
gold in buying up larger quantities ~f silver. Gold will thus be 
brought into a larger area of distribution, for, as soon as the active 
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diffusion takes place and the consequent reversing concentration on 
different basis, while the silver streams flow more copiously, the world 
will find a renewed and larger demand for gold for currency, and 
also for purposes of ornament and hoarding. Countries situated like 
Great Britain must come back to simpler styles, give currency to a 
large measure of honest silver coin and employ its more popularised
not congested as now observed-:-currency in producing the humble 
articles which she consumes by importing these of crores of rupees' value. 

The Commission urges that the fall of prices have affected .all classes Dictum C? f 

of the population,and that "any measure which will re-establish the !fo~ ~~m:'s; 
"comparative stability of the standard of value, such as it was before ~~~f~,ri!i~i:: 
"the recent divergence in the relative value of the precious metals," is yearning fof°r 

. a return 
well called for. I,do not believe in this dictum. A grown-up person childhood. 

might as well yearn for a return of the happy days of his babydom 
and childhood. A kindred idea in currency matters maintained by 
certain authorities concerned have worked great mischief, in that 
countries not having a clear idea of their position and responsibilities 
have been. warned off the true path. The days of a stable ratio 
have gone for ever and cannot possibly return. Every currency must 
have its own evolution, have its own natural basis, and should work 
out its own destiny. Let serpents not be disturbed; they will dis-
appear of themselves. Any unnatural entamperment of currency is 
like disturbing a brood of serpents, only resulting in harm. 

As compared to Government servants in England who receive Apr i m a 
fixed gold salaries, the Commission thinks that those who serve in -:~~e c::: f~~ 
India sufi'er a loss of one-third on the sums they send home. The ~ompensst~ry 

mcrease 1 n 
latter are no/; without our fullest amount of sympathies. Their case salaries 0 f 

h h . . . European.ofli-
.8 ould be broug t up more clearly ill reference to Items of expendI- cials by some 

ture which may have lessened in some instances and increased in =ct;~fe~ 
others. In estimating their loss, the incident of servants in England t ~ m p e rin.g 

d 1 th th . I d' '11 h With the leglrawing ess pay an ose who elect to come out m n la WI ave timate values 

to be considered. The state of commonwealth in India will not ~~ldil:oins~nd 
permit of any large reductions in the numbers of European adminis-
trators and officials, whose claims for a requital of the loss borne 
by them will undoubtedly have to be fully met when established by 

'" evidence. 
That " Indian producers are losers owing to variations in the prices The the 0 ~ y 

f th I ". . I h' . at b 't . t th fI 0 f Comm18-o e meta s IS SImp Y c ImerlC , ecause 1 IS no e uctuating sion as to the 

exchange, but the competitive demand and supply for particular com- :re::.~fo~:1: 
England. 
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modi ties as affecting all countries concerned which fix the prices. A 
similar view may be held for Indian importers. 

It has been pointed olit by the Royal Commission that even the 
decline of the trade of Great Britain, the enormous loss borne by the 
wage-earning classes, as also the falling-off of the income-tax returns, 
are, in a large measure; due to the currency changes which have taken 
place in the years immediately preceding and following 1873, (Part 
III, paras. 19 to 28). The liberation of silver from Europe and its 
spread in the Eastern ·countries is more an accident than a direct cause 
of the trade depression in England. It cannot be denied that some use 
'Would have been fOUild for the enormous quantity of silver when set 
loose. by any country, and that the surplus wealth of the world would 
·certainly be absorbed by those countries which would be in a position 
:to be suppliers of those who had parted with so much of their wealth. 

Will it be admitted for a moment, however, that even if Europe had 
succeeded in transferring its spare silver on the condition that a fixed 
ratio of exchange would have had to be enforced, that the gold coun
tries would have improved· their position or effectually deterred silver 
countries from sending· their commodities to them P The old-world 
state of things having disappeared so largely, and commercial inter- . 
course haVing progressed by leaps and bounds, any ratio that was 
artificially fixed would not only have become inoperative, but Ii. four
fold distress would have visited all countries alike by legislative restric
tions i:ri international currencies. 

If the present fluctuations as based on natural values are alleged to 
give so muoh trouble and cause so much loss, what should have heen 
the state of things when transactions had been further complicated by 
conflicts between stereotyped standards and the natural cause of values 
of the precious metals P In one case the fluctuations are clearly known 
by causes which are pretty evident. As, however, these fluctuations 
have been objected to, such objections must indeed be only magni
fied when to the natural fluctuation is added a continuous tendency to 
falsify the fixed ratio by the operation of natural causes affecting the 
production and circulation of the precious metals. The surplus silver 
would y.ot, in the first place, have found a ready circulation with bi
metallic fetters imposed on i4 while so far the trade progress of the 
world must have been impeded. 

I fear the prejudice against nations agreeing to have unfettered gold 
and silver coinage, as assayed in the inherent values of precious metals, 
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has almost proved undying ; for not merely the Commission, but all disabused of 

subsequent authorities, have all along believed in the old-world theory ~~~m~~ms~: 
of bi-metallism, which had already retarded the commerce of the whlich 1 has ou y pro ong-
world. Not unless that theory is completely exploded in every coun- e~ uncertain-. ., ~~-try, that any essential reform rn the world s currency would be possi- tarded the 

ble at all. It is the fall in gold prices which the Commission has de- ~~~::; r~~ 
monstrated as being a very evil tWng that should be counteracted even for;",s and the 

• • '.. unIty of all 
by protective duties I And the fall rn gold prIces must really mean nations on the 

hat t nl ld ' fc d' d te I! th· . f h same account. t no 0 y go 18 oun rna equa lor e rncreas!llg use 0 t e 
worid, but silver too is no~ found in that abundance which would miti-
gate the present distress of the common masses throughout the world. 

Iu India itself, the COIj1mon people are unable in the present times 
to save as much as they used to do half a century ago, simply because 
they have now to spend four or five times more in maintai;ning them
selves ; and, though no reatrictions have beep. placed on the production 
of the rupee, the present qup,ntity of rupees in India is found to be much 
less than the needs of the country demap.d. It. is, therefore, tha,t 
silver currency cannot possibly be made scarcer, but on tlw contrary 
should be immensely increased. 

But the Commission has not been able to alight upon any such 80111,

tion, and the eSSeuce of its recommendation would only ill-volve I/o cpn
fusion and obstruction in the present naturaUlow of the trade lj.J,ld tp,e 
depriving of many millions of a natural ap.d facile course of cv.rrepcy. 
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CHAPTER XX. 
THEORIES OF RELIANCE OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE IMMUTABI--

LITY OF THE MONO-GOLD AND BI-MET ALLIC STANDARDS. 

Elementary "It is upon the foreign and internal trade of the United Kingdom, 
:~~:;Js°th: "and the industrial condition of the country generally, that we think 
legitimate ef- "the recent currency changes have produced tbe most inJ'urious 
fects of coun-
tries holding "results"; whereas,' as regards India, the- Royal Commission maintains 
wealth in an 
ext r em ely that it has only benefited owing to the divergence between the value 
cOllcentrated of gold and silver. It would seem parado:rlcal at first sight th'at the essence and of 
co u n t r i e s richest country in the world should complain of depression in trade and 
claiming only 
toholdaweak admit its being nonplussed by silver-using countries! None of the 
solutio n 
thereof. present economists seem to have cared to lay down the significant fact, 

The distress 
in Great Bri
tain is also 
partly due to 
other coun
tries copying 
its mono·met
allic system. 

Trade depres
sions have 
been aggra. vat· 
ed by a suspen
sion of silver 
coinage and 

that excess of wealth of a highly concentrated v~lue proves as 
unwholesome to the country possessing it as a serious deficiency of a 
cheap and facile coinage, which India yet possesses deficiently as being 
a certain number of stages behind the possession of a gold currency. 

I differ so far, therefore, from the' Royal Commission, that I do not 
think the evil pointed out by it is either wanton or avoidable, such as 
would fall for cor;rection under legislative action. A continuous use'of 
gold money for ,plore than a century past having led to· a rise in cost 
all round, any popular currency left for an unrestricted course of trade 
has proved so far deficient that the cause of spontaneous and cheap, 
yet essential, productions has considerably suffered. 

The foreign use of capital in gold has also led to many miseries at 
home, particularly on account of the absence of the largest portion of 
the auxiliary silver currency which has ceased for many decades past. 

The distress in the gold currency of Great. Britain is equally due to 
the conversion of ~o many bi-metallic into gold mono-metallic 
countries. It is undeniable that, especi3.J.ly in the course of a quartei· 
of a century, the volume of a currency in every country has enormously 
increased. The increase in gold currency has been partly supplied 
by annual productions, partly by the credit and security systems, and 
partly by gold hoarded in divers shapes having been drawn out. 

In proportion that the volume of gold currenoy has been increasing 
from year to year for many years past, which statistics amply prove, the 
currency in silver has, of course, fallen back in gold-using countries, 
in a seriously disproportionate manner, mainly because of the grave 
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lteps taken in largely curtailliig the regula!,' annual coinage. One of by the I!nti

the many points which have missed the acumen of the Royal Commis- i~~ d~;~ 
sion relates to this fact, which gains in gravity when it is considered =~~ th~f o~ 
that the silver coins of many of the gold-using countries have been Iegitima~e 

• • and facile 
based on old standards' when the gold value of sil ver was hIgher than currency. 

at present, and that all such coins therefore have been so much de-
pressed that they cannot command, that extensive currency which 
Eastern countries can afford ; even their domestic use cannot but be 
restricted and qualified since their bnllion value has been steadily de-
clining. The countries which hold a limited currency are sufferers in 
other ways, since either silver or gold bnllion cannot be ptIrchased in 
certain directions without the' instrumentality of coins of depressed 
value, which must considerably retard these desirable sales~ 

I believe both gold and silver coins of old countries' would have 
formed a large amount of currency in silver countries had their intrinsic 
value stood equally with .that of silver coins of Eastern countries. 

'The remarkable absence of European coins from the latter countries The absence 

is in itself a grave reflection against the currency of many of the ~U:uror:: 
European countries. The circ1lID:stance clearly indicates that, owing to ~a:!"r:~: 
the tampered value of European coins, they cannot well exchange with against the 

E . h' h al fi al . th T system of Enastern COlDS, w Ie , v ue or v ue, are supenor to e former. he ropean cur-

illegitimate and antiquated style of currency prevalent in England :~or:~~ 
• and Europe has directly obstructed the circulation of the Eastern of.aIl n~ 

• • an unpemtive 
currency on the Continent. Once the prroClple which I have indicated reform. 
is perceived, that no currency of any civilised nation should be so 
deformed, or in any way be expressly. unworthy of credit that it 
could not find circulation among other civilised nations, succeeding 
generations will undoubtedly wonder how the different parts of the 
world could have got on without an international system of ourrency, 
woJ:,thy of the acceptance of all. The modern habit of every country 
drawing upon another for any convenience or help it c~uld seek from' 
it, is an all-potent principle for the establishment of a currency, which 
. I have endeavoured to foreshadow in this work. 

To the depreciated value and entire inadequacy of English coins :The subtle 

must blJ ascribed the wholesale fall in gold prices, while the retail cause tOf the 
prasen con_ 

.prices have scarcely kept up with that fall and the cost oC production d i t ion of 

C .. wholesaIe and 
has not decreased as greatly deplored by the ommISSlOn, (Part III, retail prices. 

para. 21). One subtle cause oC this has evaded the notice of the Com-
mission, and that is what I have just explained: the unreal basis of 

AI 
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the silver and gold standard which lacks the feature of a facile 
currency. 

1i~b~tsnaftu:al It is curious how some authorities expect a continuous increase, and 
ml 0 lU-

come-tax pro- an uniform increase, in the income-tax profits of Great Britain. They 
fits in Great • 
Britain may were 56 per cent, prevIOUS to 1870, but hardly 15 per cent. a few 
b~fuu!~ a~ years later, There is something, it must be understood, like a limit t() 
pro~imately the gold prosperity of a country. And 1 fear that, unless very large 
deClded upon. , . • 

A predomi
nant gold cur
rency results 
in prosperity 
as well as 
pellury. 

econonuc revolutIOns take place in England, the mcome-tax returns 
are not likely to exhibit any more prosperous results than they now do, 
i.e., if people in England are prepared to admit that every epoch, and 
all successive epochs, should generally result in a more and more in
crease of income-tax profits, that even for prosperity there is no such 
thing in the world as natural limitations which must be reached in 
due time! .Many authorities must have caused some bewilderment f::o 
modest computators and economists, when a volume of trade or rate of 
profits of certain periods when most favorable, ,have been taken to mean 
that that highly favorable volume or rate should necessarily continue 
from epoch to epoch ; otherwise the state of things would betoken a 
sad and preventible decline. . Many followers of the Hon'ble Mr. 
Mackay, and even the Royal Commission, seem to have been quite 
unconsciously led away by this singular, but subtle, economic erroi'. 

The Englis~ nation, it seems to me, has now to buy large quantities of 
silver and enlarge its currency, and so rectify its value that it may reach 
the hands of the mi!lions who are now half-starved and deprived.of a 
livelihood, chiefly because they could not grow their own food cheaply 
and have to buy costly and indifferent articles from foreign countries. 
The gold congestion which I have fully explained in previous chapters 
has had its own narrow paths cut out, while much of the healthy currency
bearing region is so far deserted, that as one part of the shield denotes 
a dismal plenty, the other part represents nothing better than penury. 

In creB sing It is desirable to look more closely into'the widespread mischiefs 
:~~:::y c~!.s~~ caused by the continuous depreciation of the gold currency in England,. 
in Great Bri- by which its volume has steadily contracted to the detriment of the 
tain, and de- • 
eline of gene- helpless classes of the populatIOn. While before 1875 the average 
ral trade. number not able to find work was a little (lver 2,000 and tlte trades' 

unions had consequently to spend' about £45,000 for their mainte
nance, the number unemployed in recent years for no fault of theirs 
increased in a few years to about a lakh and fifty thousand; the cost of 
maintenance entailed in consequence and met by the trades' unions 
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amounted nearly to £200,000 per annum. But these figures do not 
represent deficient wages and numbers holding temporary employ
ments only. 

It must now be clear that gold currency has only had a limited 
region to operate upon; and a more unsympathetic and feeble cur
rency, as far as the masses are concerned, cannot possibly be conceived. 
That gold currency, which has ), .. ~ ~fore reached the congestive point, 
represents a noxious disease in th~ currency system. To employ 
an expressive metaphor; it must be dissolved and largery diluted with 
solution of silver; and both biood and milk will, side by side, . be 
generated in the currency body for the replenishment of land', etc. 
The capacity for trade per head has also remarkably decreased in 
course of the present decade, for, when formerly it was over £21 per 
head; it is now less than £15. 

As I do not believe in the propriety of fixing false relative values Pro t e c tive 

for silver and gold, so I would not encourage the institution of pro- ~ f;~! tz eid 
tective duties to send up prices. Both are abnormal institutions; R couu~es lare 

as sUlclda as 
is better to go by the right way to mend matters. If you find that deraugingthe 

you lose in your export trade, the better course would be to emulate ~ill~!r~Old 
the cheap produding countries and stimulate your wealth by rendering 
the imports of indispensable articles gradually impossible by a cheaper 
production of them in your own country. Protective tariffs mean 
adopting the suicidal step of bleeding the commercial body .to get rid 
of some of its lurking diseases without taking any direct, and therefore 
effectual, step to cure them. . 

Having already explained that the factor relied upon as rela~ing to Modem pro

the generations now past cannot stand true for all times, and sucli ~:: c;f llie 
changing times as the present, I must yet pause and ask, how can the' ili~~r! c ~~~ 
supposition, that the legally fixed ratio must have been practically the. spirit 

observed by some nations be reconciled with the present circumstances d: ~C: d p:~; 
when demands on both metals have infinitely and universally increased' ~i~~e~ff~! 
since the early and middle parts of the present century ? Not only or .mono-met. 

• • allic systems. 
the varlOUS uses of the two metals have been infimtely enlarged, but 
their uses are now being keenly comprehended by the ignorant, in 
fact as much as by the well-informed.· Ho'Y could any bi-metallism 
then flourish in the present times when practical and unavoidabl~ 
:fluctuations are so uncertain and so great P The currency currents are 
now too far advanced like the flood torrents of a river to be kept 
confined within certain limits. 
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Dictcum ,of The ratio value may be fixed either for practical observance or 
the omDllS-' . 
sion t hat practical ignorement. If it cannot be practically enforced, there is no 
when Govern- thl • fi' t' If 't b 1" d th h ment coun- ear y use Ill, xmg any ra 10. 1 can e enlorce, en t e 
~f~i~ e t:f practical results which are likely to follow I have already explained in 
precious,met- previous chapters. The false silver coins will not exchange for any 
ala, the roter- I 'tim t t' f'n. f di . b th . I will tl ests of all egi a e quan IUJ 0 commo tIes; ut e ratio va ue mos y 
E:rti"!ot ~ be set up to produce rival conflicts between gold and silver. Beyond 
ig n or e the the injustice sure to be done to the many millions holding both metals 
legislative fie- • • . , 
tion, but to m bullion, those who have many rupees to spare will do little more rl:ndly 

adopt than buy up every gold coin available. I therefore entirely disagre~ 
from the conclusion 6f the Royal Commission, (Viele p.l03, para. 31 c), 
that "the option conceded to debtors under the bi-metallic system 
" could rarely have any practical effect, inasmuch as, if that system 
"were established and maintained in its integrity, there would be no 
" appreciable inducement to select one metal rather than the other." 
I cannot understand how the Commission can conclude so in face of 
the extreme probability of an increasing fall in the value of silver and 
the equally great possibility of an increase in the value of gold. 

EffectoHalsi- Even admitting that the gold price of rupees rose under the fixed 
!:~gold~i: ratio value, how can a rupee so fettered t~de with other silver-using 
~~ t!,~~~ countries whioh deal only with its natural value? How can such a rupee 
ties. ever bring a gold coin, of increasing value, though its value, even in 

the first instance, may be sought to be forcibly lowered. I doubt if 
a humbug Is. 6d., or Is. 3d. rupee would fetch more of any article 
than it now does ; the value of commodities will not be affected one 
whit by raising the value of the rupee unless it rose by its own 
natural fulcrum. If it cannot buy more of commodities, it cannot 
certainly buy more of gold. hy act of a Government which seeks to 
fix the value of a silver rupee, or of a gold sovereign, 'would be tanta-

. mount to an intolerable tyranny, and would barely differ from an 
effort to fix the prices of commodities. Even all Indian Nirukhs framed. 
by authority are ever changing, and are even then more often dis
regarded than obeyed. 

Thf~' theor! Instead of there being no "appreciable inducemen~" there will be o appreCl- -
able "i~duce- every strong inducement to select gold, and not silver, in any of the 
ment 18 con- •• uld b 
yertible into larger transactions. One of the worst of all mlSchIefswo e a great 
: n8~~D! ei :;; rush of all silver-holders in all parts of the world to sweep in the 

. to make a lowered gold coins and melt them, strongly influenced by the hope 
rush on gold: 
whereas the that silver would inevitably fall, and the value of gold would as cer-., 
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tainly rise. Instead ofletting gold coins be confoUnded with the coun- a 1 t e matiye 

te~· il . h if il hI Id b b ht b wouldberutn-nelt S ver coms, t e former, ava a e, wou e oug up y of the most 
the aid of silver bullion, or any silver coins which have not been f:~;r;;~t~: 
tampered with; whereas, if a fixed ratio practically lowered the value - _ 
of gold, all the holders of that enormous value would be simply ruined. 
If gold-holders found it most suspicious, aye injurious, as their. gold 
depreciated, not because its stock bad naturally increased, or because 
some unexpected chemical change . had rendered it spurious, but 
because a fiat went forth, it must be equally expected that holders of 
silver would also find their stock ruinously depreciated' if the last 
strain were at all permitted to appear. 

Among the many significant points which a Committee of experts 
may be able to solve finally would be one relating to the possibility 
of II practical perversion of II legally fixed ratio, by contrsctingparties 
having their transactions, not on the spurious value of silver, as gauged 
by gold, but on its natural value. The compensation. thus afforded to 
the real value of gold by the observance of agiotage, and other com:
mercial manoouvres, would at once defeat the practicability of the old
world legislation that can hardly be adopted in modem times. The 
commercial evolutions of only the last quarle~ of a century and the 
great universal spirit which is' now fast growing in every nook and 
corner of the globe render such a legislation at once semi-illiterate 
and ridiculous. 

Shouid we have the misfortune to find, after this popular exposition Mvocacy of 

of the intricacies of this one of the most obscure questions of the day, ;~~~~essive 
that advocates were still left upholding the bi-metallism or the mono
gold-standard theory, there would be no other conclusion to form but 
that the world will always contain advocates of retrogressive policies 
in the administration of human affairs, which should only be more 
efficaciously demonstrated in the broad interests of mankind. 

No one has, however, made sure -that what is alleged as a legally Ope ration 

fi ad t· bad te d d fii ti !l" of the legally x ra 10 any ex n e ,e ec ve, or even unuorm coglllsance, or fixed ratio of 

whether the lethargic, confined, and unstrained commercial relations f~dth:~~~f~~ 
and general ignorance of the past times helped toward its observance, old days, 

perfect or imperfect, which has not been demonstrated at all. This 
much is certain that silver currency was restricted, and that gold was 
employed much too largely, whereas the copiousness of the silver 
currency of the present days was far too wanting. The circulation of 
both metals is now becoming too . active and too widespread to admit 
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1)f the very thought, that the circulation could be rendered dead at a 
certain point to be more or less fixed for ever. 

T 0al gl'!"t~it- The opinion of the Commission that nations could be disabused of 
ou y lnJure -
any currency their habit of using gold instead of silver by fixing the ratio value 
standard will • 
not affect a can hardly stand the test of facts and experIence. The demand for 
~:e ;::cio~' gold being always much larger in most of the countries of the world 
metals, than the supplies forthcoming from time to time, it is likely to be 

drawn away by foreign countries, supposing it met with an artificial 
lowering of its value. The world will constantly demand the- metal 
for various 'uses, no matter what laws were in force; and the pur-
chase of gold or any other precious metai would simply be impracti
cable if the standard of purchase be gratuitously injured. 

I am unaware of an inheritance by the present generation of any 
laws of historic, pre-historic, or pre-pre-historic period, which would wal'
rant such basement of a currency as to render the value of it stable by 
one unvarying gauge, for the simple reason that nothing in this or other 
planets is known to be so stable. 

Theory of " That all inducement to accumulate gold ,would cease with a 
the Commis- t ' to tabl ti f I " ill I ~ h' sion that no re urn a 8 e ra 0 0 Va ue w ,lear, prove mere moons me. 
~ind ~~ml= It stands to reason that the more the value of gold rises-which 
under a stable will be much more than now when silver is made scarcer-the more 
h~!~~ng f~; will there be a hoarding of gold when the bullion value of silver con
fhl

: j w~~r;a; tinues lowering, and that of gold continues steadily rising. .As both the 
:'~u)do i,! :h: metals are universally chosen as symbols of wealth and decoration, 
rcsn,It in their use as such is as potent as its use for currency; and it is the 
prachoe. ••• al hi h will I d th' . I' ti fall I mtrmslc v ue w c a ways comman e mc Ina ons 0 peop e; 

Intrinsic 
contracts 
would always 

and not the fictitious value imparted to it by legislation. Whether 
as bullion or coin, both the metals will seek a market where they would 
be most appreciated, not where their intrinsic value would be tampered 
With. It is necessary to maintain this explicitly, as statements of the sort 
above quoted are authoritatively adhered to, and must prevent aU possible 
solution of the currency troubles. It is unpleasant to me to have to 
admit this, because of my sincere conviction that the extraOJ:dinary 
labors of the Royal Commission and the value of their investigations, 
close reasonings, and deductions, with those of Sir Louis Mallet and Sir 
David Barbour, deserve the highest respect and praise of the Crown as 
well as of the nations at large. 

To my mind there is no doubt, though the Commission 8eems to 
bave, (page 103, para. 31), that the public would repudiate enter-
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bining any contracts in which fictitious values would be involved, and 
that the general tendency would be to appraise the metals" for their 
legitimate value what States would endeavour to upset : all real, un
avoidable hindrances, as they appeared under a legal ratio, would 
be towards injuring the trade of the countries involved and inflicting 
wanton hardships upon various communities "; whereas the example 
that would thus be set" by us would belie the future course of currency 
reforms, and only the more complicate it. 
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CHAPTER XXI. 
OPERATIVE FEATURES OF THE OLD-WORLD BI-yETALLISM. 

tn ve 8 tf g a- .AN extension of the Bi-metallic system to aU countries, inclusive of 
tions into the th U 'ted K' d d ". h'" merits and e Dl mg om, nee not cause any serIOUS appre ensIOn -
~r.n~~lis: which is the opinion given by the Royal Commission, (Part III, 
have not .been para. 31.) 
e:lt haustlvely 'fc' d dm' th d • bl h' made. A przma acze consi eration may a It e eSlra eness of avmg 
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discarded 
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tions. 

the currency standards based on a fixed ratio of value as between 
silver and gold. Such a prima facie conclusion cannot, however, 
stand a real test, per see However lucid and exhaustive the Report, 
the question of the practicability of an universal bi-metallic standard, 
with legal fetters, has not been fully threshed out, 

My own leisure and resources are too limited just now to undertake 
an investigation of its real character, though I have endeavoured to 
the utmost to simplify a lucid consideration of this most tangled 
problem. When an attendant upon one of the most mysterious 
fable gods was asked by an adventurer if he could be allowed to 
count his faces, arms, and feet, he was told that he could easily 
number them if he could estimate the number of years required 
to finish the desired calculation. The position of the illustrious 
members of the Commission and of the able Finance Minister of 
India seems to me equally enviable, considering the most elaborate 
and numberless points which they have had to investigate in 
reference to the question of currency standards. 

I shall, however, proceed further with matters which have not been yet 
touched, and which I have partly tried to do in the foregoing chapters. 

If the Bi-:qletrulic standard were the salvation of the world, as 
has been put by so many authorities, why was it given up by the nations 
who once bound themselves to observe it? Many questions like 
this have been left unanswered in that broad spirit which would hunt 
out the truth. 

The countries which first attracted very large portions of metallic 
wealth having possessed themselves of enormous quantities of gold, 
having perceived that the influence of their gold currency completely 
overshadowed the silver currency, and having deemed it apparently 
desirable to let gold have a predominance in the currency, owing to 
its sufficiency, nnd the chance it gave to minimise the opportunities 
of lessening those practical and multiplied fluctuations which the 
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rivalry with silver were sure to pel"}1e~tiate, while itS quantity in 
~urrency continued to increase year by year, the interest Of the 
~untries enriched with gold consisted in iliacarding silver Crom all 
increasing volumes of currency_ 

It is true that every country which became- gold mono-metallic did 
not altogether destroy its existing silver currency; indeed, Some 
~ontinued to add to it in a slightly appreciable degree. The pre
llOnderance of g9ld currency has, however, afforded an ample shelter 
to the very limited silver currency, and in. the increasing 
appreciation of gold the fixity of silver standard and its depreciating 
tendencies have been well covered by the potentiality of gold 

The expert Committee of Lord Kinlberley, the Secretary of Sta.te 
fur India, which the Government of Lord Landsdowne has so un
animously supported, may well ascertain-

( A ) To what extent have the gold currencies of different 
countries interchanged with each other; 

I. As in relation to the quantity of silver currency; 
IL As in relation to interchange of comm~dities only, with

out the aid oC any oC the metallic currencies, and in what 
nominal proportions of both as affecting' commodities; 

IlL As in relation only to the respective credit, etc., systems. 
Having ascertained the share of each country with others in an 

interchange oC silver and gold coins-the interchange, or a mutual 
bartering of commodities, being a distinct factor which- may inerge 
in the gold or silver currency currents in separate proportions, though 
llOminally,-the Committee will next have to decide-:.-

( B ) How Car each country has, or has not, sacrificed the 
integral value oC its gold or silver coins in exchanging with those 
of others; 

I. As in relation to any subtle cause which may have 
helped to undo all sacrifices; 

2- As in relation to what compensatory circumstances 
may have been due to a satisfactory course of mutual trade as 
far as these circumstanceS may have existed. 

The lIources oC toleration of exchange of coins of unequal values 
and of coins oCboth metals having been ascertained, the Committee will 
further have to investigate the character oC that portion of the trade 
of the same countries which they have held with countrieS of radically 
different currencies-
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modities, and what commodities exchanged, supplied deficiellces III 
the intrillsic values of thc currencies, so that the commerce witb 
.the countries having no similitude of currencies was encouraged. 
thus far, in preference to commerce with neighbouring countries 
having more or less a homogeneous principle of currency. 

The scope and effects of various currencies, etc., in relation to 
the circulation of fOi'eign commodities, both between gold and silver
using countries, being thus known, the next desirable thing to know 
would be the scope and effects of various currencies in local and other 
:spheres-

( a ) In relation to the extent to which silver coins actually 
exchanged with gold coins in domestic transactions of gold 
m-ono- metallic countries; 

( b ) To the extent that both currencies have had.~ny effec~ 
·on credit, etc., systems; 

( c ) In what proportions and character of transactions, gold 
coins refused to exchange with .silver, or the loss of exchange iu 
precious metals, when unequalled in. intrinsic values, has been 
tolemted; 

( d) The baselI}ent of the credit, etc., systems borne in what. 
proportions of gold and silver kept in reserves, and in what; 
proportions on the credit of the State and Banking,. etc .• 
,institu tions; 

( e ) The nature of the share and relations. borne by currencies 
.as we~l as Export and Import commodities of the countries of past. 
Bimetallic Union, or of latter-day currency affinities in the 
additions made in the silver and gold specie of each country; 

(f) To what extent overvalued currencies have prevented 
a free use of specie by the people in pursuance of their 
various needs, to the extent that such currencies may have miris
tered to the exchange of commodities, other than silver or gold; 

( g ) To what extent the more favorably situated currencies of 
non-adjusted countries, supported also by cheap means of produc
tion, have disabled the currency~union countries from producing or 
enhancing the commodities which, under an unfavourable deve
lopment of currency strength, they may have received from foreigu 
countries. 

( h ) The receptivity of each country in making accessions t~ 
its currency and its hoards in various forms, and in what pro
portions of the precious metals. 
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An acquaintance with the results of the inquiries above formulated, 
and more .that may be conceived, can alone enable the Government 
to comprehend the actual position of the currencies of the affected 
countries. That knowledge will make clear how the Bimetallic 
l)ond was broken up, and what had been the actual extent of its 
working when in existence. Whether that compact actuallY never 
did affect gold by any super-weight of'silver brought to bear upon it. 
Whether the silver currency was not rendered so far weak that gold 
had the virtual predominance, gilding the little silver with the over
powering halo thrown over it by gold. If silver has had no fair trial; 
since the diminutive varue in which it appeared as in comparison: 
with the overwhelming value of gold, there lias been no fair trial 
whatsoever, and silver was simply tacked on to gold as a very in
significant appanage, which, for any object of existence, it may as 
well have not been there. 

Taking the silver coins as being conventional, as they are taken to 
be, it is evident that, for large purposes of commerce, they are 
a.lmost useless, and form an extremely feeble currency for very tiny 
purposes. But for the prime gold currency it would be nowhere. 
One of the best proofs that they are not the valuable tokens which' 
they should be-and it looks rather monstrous that any currency of 
unreal worth, which cannot recover its own value; should be forced 
to stand as an equal with any comlll()dity of ali. integral and larger 
v<llue-appears from the fact that none of the European coins are 
eurrent in the East. 

No country seem to have' adopte~- them either for currency, 
flOarding, or ornamental purposes, while the silver coins of one 
Eastern country have' occupied a more' recognised position in another 
Eastern country, owing to the better integrity of their value. 

Had the silver currency of Groat Britain not been in a moribund. 
condition, which its gold currency is alone able to support in a con
ventional sense, I cannot imagine' why silver coins should not. have 
crossed the seas and deluged us side by side with our'O\v-n rupees. 

Is this the sort of Bimetallism which is sought to be reImposed' on 
the world? It does not seem to have ever been fit for living-even if 
it lived as' a relic of dark agcs. It. seems mu-ch less fit to be revived. 

What is the use, again, of a gold currency, which will not move 
freely, and for a useful occupation of which there' should be constant 
anxieties? When both currencies will not circulate quickly and 
w.idely, it must be understood that such a system is laded with serious-
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disease requiring a remedy; bimetallism, and the obstinate traces of 
it now left, seem to me to be the grave disease to which universal 
~ttention should now be drawn. 

The system of bimetallism having been conceiyed in the semi-dark . 
spirit of old, the coins tied up with a hard and fast ratio have never 
been able to cross the seas. \Ve have, therefore, every year drawn 
silver and gold bullion to an enormous extent, the practical spiri~ 
running after practical values. 

The dualistic cUrrency comes therefore as a rightful relief. In the 
presence of over-valu~d silver coins, the same currency cannot be 
amplified, because silver has been made to assume false gold value, 
which cannot admit of a facile and universal currency. The gold 
currency has therefore stayed off from taking in silver, which becomes 
cheaper almost every month. Is it not reasonable, then, that, if silver is 
falsely made to hold more gold, that the more honest course of getting 
gold to hold more silver, which is its dne, should at once be adopted? 
So that the gold-congestion may be broken up, and th~~urrencJ 
may be widely diffused in a liquified form, whic!>.is1.lie only practical 
form of a workable capital which can be :;ent anywhere for being 

·""-~ofked1'Ot-tlu~}p.~reasing progre~s !t.r...<i"welfare of the world. 
, - ..... >- -~ ... ~~- ~-' 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

'THEORY OF BIMETAtLISM CONTRASTED WITH THE AUTHOR'S 
THEORY OF A FREE DUALISTIC CURRENCY. 

THE Royal Commission has admitted, that the objection taken 
:against Bi-metallism on the ground, that it would set up an un
warrantable interference with the existing rights of creditors and 
debtors" calls for the most serious consideration, and its importance 
-cannot be underrated." When a Government has a right to impose 
upon its people a legal st,t'liard of value, " it is clo3.rly its duty to 
... provide as far as possible, that such standard shall not be wanting 
'H.in its most essential attribute; viz., that of the greatest attainable 
"stability." The other views of the Commission may be thus com
pressed,-the monetary policy of other countries has injured the 
.standard of value in England as well as in India. If Government 
,did this by a change in the standard, and injured existing interests 
.and contracts, it cannot abstain from action and injure _the 
interests of debtors, and let future contracts be affected. 

It strik~s me forcibly, that whatever the action of Governments 
in the past, the people have reconciled themselves to all 
,changes, and that if the Indian Government has been suffering, it 
has, been suffering from want of a masterly action on the part 
-of Its people, who are inexpressibly weak in the matter under 
~comment, whereas the Government itself has not yet exhaustively 
-dealt with the matter. 

The displacement of silver in Europe has proved beneficial both 
to East and West. The contraction of gold influences has also 
proved wholesome, in a certain sense, because it has given that 
power to civilised· countries which they have exerted in the interests 
of the East. The natural limits of these influences are now being 
dearly marked; and it would be unreasonable for any of us to ignore 
them. The waves of material activity and prosperity are now so 
rapidly spreading over the world, that a change in metallic 
standards is naturally called for. . 

The question is whether the change should be on the old basis of 
Bimetallism, or on a ren()vated basis. I am humbly of opinion 
that no Gover:nment bas any right to dictate the respective values 
of currency metals, even a~cording to the current ratio, beGause th/il 
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ratio is, and will always be, changing. I am further of OpInIOn' 
that no Government has any other right, bu~ to coin either gold or 
silver money according to the demands ofthe people and their admini-
stration. 

I entirely dissent from the Commission, that any Government has: 
a tight to look into the relations of creditors and debtors, either 
for bettering those relations, or making them worse. The matter 
cannot possibly be viewed from this stand-point-'Well, as Govern:... 
ment has done some mischief by changing the standard, it has also 
the power of averting that mischief by another change in the 
standard', (Part III., para 31, vii). Nothing of the kind can possibly 
be done. If Government has done one wrong, it cannot take any 
action on parallel lines, for it cannot directly amend that wrong, 
but it will only intensify it, especially as the line of Government 
intervention has been antecedently wrong, which natural operations 
alone have rectified. If the theory of Bimetallism was actually ex
perienced as being -right and sound, it could never certainly have 
been abandonel. Its parniciousrre33 W.13, inhel, felt to a limited 

--- 'extent according to the wants and enlightenme"nt of that "period;" 
and- it was willingly ab:1n1:>ned, thou'5h le3.ving some mischievous' 
traces behind, in that a lot of semi-fictitious coins have been left 
behind without any redeeming feature of a freEr-moving currency. 
It cannot, therefore, be thought of again with any profound sense' 
of statesmanship, or of that spirit of progress which the world 
demands. If rank serpent poison has once done harm to a healthy 
system, t.he same rank poison cannot be applied over again. 

The question of relations between creditors and debtol!3 can only" 
sta~d singly, and not connectively; when they stand singly, they 
appertain to the action of Civil Courts, and not to an artificial" 
intervention with the value or volume of currencies. 

As to the question of existing and future contracts being vindicated" 
by a change in the standard, it is again more a legitimate matter for 
Civil Courts than for a reform in "currency laws. The commercial
transactions of the people are, each and all, based on individuat 
peculiarities and the idiosyncracies of the moment, irrespective 
of the character of the currency. It is beyond the power of any 
Government to give effect to any equity in individual transactions 
and to any ideallic fairness of such transactions, such matters being 
self-adjustable on circumstances decided ~pon by individuals for 
the moment, and practically assumed by themselves fOr the future .. 

Any wholesale -change in currency laws, of a forced character. 
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instead of doing good, must 3ubvert the well-underst.ood spirit of all 
transactions. Neither a gain is righteous, under such a change, nor 
a loss, both being the_source of an immoral subversion of things. 

It would of course be out of question to resort to the ratio which 
premiled before 1873, for that would involve a monstrous _injustice. 
The cognizance of a ratio, as based on the present market value, 
being unfair in a somewhat less degree, for the inherent values of 

. metals are influenced by certain realities, no consequence of a trans
action based on the strength of an unchangeable legislative ratio, 
can be pronounced equitable. 

If once the subtle and voluntary principle, which influenced the 
Bimetallic countries to become Mono-metallists, in a large measure, 
is understood, as involved in the facts that both currency metals are 
a potent factor iit the hands of any country to the extent that it 
possesses it ; that it is best exercised by the country holding it; that 
no country can annihilate it even if it discarded it ; and that howso~ 
ever the factor may be cast out .that its influence would be felt in 
ether quarters, no country will-find reasons to feel aggrieved. 

Had the countries, which forsook silver, tolerated it, they would 
certainly not have attempted the hi-metallic rupture. When un
animity among all nations has not come to pass, nor matured itself 
for observance, where was the possibility of even arriving at the solu
tion which has been attempted in this work? When there was no 
common understanding as toa confluential use of the metals, what 
were the countries whic4,were fined with gold and silver to do with 
them? '1'hey must get rid of one of them, and that of a cheap and 

'ponderous character. That they could not altogether do without 
silver, that gold singly would not meet the whole purpose of cur
rency, have been testified to by the fact that some portion of silver 
was actually retained in the currency, and given a par value in gold. 
If silver was retained, it was on the condition ,that it assimilated 
with the gold currency, though foreign countries have generally 
{liscredited silver coins of nominal value. 

The statement of the Commission, therefore, that Legislation must 
adopt a reverse action, seem altogether untenable; it is not another 
tampering with coins which. has to be resorted to, to efface any existing 
effects of the former entamperment, but it is simply the question of 
an unqualified liberation of both metals that now confronts the whole 
world. A grave international step of this order has now become 
unavoidable. If, after ihis sustained elucidation, it is avoided by any 
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,nake-shifts, ~he ~ecessity of an universal deliberation and a just. 
and na~ural. d~ahsm of. currency will, in near future, return again! 
and agam wIth mcreased force, till every nation would anxiously coin 
as much silver and as much gold as it can get, letting then indicattt 
their inherent values as based on the market value of the metals 
themselves. 

While a clear ground for grievance is given by stereotyping the
va~ue of currency metals, no grievance is caused by a- full movement 
of the currencies themselves. Whatever change that a free move
ment effects, it does not constitute an ofi'imce against the dealinglJ 
of society, for it has relations with circumstances over which no one
has any control. It is always observed that people contentedly 
bear'what befall them in a natural state of things, but revolt against 
any evil which is caused by human action. 

No one holding gold coins will suffer to part with them when their 
value is raised in relation to the fixed silver standard; while 'aU 

, would be. anxious to convert them into bullion as soon as their 
'" vaIUl).,rM...h.ig:b.~ ______ No one will similarly part with silver Tl!.l)fleS for 
a less value than ~t1ra-}-~ by legisla/liion; whereas no O.le will 
accept silver rupees unless they-'W-ere delivered for thei~ well-known 
and established values. All internal transactions will k carried on 
in the ~me manner as before, as people will, first of all, resist 
being hoodwinked by any fictitious value of t.he currency. 
When the mints cease coining; the stock of rupees will of course be' 
sooner exhausted, and the pinch would begin to be felt both in 
respect of internal and external transactions. . Any plentiful copper 
coins may somewhat delay the effects of exhaustion. 

As soon as the pinch begins to be felt, a general reduction of 
articles imported may begin to appear, the same result attending upon 
articles of export. For foreign nations, with a sound silver curcency. 
will take the advantage of multiplying their exports to Europe, for 
they could then do that more cheaply than India, and importers will 
gradually fall off from purchasing the Council Bills, fJr they could 
purchase commodities at a cheaper'rate in other places t,hp,;\ India, 
or dispose of their gold for moresilvei: and commodities in other silver' 
and gold-using countries. 

Is this the method thought of to repair the wrong once done by' 
legislation, by stIll another act oflegislation? I put this question with 
some diffidence. I may further ask if the same legislation would bring 
more silver alldgold wealth in India, or considerably lessen it? Who 
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again will pay for thc importl~tion of gold, and for disposing of it at 
nominal silver value, and for its future enhancement of value caused 
by the new Indian demand, its decreasing production, and a ge~eral 
increasing demand for it ? 

The only practical result of any benefit would turn out in favour of 
Indian European officials who will be paid in gold by the Secretary 
of State, whereas their only demand is for more rupees, which the 
country must undoubtedly give them on their ease being fairly made 
out. Will, however, creditors of the Indian Government consent 
to receive rupees of the proposed nominal value, instead of the 
gold coins they would wish to be paid in, or the securities having the 
basis of gold? 

Too much stress should not be laid on the fact that because a ratio 
was partially preserved. for a ceJ;.ltury or more, that a similar condition 
would return with a reimposition of Bimetallism. What was possible 
in early ages cannot be possible in times so radically changed When 
once the bond is broken, it is impossible to resume it again. Having 
once removed silver from its old and strong associations, which retained 
a nominal value owing to its close sustention by gold, it would seem 
very unreasonable' that the old bond could be restored, for, the 
stock of silver is immensely increased, the gold currency has 
been much too contracted, and the commodities which seek bullion 
have been immensely multiplied. The engine has got off the rail and 
been shattered into pieces. Bi-metallism once fractured' cannot 
be restored on the old basis, especially when it is known to have been 
more discredited than respected. Will the mighty nations, to whom 
their silver coins bear gold value consent to see them depreciated 
according to the current market value? 

The bond of 
Bimeta.llism, 
whatever its 
actual oper
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doubted, once 
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It would apparently seem that Bimetallism would be a success if all Whethel any 

nations agreed, first, to observe a certain ratio, and, secondly, to resort ad van tage 

to a free coinage. But in this case the world's demand for raw gold rf e S ut I.t i n g rom ymgup 
and silver will be considerably intensified. Considering the yearly val u e B of 

silver and 
increasing volume of silver and gold currency which the world will gold outweigh 
unmistakeably demand and the growing' private necessities of holding the advanta.-

~ . ges of leaving 
gold-wealtp. in various shapes, gold could not be purchased except by their natural 

means of silver or commodities j and if overvalued silver coins be fe~t~~ed8~:'; 
employed in purchasing either gold or silver bullion, the power of aU purposes. 

purchasing commodities will so far be curtailed, which cannot accord 
with the principle of currency operations. 

. Will, however, ~ono-metallic nations agree to a lowering of 
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the nominal value ~f their silver as well as gold coins? Whenall 
nations agree to take up silver, and go in for an over-valued coinage, 
silver prices must run high, and injure the cause of a cheap and free 
currency, which, as I have more than once maintained, must become 
a,n imperative need throughout the world. It is not again clear 
how the interests of nations, who cannot afford to buy silver 
at a costly rate, could be protected against those who being in 

. possession of cheap silver owing to various facilities, CQuid issue 
CllP'ency in much larger volumes than the former. 

It seems desirable in this condition to leave both metals unfettered 
with any artificial prices to afford all nations an equal opportunity to 
obtain raw material for the purposes of currency, as well as arts. 
The only special benefit which some nations may gain would 
result from no unfair, but fair, conditions, one of which would be 
Adjacency of the mines. 

Supposing, however, one feature ofBi-metallism should be unlimited 
coinage both of silver and gold by Governments, seignorage being 
imposed to raise the value of the former to the required standard in 
'case of private parties offering bullion for mintage, the demand 

·--fol'--silver--mu3t--Lct:ome more severe than otherwise. This would 
merely be a disguised attempt towards a free Dualism of 
Currency which I advocate. So far as th.e disguise would appear 
new evils should arise. If private demand for silver should con
tinlle; the value of silver would rise 'at a scarcity rate. Should 
that demand grow less-~ w~ich is much more possible, for 
private parties would genemlly.use and. spend silver coins as would be 
obtainable without their having to- buy the precious metal to be 
delivered gratis to a certain -extent' to -the Government-all the effects 
of a contracted currency must. appear. , 

If Government raised the value of- rupees, and permitted no one 
else to present:bullibn for coinage"there.would be an apparent result 
of certain amount of bullion-remaiIiing on its hands without cost. 
If I suggest that _ this surplus bullion might be presented by the 
India Government to British Mints for conversion into gold sovereigns, 
so as to avoid the present necessity of purchasing dear gold with 
cheapening silver to defray the expenses incurred by India in 
England, there must .be some who must bear the loss caused by 

Evils arising 
from a mono
poly of silver 
)lUllion must 
end in gain to 
1I0me and loss 
to othersboth 
the 10s9 and 
gain being in. 
equitous in 
character. 

reductions in the general trade of India' and the severities which 
must surely take place in India itself. The dearer rupees must ulti~ 
mately bring every thing less and would cause embarassing difficultiea 
in making full purchases. 
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Even silver bullion will not be available for some crores of people; 
gold there will be none for them. . The common mass bf the people 
have not the slightest idea of the English scienoe of abstraot economies; 
they must have silvel.' and gold for domestic use ; they would never 
dream of sparing bullion for purposes of currenoy save when they 
touch the last stage of poverty. Would the British Government desire 
to drive the people to that end in pursuance of their notions . of 
economical soienoe ? This of course it would not do: It would neither 
condescend to cause hardships to all classes of its Indian subjeots by 
reduoing their currency-whioh I have amply proved as needing to be 
greatly enIarged-so as to reaoh the easiest method of meeting defioits 
and increasing the salaries of European Offioials.. All these deficits can 
only he met by the remedies already pointed out in foregoing pages, 
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CHAPTER XXIII. 

INTKR-ECONOMIC RELATIONS BETWEEN SILVER AND GOLD AS VIEWED 
IN THE LIGHT OF MONO-METALLISM, BI-METALLISM AND THE 
AUTHOR'S SCHEME OF A FREE CURRENCY DUALISM. 

:i~~e~~i8~ IF there be a genefal inclination among the nations of the world 
~ust d~pre- to adopt bi-metallism, it is apparent that certain sacrifices will 
C18teoldsllver 
ooins of ex- have to be undergone by all countries in a more or less measure.-
aggerated Th Id t' h' h il lim' d . wue. e go coun lIes w IC possess a s ver currency Ite will 

have to bear a certain loss in cheapening their standard to unify it 
with the newly-fixed ratio, which will of course be lower than the 
par value prevailing in gold countries. When all nations accept a 
bi-metallic standard, they will of cour;;e bind themselves to coin silver 
every year to the extent agreed upon. All such Government3 will of 
course reap a certain amount of benefit every year in purchasing cheap 
silver and issuing coins cheaper than the bullion value. 

Row go I d On the other hand, a lowering of the old silver standard and the 
wouldfirst be 'd bl . hi h b 'db' d b' , depreci ate d conSI era e accessIOns w c may e game y It un er I-metalllsm, 
:e~~th~~t in the form of incre!lSing silver coins, must have a certain effect on 
ism in cur- gold currency, which is likely to depreciate to the extent that silver
rency. 

currency would be substituted for it. For a very large volume of 
transactions, both internally and externally, there will be a demand for 
silver and not gold coins. 

~~~~t!,l t\~ This would be one way of forcing a more active circulation of gold 
greater dis, which would come to pass either in its own original form, or in a 
tances either. ' 
in its own or converted form of silver. The gold currency, so f:ll" as It may be re-
~:r!.~erted strained by silver, must either seek cheap silver bullion for conversion 

into coins, or foreign field for employment as capital. Much of it 
must, however, find its way to India, when demonetised, for, at any rate 
under the scheme I have explained, it is sure to obtain more silver 
than what it does now, supposing it is now freely exchanged for the 
present silver currency in Europe. 

The reason why much interest on foreign capital is not produced in 
India is because sufficient silver is not yet circulated in the country. 
There are extensive works to be undertaken, but the introduction of 
more capital and energy is necessary. The exclusiveness of those who 
hold much gold must be broken down; but it would matter little to 
them to get their gold converted into silver, as much as it matters 
little to Railway Companies to have their rupees reduced to fractional 
coins so that their laborers and works may be mai'!,tained. 
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As long as gold-holders could obtain the value of their currency at F~ll in gold 
• • pnces largely 

the market ratio, they need not care how much of silver or gold they dne to gold 

hold. It is the gold-congestion which must be broken up, for so ~~~fI~~~e~ 
much of gold has been acquired that no resources are left to get more, by a. dne pro-

• • • portlOn of 
and movement 1U commerce has become ImpOSSIble. The very fact silver amal-

that capital can be had cheaper in England than India shows that there gam. 

is an nnhealthy congestion ; that gold has been much too monopolised 
within restricted areas; that the very dangerous loss involved in a per-
version of a just balance of the metallic currency powers has quite 
seriously set in, and that a certain amount of demonetisation of gold, 
for which there is any amonnt of distributed employment awaiting is 
imperatively called for. 

Supposing, therefore, that joint-stock companies were established How gold 

which nndertook to buy enormous quantities of silver, get them honestl y t~n::oke~u~~ 
coined and embarked into large ventures in India, they would be in a ~~: ~ber,:~: 
position to buy up much gold for furtl:).er enterprises and pay sufficient di~sive and 
• • WIde spread 
mterest on the strength of the profits acqmred. The way towards such currency. 

a consmnmation, however, lies through silver, which is the solver of 
all difficulties. 
. It was all very well that in past times, when European nations 
had any amonnt of gold with them, they were able to pay, as it 
were, any amonnt of bounty for silver, and retain a certain amount 
of currency in that metaL While, however, gold has brought in 
more gold, and much of the gold of all backward countries, and all 
sorts of articles and labor have continued to be purchased in high 
rates of gold, so much so that the wealth per head in Europe has 
generally increased to thirty times more than the wealth per head in 
India, or in many other silver countries, the limits for a facile opera
tion of the gold currency has ceased; and, however paradoxical it 
would seem, it is none the less true, that distress has set in in gold-using 
countries. All gold-users being used to gold only, they cannot accept 
lower profits. All renovated enterprise and energy must therefore 
suffer. And that is the reason why cheaper countries have to provide 
much of the food which Britishers want, which they could very well 
grow for themselves but for the want ora copious and retail currency. 

The silver compact under bi-metallism, however, so far as it would 
be a fraud against gold, must inflict great losses, both present and 
prospective, and iIi an increasing rate, keeping pace with the lowering 
silver value, on all those holding the dear gold. Some remedy may 

B i -metallism. 
must also de
preciate tbe 
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be suggested by increasing the alloy in gold so as to meet, to a 
certain extent, the,disproportionateness of the silver value in bullion. 
But no possible compensation can be afforded for the loss sustained 
in the primary value of gold, which, under bi-metallism, must stand for 
less silver than before, especially if the silver currency be considerably 
increased in all directions. 

The outputs from silver mines being continuous and cheap, the 
metal cannot but be offered in a similarly cheap manner; but if the 
demand for it grows and becomes universal, the continuous lowering 
of ih! value will no doubt be abated. As silver, however, will trench 
upon the increasing function of gold as currency, the incident will 
no d.oubt help towards keeping up its price to a certain extent, 
whereas, on the other hand, a depreciating effect must set in as far as 
the demand for silver coinage should decrease on account of decreased 
inclinations to purchase silver for currency, especially on account of 
the lowering of its intrinsic value. 

~e disturbing effech! of imparting a fictitious feature to any predo
minant system of currency can be somewhat counteracted by issuing 
notes and securities, but they could not go very much beyond metallic 
reserves. As the world's demand will constantly and very largely in
crease both for silver and gold for innumerable miscellaneous purposes, 
the precious metals will only continue to assert their inherent value and 
continue to evade a practical fulfilment of the stereotyped ratio value. 

The loss under If both currencies be adopted, will it be desirable to fictitiously raise 
b i- m etallism ,the value of silver coins, or will it be much better to reduce the value will be greater 
'than the loss of all silver coins to bring them in harmony with bullion value as 
experie n c e d 
in cancelling much as may be warrantable? Keeping in view the imperative 
'the exaggerat- 1 h ' 
-ed value of necessities of the wor d for an expansion of commerce, t e 'uniformly 
mlver coins. fair treatment due to all Eastern countries, and the still undeveloped 

''trade 'Will 
al ways be at
tracted to 
ctluntrie's 
dealing in 
QOae8tlllon~. 

state of their wealth. which the poorness of their silver and gold 
currency so indisputably indicates, it seems essential that gold countries 
should sacrifice the exaggerated value of their silver coins, since they 
are less valuable than the silver coins of Eastern countries. This loss 
would be much • less than the loss incurrable in associating gold 
currency with an extensive and over-valued silver currency. 

One of the greatest practical difficulties in raising the silver standard 
would seem in the great injury that is likely to be caused to the trade 
between India and England and other gold countries. There are many 
silver-using couutries, such as Turkey, Persia, Afghauistan, Africa, China, 
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Japan and others, whose silver currency will remain cheap and copious, 
and will consequently gain a great inq-ease in the volnme of their 
trade. They will increase their purchase of silver and supply articles 
to Europe more cheaply than lohe conntries of the hard-and-fast 
bi-metallic lIllion could do. Gold will certainly be drawn to the 
former conntries, simply on acconnt of their honest coins, and mllSt, as 

a mIe, shnn places where the silver volnme is decreased and fictitiously 
raised in value, while any substitute will be entirely wanting. 

Whereas if the standard of valuing gold, which is chiefly silver, ~onotdiBtnrb 
. . ed b '--1 • f 'fa val b . k ather the is not mJlll' y an nnnaLllflU exaggeration 0 1 ue, ut 18 ept standard for 

. 't . th b • bse ed' fi to valuing gold mtact as 1 now IS, e same course emg 0 rv m re erence or the stand-

gold, which also ronnot be fictitiollSly lowered in value, any addition ~rd silf.or valthU-
lng ver; e 

to the silver currency is not likely to affect gold nnduly~ A perfectly staudard in 

I .• ., rfi ed b tw il d Id" f" both cases Is eg1timate marnage 18 pe orm e een s ver an go m re rammg theoe v e r y 

from disturbing the values which are formed nnder the natural laws metals. 

of demand and Sllpply. 

The Right Hon'ble Mr. Gladstone, the veteran Prime Minister of Opinion of 
, the Right 

England, whose greatnameand.achievementsare deservedly held in high Hon'ble Mr. 

esteem throughout India, has very rightly (though partially) mIed, that !~'!: co; 
too standard of value should be such as would indicate the least fluctna- standlll'ds. 

tion, and that therefore gold is the standard which should be preferred, it 
being liable to the least fluctuation. It cannot, however, be forgotten 
that all currency troubles are due to a very dear standard of value, the 
perils of which are in exact proportion to the limits of that metal f~r 
currency and other purposes; that the less it is ass:ociated with silver or 
free value the more nncertain and more constant become the fluctua.-
tious of the standard, which eventnally fall upon gold, and not upon 
silver. However paradoxical this theory may appear, it is yet true. 

lt cannot be denied that it is gold which greatly adds to fluctuations Decline. in 
"1 I iall h E has ·tted th fi II gold pnces as m SI ver va ue, espec y w en urope COmml e 0 y of being equiva-

putting silver in opposition to gold. There is ample room in the ~~~~n d:£ 
world for both currency metals. There is not the slightest necessity 8

l
ilv

d
er, entire-

y ne to the 
of exaggerating the value of gold either by discarding silver at one partial act. of 

tim . . 'ts al t th N try t f strengthenmg e or ralBmg 1 v ue a ano ere 0 conn , or a Be 0 one side of the 

conntries, has a right to monopolise gold and extingnish the sister- :bier: e n a~I 
metal, by which alone the value of the former could be estimated. damaging the 

Th . . h th I other, the 
ere 18 now no other course left but to lig ten e go d burden of grave fact be-

all gold conntries to the extent that any excess of accnmnlations exist. !i:!t !o~~; 
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currency sys- The gold countri!ls could not have adopted a more fatal step than 
tem has an ob-
verse as well as discarding silver, which the ,world's traditions of thousands of years 
~;::~~at s~~~ have preserved in tact as the most powerful element of currency; and 
side of it can- as such it must resume its position, whatever the present unreasonable 
not be unduly '" 
pro t e c ted prejudices agamst It. WIth all the enormous discoveries gold has 
without injur_ b bl to d' 1 'I f 'th ' in g the not een a e ISP ace Sl ver rom el er currency or other 
other. purposes. All the troubles have been simply due, because gold has 

been made to perform the functions of both metals, for which ib is 
certainly not fit, 

The time has, therefore, come when the countries which took the 
fatal step of ostracising silver have to mend it nolens volens; Both 
silver and gold being the precious constituents of the world's currency 
for thousands of years past, both 1p.ust be held equally precious, 
The adjacency of silver to gold cannot be a loss to the latter simply 
because gold is likely to get more and more silver, the one being less 
and the other more obtainable. Such a feature is only too good and 
promising for the increasing purposes of currency. 

How could a I do .not recommend that gold should be cast away in the same 
gold standard, , 
be introduced manner that silver has been. Each gold country Will have to fix 
~~O~~b~~:!~~ how far existing gold coins and annual gold coinag~ should be 

demonetised, and silver currency substituted in pursuance of, the 
scheme explained. Every gold country should certainly be able to 
ship silver coins or their bullion worth to India when the balance of 
trade is in our favor. The same should be done in respect of gold. 
(loins or bullion. The law will undoubtedly carefully fix the limits 
within which silver currency in Europe may be held legal, of course 
in much larger proportions than now, and when such limits may 
admit of gold currency. This would be the only way to bring gold 
into India and other silver-:-using countries, so that it may be used as 
a gold standard. This would be an unobjectionable way of introducing 
gold standard within reasonable bounds, and not by assuming any 
"extremes. 

A nominal gold stal:daru, and a restricted and raised silver standard, 
would only bring ruin to the country, while it would not bring a 
pound mere of gold to India. On the contrary, both gold and 
silver supplies of India, as shown in the Table attached to this 
work, will fall off. And this is the result for which Mr. Mackay seems 
to be unconsciously working. The people of India, however, undoubt. 
edly require more silver and more gold. Do not ninety-five in a 
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hundred complain that they have not a rupee to spare, that they are 
so unfortunate that they cannot satisfy the yearnings of their sisters, 
wives or children for a single gold bangle or even ear-ring P Do noi; 
ninety in a hundred sigh for a fifty-rupee silver ornament? And you 
want to curtail the silver currency. You want to give it a monopoly, 
or scarcity value. You want to bring down the value of gold. You 
think that India has too much gold I You think the people foolish 
that they do not sell their little stock and buy coins therewith, and 
forget their thrift, or traditions inviolate ! 

Assuming that India has gold in proportion to a pound worth Tbe proposal 
_1_ •• b b d h advocated by per head of its popUlation, It must e remem ere t at it is in the so many to 

hands of a fraction of the population to whom what gold there may be ~:e ~:eIE~f~ 
in their possession is not equal to their burning desire to have more. of their hard-

. earned and 
That every Hindu home should possess some gold and silver ornaments dearlycbensh-

is held as one of the strongest domestic and religious duties. Many ~~me~~d o~ 
English thinkers believe that as soon as silver currency is curtailed supply ttedhe 

gap crea 
and gold standard established in its place, that the people of India will by a for<:ible 

II h · ts d h full t h' ld . d' to . attennahon a go to t e mm an c eer y ge t elr go come m sovereIgns. and ruin of 

Weare actually told by one of the ablest Anglo-Indian writers who ;~~c~ver cur

has for years written on Indian affairs that-
a Once the ratio between gold and silver were fixed and the mints opened to the free 

coinage of gold, it is in the highest degree probable that the bullion now hoarded would be 
oent to the mints in order to give it an official mark, which would render it a commodity 
saleable at sight anywhere and everywhere. Once coined, gold would be seldom hoarded; the 
temptation to tum it to practical use would prove too strong for all but misers. What pur
pose does the hoarded gold in India subserve? Noue; it is so much treasure sunk in the sea; 
80 many taleuta hidden away in a napkin by unprofitable stewards. It is even worse; it is 
a standing temptation to the budmashes of Asia to repeat the exploit of the Persian free
booter who carried away fifty millions of loot after a six weeks' visit to Delhi. If the gold 
were in circulation, it would be of use to its actual possessors and would add immensely to 
the prosperity of the country. The establishment of a gold standard .would be a statesman
like and politic act, quite apart from its uses in . respect of the present intolerable state of 
things, owing to our enforced reliance on a prescribed and discredited metal. It should lead 
Ultimately to the utilisation of !he gold now lying hidden away, and of nO UBe either to its 
pO .... SOrB or to the country." 

Those who thoroughly comprehend how strong the popular senti
ment about keeping some gold and jewels in possession is, will not for 
a moment admit that the people-even if they believed that the Pinda
rees would appear to-morrow and strip them of their gold-would ever 
take their ornaments to the mint and have them coined for freer trans
actions of the country. But any c~mpulsion on them to bring out gold 
would certainly be only a courteous act of spoliation, greater in its actual 
effects than the act of past plunderers of India. It is a very doubtful dose 
of the doctor given in vengeance placing the victim at the door of death~ 
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Stop silver mintage, and in sheer despair the people will of course 
sell their ornamenta, daily and hourly cursing the Si1'ca1'. The 
gold to be mint,ed for a compulsory exchange with fraudulent silver 
coins of forced value! The people will tenaciously adhere to their gold 
and not consent ·to be humiliated and impoverished till the starvation 
point was reached, and may then produce it only to find it disappear
ing as fast as it may be produced I 

Gold and silver ornaments, as already observed, are kept by some as 
establishing their honor and credit; others scrupulously preserve them 
for unlucky days. A native of India will do his best to put off bad 
days in spending as little as he could; still he would not part with his 
ornaments. To deprive all these people and the millionaires of their 
gold, which they (the latter) also hold in due proportions, and as a 
matter of more or less equal necessity just stated, would be so unjustifi
able an .act that it would certainly be very actively resented by the 
people. 

We are supposed to import silver and gold to pay for our balance of 
trade. But the importation of silver would be interdicted, for private 
parties could not get it coined. Gold would not be brought into India 
in even as small a quantity as now, because cheaper countries are sure 
to oust India in course of time from the market of both gold alld silver
using countries. Silver coins of other countries will be unacceptable 
in India owing to the hostility of the standards; nor any foreign stand
ards would be exchangeable.· . Unlike gold-countries, all transactions 

. in India are workable only with a silver currency. 
While the country cannot sustain a gold currency, and its every-day 

.transactions would be hampered when silver rupees are made dear,
the distress in India will be a hundredfold more than in Great 
Britain, in that not only would our country lack a gold currency, but 
also find rupees every day becoming dearer. Productions and all 
other fruits of labor will be lessened in exact proportion to the tightness 
of the silver market. The depressing effects will be extelJ.ded to all 
incomes and profits, as well as to the revenues of the Governmen~ even 
if a larger paper currency were issued, which would certainly carry its 
own depreciation in proportion that the value of silver'would be 
falsely raised and the specie in reserve would be wanting. 

In respect to the benefit that is calculated to accrue to Indian 
remitters, it is hardly possible, as I before remarked, that the Council 
Bills could long traffic with other people's gold in England. Nor 
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could India traffio with the currenoy of other silver countries, whioh in 
course of time must cease to trade with India because of the falsifi
cation of its silver currency. 

When the advocates of a gold standard have found tfeir cause hope
less, they are content-very unwittingly though-to get the people 
robbed of all their gold for no fault of theirs. Then, in another breath, 
they are for a nominal gold standard and an artificial standard of 
scarcity rupees, which would simply be an illustration of the crack 
pbysician who eased his patient of all his blood by' bleeding him with. 
a view to discover the disease which he suspeoted to have been lurking 
in the circulation of his blood. When the country requires to be 
supported by vast accessions in its silver currency, some currency 
theorists believe it would do good all round to seek an attenuation 
of that currency, which is not likely to be accepted by any Committee 
or Government deliberating upon the problem. 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 
- MR. FINLAY THE INDIL"i FINANCIAL SECRETARY'S VIEWS RE SILVER 

FLUCTUATIO~S AS CONTRASTED WITH A COMMON STANDAlID OF 
VALUE. 

IT was once supposed that the Government of India reserved 
expressing its views, or passing a Resolution on the currency problem. 
In answer, however, to the memorial of the Tea-planters of Darjeeling 
objecting to the proposal of the Currency l\ssociation to interfere 
with the Silver standard in India, !th. Finlay, Financial Secretary 
to the Government of India, has made a substantial statement on one 
part of the question maintaining that a good common standard for 
India and England would benefit, and not harm, the trade of the 
exchanging countries. 

The conclusions of Mr. Finlay, as representing the Government of 
India, are as below :-

Government are of opinion (1) that the country 8S a whole makes no gain. in its 
international trade by the depreciation of its staudard, since the extra price received 

for its exports is balanced by the extra price paid for its imports; (2) that the 
producer of an article of export may make temporary and unfair gain from the 
depreciation of i;tandard at the expense of his employes and of other persons to whom 

he makes fixed payments; (3) but that this gain, while not being permanent, is ~(lUnter
halanced by the tendency to over-prodnction and consequent re-action and depression 
by liability to sudden falls in price, as well as to rises and by checks to the general 
increase of international trade, whichnecessariJy results from the want of a common 
standard of value between countries which have intimate commercial and financial 
relations. If they are right in the views expressed-and they entertain no doubt as 
to the correctness-it will follow that the adoption of the same standard v.lne by 

England and India, always assnming that standard to be in itself a good standard, it 
would facilitate the international trade and stimulate the prodnction in both countries 

and place China at a disadvantage as compared with India in the production of tea as 
well as of all other commodities for EllIe in the English market. 

The Government of India has dechired, howeve:-, that no opinion will 
be offered "at the present time on the expedipncy of attempting to 
introduce a gold standard into India." This is a wise reserration, 
for a Committee and Oonference of Experts will shortly collect material 
and form definite views, which will probably enable our Gvvernment 
to advise the Home Government on the question. 

The Darjeeling Memorialists express their fears that, if the value of 
the rupee is raised in relation to gold, China, which will continue 
to have cheap silYer, would destroy the Indian tea-trade by selling 
their own tea cheaper in London. Mr. Finlay's opinion is, since 
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fundamental conditions of iptemational trade would remain the same, 
DO change in the standard value would affect exchango of commodi
ties for commodities. The writer in the Capital, which has recently 
offered the public some very valuable contributions on the currency 
problem, strengthens Mr. Finlay's contention that, no matter what the 
value of the rupee is, it being a mere exchange token, traders look 
only to buying up commodities for commodities sold. The conclusion 
of the Capital is :-

As to the power of the Government to raise the local value of the rupee above its actual 
value at the moment of the closing of the mints, it could not, of course, do that except 
by correspondingly reducing the circulation. Probably it would attempt nothing of 
the sort. It is not at all certain however-indeed it is highly improbable-that the 
actual value of the rupee, as measured by prices all round, corre.ponds with its pre
sent low bullion value. To hold that it does so would be to assume that prices all 
round adjust themselves instantaneously to every fall in exchange, and it is quite 
certain that this is not the case. 

The able writer seems here to have got into a track which is hardly 
the right one to adopt. The Table of Prices which I have given 
in the Appendices conclusively proves-and it may well admit of a 
rough statement-that when the people had to pay, say, one rupee for a 
certain amount of commodity 50 years ago, they have to pay two or 
three or more rupees to-day. The "alue of silver having fallen in 
reference to gold, the prices of commodities seem to have followed the 
course of exchange and are eventually based on the fluctuations in 
gold value. To say, then, that" it is quite certain that prices all round 
" do DOt adjust themselves to every fall in exchange" is an inference 
which cannot be sustained. It is interesting to look into the method 
observed by the Capz'tal in demonstrating how currency coins are 
mere unmeaning tokens, while it is only the exchange of commodities 
which, in its opinion, keeps up the international trade :-

The most plausible of the staple objections raised against the fixing of the gold 
value of the rupee by regnlati ng the coinage is based npon an entirely mistaken 
Dotion of the function of the rupee. How, it is asked, can it be expected that mer
chants will take a depreciated coin at its nominal value in exchange for their goods 1 
It seems to be forgotten that as long as the balance of trade is in favour of India, as 
it has beeu times out of mind, and will continue to be, whether rupees are coined 
gratis for the public or only for sale to the public at a fair price, the function of the 
rupee is confined entirely to the purposes of internal exchanges. ihe qnestion raised 
as to the probability of importers takiLg rupees in exchange for gccds at more than 
their bnllion value is in fact wholly gratuitous. The importer practically does not 
take rupees in exchauge for his gocds at all, but other goods. The bullion value of 
the rupees is a matter of absolute indifference to him. All that concerns him is what 
he ;"n buy on the spot for the rnpee which he has no intention of taking out of the 
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country. The whole crux of the matter lies, in short, in the question of the effect of 
the closing of the mints to free coinage on local prices. Now, to our mind the mere 
fact of t,he rnpee being locally worth a given price at the present moment is proof 
that, if the coinage were uuder Stat.e control, it would coutinue to be worth that price 
as long as the Government refuse to part with it for less, for, under these circum
stances, a subsequent fall in the value of silver bulliou would affect it only if 
privately coined rupees were smuggled into the circulation in quantity, and of this 
there is very little probability. 

The cnrions The principle of all our transactions, local or external, is to 
theory that 
pre c i 0 U B make profits, or, in other words, to spend little and obtain more, 
metals are 
practically of whether in India or from any part of the world. The eventual aim of 
~u~s~ 0 ~: all traders, or of India, is to be possessed of more sil~er and more gold 
modities are than it spends in producing and circulating commodities. The Capital 
a.ctually ex-
changed for conceives a state of things prevailing in primitive countries where you 
commodit i es 
only, which are not required to have any money with you, but with certain articles 
~ a l~ss t:~~ in your hands you purchase indigenous articles brought by savages or 
truth, while barbarians for the purposes of barter. 
!~ ttf~O~Yl ~ It is dangerous to lay down any hard-and-fast rule that a trader 
::~~g c :!c: should have no concern with rupees or sovereigns or bullion, but that. 
mod it y is if he sold any commodity, he should only buy other commodities in 
partly backed 
up by metallic exchange. 
wealth r e • Th t ti ' h' h 'd d d b th serves. ere are many ransac ons ill w IC money IS eman e ,or 0 

gold and silver-using countries have to remit values in specie. But 
having once interfered with the natural value of currency bullion
the very soul of which is the daily fluctuations-and having legislated to 
coin money at a fixed ratio ouly,-which may be fixed to-day and falsi
fied to-murrow,-all straightforward methods of exchanging commodi
ties must undoubtedly be nullified, the precious metals forming a not 
inconsiderable portion' of these commodities. It may not suit one 
country to buy up the commodities of another in exchange for the 
commodities which suits the former to accept from the latter, and 
actual money, or its equivalent in specie, may be demanded. It will 
be the appreciated specie that will be offered, but which, however, 
will not be acceptable, simply because the appreciation would no more 
be due to the natural operation of the currency of precious metals than 
a natural lustre could be imparted to a human face by painting it 
with rouge. If we could have a real gold standard in India concur
rently with the silver standard, the only way to have it would be by 
gradual methods of letting both gold and silver flow into India as 
they have so well commenced to flow, and any further currency 
'laws should be perfectly free. 
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Even if oommodities were taken in exchange in Bome instances, How the free 
growth of 

wholesale, as well as retail, dealers will often require them to be' cashed silver or gold 

in money, which would be of fictitious appreciation, supposing that the ; ~ r; Ie: b ~ 
value of the standard were fixed. The importation of bullion cannot but cdheckthed' ~n-

er e pnn-
be exceedingly didcouraged because it would no longer be presentable ciple of nn-

to the mints. Nor could they otherwise buy the enormous quantities ~:~~,!~y in: 
of money required because of the fictitious raising of its bullion value. tervention. 

If Government are not likely to curtail the silver currency-as even the 
Capital would now wish it should not-it would be expected to offer 
any quantity of rupees that may be applied for. Who will apply for 
rupees, the value of which is fictitiously raised? And with what mate-
rial would they be purchaseable 1 No sane man will offer his gold for 
a discredited metal of less value; neither will he offer more specie in 
silver to receive a reduced quantity of the same. Nor 'will anyone 
undtlrt.'lke to remit any actual wealth in a discredited market to pur-
chase any commodity as long as it could, elsewhere, be obtained for 
its normal price. I have already fully explained how the Secretary of 
State would fail in obtaining gold for a fictitiously and practically 
lessened price in silver-contrary to the market rate-as anyone else 
would fait If the demand lessens for the discredited rupee, of what 
use would the cheap bullion be to the Government if it ever were to 
purchase it in large quantities? 

For, if Govern~ent were to become sole monopolisers of rupee coin
age, and should it decide to coin rupees without restriction, it must 
have customers to purchase the rupees as freely as they now get them 
coined at the mints. The very fact that this free use would be 
suddenly withheld,as I have just explained, would create an unneces
sary and a grave evil. The contention of the Capital, as well as of 
the Indian Financial Vepartment, involves some such supposition that 
India and Great Britain have no other countries save themselves to 
trade with. Such an hypothesis would admit of the inference that, as 
each had only the other to roly upon, any terms convenient to 
each other would be accepted if that were possible, which it is not. 
But there is the whole world to deal with in either case, which at once 
creates a fundamental change in the argument. 

The argument of the Capital seems more remarkable yet for its 
obvious attenuatedness. It bars all the present facilities to replenish 
existing coinage from time to time. There is no knowing at what 
moment and in what formidable extent quantities of rupees are arrested 
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in their course of circulation owing to causes too complex andto() 
numerous to enumerate. The stoppage is not only temporary, but als(). 
continuous and permanent throughout the country. A country which 
almost deals in hard cash cannot afford to find its currency over-valued 
and intercepted under any monopoly. The effects would be direct, 
widespread, and mischievous, both in respect of endless local and inter
national transactions. In the exact proportion that the currency is 
restricted, every business activity and energy must be equally retarded, 
and all sources of income must thus be contracted, directly telling on 
the normal prosperity of the country. The actual need of the country 
is to become more productive, for it wants-and it wants 80rely
much more wealth than it possesses, many millions being even in 
need of copper coins, which they have but little. The general mass 
of the peoplE! not having sufficient copper coins even, the prospect of 
enhancing the value of, and actually curtailing, their silver currency 
cannot but be extremely dreaded. It would be to perpetuate, and even 
greatly to intensify, general poverty. 

The cost of all productions cannot but rise, and they must fall off, 
stimulating those countries which would, on the contrary, have a free 
silver currency to continue their development, as they :tre now being 

~ 

developed, on free-moving lines that would otherwise be obliteratea .. As . 
the value of silver is made to appreciate, so the prices of commodities 
would also appreciate, so much so that the countries .which continue to 
employ depreciated silver would find their trade far better stimulated 
than our own. 

If the theory of the Capital is wrong, that prices all round do not ad
just themselves to falls in exchange, for these prices do adjust themselves 
in the same degree that toe accumulated fruits of the balance of trade 
come into operation, the other theory that Government, by stereotyping 
the value of silver against itsolf, as well as against all fluctuations inherent 
in gold, would place all prices on a fixed basis, also seem to be extremely 
weak. It cannot again be" highly," or even slightly, "improbable 
that the actual value of the "rupee, as measured by prices all round, 
corresponds with its present "low bullion value." If it does not, how is 
it that in the course of half a century past there has been a continuous 
increase in the number of rupees which we are required to deliver for 
almost every form of labor and productions of the same quality and 
quantity? What may not appear in the quality of hullion strikingly 
appears in the quantity of bullion delivered for Illmosteverycommodity. 
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It should not be forgotten under what extremely fair circum~ J?eficiency of 

stances the rupee wealth of India has been increasing for a century ~~:; p~~!.i 
past. When the extent of prodnctiveness and the increasing rate b7asedthe de

ere rates 
of population, of their multiplying wants, and the increasing faci- of its increase 

lities with which they have been met, are considered, the natural ::ith~;:':,P:"7to 
rate at which the rupee wealth in India has been multiplied ~;:=~~ 
does not seem to be in any way singular. It is to be clearly 
inferred therefrom,-as one of the many vital inferences recorded in 
this work,-that the ratio of increase in commodities bas, indeed, 
heen less than the ratio of increase in currency circulation; and that, 
therefore, to equalise the increased ratio of production with that of the 
currency, the latter require to be increased at the same rate at which 
prices have increased for the past half a century. It is inconceivable 
how everybody should have forgotten the correct theory-no matter 
how little of it could be put into practice-that the ratio of increase 
in currency should move, pan passu, with the increase of all other 
human wants ; whereas the theory now obtaining is that the process 
should be reversed by debilitating gold and arresting the progress of 
silver currency! We have therefore to look at once to a consider-

, able increase in our bullion, not to serve the restricted inmginary pur~ 
poses of legal necessitie!', but to directly and emphatically m~t the 
enhancing practical necessities of the Indian world. 

It cannot be too often repeated that all forms of purchases have
though in an unequal degree-become much dearer than they were 
years ago, and that the standard of living being still low, the quantity 
of circulation presents an extreme deficiency. Half the population, 
again, living in a state of indebtedness paying usurious interest, while 
many hundreds of millions yet use the minutest decimals of a copper 
pice, in forms entirely unrecognised by legislation and almost unknown 
hy Government, and large numbers of people still following petty 
trades, in which articles are given and taken in barter, as even copper 
~ins could not be had, not merely in villages but in large towns, the 
neces.ity for increasing silver as well as copper currency cannot bnt 
be extremely well felt. 'Ibe present tendency, however, is towards 
eyen increasing the deficiency in currency, but not lessening it. Both 
in India and abroad the ratio of increase in commodities is remarkably 
less than the ratio of increase in currency. What is true of India is 
trne of Great Britain and other countries as well, though in differing 
degrees. 
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To the extent that these commodity and currency ratios differ in 
each country, that is, to the extent that a country can sell its products 
cheaper than another country, the former must prosper the more. If 
the labor of one country is cheaper, or the methods of its productions 
more economic, the more of wealth will it invite for itself, for it 
must be borne in mind that increase of wealth is caused, not by high 
prices for limited commodities, but by lower prices for increased quan
tity of commodities. It is just in the spirit of the prudent shopman, 
whose charges for profits are low, but whose sales are extensive, which 
therefore bring in more extensive profits than if be were to carry 
on limited transactions on the basis of exorbitant profits. The cheaper 
the commodities, the greater their quantities, and the larger the (;llr

rency needed to sustain the increasing products of a country. The 
theory of a dear and scarce currency on the basis of the strangu
lating gold standard falls therefore entirely to the ground. 

N 0 country In these circumstances, the agencies which undertake the risk. of 
() a ';I b e 1. a investing a large amount of capital must necessarily reap better fruits ga1ner n 
co mmert;e than their wage-earning classes, who only stake their limited labor 
merely 1n ·L_1 hI'·· h· k Th con sequence and no caplUU nor a p enomena enterpnse m t ell wor • e theory, 
of a f1uctnat- th" th t th E li h ; I te h b • ted ·tal· ing or a com- erel0!e, a e ng span rs w 0 ave mves capl. m 
~onstafindard; India profit at the expense of others is hardly sustainable when it is 
1ts pro t rest- . . • • 
ing 0 nth e q wte open for capItal and enterpnse to compete. Nor 15 the other 
;h~n;a: tne~ theory able to sustain itself,-that of somebody else having to pay more 
~!cJ:t!. pro- for the English commodities imported into Indis for the profit of the 

capitalists who have sunk capital in the tea farms. It is merely the 
widespread principle of give-and-take which seems to be the case in 
this fluctuation business. Had gold not become costlier than before, 
or, in other words, had Great Britain not to return many more rupees 
to India than in years past, India should also have had to pay less, or, 
in other words, to send less commodities to gold and silver-using 
countries. 'fhe employment afforded to India on account of its ex
panding export trade has been too general and too needful to admit of 
any strange theory that one class profits at the expense of another. 
Almost the same theory may be applied to the results that may arise 
from an uniform standard of value, for even then some must gain 
and some lose in proportion to the energy, intelligence, and risks 
undertaken by each class of producers. There is no doubt that, as 
far as the fluctuating exchange goes, both countries are equally cir
cumstanced, as held by Mr. Finlay, but all th~ factors involved in the 
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matter are not represented merely in these fluctuations, the crucial 
question of a free-moving currency being directly involved in the 
matter. The margin of profits is not altogether vested in the flu~ting 
valUEI' of the two metals-for· in this· respect they are only two scales 
which move coevally with the production and circulation of 
both metals alike-but in the· quantity an& variety of commodities 
which one country forces another to accept in consequence of the 
defective vitality of the latter's currency, which is no doubt· directly 
caused by the inefficiency or defective universality of its producers ; 
so that, while both the individual and the aggregate traders of both 
countries are generally profited by their transactions, the country 
which presents the- competency of a more universal supplier naturally 
becomes a gainer over the other. 

If the curious dictum of the Capital be accepted that tIle fluctuating Between u

standard, or the rupee of any value or no value, is nothing to the trader, =~~ns f!~d 
who-only looks to commodity as an exchange for his own commodity, a pric;esof com-

- di tl 1 th - d h petmg conn-suppert IS- rec y ent to e propagation of a angerous t eorem tries, a wide 

that, in matters of international trade, an expungement of the univer~ ~p:~ :,~!: 
sal motive of rightly comprehending· fluctua tions -in· precious metals :~n~ 0 v e -
as- stimulating competitive and emulative energy- and inventions is 
permissible. Any such derangement would' be unwarranted, 
especially if we bear in mind the theory explained by Mr. Finlay, 

• that "India, for example, grows tea and exports it to England 
" in exchange for (say) cotton goods, because it is found that. by 
" devoting a certain amount _ of labor and capital to the production 
" of tea and exchanging that tea for cotton goods, a linger quantity 
" of cotton goods is obtained than could be secured by devoting the 
" same amount of labor and capital to tlie direct production of "cotton 
"goods." The commodity in exchange for-tea may be cotton goods, 
or coal, or macbinery, or sugar," or woollen piece-goods, or railway 
plants and tools. The commodity exchanged may either be tea, or 
hides and skins; or· wheat, or rice, or jute, or cotton twist. A reci
procal trade worth hundreds of millions of rupees bas been flourishing 
in an increasing volume between the two countries; one possessed of 
increasing silver wealth has enabled it to draw an increasing quantity 
of silver circulation, which has also enabled it to draw towards itself 
an increasing volume of import trade, both in gold and sil ver prices, 
in proportion to the extent that it is beirig enriched on account of its 
superior export trade. The changing -fluctuations generally leave some 

Q 
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broad space between the fluctuating difference in exchange and the 
fluctuating prices of countries competing with India in its export ail 
well a::o the import trade. So the constant fluctu:ttions are not all a. 

commercial evil, but generally provide the basis for large profits. Every 
fluctuation, whether light or heavy, has resulted in bringing in increas
ed re30urces of wealth to the increasing population with their increas
ing occupations, such occupations in industry and enterprise not mere
ly involving new resources for an international tr.me, but also for the 
domestic trade. 

Many of the contending economists have lost sight of the indefinitely 
increasing volume of domestic trade,- as they have hardly comprehended 
the corresponding factor causing an increase in the general wealth of 
India, which, though due hand in hand with the varying fluctuationSj, 
cannot but be regulated by the producing and competing eapacity 
of other countries. 

Rl< c han g e The factor of varying fluctuations has very little of actual potency 
fiultuations I k d' th f: t that t . d' f'·l ha"e ouly one as a so remar e III e ac even coun nes cornman mg power w 

dhaeCidofedn;sult, resources and overwhelming intelligence and energy have been outdone 
t t gam to 
the Indiall in certain trades by lndia, though a less civilised country than its close 
:h~fe. U • competitors like America. If exchange fluctuations have wrought evil, 

the actual results would appear inexplicable. If" a change of standard 
" cannot possibly hl>ve any effect pn the fundamental conditions which 
" regulate international trade," it is not clear why the present system' 
.. cannot fail to have an injurious effect on the trade as a whole." 
Two opposite effects cannot be directly attributable to one and the same 
cause. If" the country, as a whole, in the exchange of commodities 
which constitutes international trade, neither gains nor loses by the fall 
in the gold value of silver," how" an injurious effect on the kade as Ii 

whole" is also produced, does not appear quite clear. With an increasing 
population and increasing industries, there has generally ensued either 
benefit or loss to India. If it were a wholesale benefit-as it very 
clearly seems to be-there cannot be a wholesale evil, which is presumed 
in the Reply to the Darjeeling Memorialists. 

The trade To establish the theory that, if the planters profit at the expense of 
f:d~fl ;o~~! their employes, or that, if India gains in one direction, it loses in 
b e .correctly another, and that therefore the international trade is highly injurious, 
e B h mated j •• f th ·tal . . 1 th h . f 
and the dis- involves a direct contradIction 0 e VI prmClp e at t e prIce 0 
tinction b e- d ti 1 d' tl d d d d d tween t.he ,.ate every labor an every ar c e Irec y epen s upon eman an 

l
ofd.profite

d 
of supply. That the price has nothing directly to do with the profits of the 

nllIan ex- . 
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te:L-planter. The labor would, of course, claim its own price when : ~: :f:re~ 
those profits are 80 far expanded, and th~ demand for tea. is so far & n d the 

• . .• quantity 
enhanced, that mcreased capItal becomes avaIlable for mcreased of pro fi t s 
production, which also, pari passu, enhances the value of all labor !i~he~ :ites~n 
and all wages as far as the demand and supply of this particular 
article render necessary. It is difficult to assume the theory of 
correlation of the planter who acquires a certain profit, on the basis. 
of his own enterprise en bloc, and another man in India who 
pays the value of gold in the interests of England. There 
is no r:eality in such a· correlative theory at all. The 
principle of profit adheres to each article' of trade as it happens 
to be produced and circulated. Every receiver of that profit works 
on his own basis. He constitutes himself a less or a larger drawer 
of profit in proportion to the demand on his services, and also in 
proportion to the standard of living he is induced to adopt on the 
strength of his means, or the aspirations which may practically influ-
ence liim. He, or for the matter. of that, any other native of India, is 
not likely to pay a rupee more on the price of articles imported, if the 
same articles could 1>e obtained cheaper, but he does so because 
.c international trade is regulated by, and dependent upon, the com-
" parative cost of production of commodities," as rightly laid down by 
Mr. Finlay. It does not, therefore, "follow that, if the tea industry 
"gains by the fall, such gain must be made at the expense of the 
"other members of the community," and that, "in other words, for 
c, every additional rupee which th" producer' of tea receives owing to 
" the fall in exchange, on account of tea exported, some other person 
"in India has to,pay a rupee more on the pric~ of articles imported." 
This may be a theory of an equalisation of the rate of profit, which 
also proves the absence of all loss to both countries, such as is, how-
eVer, alleged to be due to varying fluctuations. But this is not 
the only factor involved in. the matter. The more important factor, 
besides the respective rates, is the respective quantities of profit made 
by India and England. With the absence of any correlation 
lletween the export trade and the import consumer, such as has 
been presumed by Mr. Finlay, there exists every year an enormous 
annual balance of profits on the side of India. 

The figure of los9 or gain, as due to varying fluctuations, haTing 
pr~ed illusory, as already demonstrated, the net result remains fuat, 
in spite of the uncertain exchange, India reaps profit owing to its cheap 
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labor, its ready productiveness extended over an enormous area as large 
.as Europe, and its cheap, facile and increasing currency. It is not to 
such a currency that any "over-production and consequent re-action 
and depression" are due in the sense conveyed to us. That is but the 
normal phenomena of the world's commerce which exist amidst in
herent inequalities continuously prevailing as influenced by the micros
copic and constant moving or changing tendencies and actions, of 
mankind. The general inflation arid depression of trade have no direct 
source of influence in exchange fluctuations, but, in a large measure, 
are due to the strength or weakness of the competitive productions of the 
various parts of the world. Several past periods are familiar to us when 
the ratio value was at par and when the country received an un
precedented amount of wealth, or was subject to prolonged depressions. 
The direct and potent cause of these phenomena are the rise and ebb 
of competitive tides with alternatives of floods and recessions. 

As has been amply demonstrated in this work, all the evil pheno
mena which have been attributed to. exchange fluctuations and the 
absence of a legally fixed ratio value between silver and gold standardil 
seem to be a different thing altogether, at least not one which an uni
form standard of a fixed ratio value can ever alter. Mr. Finlay 
strongly mainmins that the cause of dissatisfaction will disappear" if 
India possessed the same standard value as England, always assuming 
that that standard value was in itself'good!' Mr. Finlay has, however, 
abstained to explain what such a standard' of value would be. The 
public has no more conception of it to-day than when the Chamber of 
Commerce held an agitation meeting and declared that, though some 
remedy waS called for, t~ey did not ask either to clos~ the mints, in
troduce a gold standard, or raise the value of the rupee. 

I have gone over the proceedings of that body very carefully, and the 
impression left on one's mind is very much the same as a fond b<ty 
had once produced on the mind of his parent: half a dozen sweets 
were placed before him, in which connection he had been crying 
hard. Each of these, one after the other, was offered him, but was re
fused; and the indulged boy kept on crying. The father, who was 
perplexed with this attitude, at last gathered that his son had been 
crying because all the six things were not given him to swallow at one 
time. And, 1I.Ccordingly, it appears ,that no one there or in the other 
agitation meetings throughout India has had any conception of a 
tangible remedy. 
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Unless a good common standard is explained as standing, for itself 
in all the scope which may be explained for the same, I cannot but 
conclude that the ground we are made to tread upon is too slippery to 
be of much promise. To get rid of any technical inconvenience and 
hardships, which mainly are the drawbacks of constant fluctuatio~, 
and to prevent the frightful derangement and widespread miseries 
which a currency with the uncalled-for legal fetters are sure to cause, 
only one course is possible, a\id that is a qualified demonetisation of 
gold, a free and uniform currency of silver and gold based on 
their intrinsic uncontrolled value, the consequeut liquification of the 
congested gold currency, and the liberation of all the obstructed silver 
stocks to be freely employed by the world in currency as well as ill. arts 
unimpeded by any acts of monopoly or ostracisin. 
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CHAPTER XXV. 

LATEST PHASE OF THE CURRENCY AGITATION. 

13Y the time this work is being concluded, and since the publication of 
the author's letters given in Appendices and further views circulat.ed, 
the once strong sentiment of fixing the value of a rupee at Is. 6d., or 
somewhere between that rate and the one now prevailing, seem to have 
been more or less abandoned along with the auxiliary propositions to 
introduce a real gold standard and shut up the Indian mints against 
silver. 

The meetings which have been held under the presidency of the 
Municipal Commissioner of Bombay seem to be placed between tho two 
horns of a dilemma. In the latest meeting it was stated that--

" It is not the wish of the Association to fix exchange at & high figure at all. That is 
not one of the objects as set forth in the petition to Parliament. I have had some 
corespondence recently, through the medium of the preBS, with Mr. Beaufort on this 
point. He stated at the Ohamber of Oommerce meeting that it was the object of the 
Association to fix exchange at I,. 6a. I contradicted this at once, and said that in no 
sentence of the memorial would be found any statement which could possibly pear 
that construction. We have not asked for exchange at any given value. It is quite 
true that in some of his speeches Mr. Mackay has made suggestions; but. much as we 
admire Mr. Mackay, his speeches are one thing and the memorial is another •. We 
have committed ourselves only to the statements made in the memorial, and in that 
memorial there is nothing which could bear the construction put by Mr. Beaufort 
upon it. What we have asked for is a stable rupee. We have said nothing about the 
figure at which it is to be fixed. So far we fully agree with tlle native import mer
chants. We have no wish to see the rupee suddenly fixed at I,. 6a. or 28. as some 
have remarked. I do not know from what utterances of the Association or its members 
so monstrous and so absurd an idea has been gathered as fixing it at 2,. Oertainly I 
have not come across such an utterance. The figure at which the rupee is to be fixed 
is not a matter for us; the point which we insist upon and respectfully press upon 
Government is that fluctuation in the stability of the standard of value is a national 
evil, and steps should be taken to pu t a stop to it. That is the beginning and end 
of our representation to Government-the fore-front of all our communications." 

After this it would seem that however commendable the efforts of 
Mr. Mackay and his capable friends, who have taken a part in the cur
rency agitation throughout India, appear to be, they have nothing 
tangible to ask for. It is very important to discover the real evil, so 
that we may be able to know whether it is a necessary or an avoidable 
evil. ,It is stated by certain Bombay Import Trade Memorialists-

" That until some eight or ten years ago your memorialists were generally able to 
enter into contracts with European agency firms based upon rupee prices, but this 
system has now gone out of vogue, and the risk of exchange has to be borne by your 
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memorialists; and this risk is 80 materially heightened by the recent heavy fall and 
violent fluctuations in exchange that your memorialists find it simply impossible to 
carryon their trade any longer with any degree of safety. That your memorialists 
are thus much perplexed and uncertain in respect of continuing their business. That 
they have been in the habit, when placing their ordeI'B, of calculating upon a moderate 
profit of from i to t per cent., but have found that even a small movement in ex. 
change has been suffident to convert ~his expected profit into a loss. That if they 
seek to avoid the risk by fixing exchange at the time of placing an order, they incur 
another risk of being undersold by otheI'B who have not fixed exchange and have bene
fited by a rise; that some among them do one thiug and some another, and 'that thns 
their business has been changed·from legitimate trading into ;peculation and gam~ 
bliog. That your memorialists uDderstand that further troubles may arise in future, 
that your Excellency's Government may be forced to impose additional taxation upon 
this country to meet Government losses by exchange, which taxation your memm.;ai. 
ists most humbly urge the country is uttt'rly unable to bear, and would create a most 
widespread dissatisfaction amongst the masses. That they understand that a confer
ence between America and the natioDs of Europ~ is about to take place, which is 
likely to result in one of two things, both harmful to your memorialists; that it may 
lead to the sudden fixing of exchange at so high a figure as to produce widespread 
ruin in this city, or may cauae a sudden fall which would be equally disastrous,· 

It will have been seen from the foregoing chapters that, if some The theory of 

traders feel the hardship and inconvenience in consequence of un- !:~~; ~ ~~~ 
certain fluctuations, these fluctuation3 are not directly the cause of in trade is in 

1 " 'I 1.' if h fl' . di . I reality one of any oss or ,al ure, lor, suc uctuations are preJu C1& to one the nnmerous 

country, they must undoubtedly be prejudicial to others at the same :~'!~iC:~~;; 
time. The actual warfare seems to be against the spirit of the increas- the tric~eapestot 

conn es 
. ing competition exhibited by an increasing aggregate of nations by control the 

h· h th h II h t' markets. W IC Ose W 0 can se c eaper a any given moment must oust 
India in the same manner that India would oust China or America, 
if, at any time, and in any particular article, they are undersold by 
the former. India uudersells both silver and gold-using countrie3. 

It undersells even Great Britain and France. If the fluctuations are 
really prejudicial in the sense that Mr. Acworth's meetings indicate, 
India cannot have the upper hand over both gold and silver using 
countries. The fluctuations would simply indirectly help the country 
which can produce things cheaper than another, and discourage the 
country which cannot exhibit a better competency in any particular 
commerce. If a difficulty exist in making provisions for fluctuations, 
do not a hundred other difficulties present themselves in ascertaining 
w hat the price of a particular article is, in a particular market, ()n a 
particular day, owing either to the changing local wants or inclina-
tions, or the unknown conditions of the supplied, supplying, and 
competing Dl&rkets. It would be as practicable to lay an embargo 

Why does 
India nnder~ 
sell 80 many 
countries in 
spite of th& 
lIuctuati on s 
terribly mis
understood r 
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on all foreign competition and permanently fix the wants and 
inclinations of the receiving markets as to produce relief from a 
suspension of the' very natural fluctuations which cannot but exist till 
doomsday. 

The alig h t • That must be a very failing trade which cannot afford to preserve 
etist flue tttiu.a • a broad margin of profits, so that the very slightest change in tlie 

on upse ng 
a trade is the breeze of fluctuations would upset all calculations. A trade of this sort 
trade of the uldh . h d I 'lti blste . indolent.WO e precan0!lS anyw ere, an no egIS a on can ever 0 r It up. 
The t rue One of the subtlest economic facts is entirely forgotten by the 
~=~~ f~:l i: Bombay memorialists,-however few or however numerous the trading 
~ trade !sab~. interests they may be representing, which is a different question 
hty or mabl. .,. 
lity to change altogether,-that the proportlOn of metallIC wealth bemg many thousand 
:~d~~~n~~ times less than the proportion of the fast increasing commodities 
thelinffefinitesi

f
- of the world, the circulation of the latter is kept up by very small 

Ina e ets 0 
low or high means of actual capital. The proportion, again, of active gold being 
fi:~!t~o~ e considerably less than that of active silver. tbe very least depreciation 

()f gold ill practical use must produce the fluctuations complained of by 
the Bombay meetings. If any trading community, in these eircum
~tances, would desire to place itself beyond these fine workings of tbe 
a.ttenUated currency circulation of the world,-whicb can and must be 
drawn only by the most powerfully moving of all commodities coming 
upon the commercial stage of the world,-the only remedy would be 
to stimulate the production of the commodities most wanted and to 
devise such remedies as would increase metallic wealth concurrently 
with the increased working of inventive genius and material and 
mental capabilities. 

The Bombay traders, who so strongly desire to force the hands of 
the Government of India and the Home Government, are perhaps 
wor~e than the victims of gold-congestion, in that, their energy not 
being adequate, they appeal to Hercules, while they know not how to 
extricate themselves from their troubles. The economio fact that an 
extremely small modicum of actual capital moves a muoh larger amount 
of commodities of far higher value cannot be forgotten by those who 
endeavour, as it were, to place a camel on a gnat by proclaiming that 
the slightest lowering or rising of the fluctuation kills their trade. It 
does nothing of the kind. If the complaint be true, will any rupee of 
fixed value-fixed, as demanded, contrary to the spirit of all eoonomio 
laws, in relation to the competing values of the world's commodities 
-ever remain stable ? 
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What is practically wanted is not merely a permanent fixture of I~ p~ce of 
. .fth ~.u~~ 

the price of silver, but also of gold, and for the matter 0 at the lyenforced,it 

Price of every commodity' on the earth in relation to silver! Should will be eq~~ 
valent to ..... 

the proposal be ever adopted: and the people debarred from having the price of 
o 0 f h h 0 diti ' ld gold and com· theIr silver and, for the matter 0 tat, t elr commo es or go re- mod i tie 8 

presenting the former, freely cashed into money, the process will be like ;~~tle~S not 

a gradual operation of chloroform to the vital commercial body. If, 
however, it would only be the- legislative word put forward, that the 
rupee will nenceforward be worth so much in relation to gold, and 
if there is nothing else' put into' motion to get that rate practi-
cally fulfilled, the Indian' world will exactly go- on as· now, and no 
revplution will take place in the present just an:d equitable integrity of 
any value or property whatsoever; 

As far as the wages paid to the different classes of people in India E con 0 00 i c 
are concerned, it will be for each responsible bureau to consider how far ~:: an c~~t~:: 
and on what clear grounds they could be raised. The. economic to be con· 

conditions which have changed for half a century past must be fully :~t~~~~!: 
considered if this basis of itself does, or does- not, warrant higher :~~n ::l~r~f 
charges in the interests of the European employes. sa la r i e S or 

wageso 
It would be as reasonable to demand a permanent fixture of silver Wan t 0 f 

price, because an increase in taxation might otherwise be necessary to' muc~ E
t 
nglli~ 

capl a 10 
meet English charges and the increase of salaries that may justly be India is not 

°d d fi E 10 h ffi 0 I 0 I dO t E 10 h 0 10 dne to rupee provl e or' ng IS 0 CIa s ill n la, as· 0 expect ng IS capIta ISts fluctuations at 

to give up investing their capital elsewhere and invest it in India. all. 

The reason why more English capital go to foreign States than to the 
British Empire in India is because, in the former case; the agencies 
which are dealt with are Europeans, whose faith and energy invite 
a larger amount of capital than at other places where E"uropean life 
has not become 80 universal. .As far as that capital is concerned, there. 
is a much stronger and an initiative organization to attract it in the· 
former places, which is so sadly wanting in India. 

When matters move in conformity with the- scheme which I once
laid down, whereby permanent European residents would be increased 
by many thousands in India, we may also expect a large and constant 
introduction of capital into India. Mr. Symons of the Bombay Bank 
would therefore seem to· have been right in holding that as much 
English capital has been invested in India as could possibly have 
been under the unfavourable circumstances, which failed to attract. 
the Ilotice of Mr. Acworth'S'meetings. 

/! 
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The theory of It has, however, been strongly maintained that capital will come into 
value forth t h fi't ' th al f " val ue and e cOun ry w en Xl y lU e v ue 0 a rupee IS attamed. If much 

. fsul~;~~t~;~~ larger quantities ~f gold are to be imported into India, in the form of 
in fixing the capital, for the prosecution of enterprise, one must first expect to see 
rate of ex' 
ch8ong!! for strong organizations formed, the very reverse of a strangulation 
:o~!;'11 i C of the s~lver currency being put into full force. The gold bulks 

imp~rted will, of cou~e, be broken up into silver fmctions, and if 
theSj:l fractions ~re expected to fructify into due profits, the silve:r 
currency of the country must be in abundance.. The bulk of it 
should be something like \lqual i9 the bulk of gold when liquified 
into silver. It is a mere question of bulk against bulk and is no ques
tion of arriving at an equation of values by a possible reduction of value 
in one concrete instance, and a forcible increase of value in anothe~ 
concrete instance of wealth. The falsification of true values becomes 
outrageous, for ~o valu~and there are values in millions of forms--
suffers in the least, where the bulk of values in one instance is made 
equal to the buJ,k of values in another. All actual values it would be as 
impracticable to ch~nge as it ~ould be impossible to force one country 
to accept the com~odities of another in exchange of commodities 
'expressly of ~ lower value than the formllr. 

Where silver If any fixation of price of silver be good, it must be equally good 
~f:~y t~~~:: for all countries, but it cannot possibly be so; for bi-metallism is 
Ia~ 80t

h 
a fixed

d 
generally known to have signally failed; and if its tmces are weakly 

ratIO, t e goJ 
~nrrency h8ov. apparent ~ some countrie~ to a small ex.tent, it is only because the 
lUg backed h 1..n ' • 
them np, the masr:;' of people Vi' 0 +",~6 more gold than silver have beeJ;llUterested 
ratio ,has been in .nving their $Iver· coins of a lower value the status of gold because pr80ctl call y o· ,. ... 
n n II i fi.ed, they have to a ~ertain extent lowered the value of gold. The practi.,. 
the nommal . h' , 'h h ad all h' sil standard being cal result is t at m certam countnes t ey ave met err ver 
~~~~ p~;o~ to assume a par ~alue in gold. I~ tb,ey had Dot th.e enormous 
~ance't .whilch quantities of gold, which they have, their silver would be in the IS en Ire y .. .. , 
a b sen tin same condition as o.urs i and they would have regularly sought 
E a s t ern, • th 'I ' ~M.1. f 1._ ' d d conntries. an 1I).Cl'e3.S.e m e SI v:e:.; ClPTency lDS~~. ~vmg en eavoure 

to oblitera~ if<. 
India haa not the advantage of gold-using countries, {or it has lIS.d 

DO gold for its currency at all. On the contrnry, the greater portion 
of gold has been taken away from the East. by European coun
tries;· whereas the gold left with the people of India, as a whole, is 
exceedingly small. such as the utmost anx.ieties of our helpless people 
to retain some wealth have alone enabled them to retain ; and this 
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some would still have from us by damaging a splendid currency and 
putting the people to miserable straits. 

Were the question of the standard of value, as now raised; legiti- I II U 9 i;' ns 

te 'L., d ' dab d will ha t b' ., ht ' " abontthe fix~ ma ,} .... re uctwa sur urn ve 0 e soug ItJ. 'a preSsure ityofamone1 

put upon the Government to proclaim the use of preciouS metals standard. 

absolutely penal for all purposes of currency, the Government being 
further Mked to issue credit notes for monetary traris;l.ctions as repre-
senting money in copper, silver, or gold, these standards being pro:.. 
claimed to be merely nominal. It is maintained t,hat-

.. Yau cannot any longer get the trading interests of Bombay to ~lieve that 
it is a matter of no importance to them not to know from day to day whether a 
rupee is worth a shilling or one shilling and six pence, You cannot be persuaded 
any more than they could be persuaded that it is a matter of indifference to the 
trading interests not to know at ali times whether a yard contains two or fo11r feet, 
or whether a tau is inade np of 6fteen or twenty-five ewt. (Laughter,) The standard 
ef value shoold be as stable as possibl~ in the Same way as the standard of measure," 

Well, the onus of proving that the wealth-token can be made as If no illusion 

stable as a guz, or yard, or an av~irdupois weight, rests on the leaders ::!st~~~~~ 
of the currency agitation in the same manner that a paper credit note need not ha,:e 

any metall,c 
for a pence, a pound, a pice, a rupee, a dollar, or a sovereign can currency, for 

be sustained without the slightest trace of a metallic reserve. Every ~~rns ..ro~~ 
one will, I hope, admit that suoh a theory cannot possibly be sus- :r:'cI!;tab~ 
tamed ; and the demand of the agitation leaders goes in the same run- exchange. 
Ding, differing only in degree of impracticability. 

Among the many material faots whioh have been completely No intercep

abandoned in adopting the idea of having a ratio value fixed, in suoh !,~:t! ~~~~ 
progressive times as the present, one relates to the universal motive of tions ,of the 

• ~~11: 1 h h h worlds cur-obtaining an inoreasing measure of mel.W.Uc wea t t an w at may rencycanever 

be available in any form. It is unascertainable at all times how much :l=,!~l; 
and what bullion would be unfailingly needed in lieu of commodity ~lscnlate ~o thofe 

. cu hon 
offered for sale. A forced depreciation of metallic value cannot there- commodities. 

fore be possibly sustained, for luch an artificial depreciation could not 
reasonably be tolerated. The more so. because in the world's develop-
ment, on the lines of a free universai trade, the pressure of complicated 
transactions, or the metallic evolutions in consequence of the run of 
(lommodities after metallic wealth-the ultimate volnnIe of the latter 
probably bearing the proportion of a hundred-thousandth part of the 
volume of commodities, which (the former) is again placed only in a 
receding scale-will be rendered in so fine a proportion that there 
would be no exchange fluctuation, however minute, which would fail 



If certain 
trades be los
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seem breaking 
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to help in that de~irable circulation of commodities, money, and credit, 
which directly help the progress of the world. 

It is undoubte~ly a curious phenomenon here presented to view, that 
the divisions of wealth should be .spread far and wide in those 
extremest decimals observable in the falli.D.g price of silver-falling 
because in relation to gold which every moment becomes scarce; that 
the incitement to produce fruits .of skill and mechanism, or ever
varying, or ever-repeating commodities should, on the one hand, be 
directly guided by the extreme decimals and broadening margins of 
profit, and, (In the other; by the multiplying, receding, or changing 
wants of the different communities of the world. Every product of 
art, science, or human industry and skill, in each unit of the world,. 
being, again, dependent on physical and other characteristics, is also 
influenced by the action emanating from a singular and irregular 
aggregate of fitful human demands at every centre of trade and com
merce. Are not the. necessary fluctuations of the relative value of 
silver and gold-the movement of which is also influenced by the 
quality and quantity of commodities-but only 'one of the infinite items 
which rule the trade in each article, and influence its growth, reduction, 
extinction, transfer, or transformation? 

Supposing, therefore, it might even be possible to practically enforce 
the value of gold in relation to silver, or vice versa. You will hardly 
break a single leg of the centiped which influences every commercial 
transaction. If, however, you succeed in fracturing only one of its • 
legs, it will hardly be a perceptible effect on the whole save the injury 
that might be done. In· this instance of currency, the currency can 
only be made scarcer, and, therefore, nationally distressful. 

To conceive for a moment that either silver or gold coins will ever 
become a fixed measure, like a yard or foot, is an irrationality of the 
highest type. The use of silver is yet so limited and is to become 
so extensive that its value can never be fixed for one single month. 
Besides India, there are so many portions of the earth where it can 
extend its more visible influences of a remarkable character. 

Thousands of new cities and towns have to be built; endless rail
ways and tramways have to be laid down; numberless manufactories 
and factories have to be established ; hundreds of millions have to be 
sunk in agriculture; the two hemispheres have yet to be joined by 
an underground electric railway; the earth has not been bored yet 
from pole to pole i-but here it would "Qe going beyond the object of 
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this work. What is desirable to say for the present is, that a decade 
bence the Indian world will wonder why was it ever said that silver 
was cheap, for it is not at all cheap in the practical sense it should be. 
The quantity of our currency may be doubled and trebled at once, and 
we shall no doubt give good account of it, so much so that a further 
increase would be essential. There need be no fear of any amount 
of silver thrown upon India which needs to be utilised in so many 
manufactures, irrigational schemes, village short-gauged railways, 
agricultural w:provements diffusion of popular and technical edu
cation combined with sound general education, acceleration of 
sanitary and material, improvements (such as I have been able to 
enforce, in some measure, and practically lay down for native Gujerat 
for years to come), and the establishment of ~uropean colonies in cool 
retreats. 

The Government of India may perhaps be fairly expected to seek 
proprietary rights in the greatest of silver mines. The Government 
might in turn also compel some rich Native States to ~tilise their 
spare wealth in purchasing similar rights. Let the Indian common
wealth thus come in possession of more silver, which in course of 
time may· become fourfold of the miserable quantity now existing in 
India side by side with tons of despicable money-tokens that have 
not yet disappeared from the country. The Paramount Government; 
and certain. Native State~ which are still steeped in sloth, intrigue, 
rank and pretentious despotism, aggressive or finely veiled corruption~ 
secret or loathsome machinations, or disreputable and disloyal cabalism, 
with but a mininmm of betMr influences, notwithstanding the subsidized 
and rosy reports extant; and the influential landlords and big bodies of 
India should all take time by the forelock and secure increasing 
quantities of silver before much of the extra quantity otherwise 
disappear, which, it may be anticipated, will be in a few years to come, 
especially if this work succeed in stirring up the different nations 
to adopt the measures recommended in respect of their local and 
international currencies. 
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CHAPTER XXVI. 

THEORIES IN UNISON WITH RICARDO'S EXCHANGE REMEDY. 

Th~ ~untries THERE is no doubt that much of our perplexities is due to tho 
whic under- d'ir . . th 
I! tan d some- luerences eXlStmg in e standards of the different countries, and that 
!~n! r e ~~U; hardly One among a million people in India understand the relatioDll 

h
i n t ric a CIted' es which exist between a single and a double standard, or the relations 

ave crea 
difficulties, which each standard bears with the other, or the character of the 
while those b' talli . If. B ~ 11 il . th h· h innocent of I-me c system ltse. ut au s ver countnes, oug t ey may 
~h:~owl= have little understood the intricacies of the currency science, have at 
cohamp:mm~IY any tate been comparatively happier than the countries which have 

ppler 1 n 
their igno- constantly made a muddle of their currency systems from time to time. 
rance. Th t' h b _Ir' f th . . . ese coun rles ave een suuermg rom e currency mtncaCles 

which they have been themselves weaving around them. 
Standard dB The essence of the contest between many of the currency controver-
facto and 
~tandard dB sialists is whether currency metals should be held as a fixed or vari-

JIWII. able money commodity. From the earliest down to the middle of the 
present century some fixed value was sought to be attached to the 
ptecious metals, though the standard which actually operated was 
more a d4 facto standard than a de jure, for in many countries of the 
double standard, despite the fact that the ratio held by law was l5} 
ounces as an equivalent of 1 of gold, whenever the one ot the other 
metal would be scarce, an agiotage invariably prevailed. Had there 
been any complete force in a standard de jure, it was never assumed 
that a debtor.was to pay in gold, except under a special contract. 
When cJ:editors desired to obtain gold, they could only do so if a lower 
tate of liqrudation was permitted, meaning that any standard had 
practically no fixed value; but was tuled en evidence by the market 
value of the metal. 

Ric a r do' B To raise, then, the price of silver would end in raising prices 
:~;n~8 re~ of commodities in just the same manner as natural laws have 
~~P:~~~ lowered gold prices, because gold, on account of numerous causes, 
pared with the has become scarcer for circulation as well as for arb!. Thus, if 
silver efforts· ., 
of America the former action be due to law, we can mfer nothing less than 
:~:::=~ that a protective theory would be resorted to, of which we are always 
ing power of endeavouring to be free. If America, where the greater portion of 
India. 

silver is produced, has not wisely resorted to this theory-on the con-
trary, that shrewd and sagacious country actually encourages the State, 
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·under the Allison Bill, not merely to purchase silver, but to put it 
into currency every year in certain quantities,-it seems unreasonable 
that one should be led away by the old-world and impracticableremed:y 
of Ricardo, which would arrest the developJllent of currency by direct 
State measures, and rely, when the currency was scarce, upon an ll.Itera
tion in the Bank of England Act, by which a puny amount of 
silver reserve could be utilised by the Government of kdia, for the 
time being only, for that reserve would be liablE! tp be with
drawn at any moment when the marktt became tight in England, 
and would be no surety for filling the perpetw).l void created in the 
currency of the country. To ~e deprived of oUf legitUriate gain 
in silver every year, in the form of ten or fifteen crores per annum, 
and to rely, once for alIt upon a fraction of that amount, which 
mayor may not be doled out by England, has b~en lately d~monstrated 
by "A. M. L.," Fellow of the Bankers' Institute and a disciple of 
Ricardo, who flourished in the commencement of the centu~y, as 
a complete and grateful "exchange remedy I" Under Ricardo's 
theory, however, the propositions of the currency agitatiOn m~etings 
have been thrown overboard. And" A. M, L.," who is one of the 
prominent writers on monetary science, would propose a duty on silver, 
if imported by private parties, to JIlake up the fixed exchaIjgll rate...".. 
a nut-shell embodying iuexpressible evils for the people of India and 
a ruin of its commerce with both gold' and silver-using countries, as 
expounded at length in the foregoing chapters. .After a careful study of 
Ricardo', Ezcllanoe Remedy by" A. J\i. L.," so very able otherwise in 
.dealing with banking questions, I cannot but come to the conclusion 
·that there are influential currency fadists who have entirely falled in 
-comprehending the present state of things as cOJP.parea with that 
which prevailed in past centUfies. It cannot be denied that Ricar(l.o. 
might have been held as a monetary saviour in his own times, but his 
theorems are as applicable to thE\ present times 'as the nostl"11I11 ,~re-' 
scribed by the physician of an Eastern potentate to keep his horses and 
servants in full spirit and energy by administering them"""",,not the usual 
.gross bulk of hay and food, but their concentrated essence, with a 
'View to keep . them light and gay before their royallWJster. ThE\ ex
-change remedy of Ricardo would reduce India, in course of tiJP.e, to 
the last dregs of poverty: and that by means of what ar~ understood 
:as currenC!J reformBJ which would first arrest the regular course of the 
. present free happy coinage and then exasperate th!l people ~nw. parj-. 
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ing with their much cherished ornaments simply because they wonId 
be forcibly brought to the very verge of pauperism, gold or silver 
coins being precipitated in the sea of currency, freeing them from their 
centres of trust and contentment. There cannot be any otper result 
due from the introduction of a fixed value, or the transformation of a 
country's standard from one to another, or as answering each other in 
a terrible form of emaciated apology than such as must result from an 
arbitrary interference with th.,e doctrines of an essential, ever-growing 
currency, and of free trade. . 

To introduce gold or gold' price where the- Government has not II 
scrap of free gold to off'er for currency, except by most imprudently 
and iniquitously forcing the people to disgorge what little they may 
have, and which they ought to be induced to retain in their own in
terests, or to produce a dearth of silver wealth where a natural flow of 
silver exists for centuries, is to produce the greatest national distress, 
inflict ultimate disasters upon the people, and dislocate and ruin all 
easy trade and commerce. Any Government may assert, for instancer 

that 2,034 grains of silver shall be an equivalent of 113 grains of gold; 
but as soon as this assertion steps into the province of a Mackay 
or Ricardo, and silver is arbitrarily raised, and gold is arbitrarily 
lowered, having the effect of proscribing the most important guiding 
and nurturing commodity, such a measure would in the long run b~ 
as iniquitous as legislating that the natives of India shall, for all good 
purposes, be converts to Christianity or Mahomedanism, and thatr 
within a certain term of period, all Indians shall become Christians. 
or Mahomedans by religious profession. 

Money has A Government has the ,right to declare truly what a. rupee,doliarr 

!:~e~n ~::~ or sovereign is, but it has no right that so much of one metal shall 
~r' immuta- always equal so much of the other metal, or that a. country should only 

e. take so much of this or that metal, and no more or no less. It is a sort 
of delusion to 'suppose that the relative price of silver and gold has any 
convertibility with money immutable, that the respective values are 
anything different from the respective values of (say) wheat and iron. 
It is, therefore, utterly fallacious to suppose that, because 12 inches 
make 1 foot, 113 grains of gold shall always make (say) 2,034 grains 
ofsilver. 

The new With a. certain amount (jf motive power of currency circulation. 
basis of cur- -
rency science while silver and gold had both possessed that motive power when 
radically and the world was still in a more or less undeveloped condition, the 
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• 
rntio remained apparently constant, though the influence of the market v<;TY wisely 

. • dlffer from 
values was concurrently in existence. The disturbances ill the system the old. 

of the double standard, which have taken place variously in 
various places, merely followed the natural movements of the currency 
circulation, in that silver has, in a large measure, supplied those 
great gaps where the precious metals have been absent in varying 
quantities. Each of the metals simply sought accommodation 
where the other had been absent; and there always has existed 
a pact between both as to what rates each would circulate in a faithful 
proportion to its volume and growth. The cUrrency necessities 
of many important portions of the world being thus supplied in a large 
degree by virtue of necessity, the monetary aspects of the world 
have become radically different from those of the old-world times. 
The influence of the currency expansion has become too wide and 
too powerful to yield to any such treatment as that of Ricardo, or that 
marked in the wake -of the conclusions of the Royal Commission 
of 1887. The motive power of currency has in itself changed, in 
that the obscure relative value theory of a fixed character of the primi-:-
tive times has now entirely, emphatically, and irretrievably yielded 
to the quantitative circulation of currency. The silver countries bar-
ter in all commodities, with either comparatively less or more silver 
than before, according to the quantity available of those commudities 
and the cost of their production, as also influenced by the amouut of 
the currency wealth in silver circulating in these countries. The 
circumstances are exactly the same in gold-using countries where you 
have only to multiply the existing quantity of gold into so many times 
to reduce it to silver wealth, the varying rates being as essential a 
factor in valuation of money or wealth as the countries using 
silver have to make every allowance for an easy or tight condition· of 
their silver market. To endeavour to reduce the tokens of wealth 
to an arbitrary dead standard, like weights and measures, presents itself 
as a singular theory quite beyond the pale of the practical concerns of 
the world; A pice,. a rupee, a rihal, a aollar, a sovereign, a mark or 
a frank is a money-token for all manner of weights and measures of The general 

diti T I!- h th··· I f d'call .l!"" t interpreta-commo es. 0 lU., owever, e mtrlDSlc va ue 0 ra 1 YWlleren tiona "IJ 

coins as being equal with one another for all times to come, would ctn rdarr edn c dY 
8 an san 

be to predetermine the material weight of a gnz or yard, but is no the at~dard 
I.'. • h th of weights· 
laIt fuI measurement of actual values any more an a gnz or and measures. 

yard can be made a faithful measure by adopting only certain material 
I; 
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• 
or certain weight. It seems tobe entirely forgotten that whereas 
weights and' measures have' all a dead fixed element, from which all 
rival .and vital element. is eliminated, the same is not the case with 
tokens representing the ever-active, ever-moving, and ever-expanding 
wealth, which again is formed of especially two rival elements, as silver 
and gold are. The one symbol can afford to be stereotyped for ever as 
denominations of various coins in a corresponding sense can be. But 
this theory is entirely inapplicable to the living factors which make up 
wealth. They move and change with the movements of, and I changes 
in, the commodities produced in the world from day to day. We 
thus see how completely ~allacious is the comparison between a money 
standard and that for weights and measures, while it has been made 
clear what is that thoroughly deceptive corresponding element which 
confounds the world with the utterly chimerical similarity existing 
between a money standard and the standard for weights and measures. 
The values to be inferred in both instances are dependent upon 
the extent of quantity, for admitting that silver and gold are unmis
takeable tokens of money, had the white metal been obtainable only 
in the .limited quantities of the yellow, and the yellow in the much 
larger quantities of the white metal, the present rates of values 
between the two would have been reversed. As there is no.limii 
to the number of weights and measures, so there can be no limit·to the 
number of currency coins for the use of the world; the last should 
be as freely manufactured as the first. That is the true parallelity 
between the two, not the one that has been deluding so many. 
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CHAPTER XXVII. 
ELASTICITY OF THE SCIENCE OF CURRENCY COMPLETELY FORBIDS 

ADOPTION OF THE BI-METALLIO THEORY. 

AMONG the many delusions extant in reference to the monetary The science 

science, one is in reference to the exactitude which has been applied' ~t~~l~ 
to it by economists and administrators. The monetary science, or and-fast sci. 

th · f . . h b ence of finally e SCIence 0 currency, m Its very nature as never een, and I16certainable 

never will be, an exact science, except somewhat in the involuntary exactitude. 

condition of India-rubber elasticity. 
It is not demonstrable as any of Euclid's problems, for the 

metereology of currency is as· fickle as the weather, and any action 
to control the former has b\1t little more influence than any 
action set forth to control the latter. At best it is 'wise' to put 
up with native weather as it may be, for, if that 1>6 not agreeable, 
there would be no other in the world which would better agree. 
We cannot discard the metereology of any currency any more than 
we can discard a weather, or the eternal principles of moral' and 
materia] sciences. In both instances there would be many palliatives Palliatives in 

employed; in the present currency difficulty you: may unify the mone- ~~~l~ n :,,~ 
tary standards allover the world in proportion to the quantity of the inope~tive, 

L_1. ·1 hi Th h fall· . h h especully meUilli aval a e. e utmost strate o· p latives must stop w en eac when b a 8 e d 

country has had both metals in their currency and adopted the various ~~n tb~r~,:; 
credit forms as far as they could be backed up by bullion permanency. i~m.ultable 
The function of these palliatives, however, must necessarily stop at cer-
tain points of monetary and commodity circulation. Neither current 
variations nor an exceptional crisis' can be stopped by any pallia
tives, for all wisdom is- exhausted in unseen 'and unascertainable factors 
at work when you have to acc~pt money as it comes and commerce as 

. it may direct itself. ' 

pnnmp es. 

Currency philosophers like Mill and Ricard() have failed in ascer- Tbelegalratio, 

h th h value of old 
taining to what causes any fixed' ratio was due, and weer t e llad no intel-

natural ratio of value was due to. the cost- of production or to the .ligibl.e exist
ence In actual 

quantities- of production. When the respective quantities of production me~llic fluc. 
• •• tuations. 

most vaned, a certam ratio value was kept up ; when any remark-
able variation was- absent, there were' fluctuations in the ratio value. 
At all times- even a fixed ratio value was infringed in millions of cases, 
though the apparent tradition may have pointed at a fixed ratio. As 
long as there were no great or radical movements of currency circula-
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tion, and no vast demands for either 'metll.l, the ratio appearance 
remained decent enough. As vast~r fields were fertilised by currency 
as well as bullion, every semblance of regulation necessarily vanished, 
and the complicated demands for precious metals and the conflicting 
operations of the element of cost in pr-Oducing them inevitably defied all 
attempts at ~xing any artificial value except that which presented of 
itself. 

As silver has The most favourable condition in which a steadiness of ratio value 
~~ n~~ s ~ea may be expected has already been experienced, in that the mints of the 
thro nghout world have taken up much of the silver produced, and coins of both 
the world, the ' 
legal ratio, if sorts have been freely minted, though both standards have not been 
~:~:~ ~~ve~ latterly adopted by certain countries. If a legal ratio were attainahle; 
~in~~ a i n· there would be no reason why the mintage of both metals should not 

, have of itself produced that ratio ; but such a fixed ratio would be false 
and has not therefore come into existence. 
. That the ,features of currency cannot be rendered exact may be 
inferred from one of many facts, and that refers to 'the quantity of 
gold produced up to 1850, say, about 700,000,000t., to which about 
900 millions were added in a period of 36 or 37 years only; and yet a 
demand for fresh currency merely was no less than 280,000,000l., the 
balance being all taken up for the current uses of the world. If we 
refer to the production of silver and also to its existence in currency 
and arts, and its appearance in many forms, by just the same method as 
applied to the other metal, one may imagine the enormous and 
conflicting hosts of factors which would have to be dealt with, but 
which oannotbe, in arriving at any correct relative values of the two 
metals which would in any way be acceptable by the world. 

Neither the Even the action of enlightened communities, which have largely 
extension 0 f _i! d '., th d . ul t' f . tal h credit systems 'OIlloroo economIes III e use an Clrc a IOn 0 currency me s, as 
n?_r, the ~!fi. had no effect in steadying the relative values, nor the prices of commo
CIo.. ra181ng 
of Bai I v e r dities, though the enormous amount of demonetised silver has not 
:: o::~r n::,~ been burried in the sea, but has only been displaced in one country and 
::~rae::i taken to another. As with the world at large, no adjustment of the 
!"~~ti~relative values can ever stand on an artificial basis, though their near 
between the contact may serve to hide the actual fluctuations otherwise going on as 
two metals. ,sure as anything can possibly be. ThA hopelessness of keeping the 

ratio value' more or less at one point fnrther appears from the fact that 
the variation was much greater in the early part of the century, when 
the rate of productiDn of silver was much less then than it was abollt 
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tae time of the famous gold discoveries in 1851; when ih& out-puts of . 
*he former rOBe from 8,OOO,OOOl. to 25~OOO,OOOI. a year, which W8888 . 

well a.bsorbed by the world as ever,. and yet the ratio value could not 
be 8us1ained • 

. " >" If the relative values of silver and gold can be ,fixed on the p~ 
dent of' the past times, which is the strongest ground urged foJ." the 

. ~p, it must be taken for granted that for centuries the monetary , 
aoience has been rendered exact, whereas nothing can bemOl·t) a specula
Sion and conjecture than any a.rtifi.cial formula that may be prescribed. . 
,- We have already seen how impossible it is to create any practical Uni~ bf~ 
disparity between the price of silver and that of gold, as both would ::n;;di: 
Gertainly become scarcer in India under a bi-metallio law-whether of wouldleadthe . people to the 
actual or nominal gold standard. If such a marked restriction in the ba.rteringd' 0 f 

commo 1 t '1 
circulation of the currency of one country would produce the disasters for comm 0 -

elsewhere explained, these disasters can only be multiplied. under a ~::':; : :!' 
practical enforcement of the law as many times as the number of the specie. 

countries in which bi-metallism may be employed. The direct result 
would be that legal tenders would be discarded in a large measure, and 
bartering in commodity for commodity, o~ commodity for silver or 
gold bullion, would certainly take place. The world would care a fig 

_ ... o:What currency laws may be in operation so long as they did not fall , 
in with the physical state of things in the world. Conversion of 
commodities into any of the specie, or the conversion of any of the 

'bullions into commodities, cannot be interfered with by any law, as 
. much as no united law can ever compel exchauging communities 

either to take less values, or extort more VIilues, for commodities, 
except such as the natural supply and demand would fix, or to put 
up with any distressing contraction of any of the currencies. , 

If no contraction is attempted, and an unrestricted coinage of both ~f le~ratio 

metals is kept in force, but with a legal ratio, attached, the currency r.:~:~: 
coins would be dealt with' on the principle of discount or premium, !:o~frterra;: 
according to the abundance oJ." scarcity of the metals in each centre rel!tri~, the 
f b· lli . A . di rd h ' .pnnclple of o I-meta c currenCIes. supreme srega of t e legal ratio discoUnt and ' 

" would be the only result, for every motive to dispose of, or purchase ~~~dm ~~ 
commodities is to obtaiu the largest possible values in a tangible shape, !h: ~ena;: 
and which are only ultimately reducible in the JlOt!Session of aetnal ~ega.l r ~ t io ' 

,bullion in the largest possible quantities as final margin of profit.., l.noperative. . 

It would not matter if this specie were represented by any credit ~ the wOrld , ' 

, tDk-ens, for the metallic reserve will always be there for any particular ~ th~:~" 
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a1lio bullions, use which its owners may desire. There would always be a set of 
.. the bi-met-.. . 

.We Bystem non-union countries which would traffic with the bi-metallic union 
h~~te pr~:d "countries, and the value' of the specie of the former cannot but' have a 
inoperative. direct effect on the bi-metallic coinage, or the commodities' of the 

bi-metallic countries. The effect of the measure on the latter' would / 
both be curious and disastrous. There is sure to be a dead-lock be
tween these two sets of countries. 

All g 0tall d It has to be borne in mind that almost every gold-using country 
mono-me - . 
lie coun~es has no,!, arrived at the conclusion that no country can prosper under 
=.u.:nd~~ "gold mono-metallism, and that silver currency is an essentillol acoom
=~Ie stand- paniment of gold currency. The increasing scarcity of gold is sure to 

The fact of 
any amount 
of gold or 
liiIver will 
continneto be 
absorbed by 

. the world is a 
fatal argu
ment against 
a bi-metallie 
theory. 

effect a practical conversion of all such countries, more especially as 
the world is not yet saturated with gold, which, if coming up <even in 
as great quantities as the famous discoveries-of this century have yielded,. 
would be as quickly absorbed as if no further volume to the gold 
currency had been added. 

The additional quantity of silver which everyone in ten of the world 
need will render this want of gold, in spite of any additions that can 
be anticipated, always telling. Not all the banking and clearing-house 
contrivances will do anything but increase the demand for the precious 
raetals, for from one-fourth to one-half of them will always disappear .. ~ 
from active 'circulation, and with the increasing value of commodities 
which the world must produce, pro rata, with the increase in its 
population and in its various wants fostered by the influences of peace, 
contentment and civilisation, the cause of the currency, even with the 
completest appropriation of the precious product&, must be held as a 
most anxious one. The economists and autho-ritiesin charge of this 
question would only exercise their duty impartially and manfully by 
sternly rejecting all proposals to place any fetters upon the circulation 
of the currency and adopting every possible hint by which the increase 
in its volume, in every direction, may be left as free as air. 

- The best remedy is to fix the value of both gold and silver coins in 
accordance with their inherent value after adding to them all fair local 
charges. The result would be so extraordinarily just and' good that 
any country which may happen to have any of the metals cheap, on 
accounts of its own merits, would reap a greater profit than the country 
not possessed of that advantage. And yet the latter will always command 
some different advantages which ~ill ultimately balance the special ones 
possessed by the contrasted countries. We may plague ourselves with a· 
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hundred thousand questions about the speculated or real rise or fall in 
various prices of different epochs and of different countries, but such 
speculations would avail but little. I would rather beg of the Currency 
Authorities to take heed of the memorable words of John Bright: 
" I hold my course from head-land to head-land through the great 
aeas." For to go coasting along, turning up every creek and explor~ 
ing it to iIB source before one can proceed on his way, is very much to 
lose one's way amid currency troubles, if the infinite and unascer
tainable details are. made much of by the deliberating authorities. Some 
one should rise aud tell all nations to give up their destructive old~ 
world prejudices about the fixity and singularity of the money standard, 
both of which theories should now be abandoned with complete inter
national unanimity. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 
RESPECTIVE BEARINGS OF SILVER AND GOLD CIRCULATION THROUGH. 

OUT THE WORLD AND EXAMINATION OF THE THEORIES OF CURRENCY 
AUTHORITIES. 

THE quotation of one ancient opinion-that given by Rice Vaughan 
in lo75-is worth a cart-load of literature now issued on the subject, 
without aiming at the vital point or the modern spirit existing re the 
money question. I shall here give a brief extract therefrom, to which 
the attention of the President ·of the Royal Commission was well 
drawn. It clearly hits the folly of artificially seeking to raise the value _ 
1)f any standard when it is not in the hands ()f the State to control the 
value of money in a spirit of contract, when . a contract observed 
between several nations is liable to be infringed by others who will let 
the money run as it will, that being the upshot of the following very 
lIensible observations:-

" Amongst all the remedies propounded against the a.ltera.tion of moneys there is 
"none more specious than this, nor more ·frequent in mention, both in provisional 
" edicts, which are made for the reformation of moneys, and in considerations held 
" for the purpose, for it is said to advance it. That if we contract with other nations 
"for a certain and stable standard of moneys which may be equal, then we shall 
" avoid all the inconvenience that do grow by the raising of moneys, because.we shalJ. 
" never raise them; and we sha.ll avoid all the inconvenience that do grow by the not 
" raising of moneys, because other nations sha.ll not raise theirs. Besides for thIS 
" remedy there is alleged the example of former age, wherein it appears that in many 
" treaties with foreign nations our kings did contract for the mutual standard of their 
"moneys. But however the propositions be, specious and frequent, yet of all other 
"remedies, if it be thoroughly examined, it will appear the most difficult, or rather 
" impossible to ·be effected. - - - But suppose it was possible to draw a.ll 
" those countries to a certain contract, what would be the use of it f I did, in a former 
" chapter, observe that most countries, and particularly France and the Low Countries, 
" do seldom or never raise their moneys; but when people by custom and genera.! use 
" have raised the money beforehand beyond the publick declaration, and the State is 
" forced to follow the people, whom in this case they do not master, to what end is it 
"then to contract with those nations for that which is not in their power to observe f 
" And that which is a.lledged for the course of contracting, with forrein nations, out of 
" the example of former times, doth clearly convince the vanity of this proposition, for 
" it is manifest, as I have showed in former chapters, that notwithstanding these 
" contracts, the money was continua.lly from time to time raised" 7 

Whether a fixed ratio is now agreed upon, or the coins were made of 
certain all?J8 to raise their values in the sixteenth century, there is to 
be observed the same attempt now, as then, at perverting the genuine 
course of currency, though a great banking authority (Mr. H. H. Gibbs) 
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trieJ hard to persuade the Commission that the principle of bi-metallism 
haJ nothirig in common with the efforts deprecated by Rice Vaughan 
in 1675. The" self-interest" of all contracting nations would decidecUy 
lead them to infringe the bi-metallic law on every practical ground that' 
would render it nugatory. The necessity of having an increasing stock 
of precious metals, of meeting nnforeseen and particular defiCie~n, / 
trading with the cheapest market, arid the thousand and one circ -
tances which influence the movement of various currencies and t 
Circulation of bullion and credit must all tend to upset a fixed Ie 
ratio. In a fixed legal ratio one addresses the world in this wise: 
"Thus far thou shalt proceed and no further." . In the words of the sage 
of 1675-" This if it be thoroughly e~ aiined," as attempted to be done 
here, "will appear the most difficult,' or rather imposs~bl~ ~~J ~'<ItJJltr 
say completely impossible-" to be effected." " .~i~~d,l.· ~~s 

I have not yet come across any authority wt" \ ~ tons in a 
demonstrate, that the self-interest of any 01' ali n~tion~ee~<1~~I. '. ~: .. !f~~; 
about an automatically moving currency which should bw~ c 'f~~;: ~lat·lf·~r t~th ,\.C.J. el" no lons 
legally fixed ratio value. If there was "badness of COll; S " which~ 00: the truth 

was aimed at in those days, the fixed rates would be pra~e~aUy inde- biex:~e pro

finitely more damaging in the interests of the modern communities, 
meaning a good deal more than the ancient "badness of the coinage." 
That it is hopeless for even a single nation to insist upon bi~metallism'is 
evident from France having had to give it up. Not that the traces of 
a dying conviction have altogether left us, for the Netherlands is look· 
ing forward to have a bi-metallic union as a compromise between right 
and wrong-a compromise which would only lead to greater disasters. 
The Government of Chili, on the other hand, takes in an enormous 
amount of silver to redeem their legal tender notes, and America, 
which once gave up the double standard, had to resume it in 1875 in 
consequence of the investigations of It sp~cially appointed Commissio~, 
the agitation for a dO)lble standard having taken place since the great 
increase of production of l~evada silver mines, and the necessity of 
making payments in specie being severely felt. The larger quantities 
were accepted as a blessing and nf. <a curse. 

Why, again, is the general cry in Europe about contraction of the Conclusion to 

currency? What is the cause of the marvellous development of paper f: o'!: at1. ~ 
currency, cheque transactions, operations of increasing exchange banks, q';lantities of 

.. fd . d h k' -"I; tall' SlIver .nd appropriation 0 eposlts, an a an ermg w. er more me lC reserves? gold in cirC'll-
It is the fast progressing contraction of currency. The banks of the llltion. 

T 
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civilised countries, which have become an uncontrollable sink of treasure, 
have alone swept in silver and gold at an enormously increasing rate since 
1876, when the J;'eserves, which amounted to about twenty-five hundred 
million of'marks, have risen over six thousand million marks. ' It cannot 
further be denied that silver carries on the function of money in a me 

~ extensive manner than gold, and that the currency of silver necessa
hoJmmanding an area of circulation perhaps ten times more than go 
[lIt is deplorable that, while the monetary supply of gold is abm 

13,212,000,000 marks, that of silver is only a little more than half thal 
sum, viz., 7,843,000,000 marks. It was desirable that the Royal Com
mission ought to have alighted upon many broad facts of this 
chara9ter •. Can it eveJ;...stand tOl'6RSOn that the world can get on with a 
veense;~rr~cy \'\'1~h is much weaker than gold, though there is plenty 
money run as;~ and uncoined which might as well be buried in the 
ible observations :~ho above figures are not the latest ones, but any 
lIIlongst all the rem' ences in them cannot affect my conclusions in the 
'~ligh~st~'OUS tb. Many authorities have allowed themselves to be 
confound e m:{ith infinite details without touching some of the most 
pregnant fO~l prominent facts such as this one. 

The dis)!arity between the two metals in currency is most striking 
and sugge~tive, the more so since the annual demand on gold for arts 
and ornam\mts is much larger than on silver, the former amounting 
to 10,837,~99, and the latter to 3,475,413 dollars, in 1885. 

The gol~ produced from 1493 to 1885 was about 31,068 million of 
marks, and1lsilver for the same period amounted to a~out nearly the 
same value notwithstanding the ,great disparity of the respective 
productions in certain periods. And yet a plain calculation-one 
adopted by the best monetary authorities-makes it apparent that the 
silver currency is half of that of the gold currency. The probability of 
less gold being extant in currency owing to the preferment given to it 
for other purposes and so much of it lying idle as savings and reserves, 
it is easy to assume. On this ground, then, the scope of the silver 
currency must become much more contracted than the evident propor
tion of it to the gold currency indicates. But the enormous evil under 
which we live is displayed by the fact of a greatly more valuable and 
rarer metal being double of silver in circulation, when silver as a suc
cessful,and popular currency should be (say) ten and twenty times of 
greater value than the former. The dearer a currency metal, the less 
i,ts scope for universal currency, while the degree of gold circulation 
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furnishes a barometer for silver currency; that is, the former unmistake
ably indicates how far greater should be the volume of the latter to pro
vide an 'Universal solution of an adequate currency for the whole world. 

The singular weakness of the present currency, which curiously 
enough is sought to be made weaker still by an artificial and cramped 
standard, and the unnatural nostrum of bi.metallism, is strikingly demon
trable when the present state of things is compared with that of past 
centuries, when commodities were much dearer than precious metals, 
for, in proportion to commodities and the absence of any marked trade, 
the former were to be had in greater proportionate abundance than the 
latter. The function of money in those times was assuredly very 
simple, for the pressure on it was but elementary; its function was 
f.herefore barely more than elementary. It is sJ;range that the Royal 
Commission should have taken the standard of those times 
strongly recommending that if bi-metallism was suitable then, it 
would be suitable now. Nothing of the kind. The demand on 
currer 'V having increased a thousandfold or more, its circulation 
! ~.;>~ 'Ome infinitely more rapid in consequence of 'speedy and 

.' ~9 &(9(9 transactions so greatly facilitated by railways, telegraphs and 
~ C'~ 61} ~ navigation, as transactions worth millions can be conducted by 
"'(9 ~"Jiash of lightning, complexity has appeared even in simple forms of 

monetary exchange which ought not to be interfered with excepting 
that the world should be allowed to have a free coinage of both metals 
without cramping them with fixed rates, or a lowered currency. It 
exercises the patience of everybody to act upon the exact and steady 
values of the metals simply because both have been placed in an im
practicable plight. When they are left entirely free and both metals 
are thoroughly well liberated, their levels, as far as they could be, will 
have been attained; and' it is extremely desirable that those natural 
levels phould be ascertained as soon as they could be. 

These levels can be ascertained only by adopting the true and J. Helferich's 

scientific method of employing silver and gold by each country accord- ::~~ ab~:l 
ing to its demands and to refuse free coinage nowhere. So far back as commodities. 

1843, J. HeIferich correctly laid down, that "it is the characteristic of 
" credit that it is able to draw a line between the two functions of 
"money-its function as a measure of value and its function as a 
" medium of exchange. It creates a medium of exchange without touch-
"ing the measure of value. It can make any commodity the medium of 
" exchange, while metallic money remains the standard of value." It 
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may be more distinctly stated that, as no one thing was in such universal 
demand in the old times as mo.ney, it well accommodated iU!elf in its 
simple function. In modern times, when the production and exchange 
of commodities ,have infinitely outstripped the old measure of money 
exchange, a natural standard of value becomes untollchable, but it at 
the same time leaves the universal measure of value well alone. 
Money as a medium of exchange, having indefinitely increased as 
money in its old fixed measure of value, it is not the fixity of an 
exchange rate, but an elastic increase in the quantitative principle in 
money that now becomes more and more imperative year after year. 
J. Helffilrich has well laid down: "The greater the range of commercial 
"transactions, the less is the influence exercised on the movement of 
" prices by gold as the medium of exchange, and the more independent 
"is the movement of prices." M;y latter consultation of this authority 
has borne out one of my contentions which I have endeavoured to 
demonstrate with an unbiassed mind, that the priCl~ of commodities is 
fixed only by causes inherent in themselves (nach deren eigener 
Wertkestimmung); only I have advanced a little further than Helferich 

'in holding that·. the prices of commodities are formed, from time to 
tirite, in proportion to their production and circulation, and in propor
tion to. the strength they display in attracting such currents of currency 
as lie within their influence, that amalgam as may be found in- the 
different centres of the world's market producing the particular price 
of a particular commodity, in a particular place, and in a particular 
period. 

Dr; Arendt Dr. Arendt of Germany maintains, in his publications of the 
::ti ~h!a;~d German Society for National Bi-metallism, that the present tendency is 
count;ies mo- not to 16t gold walk away from the country, the Bank reserves being 
nopohse gold h d As I hId .. a h ld .. to the preju- closely watc e • ave a rea y mamtame , t e go congestIon m 
dice of other ld' t" d t tho . hi . I hi h interests. go -usmg coun nes IS ue 0 IS llllSC evous Jea ousy w c com-

Absorption of 
. gold going on 
at a much 
greater rate 
than the rate 
of its produc
tion. 

pel all countries to confine tbeirgold by means of high rates of 
discount and interest. Consequently, the premium on gold rises every
where and disables countries with weak drculation from fully availing 
thelllSelves of English products. It is admitted that over 20 per cent. 
decline has been effected in prices. 

And why is this? Because the production of gold every year is now 
about one-half less than what it was in the years before the Indian 
Mutinies. It is now even less than 19,OOO,OOOl. sterling per 
annum, whereas upwards of twenty-fiv~ times that amount has been 
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in ~te years absorbed for coinage by European countries. The bullion 
variously used and imported into other countries must be another very 
heavy item, while the increase in gold circulation has by no. means 
kept pace with the demand fcr, and supply of, commodities. It is thus 
quite explainable why trade must be depressed and gold made much 
scarcer for those who have no gold standard and but little of bullion. 

Everyone of the European economists seem, to have ignored one Thedire want 

significant fact that the fall in gold prices, or the rise in silver prices, is of Ehurope is 
- muc cheaper 

not in itself a question of such grave importance as the actnal cause of foodandother 

tha II d · Th ~ 11 • ld d th . . il' articles of life t fa an rISe. e.a m go an e rISe m s ver pnces are to which will 

be treated more as causa latet, vis est notissima than causa sine qua non di1l'~:~~e:::d 
of the prevailing distress. What Europe and gold countries require, as mitigate a~i-

fi . h f ld' . . . cultural dis-
s rst measure, IS not so muc 0 more go as mcreasmg quantitIes of tress. 

commodities measured in silver. All gold-using countries ncw impera-
tively require much larger quantities of cheap food, clothing, and other 
articles of an increasingly cheap value. This will be one potent method 
by which capitalists could cope with the labor question; the scale of 
wages must run down in proportion to. the cheaper mode of living 
secured. Both agriculture and manufactures must then thrive, and a' 
fair field for competiticn with silver-using countries will thus usher into 
existence. In other words the present indissoluble mountains of gold 
.have to be dissolved. European controversialists h&.ve barely perceived 
the fact that it is this gold-congestion which has to be broken up,-that, 
in the language of a little rhetoric, gold has to be liquified into silver 
fluidity. 

What is the way to attain this fluidity and increase the circulation of 
silver? Not, again, by tying up silver and gold with Shylock's bond. 
Never attempt anything of the sort; the advocacy should now be 
abandoned finally. Set free silver currency; break up silver reserves; 
buy additional silver while you demonetize your gold to a certain 
extent; and you will send more silver capital where it is badly wanted 
to become an eventual basis for some gold. While the agricultural and 
trade distresses will surely be alleviated, the gold capitalists will find 
themselves eased a good deal since a freer circulation of gold will set in. 
Those who have bargained in cheaper gold must find themselves justly ~~ce~~ 
relieved, because they could, under law, pay large quantities of ~ebtol'll esse:n-

. . • tially consIst 
silver in no fraudulent, but true, value. The effect directly would be in restoring 

to convert the additional silver into its exact and faithful counterpart of :tur~!~~:: 
gold. The nominal silver coins must no doubt for some time occupy m1etals whiul'ch 

aone wo d 
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soothe tahnde the local and minor calls of the currency till they are gradually recast; 
pacify 
world. or a limited portion of them could be recognised in large transactions 

till they are made to disappear. The great point, however, gained is as 
simple as getting a change for a rupee or dollar, by cashing a good 
deal of the gold for silver. 

Fur the r It would be worth while considering if an agreement would be 
scheme for ti bl 'viliz' ed ti to II J! all '1 - . f an effective prac ca e among CI na ons ca ~or Sl ver coms 0 

rectificatlionodf nominal value and issue par silver certificates, while eve...v opportunity over.va ue OJ 

gold and silo was availed of to remint the nominals into actuals in conformity with 
ver coins to h J! d il Th dd" nal will bring about t e re~orme s ver-currency. e a ltiO paper currency even 
:e~herefi= have a better proportion of metallic reserve than many of the paper 
of the author's currencies already extant. Any nominal gold coins will vield to a 
method of an J ° 

universal cur- similar remedy, which would be instant and efficacious, in support of 
~~c1 dual- the more elaborate system of reformed silver and gold currency pro-

posed in this work. When the different countries issue silver and gold 
coins based on intrinsic values to generally conform with the East, the 
people will readily bring in all coins of less value, to be possessed of 
silver certificates of par value, which would everywhere be convertible 
for coin or bullion. 

One of the objects of the elaborated project is to save all Govern
ments an enormous outlay which would be needed for the reform of 
over-valued coins, for most of them would indeed not be in a position 
to incur the enormous expenditure that would otherwise be needed. As 
the proportion of metallic reserves will be less than the toW amount 
of silver certificates, based upon the over-valued coins, much of the 
over-valued. stock could be melted with a view to preserve it in bullion, 
or convert it into full-valued coins. 

The Bcheme If the currency-union countries, as suggested here, would all agree 
while obviat· to' ff th· b d' • thO . th tes "h th ing enormoUB WIpe 0 ell a cornage rn IS WISe; e new no ,Wh e 
~es wffoullld natural metallic standards, will circulate everywhere with certain 
o .... ve 0 a 
dangers of the restrictions which could be easily imposed, or may be produced by the 
~ro~co':'~:~ voluntary action of the nations thenISelves. The self-interest of each 
~i~~ :!~~~: nation will prevent it from having any large mass of credit notes of 
exceptfin the other nations, since the banking institutions of each nation will pro
form 0 actual 
values which bably, and mostly, refuse to deliver precious coins for the credit notes 
alone hold th • If h th talli . nl d b good for such of 0 er nations. ,owever, e me c currency IS e arge y 
operations. every nation to the utmost possible bounds, and if the coinage of all 

nations is based on a natural uniform standard, an important danger 
will be obviated of any nation, or group of nations, endeavouring to 
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absorb the actual wealth of any single or aggregate nations, with
out an exchange of actual equivalents. The fear of any nation, in res
pect of being denuded of their metallic wealth, will always act as a 
deterrent against an exchange of their wealth coins with the paper 
currency of other nations, while the unity and free unabused passage 
of metallic standards will protect interests on both sides. 

It being well established that the quantity of currency circUlation 
cannot be too much augmented, but that the metallic quantity for circu
lation being very much less than the quantity of commodities in need 
of money exchange, not only all specious obstructions like arresting the 
healthy progress of a free coinage and rendering the values of currency 
metals unchangeable should be discouraged, but every healthy form of 
exchange will have to be encouraged. The addition of new stock of 
silver, converted into currency, and the further demand which will 
appear for gold for various purposes, when its use must become more 
universal under the scheme here explained, must greatly strengthen 
the currency of the world, while all values in wealth having attained 
their natural level, a freer purchase or sale of bullion will take a 
more extensive form of exchange, thus adding to the more facile 
system of commerce that must then prevail. Gold will much more 
readily change with silver of silver-using countries when the respect
ive values of the two metals are in no degree interfered with. The 
interchange of both metals in shape of coinage, etc., must take place 
much more readily between the opposite countries, as an increase in 
metallic wealth will be effected everywhere on account of the equality 
of values effected by the natural method explained. The over-valued 
coins do not at present find a ready passage to foreign countries, which 
they must do on the basis of the silver certificates proposed to be issued 
at about par value. The fact that there will be a larger demand for 
both coinages owing to the justness acquired in their respective values 
must raise the value of both gold and silver after it has once fallen. 
AB capital in silver, when set free, will certainly pay a fair interest, 
much of gold will be cashed into .silver both for local and. foreign use. 
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CHAPTER XXIX. 
THE ECONOMIC TENETS AS DECLARED IN RELATION TO FACTORS 

IN CURRENCY AND COMMODITIES. 

A Railway IT is not correct to maintain by any adroit manner that the invest-
Auditor's t f il . I di d 1 A' f theory of pro- men 0 s ver In n a oes not pay, as a very c ever uditor 0 a large 
~~:!~c~!~ Railway Company in Western India tried to show the other day to back 
pauy in India the efforts of Currency Meetings. It was argued that, if the past 
makes a lOBS 
by a lowered rate of exchange and the profits then derived were. taken into considera-
f:::an

: th! tion, the Railway Company had lost a certain sum in past years owing 
ttar~ffic. it fOb ll- to the continuous fall in exchange. But this theol"V of loss was main-

InS IS au' -J 

average. tained in spite of the admission that traffic had increased, the very large 
item on that account being openly omitted, while the former more 
favorable rate of exchange was sought to be applied to the earnings of 
the year. This may be a clever method of showing an incidental loss 
in consequence of a fan in the former exchange rate, but the vital 
commercial principle of the modern times is entirely lost sight of, that 
all actual increase in the volume of traffic, despite the falling exchange, 
is a distinct gain, the more so as the rate of exchange has continuously 
lowered. Had this lowering created any unfavorable effect, it is for
gotten that there should have been no goods to carry at all. - The 
legitimate profit in these days is derived from increasing mass of com
modities which involves continuous profit. No one who ascertains the 
first principles of the science of commerce will ever maintain that two 
radical forms of profit could exist at one and the same time, that the 
volume of competitive traffic should increase while the value of silver 
should run up. These are two impossibilities which do not usually 
come into existence. It is only when silver is very plentiful, and 
therefore cheap, that it will attract an increasing volume of traffic; if 
the silver currency becomes scarce, the!e must necessarily ensue a 
depression of productions. Curtail the volume of currency, or arrest 
the process of a free and natural coinage, and the volume of railway 
traffic must go on falling to an alarming extent. 

The only remedy, therefore, is to give the freest vent to metallic 
currencies by making unconditional accessions to them wherever they 
could be made. The world will only thus arcede to the reforms 
needed in its currency. No unwelcome results need be apprehended, 
for if the results of a clumsy management are admitted to be 
within the limits of a practical treatment, the results of a 
naturalised reform ought not to be feared in any measure. 
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Mr. Herman Schmidt pointed out in 1886 that the causes to which The half truth 
• ••• of Mr. Her-

low pnces and trade depreSSIons 'Were attrIbuted eXISted before 1879 man Schmidt. 

when the results now marked were not apparent. !Ie therefore attri~ 
butes the trouble to "the mistakes in the coinage policy of various 
countries" which especially resulted in the demonetisation of silver. 
Unfortunately he advocates a reform involved in international bi~me~ 
allism. Half the truth being hitherto apparent, it is natural that he 
should have fallen into one at least of the great pitfalls of so many of 

our present economists. 
It is wonderful how these gentlemen persuade themselves and all It is forgotten 

the world that bi-metallism is the only remedy to be adopted by all ~-!,~~;8i': 
nations, when certain European countries are practically bi-metallists i:ist~nce ::a~ 
already. Though these countries are bi-metallists, they have been very alone which 

unsuccessful bi-metallists. They have desperately clung to bi~metallism, ::~:ief ~~~ 
for its life almost ceases beyond local limits. If bi-metallism is not the ::.~ isa n~: 
evil thing which I have been able to demonstrate without the slightest bbeing so~ght 

. • yall nations. 
b188 m favor of, or against, any of the numerous parties involved in 
the coutroversy, how is it that certain countries have more tban half-
llaughtered it and have refrained from slaughtering it wholesale be-
cause by such an action they would only ruin their gold concerns and 
the silvet ones which they have so wrongly kept at par value. They 
keep their silver propped up, their gold in tact, and only cause miseries 
all round. The bi-metallism which would not operate within a limited 
area, its advocates contend hard to adopt for an universal area. They 
forget in their over-zeal, and in the absence of a commanding grasp of 
the situation, that the limited evils of the present woul!} only be 1"on-
dered indefinite for the future. 

Universal bi-metallism will not cure these evils but intensify them, Bi-metallism 

pari passu, with the extension of the system which would co-ordinate ~:en !fiib~ 
itself with a continuously contracting system of currency and con- :~U! u~ 
:tlicting modes of nnworkable valuation of the standards. The over- sought to be 

grown Systems of credit have often resulted in monetary crisis !":'~i~~ 
despite the fact ,that these forms, have been adopted in the strict ~~rllor the 

interests of currency owing to its inadequate volume. But credit 
systems, without ample cash, cut both ways, and both the existing 
metallic currency and the credit systems have not relieved the 
increasing want for a further, volume of metallic currencies. The 
extension of bi-metallism will only extend this evil in proportion that 
both metals come into active existence in the form of currency; 

u 
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wberens tilo domonJ for bullion mnst 11000me unnntllrnl1y largo in 
exnot proportion to the deorol\lloJ volume of currency anJ t.o oh8t.ruo
tiona ari~ing in consequence of the artificinlIy ruiseJ nluo of silver 
anJ nrtificially lowered value of goM wE'nlt.h. What wouM bo fooliHhly 
contructeJ in one way must be rolaxod. in other diroctions, as already 
demonstrntoJ, ns much as you cannot foroe nhy volume of wattlr iuto R 

wator-tig~t r08orvoir without bursting it. All trunsnotions whidl nre 
thrust out of the influences of CWlh anJ crodit currency, and ",hiob al:lo 
do not finJ room in an exchlUlge of commodity for commoJity, mnst, 
as a mattt.r of course, soek a bal'toring with gold anJ silver bullion 
wherever it might be had oheap, and wllere pllrt.ioular commoditi08 
would be founJ in I'l'quost. If cOlllllloditi08 cannot tl'lln~pose thom
selves and obtnin the desired rl'liof, the trode must uocliM, and new 
distresses arising from dearth of tradt's and oocupations mnst ensuo. 

Many currency authoriti08 have, however, boen mil!tnken In nssnm
ing that two opposite theorios oould mnke one wholo truth by ll."!IUIll

ing that the present partial bi-metllllism anJ a cl'rtnin amount of 
general domonot,isation of silvor llave producoJ a wiJl'lIprelUl ruillchief, 
and that thi~ mischief woulJ be aIlevillteJ by a fullor l.i-metullil' 
system and a oertaln amount of pnlctical delllonetisation of siher 
involvoJ in oontraoting bolll tIlO silvor anJ goM ourrencies by no 
elnstio but a fixed rute of exclumgo. 

Among tho strongo monetary thoorills propotmdoJ is one by 
nlr. linn8ard, who, in one of his aJllr(,SSl'S to the Instituto of Dunkl'rs, 
maintnined that it WIlS not tIle sCllrcity of golJ but ove .... produdiun 
of commodities which was the causo of all tmuo and labor dilil.rc:;. .... ·!I. 
lie admitted that tho ,e new SUppli08 were mlUlY and compOSl'J of 
important articlos," and tIlat tho Bl1}lply of conwlodities wlla " etrocth-e " 
owing to grent additions maJo to fneilit.ies of proJuction and trnu!lport. 
Mr. IIansnrd's own statoment carrios its refutation, for, if gold hnd not 
boon Bcarce, what ill the manning of the enonuoutlly incroo.~oJ dl'POliits 
in Savings' Dnnks and the onormously inorelll!cJ trau!IIlctions of tho 
London olenring houstI, but that neith~r the existing quautity of golJ, 
Dor the eoonomical expedients adopted to fncilitato tho OporutiOIlS of 
exil!ting ourrency, could oopo with tIlO uomnnJ of oommoditillll, wlliuh 
llave not sprung up idly, but in porfOl·t oonformity with tho growing 
wanta of tilt) growing populations. It is fnlluoiou8 to mnintnin that 
there is any over-production. for, were it so, artides would not find 
the c1tolllliyo BIlles thnt they do, but they must rot, tho over-production 
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disappearing of itself in succeeding years. And "if an increase 
had not taken place side by side with the great growth of imports 
and exports, prices would have fallen still lower." I still quote from 
Mr. Hansard's opinions, which, I fear, are based upon a miscompre
hension of actual economic facts. Pte banking expedients only 
helped to lower prices to the very last degree, for the rapid circu
lation of what money and credit existed stimnlated all wants and 
increased supplies to the verge of what Mr. Hansard considers "an 
over-production." Had the movement of currency not been so, the 
supplies would have fallen short, and the prices, instead of meeting a 
greater fall, would have, on the contrary, risen, thus injuring the 
world's development. The rise would have proved abnormaI proceed
ing on the lines of discouragement, and not encouragement, of produc
tions. The fall in prices must be coincident with an increasing volume 
of currency till normal conditions on all sides were reached, and that 
would- simply mean the natural process of commercial development. 
All joint-stock enterprises under this principle must expect only 
moderate profits, supposing they kept pace with the increasing pres
suri! of commodities in the same manner that Railway Companies can 
acquire reasonable profits only on the basis of an increasing volume. of 
business, for a decreasing one ought to be out of the question. The 
a'uditing authority alluded to in the commencement of thiS chapter 
forgot the only factor worth remembering, that the growing wants 
and the occupations of growing numbers can only afford profits in an 
increasing, and not decreasing, volume of business, in an expanding, 
and not contracting, area of usefulness, and that all profits would be 
based on the ultimate value of the monetary standard of the most 
advanced conntries. That standard would be immutable for the time 
being in its own peculiar situation, and can neither be lowered nor 
raised by any direct or specious efforts. 

The fact that the measure of value in goll coins of Europe has The conten. 

remained nearly the same for a long time past is very often advanced :,~n~t~ 
in support of the contention that all standards of value could thus be thatt gold is 

no Bcarce and 
fixed and rendered, by law, a proof against all fluetuations. One that. no diffi • 

. ht al rt tho cl·· . f th th' . taO db cultiesaredue mIg so suppo 18 con USlon m VIew 0 e eSIS mam me y to its appre-

Professor E. Nasse who says that the fall in prices is not -.due to. any ciation. 

scarcity of gold; but to -the increased volume of productions secured at 
a lessening cost, and that if gold had been scarce, there should havQ 
been a run on the Banks sending up the rate of discount. '. 
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The very fact, however, that much of the purchases could now be made 
with less of gold than in the period prior to 1873,and that an enormous 
amount of c~edit token and credit systems have been employed, clearly 
prove that the gold currency has not kept up with the abundance of 
commodities. If it were true that the scarcity of currency is not at 
the bottom of the prevailing distress in agricultural and manufacturing 
lines, there is no reason why serious grievances as regards the prevailM 

ing trade depressions should exist at all. The real fact is that transac
tions in gold are a very close monopoly, and that the limits of its operaM 

tions could not be surpassed owing to the stiffness of the gold standard 
which has a tenacious retention owing to the volume of gold currency 
being continuously lessened, viewing it in relation to the demands on 
it and to the absence of a free co-operative system of a silver currency~ 
The monetary system of Great Britain and gold-using countries cannot 
but be perilous, for they could not go on adding to their paper currency 
without bringing on a crash or a crisis·that cannot be easily handled. 

It is a pure fiction even to suppose that the value of gold standard 
in Europe has remained steady. That equal gold coins should exchange 
with the corresponding ones, though o£different mints, does not prove 
that the standard at all remains steady and does not fluctuate. It is 
not the measure of the same and equal metallic values which can prove 
the permanency of a fixed standard.: It is when that standard is applied 
to commodities, or to bullion, that you can infer if the measure ofvalue 
has' or has not fluctuated. If a certain quantity and character of coins 
will not fetch a certain article of the same quality and quantity as of 
quarter of a century past, where is the fixity of the measure of value, 
or in what does the efficacy of such a standard exist? No more pre
posteroUs and delusive an idea ever got hold of the minds of many 
nations as in believing for a moment in the permanency of any rateable 
measure of value, for in the very nature of things, that rateable, and not 
quantitative, measure of value must fluctuate both for itself and for 
the purposes of exchange, or it should become entirely inoperative 
to measure any value whatsoever. 

The test of a gold standard cannot again be perfected ·unless it is 
always measured by silver, and here too the so-called fixity of the 
European gold standard is not in existence. 

~ ~uctna- . When neither a gold nor silver standard of fixed value is an evil as 
tion In any. • • • 
currency is no an exchange agency, It 15 not clear why a fluctuatmg standard can 
evil since fiuo- • d' d A ld d d f fixed al tuating pro- ever preJu Ice tra e or commerce. go stan aro v ue 
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cannot keep the value of a silver standard fixed anymore than the portions 0 f 
commoditi e s 

latter can always buy a fixed quantity of gold, Olr either of the, stand:'" or precious 

d h fi d I b fix 'd tit f rta' metal. obtain-ar s, owsoever xe, can a ways uy a e quan y 0 a ce m able for a cer-
commodity I tain measure 

of value are 
If there is no evil involved in the phenomenon that a gold coin of a~o not an 

a fixed standard should always and unavoidably buy a commodity in evil. 

varying quantity each time or at intervals, there surely can be no. evil 
if a gold coin fetched a silver one, or a silver coin a, gold one, in an:
ever-varying quantity. The first essential and fundamental change is' 
made in the value of a commodity each time that. the, same'is dealt 
with. In the very nature ·of things the value, of similar commodities, 
but of different countries, will greatly vary in each place, which be .. 
comes the leading factor in competition. which is the only practical 
spirit with which the different countries may be inspired. 

The conduct of all transactions primarily rests on this basis, and not 
on the basis of exchange. If) however, the exchange diJ'ectly helps to 
turn the scale in any instance, it must be borne in mind that it is. more 
powerful factors, such as lowered cost and an increased sum of, produo
tion that would really sustain the trade of one country and defeat that of 
another, while the fine fluctuations of exchange would only appear as 
an ostensible cause, however grossly inadequate in iUielf to turn the 
scale in favour of, or against, a country. Even then, if the factor of 
exchange never existed, there would be many other factors to make or 
unmake the trade of a country. Such being the automatic influences at 
work in relation to all international trades, it would be worse than 
useless to set up any artificial remedies for exchange fluctuations, when 
the remedy itself would prove a grave interference with th~ action of a 
free-moving currency, and would moreover be liable to be upset by a 
~undred other factors which would evidently be beyond the control of 
any law. There are many factors like that involved in a fluctuating 
exchange--:of which exchangers would not always have an adequate 
idea. The removal of the latter, and a single, factor, however, would 
be counterbalanced by the creation of far greater evils compared .to 
which the evils arising from an ignorance of many unknown factors 
would be but a flea-bite. 

The supposition of Professor E. N asse is almost groundless when he Pro f e S S 0 r 
contends that no scarcity of gold could be felt because the" general~~~~~~ 
fall of prices as compared with the times that preceded the speculative andfBufficien

cy 0 curren. 
period, 1871-74, has been clearly proved only for the more important. C1. 
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commodities of wholesale trade, especially for raw materials and articles 
half-manufactured. No fall has been proved in the wages of ordinary 
or skilled labor, in retail prices, and especially n6t in finished commo
dities. For such change as has taken place a much simpler explanation 
thana scarcity of gold is to be found • • • • Snch a decrease 
in the amount of labour and capital needed for production must have 
an effect on money prices, if money possesses the qualities of a good 
measure of value. If the causes directly affecting the value of money 
undergo no change, a widespread fall of prices must set in. Only if 
there had been a tendency towards cheal'er money as powerful as that 
for cheaper commodities, would it have been possible that commodities 
should retain their former prices." 

It is an econo" Professor N asse too readily assumes, and the economical authorities 
mic heresy to 
maintain that back him up to the effect, that labour, retail prices, and finished com-
ro~il:"hJ\:~r: modities have met with no fall in prices. A fall in such prices has 

h
commfodjijties undoubtedly ta)mn place. It is not so prominent, and cannot be so, as 

ave a en, 
the retail ones it is in respect of raw material and wholesale commodities, because of 
or wages have h . dilr f t't t" rt" b t h not had their t e lmmense llerence 0 quan 1 a lve propo IOns e ween t e two 
sha1dre of ~l ore factors, and the proportionately less influence exercised on the former go or Sl ver. 

by a quantitatively reduced cost of carriage. The fall in price in the 
one case is, however, proportionally as great as in the other, when we 
recall to mind-as it should be done--another important factor, 
that the competition in all sorts of labour, skill, and art has 

. risen in its own natural proportions, in that its demand on money 
has considerably increased sipce the period in question, though 
the rates have certainly not ~been cheapened so greatly as in reference 
to much larger, and 'what should be termed elementary, commodities. 
It is, therefore, a pure fallacy and an economical heresy to suppose that 
a greater demand on gold has not been in continuous progress since 
1870-71. That a much greater amount of gold or of silver, represent
ing the false par value, has not been utilised in skilled labour and wages, 
is due to the fact that European coinage is much less in quantity than 
the Eastern, and that part of the increased share of gold, which in
dividual wages might have appropriated, has only been divided between 
a much larger number of competitors of the present tinIes, which was 
entirely absent prior to the period of the general fall in prices. 

'r h e credit If Professor Nasse supposes-as he emphatically does-that credit 
systems are has a sufficient tendency to counteract an excess or a deficiency of gold, 
no permanent 
rem e d Y the incident does not any more do away with the necessity that exists 
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for a large volume of coinage, as it can prevent millions who may not -against the 

h 'I d' di 'd II ' th' h d to th' d' 'absence of a ave a smg e poun m VI ua y m elr an s suppress eIr eSIre free coinage. 

to be supplied with a little more money than they can now scrape to-
gether. All credit expedients undoubtedly counteract the' distress of 
every hour, but they all are a temporary palliative, which jealously 
locks up the limited coinage in bank vaults. It being thus naJ.'o 
rowly compressed, the credit rents are only the unseen fissures which 
eventually explode the weak coinage boiler. Professor Nasse seems to ' 
have carefully excluded the element of the financial crisis produced' 
when the gold vaults are exhausted and our uncontrollable demand for 
more spreads like a wild fire in the commercial world, bringing on 
the calamities which have been often experienced. Are not, then, the 
banks on the Continent heavily drawn upon? Have the credit expe-
dients .averted commercial disasters and given that permanent stability 
which is sought in over-valued' decrepid coins and in a gross heretical 
reduction in their indispensable quantitative principle? 

Professor E. Nasse further eliminates the element of commodity Elimination 

exchanges, pure and simple, It is not the credit tokens which supply ~an:e ~f 
a certain amount of deficiences in gold-for the Professor maintains fo~ ~:,::.~~ 
it iS,the credit tokens combined with a very small proportion of full- ty ~n com-

. h . h' h h ' merCIa! trans-welg t ColDS W IC carry out t e enormous transactIons 'of most actions false-
'viI' d tr' t't' f d't' b' h ad ly transfers a Cl lSe coun les, enormous quan lIes 0 commo lies emg exc ang great factor 

with equal proportionate values in corresponding quantities appearing as in ct?ITenctY 
opera 10n8 0 

a very influential factor in the operation of credit systems, by the, credit 

which debts are wiped off and the rates of discount are lowered. In system, 

spite of the powerful factors here revealed which, in a certain measure, 
alleviate the want of a facileness and sufficiency in the world's currency, 
there are standing complaints about trade depressions and financial 
crises. One more subtle fact is ignored that it is naught but scarcity 
of gold, or any other form of legitimate currency, which affects cbn-
linement of English currency within the bounds that it is accustomed 
to, to which circumstance is also due the lower rates of discount which 
prevail in certain periods: the gold capital works within narrow 
bounds of confidence resulting from heavy strains on the currency. 

While, on the' one hand, gold operates with the aid of a compara- In propor. 

tively light rate of discount, it grievously inflates with reference to :~~~ ~~at J~~ 
silver more on account of the appreciation of silver, it being only very lcount for gold 

oca11y lowers, 
partially adopted as a practical token of exchange throughout the' it inflates with 

Id '," ti'ftt' . ul t' t II 'ft d" di reference to wor J l~ quan ... lye CIrC a IOn ac na y s ... n mg In enormous spa- silver" which 
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~QS CdontiD~ea ~ity in comparison with the quantitative and value-measuring quality of 
In epreClA-
tion. gold. That the lower rate of local discount is only incidental appears 

from the fact of the increasing drawing power of the East, which rung 

lip the rate of ' exchange to that height in a somewhat exact compensa
tory proportion to the lower powers of local absorption. The power of 
local absorption cannot be enhanced unless the indispensable quanti
tative circulation of silver currency is introduced in Great Britain and 

. aU gold countries, for the gold currency of the world imperatively 
demands a silver liquification with a view to relieve the starvation of 
the very arteries and veins of the individual and aggregate currency 
systems of the world. The bank gold vaults and other gold sinks, 
which' dazzle the vision of so many economists, indicate the congestive 
disease of the currency, and no sufficiency or universality of the vital 
e~change-factor of the world. In this wise the starvation of currency 
power is the starvation of labor and skill, the over-reachlng of 
gold commodities and the downfall of silver cOlllm.odities in Great 
Britain and other gold countries. A reform of the industrial system 
in England has to proceed hand in hand with that of the currency 
which will also benefit India and other Eastern countries generally. 
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CHAPTER XXX. 
MODERN AGITATION IN EUROPE ON THE QUESTION OF MONli'Y' 

STANDARDS AND THEIR FLUCTUATIONS. 
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,~ INthe transfer to Great Britain of the contest between those advocating Advocacy of 
h d d bl d d Bi-metallism . a single standard and those w 0 a vocate a ou e stan ar with a by Mr. A. F. 

fixed legal rate, the arguments seem yet to be confined not much Balfour,M,P., 
atManchcst~r. 

deeper beyond the upper crust of the great problem. All parties seem 
to be wedded to the mono-metallic or the bi-metallic theory of the past 
ages. The speech of Mr. A. F. Balfour, M.P., at Manchester, ex-
pressly admitted that he attended the Mayor's call only to substantiate 
the a priori conclusion he had held for years that the relative values of 
gold and siIv~r should be fixed throughout the world at a rate which by 
law should be rendered unchangeable. Mr. Balfour was quite uncon-
scious that he directed his crusade, not against mono-metallism or any-
thing else on !!imilar lines, but against employing the precious metals 
at all as a money standard. His speech is, however, susceptible of one 
important impression that, in vigorously advocating the bi-metallic· 
theory in the manner he has done, he has most' fully admitted that, as 
gold is becoming scarcer in. currency, silver should be employed by all 
nations to increase its volume, though the practical effect of a fixed 
ratio value so strenuously advocated by him muSt mar the effect of a 
freer use of silver in currency and ultimately drive gold coinage out of 
all free systems of currency. 

l\fr. Balfour has emphatically twitted his opponents for entirely A:dvocate~ of 
. d' h d .. 't' d' b I" • h bl-metalhsm, mlSrea mg t e mo em economIC SpIn m IS e Ievmg m t e power while admit-

of Governments to fix the relative values of gold and silver coins; for, ::~o:~i~c;~ 
he says, that that dictum is based on a scientific analysis of facts and fa still i'!"per-

. ect aClence, 
the principles of modern political economy. I will let the readers a p ply its 

fully see how he seeks to bring an linfounded theory within the pale ::o~hl_~~~~ 
of political economy, or, to use a simple!: term, within the province of ntth 0 ~ e ta r y . eorles. 
common sense :-

" Those three speeches justified him in saying that there was ground for 
holding that the present position of the currency was not a satisfactory 
position.-(.Applause.) There remained two questions for them to deal with. 
In the first place, could they change that mono-metallic system for the bi-met
allic system, as he hoped they would be pledged to do by the resolution 
that had been proposed? In the second place, if that change was a practi
cable and a possible change, was it one that they ought to desire in the interests 
of the country? There were a great many persons who professed to approach y 
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this question as economists, and who told them that, speaking as economi8t~, 
the idea of a Government, or any number of Governments, presuming to 
determine and fii the relative prices of two commodities-be those commodities 
beef and mutton, or be they silver and gold,-the pretension of Government to 
fix the relative value of commodities was an absurd pretension, and that those 
who put it forward were mere speculative schemers worthy to be ranked 
with the squarers of the circle and the believers in astrology.-(Laughter 
and applause.) He was far from quarrelling with the general temper of 
mind which thought that an Act of Parli:unent could not do everything, and 
he knew too much of the difficulties of passing Acts of Parliament and the 
impotence of Acts of Parliament when they were passed in the second place 
to desire too earnestly to press upon them the opposite view as the general doc
trines in politics. Neither did he quarrel with the view which placed the scien
tific views of political economists in the forefront of political controversy, 
and which told them that they owed some respect and some consideration to the 
men who have devoted tp.eir time to the scientific analysis of the problems 
presented by modern society. He thought that each of those two things was 
very much to be encouraged, and he was glad that at all events in'the sphere 
of currency those principles had not as yet lost the whole of their sway. The 
question they had to consider was what was the sound economic doctrine on 
this point. Was it or was it not true that an international agreement could, 
for all practical purposes, determine the rate at which gold coin should be 
exchanged for silver coin, and silver coin for gold coin, in all the great markets 
of the world? Those who doubted that misread and misinterpreted the 
doctrines of political economy. They had misunderstood them; they had 
pinned their faith not to the progressive scientific spirit of what was nothing 
if it were not a science; they had rather pinned their faith to rash doctrines 
and musty documents which were now abandoned, as he ventured to think 
by all'the best economic thought in this country and in other countries." 

It would greatly simplify the discussion of the problem if partisans 
on both sides abandoned the employment of the political economy 
cant, for it must be borne in mind that no tenets of political economy 
ever came into existence except from a consideration of immediate and 
practical facts as they stood in relation to correlative forces. There 
are no foregone conclusions in political economy, and any doctrines 
deduced from a deliberation of economic facts and circumstances are 
not always such as may be applied to any new case involved with in.: 
tricacies which cannnot be ascertained beforehand with impunity. 
Indeed, Mr. Balfour confesses that "we had sometimes forgotten that 
" economics was a science like other sciences, and that no more than any 
" other science could it afford to stand still, or dared it refuse to recon
" sider, in the light of new facts and new arguments, conclusions arrived 
"at even by the greatest authorities who had written in former times." 
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If people ~ill not give up preconceived theories of economic science, 
which is constantly a progressive one, how either a mono-metallic or 
bi-metallic doctrine could be shown in its true light, it is difficult to 
conceive. The battle has been fought for years by the side of these 
two theories which cannot but more or less be connected with "rash 
doctrines and musty documents." Unless these old-world theories" 
which have been cherished by opposed parties for many years past, are 
abandoned, progress in practical economics must be impossible. As 
long as contenders on both sides do not give up the impracticable idea. 
of fixing the relative values of the two metals, there will be no truce 
between them. 

The • Times' has uncompromisingly slayed bi-metallism so advocated ~~~d~:, ~~; 
by Mr. Balfour; and,las a case against it very neatly put, I include bi-metallic 

, • , • theory by the 
that able and weighty leader in the Appendices. But the • Tunes, while LondonTime8. 

discarding one economic heresy, does nothing to shake off the opposite 
one of mono-metallism. It is not merely that legislation can ever 
affect the price 'of bullion,' as the London journa.l urges, but that the 
many factors which would directly interfere with and violate a 
8ter~otyped ratio have been dwelt upon in the preceding chapters. 

Mr. Balfour is very sanguine about the success of legislation Arbitrary es
in fixing the relative values of gold and silver, beca,use he believes ~~~~~: infl~: 
his opponents to be wrong in holding that values are fixed by elnt<;ingth~;e' 

a lve vwue 
cost of production, whereas, as maintained by him, they are fixed by o! gold and 

demand and supply. ,. And not only might Governments' have an sUver. 

"effect upon demand and supply, but every day they did affect the 
"demand for the precious. metals gold and silver, and by affecting the 
" demand they affected the relati \"e price." There is. some want of 
precision in both the opposing views. It is, impossible to state when 
cost of production would affect the production itself and the quantity 
of commodities and their circulation. It would be too much to assume 
that the cost of production in itself would not affect demand and supply; 
nor can it be safely assumed that sometimes the demand might over-rule 
cost of production. A demand for other commodities might over-rule 
the cost of production of precious metals. Demand and supply, on the 
other hand, might both remain dormant owing to excessive and uncon-
trollable cost of production. Mr. Balfour believes that" the whole of 
" the existing currency legislation of the world did affect the demand 
,. for the precious metals gold and silver." All legislation, however, con-
trolling, as it does, the mint operations merely, has the weakest share-
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in affe~ting the demand and supply of precious metals~ Were it 
not for the accident that some recognised form must be given to little 
bits of metallic wealth, the intervention of Government would disappear 
even in this attenuated form. Supposing that the Governments with
drew from all legislation, the people would take to buying and selling 
Ililver and gold in the same way that they now do. Mr. Balfour's thesis 
of demand and supply as being regulated by Government legislation
for there is not much to choose between the frank opinion expressed 
by the Stati8t and the dissent of the Manche8ter Guardian disavowing 
the rather natural construction put upon Mr. Balfour's speech by the 
formal statistical authority-is almost apocryphal, in that gold coins 
are not interchangeable with any appreciable amount of over-valued 
silver coins. And as long as the more equitable values in commodi
ties are interchangeable even in relation to small quantities of over
valued silver coins so closely backed by gold currency, the demand and 
.supply, as regulated by Government, is not worthy of any significant 
note, the more so as a free traffic between gold and. silver coins has 
heen found impracticable. If it were otherwise, little of gold would be 
found hoarded in banks and trea:suries. N or would the sale of gold 
coins in exchange with silver ones be attended with a premium 
according to the market values of both metals. Had Mr. Balfour's 
interpretation of the demand and supply of them being regulated by 
Government been well-founded, the present unconquerable opposition 
against hi-metallism would . lose all its force. We cannot permit our 
vision to he obscured by economic fictions descending from the past 
times, in the face of stubborn facts relating to the different values 
-which are indirectly regulated by the volume of metallic currency. 

Were success- 'V ere it simply the absolute creation of Government, there is no reason 
!::! csu:-:n;ie: why there should. be so much talk and agitation about defective cur-

GCl'eation 0 f rencies, for the Governments of the world have simply to issue credit overnmen 8, • 

the prese n t tokens of a stereotyped standard, and all the troubles would immediately 
agitation and N f' . I uld d h . dlffic u 1 tie I cease: 0 amount 0 gratUl.tous economIC aws wo , un er t at mr-
~a;.enomean- cumstance, raise any doubts or difficulties. It will not require many 

years for the removal ·of the so-called superstition against bi-metal
lism if Government, according to Mr. Balfour, has already succeeded 
,'c in affecting the demand :md supply of the precious metals." A con
sensus of .the. views of all nations should be possible after so long an 
experiment tried in having recourse to fixed values of coins of both 
metals. Mr. Balfour makes as singular an error as his opponents when 
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he asserts that, if the Latin Union were able to preserve a bi-metallic 
ratio before 1872, when the ratio of production of both metals had been 
nearly the same as now, it stands to reason that a legal ratio might 
also be sustained to-day. It was no coincidence,he says, which kept 
up the ratio of 1 to 15, no matter what the real extent of that success-
ful agreement was. Mr. Balfour has entirely lost sight of the fact that T~e thec\ry- of 

. h' ul t' f th Id' • b1-metalli s m the impetus now given to t e Clrc a Ion 0 e wor s. currency 18 has been en-
i! d that . if th t' f d t' tirely di vorc-only a modern lorce, an , even e ra 10 0 pro uc IOn were nowed from the 

the same as in the early half of the century, it is the decreasing accu- tmoder;t fac-
, ors 1n cur-

mulations of gold and the increasing accumulations' of silver that make reney move. 

all the difference escaping the notice of both mono-metallists and menta. . 

bi-metallists. The race which the two metals are now made to run by 
the ceaseless increase of commodities obliterates all chance of preserv-
ing any legally fixed ratio. Sir John Lubbock uttered a -very forcible Opinion of Sir 

John Lub
truth when he said that even international agreement would now fail bock, M.P. 

to bring about a par exchange, while the fluctuation of gold as com-
pared with the fluctuation' of silver was such as marked in modern 
times. There were only two things which, in the opinion of 
:Mr. Balfour, were required, so that speculative doctrines might be con- Mr •. Balfour 
. rt d' t t' Th fi t" . t d' f h eXpla1nB how ve e m 0 prac ICe. e rs was a convemen me mm 0 exc ange his specula-

between different countries." The medium, however, which, under ~:i:aul!a~ 
any pretence, tried to extort more wealth by surrendering a lesser one tiee. 

is not that happy medium; a recognizance of real inherent or natu-
ral values is th~ only best and safe medium. The second thing 
desirable was, as Mr. Balfour said, that "obligations for long periods 
should be made a fair and permanent record." Those who incur obIi;. 
gations for long periods are the best judges of their own interests. .It 
is a wonder how so eminent a politician as Mr. Balfour should suppose 
immutability possible in any instance of a distant future. To secure a 
permanent guarantee for a certain Government would perhaps be more 
possible than to fix for ever any measure of wealth.'" Governments Som!3 pra~ti

and nations can do nothing inore than counteract the evils caused by ::e;i::~:: 
a continuous appreciation of gold by fortifying it with considerable l~~i~~ t.!:t~ 
amount of silver in a self-adjusting equivalent value so well converti- vocated by Sir 

o To enter into one of the detailed objections. against bi-metallism, Sir 
John Lubbock truly declared in a meeting of the London Chamber of Com-
merce on 26th October last as follows :- . 

.. Moreover, the pIan which bi-metallists proposed w". not really bi-meta1lism, but mono
metallism at the option of ODe party to the contract. True bi-metallism would cODsist in 
enacting that the legal pound sterling should consist partly of gold and partly of silver i but 
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J 0 h n L u b. ble into either of the metals and therefore so innocuous, so that the 
~~~~ni~~p!l:~: only possible alternative would be provided for as against all fancied 
B~lfour'll' losses. Irrespective, however, of the support required by gold currency, 
Bl.meta 1 B m. . 
would check any continuous enhancement in the purchasing power of gold is not 
all increase in I d d b 'Is' lb' h ld' the w 0 rId's mere Y stten e y eVl gnevous y 0 structmg t e wor s currency, 
wealth. but must very largely obliterate every human motive that works 

towards augmenting the riches of the world by seriously curtailing the 
production of both gold and silver. -

Suspension of There is not much in the reliance of Mr. Balfour on the bi-metallic 
~~o~ :a!:h~ compact of the L~tin Union, which is the only ground advanced by 

Bdt;ath·tballie~ of the honourable gentleman in favour of a permanent ,bi-metallism. But 
l·me sm. 

that argument is as worse as a broken reed, for bi-metallism was once 
tried and giv~n up as the spirit of modern progress and progressive 
facts could not have tolerated it. Had it not been an "economic 
heresy," nor a dismal conventional blunder, that" when an abstract 
economic law and an abstract law of nature is studied in its naked 
simplicity" and accepted. while the complexity of the collateral pheno
mena set at length in this work were disregarded without at the 
same time perceiving that many actual facts must thus be obscured 
and removed from our vision, the claims of bi-metallism could not have 
been . lost in Europe where it was already established' and has still left 
traces so imperatively needing to be removed. . 

A change for And yet we find Mr. Balfour stating "that the mere fact that a 
:~~n~~:u::r: " system which we did not happen to have" -we had it once, and it has 
~;corBdilnfg to already failed and left a great mischief behind,-" seemed better than a 
.llLr. a our. 

ee system which we did 'have, was not necessarily sufficient ground for 

what they proposed was that the debtor should be authorized to pay at his own option 
either in gold or silver. This was a serious consideration for all those whose income was 
derived from savings, and it was obvious that in all large transactions, especially if spread 
over a eeriee of years, the lender would contract himself out of the risk, or charge a heavy 
rate BO as to cover it." 

It.must be remembered, therefore, that, in carrying on commercial and other 
transactions, the question will always be to part with, or obtain, a certain 
rough approximation of metal quantities of approximate vJues; all changes, 
therefore, which went beyond the strict mintage charges mtlst either become 
inoperative or disastrous. I therefore do not agree with Sir John Lubbock in 
the alternate oIflnion which he has expressed, that th~ Government of India 
can successfully increase the minting charges five and ten times the present 
Bcale of 2 per cent., while at the same time it should fix any limit to silver mint· 
age. Both these measures would prove absolutely impracticable and dangerous, 
as already explained j and indirectly deilOte the spirit of a futile protection. 
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cc altering ~t to which we were accustomed and under which, on the 
"whole, we had fairly prospered." The fact being so, it must be 
admitted, in Mr. Balfour's words, that "the change of the currency of 
" a great commercial country was a thing which no man would under
" take with a light heart." 

Though Mr. Balfour very rightly upheld Mr. Beith as a practical An~turaIope. 
h ' f th t d' ti ' h d - l' t f M- ration of the man- e bemg one 0 e mos IS ngulS e manuiac urers 0 an- one 0 r the 

chester-the theory of Mr. Beith and his compatriots that exchange ~~hi:a ~i~~ 
rates render business a sort of gambling is hardly logical for reasons of the, ~he. 

, , • _ ;rent prInCIple 
which I have already explaIned 10 these pages. The present condition offreetra<jle. 

of Manchester and Lancashire is not one which can fail to secure 
Indian sympathies. But when representatives like Mr. Beith desire to 
secnre profits for their country by running down the cheap 'Eastern 
industries, they directly attack the law of nature, while they are deter-
red f~om discovering practical meaus of relief for themselves. For 
cheap and nnfettered silver would prove a means of bles~ing to Great 
Britain as well as India. Any amount of a difference of value between 
gold and silver is no evil as long as the volume of currency keeps pace 
with the demand. Mr. Beith took shelter under the principle of free 
trade when he urged that both cheap silver ~hd dear gold practically 
resulted in a bounty in the one instance and a duty on English manu-

,-Factures in the other. The garb put on is unreal. If the principle of 
free trade is such a wholesome thing, then it would be wrong to check 
the industries of India simply because it can produ(je things cheaper. 
Nor is there anything to be done for England if it continues to employ That imports 

d ld " t' d 1 fi d' I fro m Great ear go 10 Its occupa IOns, an consequent y n s Its sa e transactions Britain into 

d'ffi It - d t' rts fr G t B 'ta' t' I' India increase 1 CU ; an ye Impo om rea n 10 con muous y mcrease. show the ad. 

This shows that India goes on buying more and more from gold-using tVhantages ,of 
e expaDBlon 

countries. Does India complain of this, or simply treat matters as they of silver cur. 

come with the operation of natural laws? We have no forced nor reney. 

abstract principles of political economy or of free trade to offer, for 
all currencies are impracticable and injurious to public interests which 
are foisted from abroad and do not grow within. The fact that gold 
has appreciated thirty per cent. within a decade unmil;takeably shows 
its inability as currency when not supported 'by all a!.!ple volume of 
silver currency. 

Mr. Balfour said, ., Give a standard that would remain constant and Mr. Balfour 

he asked for no more." The standard is a wealth-standard, and it is i:!~~s!~Ii~; 
not likely that Nature will open its hands and show whether a wealth- ;::dh:h'::~'t" 
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!~at ~ ::nt= standard can be or' cannot be predefined till we have followed the 
B t !" n d a ~ d natural course of operation in pursuance of free international COffi-
whlchremam- " 
ed constant. merce. ' 

f
But dheh cohn- Mr. Balfour's vieVljs are acceptable when he said that "if he were 
esse tat e ce • • 

preferred a gIven the unwelcome choICe between a standard which appreciated 
depreciating" d ta d d h' h "d . d b rather than an a s n ar w IC epreClate, etween a system under which 
~n aPtaPredciatd- " prices were lowered and a system under which prices were raised 
mgsnar ' 
which at once " then in the interests of every class in the community, not excluding 
cuts at the" th f fi d d' h root of his" e owners 0 xe ebts, e would choose the standard which depre-
recommenda-" • ted d th . h' h "W II 'd M 13 1£ tion. CIa an e prICes w lC rose. e sal. r. a our has 

slayed his own happy spectre of bi-metallism. He wanted a constant 
standard, and he, chose the standard which depreciated as being the 
best or'the two. Bi-metallism is a standard which would eminently 
prove appreciative when universally mairitairied; the contagion would 
!!pread from gold to silver, while the demand for currency would be 
more strained than npw. And Mr. Balfour, who advocated bi
metallism with all his might and main, would rightly have the standard 
which depreciated. 

'Dreams of .An adoption of the academic and abstract, theory of bi-metallism 
sPhecula t ~ ve was not attempted simply to fix the value of solid fluctuating weaIth
sc emers. 

an impracticability iri itself-but to expand the grievously contracting 
currency accordirig to bi-metallists themselves. How on earth a 
depreciatirig standard could be expected, while the principle of a 
constantly expanding currency were yielded, at the same time sought 
to be rigidly contracted, is. a science in economics and numismatics 
which rivals the dreams of "the speculative schemers," to use 
Mr. Balfour's words; "worthy to be ranked" with the squarers 
"of the circle and' the believers iri astrology.-(Laughter and 
"Applause)" : that was all which the Manchester audience seemed to 

have offered. 

Mr, Balfour's Mr. Balfour's one confllssion, however, i" as important as correct 

~:!~~:ec~! when he stated that :-
of ago 1 d " Of all conceivable systems of currency, that system was assuredly the worst 
s?nted;rdaS~toh- which gave us a standard steadily, continuously, and indefinitely appreciating 
c~ Wl ' 
an 0 V. e r. and which, by that very fact, threw a burden upon every man of enterprIse, 
~~~~~r;llv!! upon every man who desired to promote the agricultural or the,industrial 
the direct out. welfare of his country, and benefited no human being whatever but the owners 
comelliof bi- of fixed debts in gold._(Applause.) This question was pressing, because it 
meta sm. 'd'd was impossible that we should remam as we were. If we I not move to a 

better system, we should assuredly be driven to a worse. Austria would not 
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go on 88 she was, America would not go on as she was, and India could not· go 
on 88 she was. And there was no mono-metallist in this oountr)' so hardened 
88 to look with equanimity at a oondition of things in which America, Austria, 
~d India should all take a gold standard and a gold· currency and should 
thereby double the strain already placed upon the gold supplies of the world, 
which could so ill afford to bear it." 

What the monetary condition of India would be if we, with America The effects of 

and Austria, also demonetised silver, it cannot be difficult to estimate. :;!i~Oi~di! 
Any further demonetisation of silver by the world would be a calamity; :,~';id b~~~~~ 
but supposing Indi~ abstained from falling into this' gold pit, it is cial in a 11 

. directions. 
very probable that we should only be the richer and stronger in the 
sinews of war, The greater influx of cheap silver is sure to stimulate 
our trade to a much greater extent and alleviate the pauperism of . 
millions. Considerable additions will be made to our revenues, while 

we should not be worse oft' in respect of our payment of gold debts. The reformed 
If, however, the nations of the world discard their crude semi-illiterate 

prejudice and eft'ect copiousness in their currency by selling oft' a large 
portion of their gold and buying up silver, the international distress 

which would be caused by an excessive demand on gold would be 
alleviated. When gold nnder my scheme is not artificially lowered 
in value, nor silver artificially raised, a convertible currency becomes 
so copious that all natural demands are supplied in a natural manner 
and a clear road is opened out toward such goal in currency reform~ 

as would be possible. 

currency 
needed should 
be convertible 
.. sowell 88 co· 
pious. 

The Latin Union was quite wise when it demonetised silver in- The reason 
fluanced by a similar action taken by Germany. The silver standard why ~ro. 

gress of bl-me
in all European countries had been falsely raised. ;Hence there was tallismreceiv-
no alternative left for the protection of the more precious metal but ::ea!;!m':~ 
to suspend the coinage of more silver, for the quantity of false coins lity t,o f u~ug. meu lUgs ver 
already existing of par value rendered it impossible to continue having c?i!ls of fic-

b • . h h tltlOusvalue 
more of suc COlDS, The phenomena would entirely c ange w en andgettingthe 

every nation went in for silver and entered into a compact to honour :~~tk:: ct~ 
true values in both gold and silver. If intolerable distress would silverasfreely 
arise by gold becoming scarcer, the distress would certainly be very as gold. 

much mitigated if the strain on gold be removed by amalgamating it 

with a liberal supply of silver in all countries. As regards the scope 

of his own recommendation, Mr. Balfour says: 
" He firmly believed that the difficulties that were thrown by the present 

system upon Indian finance were almost overwhelming, and while he held 
all those convictions, he also believed that the bi·metallic solution WIIS possible 

w 
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and was adequate.~ApplaU8e.) He did not give it them as a cure for every 
industrial evil. He did not oome forward as a quack with a universal remedy. 
He did not tell them that it would drive bad trade for ever from these shores 
and give every man who desired to work a chance of working for a good day's 
wages and every man who desired to invest the certainty of B profitable 
investment. He put no such dreams before them, but he did say that for a 
great oommercial country a sound instrument of exchange was a matter of the 
first necessity-.{applause), that the instrument of exchange which theYBctua.1ly 
~ad was a bad instrument and he offered for their acceptance an instrument 
which, if not perfect, was at all events practicable, and was incomparably better 
than any which they were likely to obtain by any other xneans of which he 
had any knowledge.-(Applause,)" 

It is apparent that there are no marvels awaiting the advent of 
currency reforms. A common-sense and sagacious change unani
mously adopted by all nations will comprise the best of general 
benefits that may be expected. As long, however, as the skin-deep 
theory of a stereotyped value of standards, being understood as a 
"sound instrument of exchange," is not exploded, so long will Con· 
ferences meet and disperse without coming to a satisfactory solution. 

I anticipated the failure of the present Conference, and 80 it is almost 
going to be. The only" sound instrument of exchange" is comprised 
in our being able to obtain a commodity required for such metallic value 
as may be accessible. No commodity.can ever be regulated in value 
and quantity as may be predetermined. All sound instruments of 
exchange, therefore, is moved by the same law. No human-made 
law is possible in these instinees, when it is only the nature-made 
law which perpetually ope~tes. There is no a priori tenet of 
economic science which can be applied to the case, for that would 

. mean that man is the creator of metallic wealth, which is not the case. 
No law is discernible working beforehand except that the movement of 
metallic wealth has a priority over all laws; and a law, and an ever· 
changing law, is discerned in the circulation of metallic wealth. 

Definition of We should have expected Mr. Balfour to have given uS a better 
a Bound i n- h ul b d . h f, strument 0 f definition of w at wo d e a soun mstrument of exc ange or com-
~~~::~~d ~ s modi ties for the present as well as all times to come. If this sound 
poli tic ian ~ instrument is taken as being similar to a lineal measure, or a measure in 
and econo. • d . . h I I' 1 t' f th d'ffi It' . t mists and as aVOlr UpOlS welg t, lear a so U Ion 0 e currency I CU les IS ye 
~ ~ ~! ~ ~! rt; far off. If by that instrument the terminical denominations of metallic 
tests, coins are implied, there hardly would exist any reason to object to such 

a definition. But while the exigencies of the fast-moving and fast. 
increasin~ commerce compel us to measure commodity by quantity of 
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wealth, a fixed instrument of exchange is only an economio misnomer. 
The rapid growth of inter-mutual and international commerce, led on 
hy the augmentation ·and spread of wealth, has rendered fixity of value 

·a myth as great as the synonymous belief, that the measure of valne 
applicable to commodities to-day is the same which existed half a cen
tury or even a few years ago. Such a belief is, of course, nn!enable 
in the extreme; and yet Mr. Balfour's" souud instrument of exchange" 
is only in keeping with this fallacious theory. If the instrument of 
exchange is to be sound according to Mr. Balfour, his theory, of course, 
presupposes legal arbitrary limits placed over the extent and circula
tion of the world's wealth, and, by this means, over the values of 
both coins.. The analysis of facts attempted in this work has en
abled me to conclude that such a combined action of Governments 
would only result in creating a calamitous divergence between the 
increasing volmue of the world's commodities, and- the concurrent or 
controlling volmue of wealth-eirculation which has ineviiably to bear 
an increasing proportion to the former volmue, which it must con
titanUy move forward. The instrmuent. of exchange already once 
proved nugatory when a conflict was set up between its own elements, 
and when that conflict was sufficiently developed hy the increasing 
and decreasing productioDl of silver and gold respectively. The futile 
attempt to permanently estimate silver on a par rata on the basis of 
gold received a fatal shock by the increasing demonetisation of silver, 
a partial toleration being unavoidably extended to the limited quantity 
of silver lefi in circulation as in unavoidable alliance with gold.. The 
remnant of an improperly-allied bi-metallism, while still demonstrating 
a small pari of the currency evils being very irregularly met, has 
conclusively proved that nations, from experience of generations, would 
not allow one element of wealth to depreciate another, nor that by 
such process they would consent to enhance the currency volmue to 
prevent gold being ousted by a metal arbitrarily set up on an ex
aggerated, and continously exaggerating, value. Though Europe 
has practically revolted against this supreme economic heresy, 
we have UHlay many high authorities -like Mr. Balfour insisting 
upon a return of those very conditions which <:an only return in a much 
more aggra-rnted form owing to the enormous additions made to silver 
and the irrepellable modem necessities of an innocuous enhancement 
in the world's currency. This sound instrument of exchange, we may 

now easily observe, appears nothing else than one highly unsound, 
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The instru- inefficacious and mischievous. So far and within the little province that 
~~~ge o~s e!; it may work, besides the immediate disasters attending upon gold
~;:~hotw:~h holders, it cannot but strike at the very root of an economic distribution 
as of the de- of gold and silver throughout the world and the basis of that economic 
nom ina ted I h' h f ' 'I h d h d' d coins; hence aw w lC year a ter year lllcreasmg y compre en s t e lscovery an 
~e nf ~ ~ !: ~: utilisation of wealth on a wider basis. The Stare with such an instru
:~b~:~t i~~~ ment of exchange would set up a giant intervention, which, mlltatzB 

basis of every mutandis, must assume a direct control over all trade and commerce ; 
~~~rfn~ m tn~ or the alternative should be an inevitable closing of the mines. 
volved, Neither of these two things can be attempted. The fatal attempt of a 

general interchange of the debased coins with the more valuable ones 
must so far alienate the commercial mind that, wherever practicable, 
the interchange must virtually fail, while like metal transactions must be 
brought more and m.ore face to face. The dominant element of bullion 
circulation must hopelessly Invalidate the operation of artificial value in 
the same metal, while it must directly protect the unseemly violation of 
the other metal. The omission of a simple principle inyolved in the 
spirit of modern political economy has given rise to a stupendous blunder 
requiring but a short slaying. As long as 'the value measure of com
;JD,odities absolutely and irremediably. holds as much the measure of 
wealth as of denomination, so .long must the falsification of the val~e, 
the invalidation of the quanti~,or the circulating volume of any of the 
wealth elements be severely reprobated by the increasing intelligence 
of the world; and the standard of exchange so flimsily constituted or 
'UD.derstood must prove but a standard of confusion and sterility. 
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CHAPTER XXXI. 
PRACTICAL DISCUSSIONS IN THE BRUSSELS CONGRESS OF 1892 ON THE 

ECONOMIO AND MONETARY ASPECTS OF MONO-METALLISM AND 
BI-METALLISlIt. 

I HOPE it may be permissible to so reflect upon the proceedings of Do the pro_ 

the Brussels Conference that we may discover some decided factors iIi ~~:di~:,,~: 
favor of a practicable system of International Currency should those C?nf

c1
eren

to
ce 

. . glve ue a 
proceeJings be able to give any clue to them. I am, however; humbly sat~actory 
f .. h th· d l·b ti th th ha d h d·· tl solntIOn? o opmIOn t at elr e I era ons, on e G er n, ave Istmc 1. 

added to my hopes that such a currency system, as I have been 
able to discover through the means of the present work, is- both prac-
ticable and desirable. 

M. Burnaert, Financial Minister- of Belgium, has expressed' a keen Declaration of 

truth in averring, that "the law of progress compelled ceaseless and M. Burnaert. 

" prodigious developments of international relations." I may add that 
it should supervene the tentative old-world economic doctrines and 
the teachings of their sophistried disciples. " The horizon of humanity/' 
as very sagaciously put by M. Burnae_rt, "widens; nations learn every 
" day to know each other and deal with each other more intimately, and 
"tile world itself scarcely suffices for our activity. Numerous interna-
.. tional agreements have been negotiated and settled, always for promot-
.. ing the common interests of the civilised world 
" Why should there not be a universal agreement for money P" • • • The efficiency 

• of the Latin 
"In reality," said M. Burnaert, "gold constItutes the only standard, Union can no. 

K prices are regulated by gold, and transactions with foreign countries ~~:r~~be i!: 
"are settled in gold. The Latin Union, however, has rendered un- pregnabie. 

"doubted services. To it we owe the rare steadiness of exchange, and 
" ita disappea~nce would lead to a much-to-be-dreaded disturbance." 

It may be laid down as a sound co~mercial law that the value of 
every commodity, including all precious things, may well be ulti
mately measured hy gold unless gold disappears from coin circulation 
altogether; its value even then is likely to be referred to in the absence
of duly substituted standard, in assaying. the value of other com
modities. 

"The rare steadiness of exchange" is not due to the understanding "The rare 

f th L . U· . I d '. steaiiness of o e atin mon, but to the fact of an over-va ue tampermg with exchange"not 

Ii modicum of silver and to' the general universality of one metal, ~:r"nes~- ;:t. 
x 
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gold, within a restricted area. This rare steadiness of exchange is now 
bringing on widespread poverty, because both gold and silver require 
to be known in unadulterated values ; and while but a thousandth 

tice of a bi
metallic the
ory. but to the 
fraud ulent 
gold value 
imposed on a part of the gold needed is in actual circulation, the silver in circulation 
small fraction 
of the cur- is probably not one five-thousandth part of the circulation wanted. 
~~~er~di \~ Both of course are hypothetical figures, but these figures are supported 
of gold coin- by modern circumstances, 
age all wi thin 
a restricted There are two parties of opposite views as regards the existing 
and localised 
area. quantity of silver. The one thinks it is much more than the quantity 
A rtough

f 
etsthi- required by the world; whereas the other believes that the quantity is 

ma e 0 e 
~xistingsilver just sufficient for its wants, If we took the principal gold-using 
In the world tr' th'l .. h b hI I 'J d as viewed in coun les, e Sl ver eXIstmg t ere may e roug y al own as 
relation to the below:
so-called sur. 
plus. Countries forming the Latin Union. ...(Crowns) 4,000,000,000 

Germany ... ( Francs) 450,000,000 
Austria-Hungary ... ...( " ) 200,000,000 
United States ... ( " ) 2,500,000,000 

The President admitted that this nominal silver coinage of gold 
countries is all in active use ·in the shape of both coins and notes. At 
this rate if we took the most rough figure for the quantity of silver 
employed by Europe and America, it cannot at any rate be less than 
of a value amounting to 1,400 crores of rupees. Taking another 
hypothetical figure for the silver circulated in the rest of the world, 
it stands to reason that the total value of silver used in currency by 
the whole world cannot at least be of less value than 5,000 crores 

. of rupees. 
The danger. With this figure before us, however roughly calculated, I cannot 
ous economic 
cant that silo understand how any authority can lay down that a surplus produc-
;dr ~~Pia~~~; tion of silver, of the value of about five crores, is such an extra produc
qua.ntittiieds tion that it cannot but depreciate the existing silver enormously. 
thanlt can n . 
consumption That the value of silver must thus be lowered is as true as it is a fact 
for, the fact th t ht to" 't t'6 t' all rti being that the a oug InSplre emmen gr!l. 1 en 10n among pa es 
worldhha~lnot concerned in the monetary prosperity of the world. It is a dangerous enoug Sl ver 
for its wants. fiction to suppose that there is actually a pound more of silver 

produced than is needed. If every gold conntry met the legitimate 
demands on its metallic quantitative currency, and if every silver 
country were permitted to ha'Ve some portion or its increased want of 
currency satisfied, the present circulation would have to be quadrupled 
several times before it could be said that something like a normal 
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ciron1ation was obtained throughout the world. 1 therefore fully 
agree with M. Bumaert, that "though the problem is an arduous 
one "-1 hope to have made it a simple one by means of the 
thorough elucidation attempted in these pages-" we, nevertheless, 
" may approach its examination without being deterred by the pros
"pect of finding masses of unemployed silver, under the weight of 
c, which the market won1d speedily be crushed." 

Senator M. Montefione Levy-the honor of whose birthplace may be Declarationof 

claimed by India, as the able London correspondent of the" Bombay ~~:t~~o~:~ 
Gazette" enables me to say-who was elected a President for all subse- Levy. 

quent meetings, reminded the delegates, that "their programme was 
" very much the same as of the Conference of 1881," as "the task of that 
"meeting was to submit for the acceptation of Government a plan 
"and a system for the establishment, by an international convention, 
" of the use of gold and silver as bi-metallic money. T<Hlay their 
"programme was pretty much the same; only it was more precise, 
" and the time was more ripe for an understandiI)g." The task can The first fatal 

only be made more precise if the term" bi-metalIism " were dropped ~:"':~~ei! 
,. for ever, and an unrestricted coinage of both metals on the basis of Conference, 

their respective intrinsic values were adopted. He stated that the 
Conference was due to the initiation of the United States" to endeavour 
"to create a more general employment of silver, and so do away with 
" the inconvenience from which all civilised nations suffered, and he 
"had no doubt that they would try to do this without selfishness, 
"in new of the superior interests the solution won1d have for the 
"world at large." • • • "One of the greatest inconveniences of Jtisnotinsta

" th t tate f th k t," h 'd" 'ts t· tab'l'ty" bility, but im-e pr~n S 0 e mar e e sal, was 1 grea ms 1 1 potency,of the 

-I shonld state its great impotencv, in that it could not hold one-tenth !"'"'tkhet which 
- 18 e cau~ 

of the qnantity of currency which it sorely needs. The impotency of of the worl~'8 

k ' h L1._·· bil' " present dis. a mar et IS muc worse LWln Its " msta Ity. tress. 

Senator Alison, of America, declared that it was the depreciation Declarationof 

of silver for the last 20 years that has caused national hardships to all, ::.ator All. 

and that the Congress had assembled at the instance of America, which 
was "singularly unanimous with reference to establishing some fixity ~ th!t;;~f 
" of value between gold and silver, and the full use of silver as a coin .. 6

1 
x ,i ~ Y of 

vaue' m the 
"metal upon a ratio to gl)ld to be fixed by an agreemen. between element of the 
" th t rcial' f h ld hi h ld e v er-ehifting e grea 'comme nations 0 t e wor , w c WOII very and ever-pro-

"greatly promote the prosperity of all ('lasses of people. He ~:a~th~ i n ~ . 
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"admitted, however, that the government of the United States, 
" while frankly disclosing its own views as to the proper remedy 
"to be applied, did not wish to impose any conditions tlfat would 
"embarrass any Government that might be willing to confer 
I' upon the most advantageous relation of silver to the coinage 
" of the world." It is not in the interests even of America to fix the 
gold value of silver; and so far the worthy Senator shared in the 
traditional but false prejudice against that metal. The very essence 
of the American resolution must be strongly demurred to, since a 
" fixed parity bet~een gold and silver and the continued use of both 
" as coined money of full-debt paying power was considered as pro
" ductive of important benefits to the world." I have already fully 
demonstrated that such a measure would be premature, of a nugatory 
character, involving as great an aggravation in the troubles of the 
world's currency as experienced already,-that aggravation being 
indefinitely intensified by the hollow exchange theory and the patch
work value principles sought to be put into operation. 

To expect that" the benefits mentioned can be accomplished by re
" moving the legal restrictions which now exist on the coinage of silver 
"into full legal tender money and restoring the parity of value 
" between the metals which existed prior to 1873 at such a ratio as may 
" be decided upon by this Conference," is to expect that the success and 
facileness of currency that could not be kept up with a smaller quantity 
of silver and for a smaller area of the world, before 1873, could be 
attempted with a larger quantity of silver for a larger area of the 
world, while the disparity of values between the two metals is a daily 
growing quantity. 

Virtual ad. Mr. Rothschild ~howed the impossibility of largely deviating from 
M~~ion Roth~~ the gold standard, because "in reality such a thing as a double 
child that" standard, except in a very modified form, does not exist even in 
aIter the 
failure of" those countries who profess to pay in either of the two metals, that 
bi.metall ism "is the world in general transacts its business on a "'old basis ." of 
eventhe re.' " "" 
stricted use of course no sane man would admit that, while the' value of silver was 
bi-metallism.. • • 
has been a artificially raIsed to howsoever slIght a degree by the countl'les of 
failure since U . d' th B I C fi h h B k f it is only the nIOn·, as propose In e russe s on erence, t at t e an' 0 

b
Pur,e h.ghOI~ England ........ which holds about 35 crore8 worth of gold' off and on-

aSlS W Ie 18 

acceptable to would he subject to payments in gold while it would have to take up 
the world- '. il B' th I th . and that basis an overwhelmIng amount ofs ver. ut restore bometa s to elr 
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intrinsic basis, and you will find that it did not matter whether it was 
gold or silver that you sold or purchased. The very least variations 
in metallic valul's help on their movement; and there is no reason to 
think thd interchangeableness between the two coins, when their nor
mal values are generally attained in all countries, would inflict hard
ship on any country that another would be freed of. 

, Any unusual demand on particular coins will always be creative of a 
proportionate premium, be it gold or silver-no matter what difference 
existed between the respective inherent values of the two metals. 
Whether it be discount or premium, its operation is sure whether silver is 
over-valued, under-valued, or intrinsically valued in relation with gold. 
I agree with Mr. Rothschild that gold alone might be preferred in the 
final adjustment of international balance, whether it is a large debt or 
a remittance that is to be effected, but that becomes" the only and the 
" chosen medium" under the condition of bi-metallism in one form or 
other which that veteran financier advocates. 

is always fluc
tuating. 

Fixity of ex
change rates 
impossible 
while values 
of the pre
cious metals, 
as far as they 
may exist in 
either cur· 
rency, inevit
ably depend 
on . demand 
and supply. 

Remove the fraud proposed to be played on gold, and that Disability of 

• t I ill fi d th' '1 gold as well precIous me a w . n as easy a currency as e currency 1D SI ver as silver is 

when based on its intrinsic value as much as gold. Not to let silver coins ~~~di~ ~~ 
command their own intrinsic value, whether that metal is produced in on the p real 

II 1 . . h'l h"k" . values of both. sma er or arger quantities, w I e somet mg h e mtnnslC value is What forms a 

allowed to gold coins, whether that metal is largely produced or other- ~~~~~s~!:: 
wise, is an anomaly entirely inconsistent with the practical instincts of nomics 1 

commercial morality and a statesmanlike grasp of the business affairs 
of the world. Do not ipoil the real value of either gold or silver 
coins beyond what geographical and manufacturing difficulties 
would warrant. Individual instincts, in matters of wealth-elements, 
are too keen and precise, and would not admit of any arbitrary 
handling under the mask of any law, or tyrannies or whims of any 
commercial sect or partizanship. And that forms a sound basis for 
practical economics. 

In spite of the modifications, which my representations have 
effected in the views held in In.fia and England, the grasp of the 
quantitative principle in currency, which I have worked out, is yet 
too reluctantly and remotely acknowledged. Sir 'Rivers 'Wilson, 
.. on behalf of Great Britain, was ready to' accept the American' 
"programme so far as it declared the desirability of increasing the' 
.. use of silver' as currency,"-the representatives of' several' other 

How they 
come close to 
the quantita
ti ve pr inciple 
expounded in 
this work but 
to get off • 
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powers declining' to commit themselves to a vote in favor of even 
this proposition. .And Sir Rivers was personally, however, in favour 
of bi-metallism.' Mr. Rothschild thought that he could extinguish 
this quantitative principle by describing his diffioulties, as would 
no doubt be shared by many, as below :-

For lome oause or other, we, that is to say, our firm, have on several 
occasions been obliged to send :£1,000,000 sterling in sovereigns or in bar 
gold abroad, which :£1,000,000, when packed up, amounts to a weight of 
about 10 tons. Even, if desirable, would it be feasible and praotical, sup
posing a ratio of 20 to 1 were established, to send 200 tons of metal at one 
and the same time? It seems to me that the operation would be impossible, 
and the sender would, therefore, naturally eleot-or rather be oompelled-to 
send gold, even if it had to be bought at a premium. 

It would all depend on whether there is gold or silver to be had 
in the market. If the quantitative principle could be held imprac
ticable, it would be just as reasonable to get rid of silver altogether. 
Commercial men ought, ahove all, to be practical. When the 
whole world requires a much larger volume of currency, it must 
be unavoidably sought in silver, gold being notoriously found in
adequate. The world has, ,continuously employed increasing 
quailtit.ies of metallic wealth, and it will go on absorbing morE.' 
and more quantities of it. A more absurd objection than. the 
one just cited could not be urged as a plea against the free use of 
a precious metal. The world, from the beginning up to the present 
period, has been producing com'!1odities perpetually increasing in 
weight, and the process of multiplication will remain constant, 
the means of transmission being multiplied and quickened pro 
rata. If gold is bought in preference to silver even at a pre
mium-because it 'would be much easier to carry the former-there , 
is no reason why there should not be an abundance of silver coins 
when gold cannot \>e had in abundanM, and why increased ship
ments at an increased cost for iransmitting silver would not come 
into existence. There would be as much of banking expedients to 
save constant transmissions of bulk in the case of silver as· in that 
'of gold. ~f conveyance of weight be any insuperable objection. 
it would be worth while stopping all productions. If such an objec
tion could be legitimate. there should be scaroely a single silver-using 
country which has entirely depended on its wealth for its free recep
tion every year of increasing quantities of silver. What should have 
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been the condition of poor India but for the position it has always 

, . commanded to receive silver bullion in increasing quantities almost 
every year since times immemorial. The Conference was the last 
place where an objection so flimsy should have been brought forward 
to render its proceedings futile and comical. We ought to deal with 
such fallacies with severity, for sophistries only seek to pervert sound 
doctrines in every branch of human affairs, and have ruined individuals 
as well as kingdoms. Mr. Rothschild may be given every credit 

for his desire to be decent and aristocratio in a classical-like manage
ment of commercial transactions, though he has hopelessly placed 
himself out of touch with the world's progress. 

Another sophistical notion of lIr. Rothschild consists in his belief Another so

that the single gold standard is full of merit and advantage, for the f!:i:l ~~: 
great powers demonetised silver since 1873, and so have greatly ::!~S~~~~te~ 
depreciated it. The increasing appreciation of the former is adduced !n the etr}k-

• log descflp-
as a strong reason why It should be followed and upheld. The idea is tioo giveo by 
good for gold-holders on a very narrow basis indeed. A contracting ~~~h.Moules-

. quantity of metal which depreciates every vital human element (save 

itseli), whether represented by labor, land, fixed incomes, all contracts 

of mortgage or other forms of indebtedness, cannot but prov6-ils it has 
110 widely proved and will still fatther prove if so archaic a mono
metallism is persisted in-disastrous to more than a major portion of 

mankind, as now admitted by several authorities, one of whom is a 

large landlord of Ireland.· 

• Since the author BOught to promulgate the idea that 'gold-congested' 
conntries were bringing min upon themselves Bynchronously with decreasing 
volume of currency, several authorities like Sir G. Moulesworth, one of the 
British Delegates at the Bruaaels Congress, has Bupported this view with Bome 
preciaion, though he has not been able to diacem yet, that the additional 
volume of currency needed cannot be secured by imposing fraudulent values 
on gold and silver, which must dire~tly forbid all the best accesBions to and 
exohange in any currency. It gives me, however, great pleasure in folly 
quoting below Sir Moulesworth's vivid picture of the widespread ruin that 
is being oaused by an inordinate love of gold standard and the crippled silver 
standard baaed OD frauduleut value, which has proved worse than uselesB, as a 
living illuBtiation of the pernicious old-world theory of bi-metallism :-

.. I have myself held for many years that the Iriab difllculty iB doe in a very great 
measure to the appreciation of gold. In my own case I have Buffered far more frOID 
this CAlUIe than from agitation or disaffection among the tenantrY. Let me explain ill 
a few words how the monetary question, w hieb tbia Conferenoe iB now disco88ing, 
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Mr. Rothschild has honestly avowed-as againsHhe bi-metallists as 
he says-that'; though prices of commodities have fallen with the fall in 
the value of silver, which i$ only a m!1Sked way of describing the 
important truth that increased production of commodities cannot but 
be concurrent with increasing accumulations of silver, in 8. large 
measure, and of gold, in a smaller measure,-he would consider that 
circumstance a blessing for the British f~rmers and not a curse. If the 
poor British laborers are deprived of cheap productions in their own 
country, let other countries perform that function; and these other 
countries are mostly silver-using countries. 

affects the Irish farmers, together with the agricultural popnlation of every country. 
During the last twenty years the population of the world demanding gold for 
monetary purposes has qnadmpled, while international trade demanding gold has 
trebled. The appreciation of gold and a corresponding fall of prices were necessary 
consequences of this increased demand for the precious metal, the value of which 
since 1871 has gone up nearly 60 per cent. Now, look what this means for a country 
like Ireland, which is essentially agricultural. A farmer has contracted to pay a 
certain rent-that is, so many sovereigns-per annnm; but the purchasing power of 
BOvereigns has enormously increased, consequently he has to produce so much more 
stock, grain, or potatoes to earn his rent. The landlord BUffers also, since mortgage 
and all other contracts have similarly to be satis6ed in an appreciated standard. The 
expenditure upon the land has been reduCed all round. Neither the l&ndlord nor the 
tenant can afford the cost of substantial improvements. The land, therefore, goes 

back in cnltivation, becomes foul and poor, while poor land goes out of cultivation 
altogether. Labourers thrown out of employment have nothing but emigration to 
fall back upon, and this is a great source of discontent." 

.. Then you hold, Sir Guilfor<!," I observed, .. that the substantial reduction in rents 
made daring the past ten years is inadequate I" 

.. Just so ; because these reductions, though involving enormous sacri6ces on the 
part of landlords in many instances, have not kept pace with the appreciation of 
gold." 

" Can you explain in a popular manner how bi-metallism would remedy this state 
of things I" 

.. Well, the first and most important result of the re-establishment of bi-metallism 
would be a large expansion in thevoltime of the currency,and the whole world's silver 

would be available to assist gold in performing the dnties which the latter now has to 
perform si»gle-handed in Furope. History and reason alike prove the hene6cial 
results which must inevitably follow an expansion in the volume of the metallic 
currency. The 6rst result would be a severe fall of interest and a slight rise in prices. 
These two events, equally favourable to commerce and industry, would excite all over 
the world an increase in commercial activity. Discontent would vanish, strikes and 
Nihilistic agitations would cease, crime and pauperism wonld diminish, wages would 
rise, agriculture would recover, and its recovery would re-act favourably on other 
industries.o

, 
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I should think that the Brussels Congress was the best place where To' powerful upholders of 
the startling demoralisation brought about by gold-holders should have gold is due 

b · Th ti d f" tt' the distress in een merCIlessly expressed. eyare never re 0 ge mg more currency and 

and more profits from gold investments, under the rank pretence 'of the poveurtl1 of , manym Ions 
appreciation. And here is one of the greatest of them who dreads of India and 

, . ' other coun-
bulk, and by show of a most incapable measure seeks sttll further to tries. 

solidify gold monopoly. Nothing would be more relieving and more 
charitable than dethroning the Gold-Gods to the extent desirable by 
placing silver value on a par with gold and demonetising the latter 'in 
a certain measure to enable a free-moving silver currency to come into 
existence, the demonetisation of gold being brought about by the 
operation of no artificial, but a perfectly natural, measure, which the 
restoration of natural values to the preoious metals must automatically 
bring about. Mr. Rothschild successfully combated the effeminate 
theory of so many Economists and Financiers of Europe, that because 
the increasing Mcessities of the world have brought increased com-
modities into existence, and because the same law of nature has 
simultaneously given effect to increa.~ing cheapness in the price of 
commodities, that therefore silver should remain, demonetised, 01' at 
best fixed in value in' relation to gold ; only the absurdity of that 
theory was masked under the doctrines of the mystic economics which 
have defied a practical solution of the currency difficulties for ages. 

Mr. Rothschild's preamble to his proposal is here worth quoting 
with a view to show <the general confusion now,prevailing as to what 
solution would be both practicable and desirable in setting cW'rency 
matters at rest. In introducing his proposal he said :,-

.. Apart from other considerations, it seems to me impossible to come to a 
universal arrangement in respect to' a general currency question, as no two 
countries are alike as regards their individual wealth. resources, and ex
penditure. We have large payments to make ourselves, and large payments 
to receive from others. We must be perfectly satisfied in our own minds 
that obligations to us will be equally faithfully fulfilled, and to admit the 
principle of a theory which would i:a~ any doubt on the subject, since it 
would leave the debtor, the option of paying in whichever ourrency suited 
him best, would, in my opinion, render it impossible for the trade of the 
world to be carried on on a sound ~nd stable basis. But although I venture 
to hope I have conclusivel,. shown that bi-metallism for England is an 
absolute impossibility, still the qllestion arises whether it is not possible to 
extend the use of silver generally, and thereby stop a fllrther fall, the 
di8astrous consequences of which no one can foresee. I, therefore, take the 
liberty <'f. respectfully submitting IL proposal for your kind consideration." 

r 
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How gold" . The proposer here' unsuccessfully tries to grope through the dark
:~~~!B ar: ness which the deficient teachings of the day have created. He sets 
their?wn,net: his face resolutely against bi-metallism and, singularly enough, considers 
admISSIon , 
that leaving at the same tune the desirahleness of extending the use of silver 
option to deb- II" h b f h f: II h d' tors to pay in genera y, t ere y to stop a urt er a , t e Isastrous consequences 
OYler-va I u eldd "of which no one could foresee." After admitting this much, he is 
81 ver wou 
ruin the trade strenuously against leaving" the debtor the option of paying in which-
of the world, , • 
neither limit- "ever currency SUIted hIm best, for that would, in my opinion, render 
~t:~r bi~;:;!: "impossible for the trade of the world to be C3nied on on a sound and 
tallism being "stable ba&is." Here we get an admission from one of the most 

.therefor e 
Buitable, practical, and perhaps the most illustrious of all, money-lenders, that 

the trade of the world would collapse if ever its Governments com
pelled gold to be exchanged for a fictitious value in silver, whether 
in the form ·of that metal or over-valued silver-representing com
modity. It is but gold interest which prevents him from making a 
straighiforwardstatement of this character, though the interpretation 
that I have put on it is little less than transparent. It is the same 
interest which has influenced him to propose 11 restricted use of silver 
for a restricted price and a restricted period. 

Exposure of It is the same interest which makes him and so many of the con-

bthl~ d d color
f
- troversialists who are either economists or business men (whom I may 

In e nesso . 
p rae tic a 1 now term) color-blind in respect of the currency metals. It is all 
monetary , 
controversial- yellow that they want I 'and there seems to eXIst a most unreasonable 
ists, prejudice against the white :metall They would rather wish the silver 

mines closed, or at least their output considerably reduced, and. thus 
send up the price ofthat metal. Neither would Mr. Rothschild tolerate 
its price running up-~-,for more of silver would then be produced-nor 
would he see its price running down, for, even in this case, it cannot but 
be largely produce4; both probabilities, however, would prove a blessing 
to the world under my plan of currency reforms as based on a recogni
tion of values, true and genuine. If sending up the value of silver 
were an advantage ·on the side of gold, it is surely essential that its 
production should be encouraged to the utmost by calling upon every 
nation to have it and to circulate it for its natural value, the same 
procedure being observed in respect of gold, since the dearth in 
currency quantities becomes every year more and more alarming. 
Permit the freest use of silver; do not touch in the slightest degree 
the market values of the two metals; and you will, while adding 
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most beneficially to the volume of your currency, place both gold and 
silver on equal basis of valuation, making allowance for all local 
differences. You will only virtually add so much more-in fact, as 
much as the whole quantity of the silver admitted in the currency 
.. olume of the world-to the existing quantity of gold in currency 
~irculation. Let me repeat that you will actually add to the quantity 
of gold in circulation, when based on its real value, by adding to it any 
t}uantity of silver also on the basis of its genuine valne. All your 
debased silver, under the scheme here explained, is- at once raised to 
the position of gold; and the color-blindedness of thl;l world in respect 
fi)f gold as against silver must vanish. Since the radical error of 
restraining the movement of currency would be thus remedied, the 
unsound theory of Mi. Rothschild that the option of cred.itors and 
debtors should be bound down by antiquated usages as worse as any 
inexorable law literally crushing down the weaIth-standard, cannot 
but appear in its true light. 

It would of course be cruel for Mr. Rothschild to be paid in OhIigationsof 

silver when he has himself lent in gold. It would be much more !::tp::se~~ 
unjust if the silver offered him were of a depreciated value. He under the au-

, , kl 'f h ,.thor's scheme, 
would feellt even more qulC y than 1 e were pald In a bundle of in that the 

bank-notes, or in other credit forms equal in valuete his gold. But =::.~:ofb:~ 
the moment both the precious metals are, left free to attain their own p,lahcted on da 

. rIg eous an 
natural values, which would then fluctuate in a truly automatic manner, nodishonour-
. 'h d d 1 th able basis. It cannot matter In w at stan ar -meta one country pays ano er, ' 
for the naturally allied circulation of the two metals must obliterate 
all inequalities of value in currency metals which now exist as a grave 
disability in the world's currency. 

It is not true, as Mr. Rothschild urges, that England will have To assume 

to give up all her gold and take in nothing' but silver, for when !a: f~ tt::: 
both metals circulate,' under equal conditions, gold will come in as supply the 

" ' deficiency of 
well as silver In each and all countries; and yet the competency of any gold while 

country to retain any of the two metals will not be interfered with by ::talco::~~: 
any faulty or partial human action as long as a country is able natu- at nd t h l~ n . 

o monopo lse 
rally to gain in competition with other countries by sheer force of its gold and neg-

, 't d d' d I th' titi bl lect sUver is own superIOr capaC! y an pro uctlOn, an as ong as e JUs a e a disastrouY 

economic facilities are not iniquitously withheld from any country ~.~':!~tio~~l 
which is then sure to have sUfficient quantities of either the one or moral Intel· 

the other precious metal or both i~ equalised value. The great advan- lect, 
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tage of an equable distribution of gold and silver throughout nary 
part of the glvbe will ha\"e been consummated by the free and equal 
circulation accorded to them by all nations alike. 

Mr. Rona- Mr. Rothschild's proposals to the Brussels Congress seek more to 
:~~~ re~W stereotype the enormous void now felt in the world's currency thllD. to 
to the lIwid's grant it any relief worth noting. Though the American Govern
curreucy. ment now singly purchases 54,000,000 ozs. yearly, he would only hue 

all Europe to make an annual purchase worth much less. viz., I) crores. 
He would stop the purchase when the price went over 43d. per oz. 
But if gold is worth having despite any appreciation or 1luctuation, if it 
is to be accessiblo to any and all nations for currency purposes, and if nl) 
period for its purchase has been ever defined, what is the idiosyncrasy 
which must refuse the same condition or latitude to silver? A more 
miserable concession to interests in silver cannot possibly be conceived, 
partioularly when we remember that the full legal tender pro
posed for silver is an enhancement from £2 to £5 only. 

Mr. Roths- It is still supposed in Europe, as the proposer asill'rts, that II the 
child bkes up "principal factor in the complaints from India is the instability such of the 
false c r i ~8 "in the uchange rather than the dt>preciation in the clue of the 
!sroBu:/.,~~hi: "rupee itself." And he therefore eamt'Stly beliews that by the 
::~ 0 r It adoption of his propo...«al, "the nlerehants and hankers would 

"know that the exchanges hnd been given a stubility ,,-hich could 
" not be disturbed for a period of five years." The whole scheme is 
running after a mare's nest. .AJJ.y 1luctuating exchange is no disease 
whatever in the currency_ Whether it be a disease or not-I fully 
believe it to be no disease, but a mere indispensable and healthy 
condition of purchasable, vendable, and exchangeable wealth-it ,,-ill 
dt>eidedly remain with any reform effected in the currency. There is 
no tangible complaint from India that the 1luchmtions in exchan~ is 
a preventible eTil, and that unwisely it has not been preYeuteJ. 
The Government difficulty is simply and emphatically due to their 
failure in rendering the revenues more progressive aDli elastic, and 
providing an essential increase in the wages of their ser\lwts by 
constitutional means. True, that some dismay in their ranks has set 
in, but it would be worse than n:;ele:>s for them to alter the 
currency laws with a view to make up their efficiency that may be 
needed in a different province. 

}[r. Roths- That Mr. Rothschild has no clear idea of any s1:\b1e or eflident 
child contra- reform whieh the world's curren('y nt>ed"" is clear from his own 
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action, in that while, on the one hand, he seeks to create a. mono
poly in silver, he acknowledges, on the other, that India. cannot 
limit the use of silver by any legislative action. Here are his own 

diets himself 
in advocating 
the present 
free silver 
currency for 

words: India, ~hile 
. he subIUlts a 

If I have alluded to India, it is because it is that country which, from its plan for a 
enormous size and population, is able yearly to find use for a very large contin~ous 
amount of silver, not only for oorrency, but likewise for ornamental and other ~i~~on::Utt; 
purposes; and if, suddenly, from some cause or other, a demand from that metal in Eu
quarter should cease, or through some specific legislation the actual value of rope. under a 
the silver rupee should materially decline, I have no hesitation in saying that 8~ecious lD:ask 
I for one should very much indeed regret such an issue, which would not only 0 concession, 
affect the value of the savings of hundreds of millions in India, but which 
wonld also materially affect the value of a commodity' which, although it has 
at the present moment materially depreciated, still.represents a gigantic Bum. 

It would be a folly of the highest description, creative of a general 
starvation and revolt, if· any measure were imposed to cut down the 
ever-increasing silver currency and give effect to futile and ridi
culous alternative of bringing down gold to India as in a barter with 
falsified silver coins,-an absurd and impracticable expedient to which 
Mr. :Mackay adheres even after his fruitless visit to England. Mr. 
Rothschild fears great injury to India consequent upon a reduction 
in its currency. How can he, however,. reconcile his silver monopoly 
theory with his repugnance to any measure which would interfere 
with the regular flow of silver into India ? 

Knowing that" the stock of silver in the world is estimated at Mr. Rothg.. 

" some thousands (jf millions," how would he prevent .. a. depreciation ~f:!!f~eJ':~ 
" in the value of that commodity which it would be frightful to tisation of sil-

, ver through-
.. contemplate, and out of 'Which a monetary panic would ensue, the out the world. 
"far-spreading effects of which it would be impossible to foretell." 
And to stave off so great a calamity Mr. Rothschild proposes a 
very limited use of silver under certain conditions, and str~ngly 
resents any curtailment in the silver supplies to India. A very 
partial employment of silver cannot bring about that enormous depre~ 
ciation which he fears; and that such depreciation as he fears 
would issue from 'the failure of the Conference' is more apocryphal 
than reaL Any slight purchase of .silver would have llUt little 
effect on the market, considering .its capacity to continuously produce 
silver. And he has nowhere said what would be the coursefo!.' 
Europe to follow if silver continueJ to depreciate-as it "Would m 
spite of the partial purchase.. The. fact that he has left this riddle 



Mr. Roths. 
child is put 
forward by 
gold • holders 
to play the 
pantomi m e 
and end the 
drama. 
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deliberately unsolved at once points out the obstinacy of the gold
holders' position, besides their inability to solve the problem in a 
manner that must be acceptable to all interests. Mr. Rothschild's 
object is to leave all evils practically untouched. 

Mr. Rothschild's speech and proposal make it clearer ihan ever that 
every honest attempt to reform the world's currency is yet heavily dis
counted. The fact is that the present European endeavour is merely a 
disguised contest of gold-holders against the attempts of nature to arrest 
the course of gold ~ppreciation, the strongest desire of the gold-holders 
being to profit by this increasing appreciation, and to resist every 
attempt t{) st{)P that appreciation. It may be that they would natu
rally oppose all half-ignorant efforts to get their gold of intrinsic value 
exchanged for silver of fictitious value. This is a position which 
cannot fairly be objected to until the monetary world comes to believe 
in the legitimate value of gold coins as being a fair bargain for silver. 
coins of an equally true value. Never was a more miserable com
promise offered than the one by Mr. Rothschild. The result must be 
that his proposal will very likely be discredited by every party, save the 
gold-holders, who have only put him forward. as a pantomime enveloped 
in so many semi-mystic phrases; with a view to render all earnest action 
nugatory. We must therefore await with great interest to find 
whether the reins of deliberations are handled with real and fearless 
energy by those who are now called upon to tear the present disgrace
ful veil of hypocrisy, and courageously point out the only course left by 
which to attain the best possible end which I have here placed before 
the public as already timely sub!Jlitted to the authorities concerned. 

Mr. Roths. The gold. holders of Europe could not have found an abler temporiser 
~~V:g ne::~ than Mr. Rothschild. But his tactics cannot long remain concealed. 
bi.mde~at~li8tml He does not side with the bi-metallists because gold will be depra
nor IS IOC Y 
dec la r in g ciated. He throws a thin veil over gold mono-metallism by contriving 
him Bel f .L' I' I . ul' f il d d . f il d d agaiustmono. lor some ltt e Clrc ation 0 s ver an a vocatmg a ree s' ver stan ar 
:~~~ll t:t!:~ for India, so that America may be kept in good humour with Europe; 
b~\~of::~d: and by keeping up its silver purchases satisfy the greed of Europe for 
~ protect .by more gold. There are no more short-sighted people than those who 
fiimsy tactics. d f f . follow the stable en s (\ a narrow era t. 

It is time, however, that Ameri{!a taught a lesson in monetary science 
to Europe, which may render her name a household word both in '\Vest 
and East. If Europe, or that part of it which strives to raise the value 
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of gold continuously and refuses to give silver its due position, still 
persists in the rotten theories of mono-metalIism and bi-metallism, 
America would be right in encouraging the production of silver to the 
utmost of her ability, and adopt every measure to extend the use of 
gold in her own Empire. 

It is my humble opinion that the more silver that America The para~ 

accumulates, the better for herself and the world. It would he quite ~~~~!uty i~ 
worth while her adopting, singly, the plan of restoring to the coins of the presen' 

bh lath "t" 1 d ted' il monetaq ot meta elr In rlUSlC va ue, an ex n lUg s ver currency epoch, 

on the same basis to the utmost possible limits. She has never lacked 
original genius and energy; and the present exigency of the world is 
such that her bold initiation is sure to establish for her a great monu-
ment of enterprise and philanthropy. As soon as she largely adds to 
her silver ourrency, she will find her trade increasing to the utmost, 
which will be doing an imperishable service to the poorer oountries. 
I would assure American statesmen that India and other Eastern 
oountr:es stand in the greatest need of more silver; and no country 
can amass it more effectually than America herself. ~t is an old 
woman's cry that as silver continues to depreciate, that it is therefore 
an fu...··,.metal for currency, which should therefore be disused. I 
maintain, on the contrary, that silver will be our future solution; 
that the quantity put out of the mines cannot be too sufficient; that 
the more it is obtained and put in use the less will it depreciate,
indeed in the end it must appreciate as well. as gold. America must, 

. therefore, 'Occupy a position to prove herself-as she is worthy to be
the currency saviour of the world. No accumulations in her silver 
vaults will ever be in vain; for I may safely predict that the eyes of 
every country must, in coming years, turn towards America for the 
much needed currency wealth, while the more silver that she collects 
the greater will be her ability to increase her stock of gold. I ('.annot 
understand how more of gold can be produced without an almost 
unlimited quantity of silver, while the more gold is obtained the 
greater will be the yield in silver; and the more silver there is in 
the world, the large~ will be the use of credit tokens which are the 
marked feature of the modern world. The idiotic craze that is 
marked against a free use of silver-not with the mischievous 
and ruinous shackles of bi-metallism, but as expressly influenced 
by the passport which the true values of the metals themselves 
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must almys supply-directly works against the growth of the solid 
wealth of the world, so much so that the narrow interests of gold
holders even prevent them from remedying most calamitous crises 
which now and then occur in every country, the main reason of which 
is that mouey coffers of Banks and Firms are soon exhausted; 
whereas had they contained their full quota of silver, public credit 
would not have shattered in less time than they had time to breathe. 
The silver capitalists of America could therefore do wondel'S in India i 
and it would be my duty to heartily support them i1l their efforts to 
open trade and publio works in this country. They can bring cheap 
capital to this country, which we all know is sorely needed. 

I am sure the greatest use awaits silver in future. America and 
other countries should never be tired in hoarding it and adding it 
to their currency, or even idly putting it by. To make it steady 
in value, and even to seek its appreciation, the best course is 
to extend its employment to the utmost. A time must come when 
the utmost supply will fail to meet a demand on it that must ahmys 
increasingly arise in every quarter of the globe. That would be the 
only steadiness in exchange fluctuations which it would be desirable 
to encourage and practicable to enforce. No period of currency 
progress can be so very fatal than the present one to regulate the 
exchange factor of the two metals. Unless these are fully put into use 
-and put into use without that barbo'lrous and destructive superstition 
the figure head of bi-metallism, but by letting the values of both to 
assert themselves in the way they would. abolishing those destructive 
legal and fiscal theories which' have hitherto rendered the world's 
currency scandalous and effeminate-we are not even in a position to 
declare that ,the present exchange fluctuations are abnormal, and, as 
suoh, fit to be extinguished. 
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CHAPTER XXXII. 
llB. LESLIK C. PBOBYN All']) PROFESSOR FOXWELL·S REMEDIES. 

LET us go back a little into the past history of the monet:\rY systems If gold was 

of the world. In the early part of the present cenfn-, almost all the only true 
.~J currency. 

countries, excepting England, W8lJ silver monometallic, while the there was no 
meaning in all' 

latter became gold monometallic. Rightly, in the scale of natural the countries. 

prosperity, England was the first to utilise gold solely in its currency. :.!ve E!:~::: 
It there WIlS any charm in gold monometallism, save that it was handier o~oebecoming 

silver mono-· 
to use and scarcer to obtain, the other countries of Europe, instead metallic. 
of retaining silver, would have gone in for gold as England did. 

The reason that gold was scarce and too costly compelled the other Mr. Leslie C. 

European countries and the East to have the magnitude of their :I~:,b y n . s· 

Clll'rency in silver. Or else, according to the lights of those days, the· 
people might have addressed even the genii in the air to pour down 
gold to obliterate any fancied evils very much similar to the methods. 
suggested in the present times to banish silver and replace it hygold 
ingots, as Mr. Leslie C. Probyn has elaborately explained in his process 
of academic laboratory, or Mr. James Mackay has so often raised his 
magic wand to spread a belief that, as soon as Government declared 
gol.! a legal tender in India, people in London and elsewhere will abstain 
from buying the natural silver rupees in India and bring down their 
gold in our country at a continuous loss, so that they may be able to 
buy the artificial rupees I Mr. frobyn, in his plan, contemplates a 
gradual replacement of silver by gold when Germany and other coun-
tries could not attempt it in 1816, when the ratio was under 15 to 1, and. 
when the demand on gold was infinitely less than ro-day. What 
crude credulity sometimes rules the world? When Great Britain has 
the greatest distress to bear, in that ita local and foreign commodities 
have every day a lessening volume of gold circnl"tion to absorb as 
concurrent stream of life-blood, here we have a distinguisbed banking 
head trying to turn the financial world round the crude theory that gold-
holders will cousent to part with a larger amount of gold-value than they 
are accustomed to deliver, and that prosperity will await India on the 
realisation of the wild theory which would curtail the free silver currency 
and force other people's gold to India, while the cooly, the agricul-
turist, the tradesman, the Government, would all prosper. Mr. Probyn, 
in an early stage of his measure, bears oat my proposal to remoneti~ 
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Mr~ Probyn's silver to a le'gal tender of Rs.10,000-my proposal being for Rs.30,000, • 
f:7!:P~~~i: while Mr. Rothschild suggests £4 only-but all his (Mr. Probyn's) 
withd gol~ bY

l 
manipulations are thorouolThly vitiated when he proposes reducfion in 

aca emlCa 
~nktng con. gold and enhancement in silver value by forced methods that would 'not 
tr19anceBjthe k d d d h" . l' h b' base bein g wor a ay, an raws upon t e ImagmatlOn lor teo tamment 
~~e~~~i~~~~ of his gold ingots. "He has had some perception of my theory for 
e~ .gold

l 
byarfic. demonetising gold to a· certain extent, which even had to be improved 

tltlOUB Y v u· . 
e~ sC&!C8.get. upon as my scheme in Appl'ndix II shows ; but whence people will 
tlDg stiver. bring gold sovereigns to' exchange for the rupee of raised v~lue, he 

is unable to say except that he may mean that the people in the long 
run would sell their gold and all to provide themselves with rupees, the 
. natural production of which he proposes to stop. The practical un
wisdom of placing the initiative of producing gold bullion and gold 
sovereigns to' receive a discredited metal of lower value and to enforcl! 
reception of gold for every 10,000 Us. note issued, passes every com~ 
prehending power of mankind. It is useless to pursue the analysis of 
u: sCheme bordering on such dream-lands. For whimsical fineness it 
surpasses any yet examined in, these pages, though it is a ludicrous 
c~mbination of a pinch of practicalness with a bushel full of the 
comical. 

The legal' It is, however, true that ihe nations of the Latin Union once received 
:~o.~~~:~~ unlimited quantities of both metals for exchange of coins at a certain 
tive gold and ~ratio in the same period 'that England had drifted to the gold standard. 
III ver times. " , 

But the adoption of one or both metals was then perfectly easy, for 
. there existed a certain balance of movements between both, though, as 
already' explained, every unusual demand was met with a reprisal and 
a good deal of gold was easily had in past times. 

Professor: H. '. S. Foxw~ll reminds us in a recent issue of the 
Contemporary "Review, that .. silver and gold were always con

' .. verlible at or near the ratio of 15! to 1 with slight varia
"tioD'8 for two centuries." And yet he advocates a distinct tampering 
with th'e now infinitely developed values of gold and silver. If 
the ratio was possible when the balance of movements existed, 
which, in another sense, mellnt that a theoretic parity was practically 
possible while gold was not taken up by all civilised countries and 
its free use had but few difficulties,' why should not the restora
tion of intrinsic values be even more successful when that balanc~ 
lias been entirely lost? A little thoug.bt spent over the true leaf of 
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nature would at once satisfy us that ou its being turned on, we 
must surely find that"a right thing which was right under ancient 
circumstances must transform itself-as it has-to be right, ag~iD. 
when the ancient condition is no longer existant. Restore the 
intrinsic values to gain the ancient, balance and the ancient freedom of 
the monetary movements. The once tentative equivalence was even 
stimulated by the famous gold discoveries in America and, Australia. 

The general prejudice against silver was as much. due 'to the legis- The famoul 

lative vitiation to which it has been subject, as to the fact that the r::dl~sc:~ 
famous gold discoveries led European'- nations to believe that they lspreaa}d oftt!,e 

, " eg r a 10 

were exhausUess, and that therefore a running down of silver would which t h • 
• subse quen t 

prove benefic131 to every country that adopted the gold standard. The developm en t 

expectations that gold would be depre~iated have not, however, been =!~:cO:~: 
fulfilled; and having used so much silver in br.inging about .a parity n;tore emph~-

..' tlcally nulh-
of values lIetween the two metals. Franc~ led the way by inducing lied. 

several nations to accept the deuble Ie-gal tender and unify the various 
international coins. 'Meanwhile, the countries of Europe as well' as' 
the United States h:ut'absorbed by far the greatest amount of gold 
produced,-and that of the 'value of several hundreds of millions. 

Gold monometallism may now be said as existing side by side wiLh a 
decreasing volume of gold currency, whne the silver eC{uiyalents have 
-been far more reduced, in fact, short of being 1llmost abolished. 
With all the banking expedients adopted, the existing stock of gold 
does not suffice for wages, as for payment of rents and debts, or the 
realisation of even ordinary profits in a i:.l!ndred different trades or 
industries. Undoubtedly, the marvellous increase of populations is also 
accountable for the sharp distress existing in a portion ~f them. One 
dismal fact is, however, indisputable,' that metallic wealth has not 
kept pace with this increase, Of to defeat foreign competition, which 
is much cheaper, not exactly because metallic' value is, cheaper 
there, but because metallic wealth circulates there in much larger 
quantities. This would be easily ascertainable' by finding the tetal 
weight of metallic wealth in Great Britain and the total weight of the 
metallic wealth in India, China, or America. The fine thought that 
centres itself in the rising scale of gold value, if persisted in, will yet 
bring startling disasters in places so fast clung to gold. That there i~ 

so much desire for bimetallism is, in one sense, due to the fact, that 
the quantity of currency .circulation is by f.Lf much l'!ss than the J!resen* .. - ... 
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local and cummercial exigencies need. But bimetallism cannot lJe an 
adequate remedy, because in proportion thatihe quantity of tictitioullly

. valued silver increase, the legitimate value tlf gold wOl:ld be ohliterated, 
which gold-holders would certainly not allow, while those who hold 
spare silver would resent the ruising of silver value in one direction and 
its depreciation in another. The method of economy put into force 
woulJ simply be vile. The notions held, however, by,Professor Fox
well, as ably Bummarised by the Pioneer, one of the most advanced 
Indian journals of the day, i. as ~eplete with senolts Baws as tho!" of 
Mr. Balfour. While he indicates certain sound principles which 
should govern monetary life, he makes startling omissions in the 
applying of them. For inltanoe, in the passage below, he suys :-

"There i. nothing your buay man dialikel 10 much a8 to be 8qual'ely faced 
by inoonvenient facts, which compel him to reconsider a fIImiliar course of 
notion, perhapI even to grapple witb an unfamiliar idea, It baa been lome
what unfairly laid that it req~irel a lurgical operation tc. get a joke into .. 
Scotchman j bnt anyone wbo hal tried both feat. will admit that this il 
child', play compared with the effort required to get a new idea into an 
EnglliBhman. The Englishman reBiatl ideal Ii oulra,/Cl. Hence bis general 
rlisposition towardl lais8ez fair. j which, no doubt, hal it. healthy aide, but is 

. clearly out nf place in the region of currency policy, where there ia 00 possi· 
hility of elcaping the intervention of the State. AI Mr. Balfour insi.led at 
Manchester, • the whole existing currency legi81ation of the world-be it the 
currency legi81ation of mono-metallic England, 01' the currency legislation of 
bi·metallic France, or the currency legislation of America which I cannot 
qualify-anyone and uf all thelltl different.lystem. of Legislation do affect the 
demand for the precioul metals.' Whether we interfere intelligently or not, 
we cannot help interfering in 80me way. Lep! tender is a matter of statute 
law. Nor can we really maintain a monetary insularity. The 8tubility of 
pricel is 118 truly an international matter lUI the level of the ocean. English 
pricel are 118 certainly dependent on foreign currency legislation 88 the love! of 
water in the four lOal it dependent on the level ot the Atlantio. We may 
refule to have a Bhare in determining the world'. monetary policy, but we 
cannot avoid being vitally aO'ected by it." 

rrofessor Foxwell is not, however, able to assign any legitimate 
limits to .. State intervention" in matters of currency. The functions 
of State ceas!! whon it hns fixed tho units and decimnls of coins, 
their weight, fineness, mintage charges, and 10 on. When it 
attempts to fix the value of currency metal, pure and simple, 
it doos what is dangerously foolish and empirioal. Does Profes
lor Foxwell underHtand the real moaning of tho illustration 
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that he has cited of the level of the four Sea!! dependent on the 
level of the Atlantic? The illustration is correct, but he has no 
touch whatsoever with its adaptation in the present instance. The 
uniform level of prices of metallic wealth can only be secured by 
putting the whole of the metallic wealth, as produced, in perfect 
motion and by stimulating its production by every legitimate means. 
No matter what the volume of metallic currencies might be from time 
to time : only if all the available quantities are there and at or nearly 
their respective normal values as regulated by essential incidents like 
time, distance, demand, accessiuility, etc., it is enough. Pro
fessor Foxwell makes all his theories the victim of a perfect 
iIlusi~n since he must know the self-apparent fact that, if any 
power on earth were able to dabble with the quantity or quality of 
the waters of the seas, the self-adjusting level which he speaks 
of would be no more. Aud this is the condition which he so credu
lously proposes for the currency. There is a great confusion of ideas 
in Profe!'lSOr Foxwell's illustration, for, while nature does for the four 
seas and the Atlantic. the very contrary is insisted. upon for the inter
national currency. If currency and prices are severely left alone just as 
the four seas and the Atlantic, and the different powers oniy knew how 
to accept them as we take the seas as they are and do n9t attempt like 
Xerx8$ to rnie them by kingly edicts, all the right ~g which one might 
expect to accrue will certaiuly come to pass. A ~ore inapt and unfor
tunately entirely suicidal illustration for the Professor's arguments was 
never pnt before the world by an economic au~hority. According 
to Professor Foxwell there is only the devil and the deep sea:
bi-metallism and the gold standard. He asks what remedy is there 
but bimetallism, when shortly there 'will be a IICl'l\IDble for gold by 
Austria, America and India, on bimetallism being completely given 
up. or ltilver being entirely demonetised. He forgets, however, that, 
even with an extended monetisation of silver, every nation will hanker 
after gold. If he thinks, as he does, that great calamities wilt be 
obviated by a general agreement for bimetallism which might reduce 
the general demand on gold, the actual remedy of an universal dualism 
of currency, based on inherent values of the precious metals, is better 
than ilie sham remedy of Professor Foxwell, which would compel by 
law the recession of the .tIantic as the buying up of the ever-appreciat
ing gold by means of ~ilver value stereotyped I· . This would be nothing 
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but a disastrous policy of .. drift," which he condemns, for there is 
pot, a worse, drift to p~rpetuate the. presep.t ~ti~nation of the gold 
standard than tying it up with an unlimited fictitious silver value 
not in the depreciating but the appreciating line."'He says :-

" All the bi-metallists" ask ill that an honest attempt' shall be made to bring 
it about. Much, no doubt, will depend upon the choiCe of a ratio; but this is 
too techni~ a point for general discUlSion. It ill matter partly for scientific 
experts, partly for diplomatists. It is for experts to' .determine the limits 
within which any ratio could be maintained, basing tMir dej:i8iOfl on sta,tislical 
investigations curd reasonabkforecast. It is for diplomacy to choose that one 
among the possible ratios which will follow the line of least resistance indi
cated by the conJlicting interests concerned. When the English bi-metailists 
desire to discuss thie question of the ratio, they were told that the whole idea 
of fixing a ratio was absurd. Since the Gold and Silver Commission reported 
that a ratio might be fixed and maintained, it is impossible to persist in this 
objection. Public opinion has recognised that the whole authority of modem 
economic science is with the bi-metallists here, as Mr. Balfour pointed out 

. at Manl'hester." . 

. Can" statistical investigations and reasonable forecasts" dictate 
the price of any commodity in the world, mueh less of commodities 
like gold and silver, the value of which does not merely depend on 
t.hemselves, but on the demand made on them by countless factors 
relating to other commodities? The world will tolerate changes in 
sImpe and size of all legal tender coins, but will it ever accept for 
a day a cut-and-dry ratio rate-no matter if reduced from the deepest 
diplomatic or scientifio wisdom? ,T.his is how the economic craze of 
bimetallism will come to be universally scouted in a few years, or 
even in a much shorter time. Professor Foxwell is much embarra~sed in 
giving an answer to the question as to the ~tio which might be sucess
fully fixed. He would nGt have the pres~~~lmarket value of silver. 
Quite right. As he says, silver being pr~scribed, its present value 
so fur is not its legitimate value. Quite right. As he says, if the use of 
tea is prohibited, its depreciated value, say 6d. a pound, would not be the 
value to be adopted when its use would be re-instated. And then he 
reverts to the exeellence of the old ratio 151 to 1, which was little better 
than a verbal declaration possessed of no practical efficacy. He would 
probably have a ratio between the old and the present market rate for 
silver. But what genius can fix an unerring ratio for any time to 
come, when once silver is let loose on the world and economic revolu
tions of all sorts have been effected? As long as measures ~f 
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value for the world's commodities are mere measures of wealth. 
pure and simple, it would he as easy to understand the feasibility of 
keeping them at a fixed valuation as it would be to comprehend "the 
Tociferations of lunatics when told to de~~rib,e the col~x: ~risms set 
against the sun. The firing of the value qr. precious meta~~ .is. nothing 
l!lssthan fixing:the values of a hundred-thousand wholesale commodi
ties in one Jump I 
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CHAPTEr.. XXIII. 
, 

MR. R. GIFFEN'S THEORIES OF IMMUTABLE STANDARD KONEY. 

M~;!~~t~!:~f Mr. R. Giffen, who has written a most interesting work OIl 

wbatiBStand- Bi-metallism, in his Chapter on "Standard Money," thinks it a delusion 
:rdp~rC::~e~! on the part of the bi-metallists who have stated that the price of silver 
:fifll:e~ I tIleasure would not rise it its coinal!e were free, and if it were not taken up at a o v ... ue. ~ 

'fixed price i'nd in fixed, quantities. The very title of the chapter 
(vide p. 193) is unfortunate. Money, as I have shown, being 
literally a oonvertible term, for substantial wealth, cannot be termed 
standard money, as defined by Mr. Giffen, who takes his clue from 
Adam Smith and Mr. Jevons. Were the whole silver, as produced by 
the world, fixed in value in relation to the other metal-wealth gold, it 
is plain that silver being an increasing quantity must depreciate in 
relation to gold. Silver would not hold a fixed value, for it then can 
only perform the impossible fnnction of drawing off all the gold of the 

• world, that being a more precious and rarer token of wealth. 
Mr. Giffen's theory of taking what he terms the" money standard"

as radically apart from its substance, excludes the most important factor
in the modem progress of the wealth-principle. In the most backward 
times, when the element of wealth had not devel~ped as at present,. 
inferior articles were used for exchange, and the precious metals were 
used by commercial nations in shape of rude bars without any stamp on 
them. Trade 'lLIld commerce haviD:g enormously increased, _and the
wealth-articles repres.ented in gold and silver coins having also
multiplied, they came into their present defined forms and definitions, 
but have not become" a fixed measure of nlue," as Mr. Giffen holds 
on the authority of Adam Smith. The coinage form given to this wealth 

. substance, its divisions and its sub-divisions into units and decimals, 
its various denominati?DS, and its impress of what these countless 
divisions are, is no more fixed measures of value than a foot or a yard 
is itself a precious metal. 

It is misle~ding to confound the fixed number of grains of gold-123. 
odd grains of standard gold, or 113 odd grains of fine gold-in a pound, 
with the value of these grains which fluctuates from time to time. A 
lineal ora quantitative measure may always remain the same, or may be 
changed under a legislative decree, but the value of gold or silver
wealth cannot be so changed if the value is made to digress from what. 
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It actually may be'at one period, as based on the supply and demand 
principle. :Money cannot, therefore, be a standard measure of value, 
while its own value fluctuates according to its existing quantity or 
motion, or the changing quantities of other commodities for whiclJ. 
money is always needed. Mr. Jevons' conception of money is the 
same as the fixtures' of an English foot, a yard, or a mile, and their 
respective decimals. "It does not matter, indeed, whether the irich, 
.. the foot, the furlong, or the mile is the unit, provided that one of 
.. them is definitely fixed and the others referred to it by known 
,. ratios. 80 it is really indifferent whether we regard the pound troy 
'.' of standard gold, or the ounce, or the number of grains in"a sovereign 
" as our standard. It is only requisite that every contract expressed 
,. in money shall enable us to ascertain exactly how much standard 
.. gold is due from one person to another." And Mr. Giffen unquali-

• fyingly accepts this definition of money, which is a fallacy, pure and 
simple, since it presupposes the fixity of value along with the fixity 
of measure. These authorities do ~ot seem to have freed their writings 
from the toochings of the old world to whom the idea of fixed weights • 
and measures were predominant on account of the still uninterrupted 
parity of gbld and silver. 

This eccentricity of Mr. Giffen's definition of money, or the wealth Mr, Giffen'. 

1 d h' t th . . th t "t I cont e n t ion essence, ea s 1m 0 allo er error m supposmg, a 0 se ect an abo u t the 

"article for standard by no means implies a great demand for the ~xity ofvalue 
- In the sub • 

• , article, such as would have a great effect upon its value in exchange, s tB u c e of 
• h t . . f th th d·t· d·· 8 8 tan d 1& t d • t a IS, npon prICes 0 e· 0 .er commo lIes expresse mIt. - uch money • 

• , a demand mayor may not exist"and whether it will exist or not will 
., depend on other laws and customs as to circulating medium and the 
., lik&,'and not upon the standard at all." To contend that there is not 
a Huctul1tiflg demand and supply in reference to' the substances form
ing money is, of course, the sanie as arguing that the standard of value 
is identical with the standard of weights or measures. That a demand 
is created in respect of both metals when either the one or the other, 
or both, are required, is evident from the fact that the price of gold 
rises and falls-it does the former more frequently-and that the price 
of silver more constantly falls than rises, or, what is truer, is popularis
ed more and more throughout the world-meaning that both are in 
increasing demand, though in Huctuating ratios. If the standard gold 
and silver money remained unchanged, the factor of constantly 
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ftul1tuating l}:l.dm\lgt'!I bt'hYl't'n t11t~ two lllOnt'~'~ AS b"tb intoMla!ly and 
t,'th'flmlly inthlt'llt'l,.I, w\luM not h., in l'!l.i:lt~m," 8A'"1} the t'xdl:\n£,." .. 
I'l'rrlmlll"ll>~' \'\lllIllItllliti,':I bt,tw''\'1l th"Il\S(,h"s nn.l hy 118I't'f f\lrm:t of 
c~"lit~ th" u,h'l'tivn IUlll '·Ufn'n,',. Ilf any l't:IlI.i:IN mont'Y imll\l"li:lh,ll 
ntT~\1:t till' l'upl'l~' nn.llit'nmnll f'lr tht' r~'\'i"U!l 1llI,t:ll:s. Tho Yl'ry f:ll't 
dmt tht' l'rk~ t,f IIIl !\in~lt' 1'l'l1\nlll\lit~ I'un. in tlu'Orl Qf l'nwtil't'. 11\\ • 
fixity f'lf tht\ :lh\)rtl'~t 1"'rhl\l, tlirt~tly Ilt.,int:i Ollt tht' \'oll,-tnnt flul'tIL"lting 
"tTl'd l'\'l)\ll1~"l 1111(I n tho t\\:l'lmllgillg ,-ulu" I.e tll" W'l'tuth roin:\~', 
though tlU\'tUtltilIIlS III:\~' L., sl\lW Of "'pi,l, but tht'y art', al\"-f nil. 
ttuctlmti,lIls, 

As It'nl '"tIlth'" ollly Huduatl} thn\llgh tho \'I,,'mli,'n of Cllunll"$1 
IIgt'Ucil'l', it is IIIlVUll'r l'rnlr vf ~Ir. GiIT,'1I in IIIllint:lillin~ tht' l"",,-.. i\,ilit1 
uf llll'"ing ~t1M ('Oinllge wid, a b.~,,"y l'('igni\lrngt) cll:lf~~. f"f sud, 
('\Iinng"', M in l'QIl\IIWI\ with lh~ l'"'l'l'I'-,"uhll.J. witmgt', ~Ul 11:1\". 110) 

(h.,,1 :;t:\l\I\tU"\lllf ,"Illlll). 
\Ylmh'H'f Un! ('x\t'nt of tht' I,"ll'<'f d"tll'Ulin:\!i,'nll of Il ~lru'tr)". tI'l 

"Him:lt., .'tT''l'b lIIl tIlO pn'd"u$ nwtlll!l ill 1I1w:\~"!! wdll'nul\lunl'l"l. Th., 
('n"lit fvrm~ Imw('n'r luudl n\'('ulllnl:ltl"l in }~ngl:u"l, Ill,"" not t.'n,II,J 
t"wnnl$ IIny til. itt IIf tit., ,"Illllo llf t'illll'r of tho I'n~.iolls lI\(Itul:l. It is 
!:inglll:lr }IO\\" tll(\ 1'1:\in flll't i$ f,'r~'Ott~n. tlmt any i$tnllll:ml l1ll\nl'~". to 
hi' 1\ fix."l 1llt':\"IIrt' I\f \":llnt', !1-lllJul-l (lnly 1", "hi., til run,lUUol ti 11,,1 

qll:llitit'" nll.l rhot'll Ilu:mtiti.·s (If 1"'l\lm."litit'~-wllil·b it 11."II's Dot,-nnJ 
that l't:\II,1:I1"\1 nMwy is nlll .... 1 only M it bas tho roWI'r "f not IllI,rt'IJ 
IlWl\slIring. tllllUgb in l'll\lSi:lIlt fllldtl:lli"I\\ but (I( 11Ilrt,bsing any nn,l 
"wry l'OmlUlltlil~', llIl1l tlmt its I,o,\,.'r ll( l'I\I"\,lms.\ or, in otill'f 1I'orJ~ its 
'"lIlu.-, IllwlI)"!! '1\ril'~ TIl !ll\~" th.'n, tll:lt Illly IlIAUJILN uC ll\OIH')" iu fi1N 
IlWI\.!IUt'O of ,"Illlh', th(\ll~h it Illll)" }IIl'"" a fi1uJ qu:mtity ot sull!ltan~ ill 
to 4!ut'-ftllin tl16 ri.li\llll"\l$ SlIl'l'lt.I..'Iiti\ln. that tIle , ... luG of o~~ry ~r.Uo of 
tllat sUbstrulN .hlt's n.'1 fln.'hl:lt" fn\lIl.tim8 to tim;,-l,ut tll:lt, (If cou~ 
it dllt'S. \vh:lt i~ IlIlln\ if tilt' 'lillie (If tit. grains in a Cllio Cl1t\sfoJ.uUy 
Iludnnt.,~ th., Illt'llillll'O in th"m t'11'l:\l\y fiul.'tll:lt'l:i! F.itb.'r a ~t:m.laN 
Of tIle nominalit), (If IMl\"Y 1m$, tht'ft'ful'\\ 110 fixity of "llluI' in nny 
1I111\{'cts : an..! tt) lllL"O a ~dl'"tltio st.ulIlllnl tlf mOlll'Y tlll.'rt'OO that r:U\ 
IW'"I'r Chrulb'e in \'IUUI', i:llUl iml't'tf\llt t'\'(·tmtril' l'h~lIt or ll'aMling blWillg 
110 d,'\lllt'f fQl.lb ill til\) iutt'~nu Illil IU til" rubLi~ ,n.mUI Oil a llIarsh. 

It is tho MUle omis.. .. ilill of tm I\Jh~illn It) tho ,,·~hh-rrinlJil'lt.\ of th. 
IlIl.llWY shln.IaN "hid, m:lktl8 N r. G itT.," an ulll'uwfndllry Il\OnOllll.'kll
li!'!.. "hil., }I~ il Illl"'- in IiU\I~hU\Ct', lIulllelhwg of • hHllt'tnU~ though 
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npparetltly st'C1uing nn ullcompromising opponont of bi-metallism. tent i. uncon-

h Bciousl y a bi-
The ratio of 1 : 15 or IS! or 16 was fixed by common assent w en it metallistmore 
wa:! practically a market I"'.ltio. ThouoO'h this ratio hns uisappeareu witll unsnt is fa ctory than the 
telling rel""olutions effected in the production and consumption of both ~horou~b go-

. I' d . . . . f 109 bl·metal-metal" as mfluenced by constant y varymg an lIlcre.asmg qu:mhhes 0 lists. 

commo~ities, bi-metallism has becollle an illlpo~sibility. The whole 
book of Mr. Giffen is directed to prove this impossibility; and yet he 
upholds the gold standard of, England which is directly allied with 
bi-metaIlism, for it pO~:!esses and keeps in use millions of old over-valued 
sih-er coins. He distinctly says, ihat "the end of bi-metnllism is effec-
•• turuly accomplished in a so-called mono-metallic system by means of 
., token-money-the limited coinage of a 5ubsiuiary metal ",itll limited 
c. lef,ral tender. A monetary system with a mono-metallic standard can 
•• thus provide better for the use of both gold and silver than a so-called 
•• bi-metallic system." A system of mutually unjust coinnges, which bas 
given rise to so much of modern inconvenience and distress, Mr. Giffen 
would tolerate and have extended, and though there is both gold and 
silver tenders at a fixed ratio, he terms that mono-metnllism, though a de-
fective bimetallism, more defective than an universal bimetallism itself. 

Mr. Giffen's whole vision is obscured either by mono-metaUism or 
,bimetallism, ~.g., the one or the other extreme • 

.. The alterations in past times have all been in tbe direction of letting gold 
become standard. A. really alt"rnating double staudard has yet to be tried. If 
the United Stat"3 should make the experiment of now going back to silver, it 
will be a very interesting oue. In any case it is quite certain silver will- not 
rise and gold fall relatively to each other very much IL8 the mere consequence 
of the cbange of standard. The interest on this point ",-ill be in wbat the 
otber laws and regulations will be." (p. 205,) 

Mr. Giffen's definition of standard money is so defective thnt it is 
not singular he sbould be doubtful on the operation of .. a really nlter
., nating double stnnJ:ml." But the partially alternating double stand
ard of no country gives satisfnction. When a defective double stand
ar d gives no satisfaction, such a double standard, as a whole, CUllnot 
give any. Mr. Giffen, no less than the bi-metnllis~, makes the 
,. initial error of speaking of money 8S a substance distinct from the 
.. things of which it is made, instead oC as a function of the particular 
.. commodity which hapFens to be selected as a common measure of 
II value, this commodity, 8S respects its value in exchange with' other 
",articles, remaining a cwnmodity." WOOt does Yr. Giffen do himseIf!;lld 
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the same that he demurs to in others, in that his definition of ~tanllard 
mop.ey is a common and permanent measure of value wben he fixes the 
quantity, but directly omits its fluctuating valu,e altogether? It is un
doubtedly conveniflnt, under certain circu:\Ilstance~, to have the gold 
~tandard, owing to the largeness' of its value and tlle necessity it 
obviates of a medium agency of another stanJard which also flp.ctuates, 
though fluctuations in both metals are perfectly equable; once we 
admit the physical fact, that a weaIth-element of a rarer chal'acter'Irust 
always exist in lesser qunntity, in the same way that the quantity of 
earth and stone must exist in much larger quantities tban the metallic 
ores which they contain. It is a folly, however, t,o lose sight of the 
predominant fact, that mODflY is wealth, that wealth is a constant pro
gressive factor of the world, and that whatever the metal which is re
ducible into wealth should be fully employed on its own natural tel'm~. 

:Mr. Giffen admits that the "want of correspondence between the 
"coined substance and the uncoined substance brought about at times 
f' a scarcity of coinage for the purposes of circulation which was highly 
.. inconvenient. The fluctuation, between the value of the coins as 
":metal only, and their value plus seigniorage, was a practical nuisance, 
"which was finally got rid of in England two hundred years ago, and 
" which has been more or less got rid of in other countries since." The 
co practica,l nuisance" was got rid of by England only partly, for it has 
yet millions of silver coins rated at the old ratio. Mr. Giffen's uncompro
mising preference for the gold standard of Enghind, as allied with the 
subsidiary silver standard, is thus unreliable, for it is that practical nui
sance against which the world now fights,~ithout llaving arrived at a 
solution. ' ~'he solution wllich they must accept, as worked out in tllis 
volume, is the only one which would get rid of that practical nuisance. 
The standard value of all coins should not differ from the marketable 
value of their standard substance plus reaS1)nable local and mintage 
charges. Such natural manipulations of setting the currency waters to 
find their own level-for they will then have a free movetpent without 
the baneful interventions of artificial laws gone mad apd set beyond 
their proper scope-must result in a full and healthy qqa.ntity of cur. 
rency circulation commanding its most confident features, in that the 
present colour distinctions would be entirely swept away, the course of 
both currenqies wouid be rendered perfeotly equable, 8,nd all oountries 
;will h~:v~ their. defiqiencies ~f wealth very well supplied,-no ma~ter 
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",haL coloured metal became the predominaut feature of the currency. 
To adhere to gold-monometallism is a deep-rooted eccentricity which' 
must eventually disappear. The burning question of the day is how to 
obtain more wealth, and silver appears to hold out a hope that we 
might have plenty of it, if we only sensibly restored the natural values 
of both silver and gold and placed our axe at the root of all monopo
lised or artificial values. I therefore cannot agree with Mr. Giffen that, 
"'with a proper s~andard, bi-metallism is an absolute impossibility." 
The proper standard consists in gold and silver coins exchanging accord
ing to their naturai valuat' as between themselves and between the 
several coinages aQd any other commodity, and this dual currency, in 
practice, becomes one, Bnd, therefore, a proper, because a homogeneous, 
standard of value, both gold and silver being perfect elements of wealth. 

Mr. Giffen is very inconsistent when he says that the bi-metallism 
which was" apparently successful in former times when fluctuations 
"between gold and silver were within narrow limits," could go on in 
the present times c, with the appearance of a fixed price between coins 
" of two metals, though there could not ~e a fixed price between 'the 
" metals themsebes." And here all systems identical with the system 
of England have Mr. Giffen's support, whereas he considers that" th9 
" coinage of the two n.etals with a seigniorage was one of the main 
" conditions that made bimetallism even in appearance partially workable 
" for a time," any advocacy to have the coinage of the two metals with-' 
out a seigniorage being denounced as the worst of all blunders in 
.monetary scien'ce I Mr. Giffen almost here bridges the difference be
tween monometal1ism and bimetallism, neither of the two, however, a9 
it exists, being a system which can be successfully adopted in modern 
times. . 

Where Mr. Giffen confidently supposes that gold mono-metallism Tbere can be 

is a perfect standard, more especially because any double standard is :in!~:,l ff! 
apt to be a single one in the end, he seems no better than those who wbi~b ita dbi. 

versIon to t e 
would shut up the mints and raise the price of the rupee. The ideal melting ~t 
. I tand d h' h h' t" J' ti bl As h . maybeenhre-smg e s ar w IC e alms a IS simp y Imprac ca e. t e CIt'- Iy obviated. 

culation of money cannot be artificially arrested, nor can a monopoly 
price be fixed for it, the only standard moneY,practicable must be iIi 
any of the precious metals which a cuuntry takes to, while such money 
can bear no artificial value beyond what the value of its material and 
the value of the labor. and supervision ildts manufactory may warrant; 
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for, any money-standard is the essence of wealth, pure and simple, anel 
cannot be tampere'd with without proyoking a thorough dislocation in 
the end. Any Government attempting to make prufit from the opera
tion of mintage by charging an unnatural seigniorage, not only arrests 
the circulation of money, as Mr. Giffen himself has admitted, but 
damages -the course of trade and commerce. 

No doubt the first object of ~uycoinage is, that it should remain 
in circulation and not irretrieyably find its way to the melting 
pot. The theory cannot, however, always hold good in practice in any 
conceivable condition. As long as coinage consists of original wealth, 
or precious metals, and such wealth is borne personally, or is apt to be 
concealed for use in emergencies, or in pursuance of other motives, so 
long will all sorts of GOinii more or lesii find ita way to the melting-pot, 
though the extent of such diversions may depend on local or compli
cated conditions of each place. All that is necessary is not to weaken 
the motives of individuals or nations to employ coins, and not bullion, 
as lUuch as possible, in facilitating local and international transactions. 
If bullion costs more than coins to keep up certain transactions, the ' 
motive power will act towards retaining coins in circulation. All 
retail transactions will fully bep the coinage in circulation. .But all 
over-valued coins will be discredited in value, so that vendors would 
perceive it more profitable to exchange their goods for bullion than in 
the over-valued coinage of that bullion. As all stanlped fractions of 
money are so convenient for retail transactions, sellers would commode 
themselves with them, rejecting tbat portion of their value which was 
radicnlly false, but recognising that slight overvaluation in bullion 
which is represel1ted in giving effect to its conversion into coius. As 
the use of coins, when they are once out, depend on regulated or ill
'regulated individual will, and as all transactions, as a correct and nni
,'ersal elementary principle, may best be based on truth, equity, and 
nc.:uracy, it is much more desirable that all coins should represent the cor
rect. nature of their cost. That they will not be taken to the melting pot, 
nnless aflluence and luxury dictated such a course and a demand for 
them arose, is in itself a great safeguard against their wanton destruc
tion. It is not possible to prevent the disappearance and destruction 
of coins in any circu~tance, 80 it stands to sound reason that they 
should be no more overvalued than any other commoditiesJ the pro
duction~ and distribution of which rest in so many ban<is and is often 
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involved in endless complications. As in the case (If other commodi
ties the production and distribution of precious metals rest in 
many hands. The values in both instances, therefore,should not be 

influenced by any iron arm of Jaw, save by a delicate handIiDg of 

authority to render the circulation of money as satisfactory and pliable· 
as it can be made. The international transactions of the world always 
incl'{'asing, and the substance of money remaining the same, it follows 
that e\"ery nation should abandon their respective personal will in 
\"aluing their coins. The principle or all nations should be homoge
neous, and that consists in adding the local charges only to the value 
of bullion, so as to make coins of all nations as interchangeable as any 
other commodities. False value in coin~, or the paper-tokens repre
senting snch coin~, cannot but injure indnstries and harm the circu
lation of varions products, since it is the tme value of bullion in 
gold or silver which indicates the value of all commodities, in whatever 
conditions they present themselves. Any prime over-valuation is 
therefore as wrong in part, as it is in whole, and there is no mortal 
science, lIr. Giffen notwithstanding, which can reconcile a partial with 
a whole tmth in any universal procedure of the world. Enterprise 
and invention mnst both suffer where they are not faithfully represent
ed by coins of true value, OT, in other words, the correct form of solid 
wealth, particularly when we are yet far off from that goal which 
would make the full effects of the circulation of the world's wealth 

. clear ;. or, in otber words, the attainment of the hypothetical four seas 
of the currency and their regulator. 

A complete precaution results when all nations agree to accept a ~e im~o:a-
bsta . I hi h' th If· htyofcolDlq au ntia ,w c 18 e true, va ue 0 any COlDS, as acting against the overvalued or 

manufactory of illicit coins, which in modem times mnst become an falaecoiua. 

increasing probability, a rapid detection growing more and more 
difficult. And a detection growing more difficult, it cannot be said 
what quantities of false or over-viIued coins would come into circula-
tion from time to time. The universal adoption of coins of intrinsic 
value, must excite universal attention against fabricated coins; whereas 
if States themselves became fabricators, the motive to detect fabrica-
tors must become weak. It is indispensable, therefore, that every State 
should have perfectly clean hands in respect of the coinage which they 
put into circulation, for they must blame themselves if ~divid_ 
went into the track wh.ich they would Dot themselves fear to trea~. . 
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Merits.of true If two bullions have inequable values, no matter if these inequalities 
vallie In cur- • • ' • ' • ' 
rency coin- eXIst m the, form of cOlUage, the one bearmg a greater, or a false, 
age. value, must inevitably absorb the: dearer, or the scarcer metal. Many 

would be found ready to act on the sly and obtain the metal of 
better value' for conversion into bullion. 'The dearer coins would also 
be exported to places where they could fetch their truer equivalent in 
any form. A striking instance of' this is afforded by' every country 
which trades with Great Britain and which commands silver coins of 
more or less intrinsic value.' The purest gold of Great Britain is 
expressly attracted to all such countries, because the latter are in a 
position to liquid~te its true value. The same is the case as regards 
the silver bari! exported by Great Britain. The fact that all favour
able balances of trade are paid by the debtor-countries, either in the 
shape of bullion of intrinsic value, or ,of other commodities of·a 
similarly natnral value, but not in any of the over-valued coins, very 
satisfactorily demonstrates the necessity of providing the world with 
trner forms' of currency than the present ones so distracted and so 
conflic'ting that they are hardly interchangeable in any direct manner. 

The inconvertibility of over-valued' metallic coins differs only in 
degree from the 'inconvertibility of all paper-tokens issned in 
excess of their metallic reserves. 'In the case of excessive, paper
tokens, even the distant promise that they may eventually be 
convertible, and that1hey are the' issne 'of Governments which are 
strong in credit, may prop up the paper-money till a certain period 
or crisis. In the other case, however, 'with the real and fully and 
UIliversally convertible wealth in one's hand, no fiat of a Government 
can unduly depreciate or I1ppreciate its intrinsic value. That intrinsic 
valne, though a constantly moving thing-:"'which it would be snicidal to 
stop at any point,' reasonable or unreasonable, aU legal ratios between 
values' being as impracticable as the stopping'of crimes by legislative 
means-is a. permanent unshakeable factor which serves itself and all the 
.comm()ditj~~!lf the world 'quite automaticaUy after the precious metals 
are once out of the mines 'and put into recognised forms: If an excess 
of'paper':'moxiey may silfi'er from depreciation, an excess in the real 
value' of 'the 'coinage must equally suffer. If it did not suffer,' i.e., 
if it were 'not 'arrested in its own circulation, the '. exportation of· gold 
"and'silver hUllion to . coUntries 'where intrinsic' values could be' met 
wollid be an 'o'impossibiIity.There-' would be a continuous influx 
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of coins not over-valued, and conseque~tly there would be free 
mintage on a truer basis. ,That silver has b~en ·demonetised by so 
many countries, when the par value became unsustainable in the march 
oC times, points out that a false value cannot be set up against a true 
value. Had it been otherwise, European mints would not have been 
dosed against free coinage of silver, and there should have been no 
complaints about the difficulty of redeeming depreciated coins of 
French, Italian, Greek, Belgium, or Swiss, . silver coins, of, perhal's, a 
value oC over 900 millions according to the original mintage rate. 

I cannot understand how Mr. Giffen can for a moment tlunk that a Desperate at
compound standard of gol~.-and silver mixed in one lump can ever be ~f8:ee~8ina; 
deemed as honest and effective money in any transactions of bnsiness. meta.Jlic com-

\ 

'. pounds (I) to 
He says" such a compound standard may, however, be made use of Cor snswer the 

., special purposes in contracts over long periods, though it could, not P.~i~S:~ a :1 
. d fulfil the functions of Ii llroper monetary standard in the daily tran- money ... 

I ., sactions oC business "{po. 215). Mr. Giffen thus, partially, yet intrin-
sically, coincides with the proposal of Mr. Marshall to create a standard 
which is Cormed ad hoc by a compound of the precious metals, 
(If by a compound of many eommodities as suggested by Jevons. 
If the complications arising from fixing the relative values of silver 
and gold would be endless, any attempt or ingenuity to create 
a new compound metal for' money wonld simply make confusion 
worse confounded. That would be the fate of wandering away 
Cram the path of simplicity and straightCorwardn~s. Any compound 

. is sure to be rightly assayed by the public which will, eventually, 
recognise only such portions of the precious metals as would be 
marketable -at the rate which would be current Cor the time b~ing. 
Only some legitimate value must be debased on account of the hybrid 
nature of the coin. It is: in the highest,.degree unlikely that the 
people, wlJ.O collectively adopt what is right., .Quld ever accept such a 
hybrid product as standard money. . ..;' 

Mr. Giffen thinks that, whatever metal may be selected by Ii. Mr. Giffelk._ 

Government for standard money, it could do "without altering very:J!i:8~rin~~ 
., much the supply and demand of the article itself, so that the ex~ pledodf SUPPdly 

" change value of the article may be wholly left to natural conditions." 
an eman. 

An economic authority putting forth a theory, so dogmatic and arbitrary, 
must call for emphatic contradictions if not something worse. Selection 
(lC metal for standard money means a greater withdrawal from the 
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lupply lI~d ~he creation of a new or enhan~ed ~el,lland. The evil i~ 
England is the ~mployment of, proportionately,.~ Very small quantity' 
of metal for currency purposes, which now urgently calls for a 

" . , 

remedy. When this restriction on natural de~ands for metallic wealth 
is removed, there would be a very great effect produced on supply 
and demand. If more countries select gold as their standard money. 
it must become much dearer than now in relation' tq ~il.ver. '. If silver 
is al~o selected by ~ore countrie~, the demand on gold being thus kept 
within certain limits, though any arbitrary limits must still be' out
slfipped for many reasons, I have no doubt that a greater stability 
of flxchange rate would ensue. Whatever the obstacles that now exist 
'in letting silver freely circulate throughout the world and prevent gold 
from being overwhelmed .by silver, the latter being much more ade
quate for the wants of the world, and being a precious metal like the 
other, it mus~,in a few 'yes:fS to come, perceptibly aet towards displac
iug gold from a great bulk of the .world's transaqtions, because the 
future of money emphatically consist in its increasing quantity and not 
i~ its rarified quality. It is a monstrous theory to hold that, because 

( '. " .'~ • 1 • 

silver is found plentiful, it should not find a full circulation in tilt' 
world when its wealth is far from having attained. its maximum 
limits-whether such limits mayor m;y n~t be attainable. 

It is inexplicable how Mr. Giffen can reconcile his perfect standard 
of money that does not affect the principle of supply and demand with 
his other statement, that "there are many facts to show that, if prices 
.. p.re not exactly a function of. the .quantity of some' kinds of money in 
.. proportion to the commodities .circulated, yet the quantity of money 
" is i~timately associated with the' range of prices; and fluctuations 
"in' p!-"ices appear to be coccasioned :by fluctuations in the quantity 
.. of money .~. The amount of the standard 
"monetary substance itself, in relation to all the demands upon it, 
,. cannot but be an important factor in, determining the ratio at which 
11 H '~xch!lUges for other articles." And quantities of commodities 
in'. circulation are not a fixity, but, .. ~rp,.ever-variable, and, in the 
aggregate, appear in an ever-in,;rjla~ina, l""tiq. The production and 
cirCulation of' ~iversal commoditielf dEltertnine the production and 
circulation Of the'precious metals, and if a single cause" as the mone
e'tary arrangements such as those for small change may have great 
'I effect oil the metals handled" (p. 216), how can the circulation of' 
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indefinite commodities faii to have even a greater effect on the metals 
handled? Mr. Giffen's theory strikes at the root of one of the greatest 
economic doctrines that, the production and circulation of commoditi6!l 
has a direct effect upon the demand and supply of the precious metals, 
for as commodities are increasing in the aggregate, they only tend to' 

draw out 'in circuJa'tion increased quantities of the precious metals, 
simply'beeause theJ are the universally exchangeable compact essence 
of all sorts Of wealth. Hence, if one style of wealth increas)s as 
univerSaI commodities do, the particular style of wealth silver and gold 
cari~ot but increaPe though in a varying ratio. 
'The value of both the precious metals, or of any other meta:t 

as standard money, cannot but be perpetually affected, for the value 
of every grain of a precious metal not merely fluctuates fot' itself; but 
it fluctuates in relation to any other metal; and fluctuates in relation 
to every other commodity and its part; and fluctuates every day of 
the year; and fluctuates, variously, on each and all of these grounds 
differently, in different places, and differently every day, at the same 
place, constantly, microscopically, kaleidoscopically; and if their value 
is so affected, it is clear enough that the principle of supply an~, 

demand is actively, and in all disguised forms, at work in reference 
to the precious metals, in respect of themselv(js, and in respect of every 
mortal thing that they come in contact with. It follows, therefore, 
that, as the world' has left all commodities free to compete:in re
ference to the prices that they should fetch-most various and 
undefined human '/astes and desires being at work in influ~ncirig 
the prices-it must equally leave all metals for money as free to 
fetr.h their own value,q. The values of coinage metals Cannot even 
be fixed by Governments, in the aggregate, and in hypocritical or 
sham homogeneous conventions, for the simple reason that all values, 
as they exist, wonld be unfairly revolutionised, while the free pro:" 
duction and distribution of wealth, which has only in moderntinies 
become 110 pronounced a feature in all the cbntinents of the world, 
cannot possibly depend on any artificially restricted values of tIie 
precious metals, which 'become a greater mischievous absurdityif' 
an universal bi-metallism were adopted, thus meaning that a discredit,;. 
ed metal should buy up all the much scarcer or the m~re precious 
,metal, even to the extent of buying up all more valuable commoditie8~ 
the production 01 which cannot but be discouraged if the more eOD-

, eeDtrated essence of wealth is to be held at a discount. 
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If" himetnllio money." wllich may not be as regularly elastic as 
]lnpCl'-money. ff'6dy at call to appoar or di88ppear. "vary in amount. 
co in different Illonetary systems, or in the same system at different. 
I. tillll:'S, the operation of tIle natural prinoiple of supply and demand 
" must even be more pronounced t.han in the form of currenoy compa
.( rntively weaker ill denotation of direct and visible wealth." 

::Mr, Giffen's tlleory, howe,-er. that" tIle full of prices is itself a pro~ 

II tl!at gold, in relation to all the demands for it, bas peen relatively 
II ~OI\rcer than it. wa..., everybody wanting it has had to give more 
.. for it," is in perfect accord with actual evidence of the state of thin~ 
r.imeerneJ. He is quite right wIlen he bolds that. "the monometal': 
" lists, in their JisHke of bimetallism," are •• widely mistaken in deny
I. ing the existence of such a phenomenon. If eyerybody who ",.anted 

.. coal or pig-iron was giving more for it tllan before, we shQuld not 
II he~itate to say that. they were relatively more in demlUld than tlley 
.. had been. We should say the same of gold or silyer in a like case:' 

]I[r. Giffen's But to sny, as Mr. Giffen dop.!!, that when cc demand for a silver token 
contradictory Id -'1- rr h -, f'l theory of va. cc curreney in a go monomet:u III system auects t e ,-rune 0 51 ver 
ryidng d8UpplYd c. and a demand for I\. gold currency in the same s"'Stem affects thl' 
an eman ,,-
110' affecting cc yalue of gold," tllnt such II demands have no special influence (Ill 
4!J:change Ta- , 
lues, cc tlle exchange of the gold llnd slh'er themseh-es," does not at aU 

accord with tIle actual fact. of the daily fluctuating excllange valut'~ 

of gold and siln'r, which not. merely constantly affect the bullion 
value, but. constantly affects the exchange of IndilUl rupees with tho 
gold sovereigns of EngllUltl. the exehlUlge of Indian pnper-tokeu~ 
'with those of Englaud, lind the exclmnge of silvl:'r bullion or sil,-er 
rupl:'6S of India with tlle gold hullion or gold sovereigns of England. 

InC(\rre~tness It is not. true to say that ~e the eurrenoy m",y or mlly not consist of the 
of the theory Ie standard monetary substance at all." It always does, in fact, consist 

"t!lllt paper-
t 0 k~ n,l ,~ of monetary subshUlce. Even wlum t.he monetary substance backing 
lohent Go' tl -t' t 1 be f I -, th 't t' T ern m ents 18_ currency may propor lona 61)" 0 a ess "lUue, any au orl a Ive 

~:Te':~~~~ curret..:'l presumes a correspondi~g-amount ot the monetary substance 
lubstano., as being \-irtu~lly in exi:!tenL'6. 'unless in ~O,lnt extraordinary crisis a 

call is made for the substanCe itselt,"wheu' 'a certain portion of the 
currency becomes dormant for the Jll~~ent. It did not maUer 
"'hellier the reserve exisled~ or-'\Vero spirited ",vay ill a moment, the 
mischief would. simply bG i'ricfdentru . consisting mel'ely in deteotion. 
the question thus turninfupon a knowledge of the exact amount of 
reserve available, or not available. A paper currenoy becomes dor-
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-.JIt nen when backed by actual reserves. which means that it is 
not any uatuDlly regulated. principle of IRlpply and demand which 
i. at fault, but; that an irregular speculative spirit has apparently 
displaced the monetary substance. All paper currency or securities, 
under certain normallltate of ~as, are, therefore, a presumed mone
tary IUbstance, the quantity of which bear3 some immediate relation 
with the quantity of all other commodities. The absenteeism of the 
precious metals, in a cerbin degree, is, therefore, of no account, more 
especially as, in theory pure and simple, universal commodities furnish 
nnif'orm basis for all forms of money or currency, larger portions 
of commodities intereh:m.,oing with each other, without the interTen~ 
lion of actn:&l money, or currency, or with a mere denotation of value 
which is represented in the measure of money~ealth. 1\1latever 
the occasional effecb of di.o;parity between the credit-tokeUII and the 
monetary subrt.ance, the endless exchange and circnIation of comm~ 
dities DeTer ceue, for IlUCh exchanges and movemenb\ however 
temporarily paralysed, do not fail to be speedily restored. It does not 
matter in the least whether money coins, or bars of precious metals, 
:ire in actoa1 circulation or not, for their representative tokens IJ~ in 
fall cirenIatiOD. So, all exchange values, whether between the p~ 
cious metals themselves. or between the precious meWs and other 
commodities, are in constant _fl~g existence. 

Became the different fluctUations ~ork at an ever-varying rate-es Though ratao 

the exchan5!e between a million or paper money and the metallic 0 f] exeban~ - .. ~ues maT 
c:>iru re?r~jSating it would eipr~ly, in that instance, fluctuate differ in_ re!-
d· Jr tl '--_. . I L~· odi . ·th t r peel; of differluereIl y t ...... m a SImp e uarter m comm ties Wi ou reJer-- ent; forma of 

enc:e to actoal bullion or coiuage-lir. Giffen cannot uphold his ;,o!!eJ'.:! 
theo~ that the q~ntity of currency is not. ~ected like the ~y-:'.!!.i 
qnanoty of substantive money. If. then, quantities were not af- by the prinei

facted by each other, the correctness of Mr. Giffen's solution that ~~IY 
the IDonCMDetallic theory of England, as it stands in all ita relations, 
denotes his .. perfect standard of money," eannot poBSloly be impugned. ---______ 
The actual economic facta presented in _thiS work ~, however, quite 
dift"erenL All forma of money, empty or substantial,_.hav8 direct 
exchange relations with all commodities, and, as even fii,ed qnantitH 
of any of them are changeable in sales or pmchase9, .~ to all 
unfixed quantities at work, an inherent element of everwnrying mue-. 
floctuatioos, in nary form ud in every .article. absolutely exisi and 
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cannot be iir~fiffiaIiy ~uwreSsedor rodd.Hie/l by tTie'finge~ or abanker. 
or a statesnia~j much less olan econo~i~, or ~n aCademic philosopher. 
Mr. Giffen might thus have as well invented a perfect standard of 
atmosphere for all human beings, as a perfe~t standard of money for the 
world' or any of its individual country. Any attainable perfection in 
the standard of money can be had only under the natural conditions 
which I have pointed out as fully existing, but as hitherto as fully dis· 
regarded and almost unknown under the burden of old .and imperfect 
teachings. 

Mr. Giffen says, that "the currency demand for golg or silver 
" depends upon a great variety of habits and customs." 'lfhe actidn: of the 
mines depend more upon the inclinations and ability of the' 'ntiners io 
extract the ores than what the demand for currency will be as based upon 
practical deficiencies or superfluities indicated by the varying quantities 
and circulation of local and universal commodities, as also upon the ag· 
gregate human tendencies to employ some rough proportion of these 
metals for the purposes of hoarding and arts. The proportions of all 
such employment to the quantity removed from the mines are unascer
binable owing to undefined and unknown circumstances which rule the 
distribution and movements of precious· metals for various purposes.·The 
permanent quantity needed to replace th~t entirely lost to the world, 
to meet the circulation of commodities, the desires of various t!ommu
nities to add to arts and decorations, and of tarious governm~nts and 
institutions to preserve them as hoards for. shori, long, or undefined 
periods, under various motives; is a thing whi~h has never been, or wiit 
ever be, ascertained 1leforehahd. This unknown quantity is agairr 
affected by the varying capacity of mines to produce the metals at a' 
required cost, and the means and inclinations of the owners to with.; 
draw them from' the mines and put them forward for sale, or hoi<1 
them in abyance. 

Mr~ Gifteu', Irrespective of all other motives, the withdrawal from the mines in it.; 
........... ~n~diiim. selhriust' differ in scope and extent on almost every occasion. But one 

thing is certain, w"hich Mr. Giffen denies on very deficient basis, that 
there is "a pJ;oportionate relation between the quant.ity of currency 
and prices;" Mr. Giffen maintaining. what he considers to be " the 
" fact that there'is no proportionate relations between the quantity of 
.c currency .and pric~s," though, curio~sly enough, he admits, that c, the 
"quantity .or' 'the startdard. monetary substance itself O'ti'ering 
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"in the market is a'material element in. deterlllining:tbe .ratio at 
.. which it e][cbange~ for oth~r 'commodities."· He rules ,& di$tinction 
between currency and the standard substance of money, which"practi
cally is no distinction whatever, as just explained, since there can be 
no currency without standard money; but there could be standard 
money without currency, the rates of which, as in exchange for com
modities, is affected, as admitted by Mr. Giffen himself. Therefore, 
.tandard money alway~ rilles the currency, and the curtency, as, well as 
all standard money, rlll~ the prices in co-operation with the quantity 
of commoditiesco~ing in ~nity with money or currency. It is no 
uconundrum" ~h,icb ought to puzzle us, though Mr. Giffenhas puz
zled himself in tai~,ing his ownconundrum,-the conundrum which he 
mentions a~ hayi~g puzzled the Gold and Silver Commission too,-but 
to no purpose., . 

Gold or silver, in the form Qf currency, cannot be "abundant," 
as mono-metallists would have it, if there be a. scarcity or short supply 
of g{ld ; because, as an immediate consequence, prices must fall as 
they, h~ve done, while any increasing rate of currency, under mono-

r m,etaIlism or bimetallism, cannot possibly keep up with the increasing 
ra~;lJf all other productions which very often are ,enhanced in leaps 
and bounds. As Mr. Giffen admits thai gold may be scarce and yet 
currency abundant, though silver may only 'remain a subsidiary and a 
contracting article, and that prices must fall under this condition, he 
~~nnot but admit that both gold and currency being indivisijJle, as I have 
already demonstrated, there is little use in ignoring the contention of 
~e bi-metallist..'\ that prices fallowing to a scarcity in IItandard sub
,tance, and that, therefore, the evil may only be 90r~ptE!i1 by increasing 
the currency, though certainly not the arti:ficial,~~!illncy which they 
have been strongly advocating. Mr. Giffen says" ~~~ltir .whole idea is 
" a delusion from beginning to end." It migh1;: be lit ,delusion if there 
were no other money standard in the world save gold. 

Mr. Giffen, however, says :-" The evil ~~n'n~t be. corre9ted by .An impossible 

"declaring something else to be gold. The entire habits' and' customs ~~~~dl d s~; 
.. of people as to the use of gold and silver, and not me,rely the law of Mr. Gi1fen . 

.. standard, must be changed if gold is to be m&!l1! abundant and gold 

.. prices are to rise." Mr. Giffen's remedy is no remedy if he would 
forbid the use of silver and simply desire the people to change their 
bbits. These habita will, as a matter oj fact, never cha.nge till there ill 
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an end of human nature. Mr. Giffen's perfect standard of money is the 
present monometallism of England, which is neither mono-metallism 
outright, or I bimetallism outright. 

I cannot understand how Mr. Giffen can controvert some of the 
the is sue of theories of Ricardo and other old authorities on monetary matters, in that 
paper money 
l B a 1 mOB t theV" have at least clearly demonstrated that gold and silver are like 
:x~~ lnto;e~ oth~r commodities, and that to the extent that inconvertible paper 
~:~~;; c:~; money is issued in excess of the quantity of metal which it may pro 
depreciati 0 n tanto displace, to that extent its value must fall. And' this is as well 
of value in 
bo~h i.n~tanc~ to say that, whatever be the form of money issued in excess, that 

'bemg ldenb. t d f: II' 'ts I Th 'th b' cal,' excess mus pro uce a a In 1 va ue. e excess may el er e lD 

standard substance, or paper tokens; it matters not a bit as far as 
practical facts are concerned. As soon as money becomes abundant in 
any form, it must proportionately decrease in value than when scarce. 
All natural-valua-phenomena tend, therefore, towards forcing an increase 
of currency, as in several forms, to meet the corresponding influence 
of persistently increasing commodities. Currency in all forms is only a 
commoJi and faithful interpreter of the world's commodities, and every 
currency is defective which fails in adeg,uately- meeting the circulation 
of all commodities. Increase' of curr~cy?in a natural ,tate, therefore, 
becomes the true remedy; not the gold mono-metallism of England, 
which is, in a measure, intercepted by i-oveJ'ovalued silver, disabled in 
its own turn; nor the perfectly futile £ope that the world will change 
its unchangeable habits to 'furnish Mr. Giffen his perfect standard of 
money gold. 

No" scientific To try and controvert Ricardo's principle, as being ,. a statement 
theory" can 
be based on "not made as a scientific theory, but merely as a description of foot," is 
~~~~f g~: equivalent to a theoret~c attemptaii inventing a scientific theory based 
telleot bbut upon little or no observed factS-the great beguiling rock on which. 
must e , 
drawn a8 va- all so-called monometallists and bimetallists are being wrecked. 

, .. .~abt~ r::i:: Mr. Giffen strongly ~pholds that there is no evidence to show that 
--~~~~. ,.thoda, ,e, a complete theory as to the relation:: between money of every kind 

\ are . . ~ 

lwaya "and prices" was ever intended.. But he speaks what might have been 
n the minds of Ricardo and other authorities on political economy, 
md ,proceeds to explain the "apparent inconsistency which seems to 
• be, that the supposed theory of the relation of the quantity of money 
,. and prices was not put forward by Ricardo and the older authorities 
': as a theory ;pplicable to every kind of inoney, or every definition of 
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"money ; but was little more than a rough'description of the observed' 
" facts as to inconvertible paper money in comparison with the iDetal 
"which it represented where the paper money waS issued in moderate 
" excess under the authority of a Government in good credit. .' . • 
" The theory was not meant to apply at all to the circumstances by which 
" the amount of the standard substance used in a natural system' i~ 
"determined." In whatever way money or currency may be regulated, 
a relation between money of all kinds, artificial or not, and prices 
of commodities, cannot but exist, however erratically they may 
appear to be regulated. AB a portion of commodities must dlrectii 
draw upon metallic treasures, and the paper money understood to be 
supported by actual wealth or public credit which mUst be taken 
as 'the same thing, it is clear that to believe' that relations are 
absent between them, is to argue that the Sun rises from the West 
and not from the East. 

It is not a priori scientific theory which is of any account in consider· One of the 
ing the point. Where facts exist, there scientific theories must exist, !:~~~:O:i8a~: 
for progressive facts are indefinitely stronger than once-established listsia to deny 

. all relations 
SCIentific theories, while facts are entirely antecedent to theories, between mo-
and certainly no theories can ever be antecedent to facts. Thenatural!~~ht;~aC:: 

\ production and movements of metals are facts; 'while theories d~ tamoun~ to af ' convemon 0 

duced from the operation of these facts are 'correct theories' for the t ~ e wo~ld~. 
- ti b - b t al b- t to - - Th f:' ts h' d COInage Into me emg, u ways su ~ec reVISIons. e ac are, t at gol simple mea-

is a decreasing prodb.ction ; that almost aU other commodities are con-, ~~::~~O::::au:,.: 
stantIy increasing; that while gold is to be had less and less; the tities of the , rest of the 
counter-metal, simply because it exists in indefinite quantities, which w~t~ com-
is a remarkably fortunate circumstance for the world, is sought to be moditles. 
discredited. 'Ihere are thousands of causes which have lowered prices; 
but be it borne in mind, that every one of these caUses denotes a con-
tinuous scarcity of gold. For instance, freights would not go on lower-
ing if there were sufficient gold; and if, on the 'other hand', the quantity of 
gold had increased, pro rata, with the increase of wheat, it might' ' 
either fetch more or less"gold than before simpiy "~ecause pf the, 
uncertain quantities of wheat and the uncertain demands on gold m behalf 
of othor,commodities of uncertain production and circulation. Butwith 
all these irreguiarities, ratios exist; between aU commodities against each 
oluer, and relations between money and prices are 'as fixed as ever.. 
It we~e beiying all" rudimental principles of human nnder;tanding 
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if we soouted the perfect rationality of the important maxim, that.. 
whnteverthe relatit"8 values of commodities as dependent UpO!1 supply 
and demand, the quantity of each of these commoditi~ is, to a certain 
extent., dependent on the money acilable for its production; that 
commodities may be produced at a small. or a large cost., they them-,_ 
selves being a perfect., though -rnriable, measure of perishable} or. 
imperishable wealth. as being also subject to the influence and mot"e
ment of commodities among theIllSslves ; and that the question of price •. 
though modified bi all prices in a collective form, is immediately 
influenced by the quantity of money in circulation as placed in conb.ct 
with all at"ailable quantities of commodities. 

In presunling that Ricardo never conc~h'ed the relation between 
money and prices, simply because it \'\'lIS considered.:as being cc the 
cc effect of excessive issues of paper in comparison with the natural. 
"amount in use as money of the sbi.ndvd monetary substance," which, 
hI) had pointed out., is to ignore the fact that any furm of mop.ey in the 
mar~et is as good as the metallio wealth-substance, and that the fad of 
an e:s:.traordinary demand for a particular article-a.s in the times of 
finanoial panio-by no means controvert the theory of a relation between 
money and prices. That relation always stands firm, though it some-, 
times might shake, as even the earth must shake. To ignore this 
relation, is to comprehend a sot"ereign, a franc, a dollar. or a rupee, as 
a simple instrument by. which cloth is measured, or whe.'l.t is weighed. 
To support tho monetary system of England-which is not mono
metallic, but is partly monometallio and partly bimetallic-on arbitrary 
and impracticable notions of this character. not only does not impron 
the position of the mo~o-metallists, but presages the sure dissolution 
of that system, indissolubly bound. as it is, with bi-metallism. To 
my mind, the monometallism of Mr. Giffen is as worse as the bim€tal
lisin of Professor Fo:s:.well. The latter seems, however, a little more 
.avanoed than the former, and yet tries the shoals and rocks which 
ue as formidable in the I·Awl of bimetallism as in that of mono
metallism. Integrity of thought and principles-whntever·be the gross 
interests at stake--is as necessary in dealing with currenoy matters, 
as in dealing with ~e constitution of a senice, or the consciousness 
of one's funotions, whether they be of a commoner, or of • prince. 
l[on()oDletallis~ of England depart from this pr~ciple when they think 
that they have . only a gold standard, when they also hat"e a silver 
l\undard, however defective, but yet concurrently running with it. 
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If ProCessor Foxwell is hopelessly wrong in bolstering up bimetal-Lhittle bto 
coole e-

lism, Mr. Giffen is not less so in bolstering up the gold standard oC tween Profes-

England as unquestionably allied with a silver standard. Silver :~d :r~~:~ 
(loins having a compulsorily fixed ratio with gold coins do Corm them- ~:;;:a. doc-

. selves into a standard. It may be much less in quantity'than gold, 
hut if gold coins oC England are considered a standard money, while 
its,value fluctuates almost every day in itself, as in relation .with aU 
other articles, it is downright folly to suppose that the silver coins oC 
Englaud or of any other European country is not a money standard, 
though the scope oC its working may be limited. The English and the 
American authorities must give up the idea of consid~ring these and 
other cou,n~es m,onometallic, while in fact they are bimetallic, though 
not as folly as whelJ. b!)th coins are minted with equal freedom. 

The fact that there i8 a scarcity oC gold-which Mr. Giffen rebukes 
~thers for denying~indicates the fact that a large quantity of currency 
in silver already partly provides for that scarcity, though under the old 
devised, and now fraudulent, stereotyped ratio. Professor Foxwell is 
quite right in pushing Mr. Giffen a little further; for, if, as Mr~ Giffen 
virtnally admits, a part is right-as he upholds the silver currency as 

. existing in England-the whole of such a part must also be right. 
And thereCore bimetallism is the only logical outcome of Mr. Giffen's 
work, so emphatically directed, as it is, against bi-metallism I But hoth 
the part and the whole, as I have explained, are wrong; and hence it 
is, that, while monometallists have no remedy to offer, except the 
.stupid notion that the world should all give up its gold for currency 
and no other purposes, the bi-metallists have. conveniently clung to 
the Coremost top-end oC the Coundered ship. which yet keeps aloft the 
closing waves. 
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[Exlrac!s/rom a Leader"in the" Times of India," August 10,1892.] 

THE late Mr. Mill oncll brought much deserved censure upon himself by 
telling' an audience of working men whom he was addressing on land law 
reform that he wanted to U excite their feelings" on the subject. This was as 
bad a way of throwing light upon a dark question as could well be thought of, 
and the example is not one to be followed. Nevertheless something like John 
Stuart Mill's impatient desire to arouse the feelings of the people around him 
would have been excusable in India if the dull unquestioning acquiescence in 
disaster, which until lately seemed to characterize the attitude of the commercial 
classes in India in regard to the state of the currency, had continued. From 
that, at all events, this afternoon's meeting at the Town Hall reminds us we are 
Ite.ing rapidly delivered. 

o o • 
The man who tells his neighbours that they are helpless in the matter; for 

the currency is, in the nature of things, at the mercy of certain inexorable 
laws which it is past the wit of man to control, no longer counts on a hearing, 
if indeed he has not already foresworn his foIiy. If now and again there should 
come, as the last suggestion of obstinate timidity, a solemn warning against 
" tampering with the currency," the answer is sure to come that this is pure 
nonsense so long as India is made the victim" of tampering by other States who" 
have robbed her of her substance, disturbed her finance, and imperilled the 
fortunes of the most energetic amongst the classes who are endeavouring to 
develop her"trade; 

o o o • 
The price of silver"to-day is just threepence and a farthing below that, so 

that the "natural level is a receding line, as defiant of indication as the horizon. 
When mines in Australia' are turning out silver at a cost of eighteen pence an 

• ounce, and when in some of the Nevada mines it is a waste product, it is ob
viously futile to endeavour to name any possible minimum to which the price 
of silver is to fall if the"cost of production, even when conditioned as in the 
definition we have given, is to be the determining factor." 

o .• 0 0 0 

From America the most recent and the most reliable news wams us that of. 
a certainty there will soon be a huge unburdening there, which will throw on 
the market the four aud a half million ounces a month of silver which the 
Washington Treasury is now taking on its hands. So that we cannot to-day 
look westward without feeling that not salvation, but rather calamity, will come 
thence, unless in the meantime we raise np some barrier for our own defence. 

o 0 0 0 0 

India, we arB told-and a comforting half. truth enunciated by Lord Lans", 
downe some months ago is cited in support of the pretence-is still able to pay 
her way. Taxation is Dot increased j debt is not increased; there is DO defioit. 

Al 
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("pon this last sotm:e of comfort let no one draw too freely. '["'pon the two 
others let this be borne in mind. India is just paying her .... y. but all that a 
Dation with a stable currency gains in the natural inc:rement of its revenuce. 
India has lost year by year to the extent of at least eighty eroree in the 
aggregate. This, if India had not been the passive vic:tim of other peoples' 
tampering with the currency. would have been _ved to 118 in two fol'Dlll. The 
country would have enjoyed substantial remissious of taxation; the admini&
ir:ation would have been more generously equipped with lICbools, and hospitals 
and canals, and roads, and raihra:J1!. and the defence ... orks ... hich the policy of 
other nations has forced npon us ... ould have been no great burden. All this 
is hidden in the dangerous and misleading half-truth that we are paying our 
.... y in spite of our exchange troubles.. But the argument that India is not the 
worse for her currency disturbances will soon be as little heard of as the other 
and more daring vie.... that the country is actually the better for them-the 
more daring view. because, withexchange lo ... er than it has ever been, and with 
freights ruinously low, the prospects of neither the import nor the export trade 
of India have ever been more discouraging. 

o o o o o 

'l'he " school bill·' and .. family remittance" and rupee pension aspeci of the 
question-the only aspects that some people will bring themselves to __ must 

be abeolutely non-existent to the Bannia piec:e<goods merchant and the Borah 
general dealer. And yet these people are coming in. in troops, doubtless with 
no very clear viell'S about the bi-metallic ratio, and with as indefinite a oonct'p
tion of ... hat is involved in the gold standard as of the aims of the Triple 
Alliance or even of the fundamentals of Mr. Gladstone's undiscloeed dis
memberment scheme. But they are clear and confident Dpon one poin~and 
that is. that it is Iw:ardous to carry on bnsiuess Dpon a shifting and capricious 
currency basis. that their hands are tied by it as they would ouly be tied in a 
chrouic financial crisis, the only difference being that, inste~ of each man 
distrusting his neighbour, he distrusts the money in ... hich he camee on his 
trade, and knOll'S no other certainty in his bnsiuess than that his most careful 
calculations will be upset.. 

o o • • • 
No one has been more frank than Sir David Barbour in ac:lmo ... Jed"cring the 

risks that lie in the way of a gold standard, and ... e should not help this mOTe
ment if we endeavoured to obec:nre or to minimise them. In Austria-Hungary 
-conceming ... hose currency difficulties Yr. J"anni gives us some 8Ugge;rtive 
details to-day-the financial authoritiee only came to the reeoIution to adopt 
the gold standard after they had submit1ed the ... hole problem to the judgment 
of a committee of experts, to ... hom a eeriee of carefully draTD up questions 
anticipating every risk and difficulty that could possibly attend the experiment, 
were submitted. This is an example ... hich, we are lure, the Government of 
India will not lose sight of. Mean ... hile ... e are confident that they will wel
come 8uch a manifestation as to-day"8 meeting will give them, that there is a 
gro ... ing conviction that the old policy of leaving the currency to be the sport 

of CUc:UDlIitances must be reeoIukly abandoned. 
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PBOlmlED LIGHT ON THE CURRENCY PROBLElL 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE "TIllES OP INDIA," 

iii 

Sm,-As I have now in hand a work containing a thorough exposition of the 
present Currency Question, I should not have troubled you with these lines 
were it not for the fact that, on a close examination and reasoning, I arrive 
a\ the conclusion that any meetings, however inHuential, cannot induce 
any Government to 6x a permanent ratio between silver and gold, or, for the 
matter of that, between the two currencies. With some diffidence, then, 
I would beg to warn all those who may be seeking to embark in an extremely 
hazardous task, that it would be as sensible to call upon the Indian or other 
Administrations to 6x the ratio value under advertence, as to attempt to have 
the quality or volume of town atmosphere, or the growth or prices of the 
commodities of the world pre-defined by Legislature for any or all times to 
come. Beyond the many deceptive features clinging to the theory that is now 
deliberately placed within the range of practical polities, I must say I have 
not come across any public effort so impolitic and so fraught with impracti
cability and wrong as the one which, I am glad, will now be placed in light, 
I hope ouly to obtain that rest and maturer reflection which the tough problem 
undoubtedly needs. I was pleased to find Mr. Symons, the other day, 
adopting in his busines&-Iike speech that gentle and conciliatory method which, 
in my opinion, is w more telling than any hostile argument against the 
impracticable character of the proposal now advocated throughout the length 
and breadth of the land. Whether the proposal is looked at from the point of 
view of monetary science and national economy, or practical administrative 
wisdom and justice, there is hardly a ray of hope for the sort of relic sought. 
I may, therefore, be justified in expecting, (as I am now completing my work), 
that a legitimate and all-round remedy may have some light thrown upon it, 
instead of the keen exertions wasted after discovering a mare's nest, or a 
solution that verily belongs to the region of Utopia.-Yours &c., 

DINSIIAH ABDESHIB. 

Baroda, August 8. 

THE CURRENCY QUESTION: A. PLEA FOR PA.TIENCE. 

TO THB EDITOR OP THB "TIllES OP INDIA," 

Sir,-The currency agitation has now assumed some practical form; hot it 
may produce either good or evil. It is time that you, Sir, raised your voice 
towards pacification, till a thorough authoritative investigation is completed 
on the Continent. 

Meanwhile, it might aid the cause of patience and forbesrance-so badly 
needed at the present moment-if some sturdy facts are briefly stated in 
anticipation of my exhaustive work now in the press. The facts that cannot 
be refuted are : 

(0) No public action is possible as based on a subversion of the bullioD value 
of the precious metala. 
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(b) No currency can ever be vitiated to redress the grievance of particular 
classes, which can. only be dealt with on its own merits. 

(c) It would seem an unrighteous and barbaric act to plunder the holders of 
gold and en~ich those owning silver. . 

(d) As no nation or Government can permit such a barefaced robbery, and 
a thoroughly immoral and mischievous disturbance in local and international 
transactions, any attempt made, nevertheless, must either saddle India with a 
further enormous and increasing gold debt, or ruin both the export and 
import trade of India, simply adding to the commercial interests of those 
silver and gold countries who should have the modesty of abiding by prudent 
instincts in letting their currency alone. 

(e) The fall of all gold prices in silver-using countries and elsewhere is II 

transparent march of commercial development, and, therefore, of the best 
influences of civilisation; the said fall, or, as I have explained in my work, 
the fast proceeding depreciation of gold-and not exactly of silver-cannot 
be rectified by any nation, or conference of nations, except by free 
circulation and production of silver till the crucial point is reached, not the 
point at which it seems the present fashion in India and England to strangle 
the currency, very much in harmony with the somewhat vulgar native adage
" Mauled till made a Mahomedan": the equivalent: "Damn the silver, it 
won't rise; policeman, see it somewhere at 1s. 7d., if possible, for e-ver, 
please." , 

(J) Both the Indian Council and. Lord Lansdowne's Government being-as 
I ma,y venture to presume-out of reach of the legislative syrens, among the 
remedies essential towards retrenchment and readjustment of land and' other 
taxation, needing consummate courage and ability of both the Government and 
the country, as explained in my work, is the.crucial point stated in para. (e) : 
the production of silver must naturally stop, and, therefore, its constant fall 
in price when the working expenses will refuse to bear any profit. The legiti
mate value of silver after that' will rise in proportion to the. demand for it; 
and it is very likely that the increased monetary transactions of the world 
will render the re.opening of silver mines possible, the more so if gold conti
nued to become scarce, and its stock was not enormously increased by fresh 

. discoveries. 
No choice is left to any country in respect of its currency except under 

circumstances of exceptional "finds." The remedies are distinctly different, 
and must be followed without in the least demoralising the course of any 
currency, which can only result in mischievous retrogressions, for the silver 
currency of 'the world is a too forcible and luxuriant growth, and is likely in 
future to be predominant in all countries. There are many millions yet 
'W hose civilisation would bring them to the use of silver. One of the truest 
remedies is to promote the currency of silver in all parts of the globe, without 
dabbling with the intrinsic or relative value of this or the other metal. 

I have gone through the cheering forest of figures and statistics which have 
been placed as a barrier before all, to genially persuade them into believing 
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in the disastrous results of the falling rupee-results which, though not all the 
best as they are, may yet be as much attributed to the inevitable copiousness 
of the silver cnrrency as to the growing sins of the world which are believed 
by the orthodox to have reduced or deranged the once regular volume of raUi. 

I may, perhaps, be a little sanguine in believing that, before we see the end 
of the century, extensive and lasting reforms will have been carried out in 
the currency of all enlightened nations. Keeping this future in view, one 
cannot but the more deplore the present total misconception existing on the real 
issues of the agitation, which have been confounded with altogether a wrong 
canse and effect. It is the financial and administrative constitution of the 
Imperial Government which is now on its trial, and the rupee which has been 
doing admirable work in e:illarging the Indian trade has nothing whatever 
to do with the real evils-whatever they may be. What a further develop
ment of India's resources and a greater and more grateful potentiality of the 
Imperial Government have to effect cannot be thrust upon silver, which 
requires to be cheapened stilll Whereas India's dire want of many millions 
of more rupees annually is so well supplied by the West, as well as the East, 
and which ought not to be endangered by untrue remedies. 

The Times of India has done such good service in laying before the autho
rities and the people the many sides of this great currency problem, that I 
fondly hope your influential journal may further help in dispelling the 
injurious illusions which may otherwise help to wrongly shape events. It 
would be grievous and more difficult to mend them afterwards.-Yours &c., 

DINSHAH ARDESHIR. 

Baroda, August 27 • 

•• * We have given insertion to the above, with some misgivings as to whether the writer 
..... divested the currency question of the obscurity that surrounds it, and rather as an 
example of the confidence with which recent ellorts towards a remedy for the situation are 
being dsprecated than as being itself a final solution of the problem.-ED., T. of [. 

The Author could not help deferring foller explanations as to the obscurity which 
surrounds the problem and his solution of the currency difficulties to the publication of 
his work.-D. 

HOPE FOR SILVER. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE " TIMES 01' INDIA," 

Sm,-I beg you will allow me to express a few words of dissent from'the ,
general tenor of the concise and weighty leader published in the Times of 
India of the 29th. 

I cannot but regard M. Haupt's view that the future of silver is "utterly 
hopeless" as being as startling as it is entirely erroneous. Though you have 
80 ably reviewed his work-and with an impartiality and calmness which I 
wish the leaders of the currency agitation had shown-you could still have 
pointed out the misle~ding nature of the more important of his inferences 
which, I submit, have escaped your notice. And that about silver is the most 
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important. -" 'Having already depreciated by 37 per cent.," he thinks it no 
longer" a good and honest money in any country having the double stand
ard." M. Haup~ might as well have said worse, since silver is far more 
depreciated in relation to pearls, or any other gems. What will he say of 
gold a few years hence, when the nations of the world must all combine and 
give gold comparatively the least, and silver the largest, room in the 
international currency of the world? The decline' of silver value, as esti
mated in gold, is not, and any further decline would not be, a " downright 
alarming" event; but is only a happy and essential development of not 
merely silver, but gold-using countries, Were gold hypothetically supposed 
to disappear at once, the potentiaiity of silver mines would go far to meet 
the demands of the world's currency. As I have already told your readers, 
we have only cheerfully to face the natural level of the silver price, -which 
will certainly not be attained till its production ceases to afford the very 
least profit and the existing silver stocks put into use. That the min,es con
tinue to be worked with enormous profits unmistakeably indicate the still 
growing and healthy demand for silver; and it cannot for a moment be doubted 
that the annual outputs of the mines prove that commercially, above all, the 
white metal has far outstripped gold, for the disinterment of the latter has 
often to be abandoned owing to the increasing expenses of working the mines. 
The Americans cannot do worse than cease altogether to purchase silver; but 
I believe they will look to their own demand and supply. Supposing, how
ever, the American purchases cease, the world will soon tell us if it could do 
without more silver. I predict the price will run up, and the mines will h!lve 
to be re-opened sharp-meaning, as the world's exchangeable commodities 
increase with increasing population, so must the silver currency continue to 
flourish on its own lines. This does not look like M. Haupt's total and 
emphatic ostracism, of silver, which is little too bigoted a view to adopt.

Yours &c" 

DINSHAH ARDESHIR. 

Baroda, August 30. 

PART OF THE AUTHOR'S SCHEME FOR A SOLUTION OF THE 
CURRENCY DIFFICULTIES, 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE "TIMES OF INDIA," 

SIR;~I am sure the Hon'ble Mr. Mackay unconsciously errs in stating in his 
representation to Lord Kimberley, that the petition of the Currency Associa
tion contains many thousands of signatures of " educated natives." I do not 
doubt the truth of that bland statement; what is pertinent to the point is, 
whether one per cent. of these thousands of natives has crossed the mere 
threshold of the currency problem and intricacies. 

While willingly admitting that the question of the exchange-loss of Euro
peans serving our country, is one which has a distinct and just claim on our 
sincere sympathies, I am sure the eventual verdict will be that, whatever 
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may be presumed on behalf of natives in India, in relation to the proposals set 
forth by the Association, the expression of such presumption would rather be a 
cypher than any substance acceptable by Government. 

It would not, perhaps, be fair to ask you to reproduce the elaborate chapters 
on my work in the Press bearing upon the phenomena of prices, as relating to 
ailver fluctuations as affected by gold fluctuations (not, as is commouly supposed, 
fluctuations in'ailver as measured by gold), nor the other chapters which con
tain solutions worked out in detail. 

I would, therefore, with your permission here aim at directing the attention 
of the authorities, not to a search after an Utopia, or.a mare's nest-as all 
attempts to dabble with the silver currency in India, and hanker after a gold 
one, fully seem to ~but to some of those points, an authoritative discussion 
of which is sure to lead to a satisfactory conclusion. I will unreservedly state 
some of my conclusions here :-

(a.) No national grievance exists simply on account of the cheapened 
value of silver, which India and every country in. the world still re

quire in much larger quantities both for currency and other purposes. 
(b.) The real national distress, which is now being developed, relates to the 

congested gold currency of mono-metallic countries, demanding, in 
my opinion, a certain amount of demonetisation of gold, and, to 
that extent, substitution of silver currency. 

(c.) The painful position of Great Britain, and the currency difficulties 
of the present times, are due to excessive concentration of gold, 
and an unwarranted and pernicious exclusion of silver by means of 
the semi-barbaric systems of bi-metallism and mono-metallism of 
old times, which have most seriously impeded the streams of cur
rency as in relation to the parallel or toncurrent volume of com
modity-circulation. 

(d.) Among the several theories propoUnded by economists and other 
authorities, which we have decidedly to unlearn, one relates to 

stereotyping the values of currency metals-which will never 
possibly come to pass-in the only way it would be worth having. 

(e.) If any solution be found indispensably necessary in the present state 
of things, one is this: an Act should be passed by our mother
country, limiting the legal teuder of gold coins, when, say, a 
certain sum in silver coins. is reached, aud restoring a national 
silver coinag_the values of both being carefully re-adjusted on an 
uniform basis. 

U.) The proposal may be submitted for an investigation by the expert 
Committee ordered by Lord Kimberley, as also by the Conference 
to be held at Brussels; for, I think, it is high time all nations agreed 
to demonetise gold to a certain extent carefully calculated, and to 
introduce a free silver standard, the antiquated idea of stereotyping 
the ratio value being given up as hopeless and impracticable. 

I am sure I will be called upon to explain the grounds for my proposals. 
We- have simply llinned in using up goid to a crucial point, and treating silver 
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as if it belonged to a sink, while it has proved itself an element of salvation 
in currency difficulties, and is yet destined to revolutionise the world"s various 

currency systems. 
Business and earnings have become difficult, because in the pharmacy of 

currency you' have its richest, unsegregated, crowded essence, without the 

equally essential soluble elements of liquification, which could easily circulate 
tbat congested essence throughout the home and foreign trade systems. I 
must admit I have not been publicly giving the full solution of the currency 
complexities, as the publication of my work only can demonstrate the fnll validity 
of my proposals. There would be a move among all gold-congested quarters 

to buy up silver ; the old silver coins of Europe will be righted in their 
value, because when all nations go in for the dualistic currency, as proposed by 
me, the value of silver must' rise, and that of gold so far popularised, that 
the much-needed wealth will be more equally enjoyed by the world without 
causing any loss to either gold or silver holders, which is the most si,."Ilificant 
point scored in my proposals. 

The silver mines which have been, or are being, closed are sure to be 
re-opened, the now redundant (as wrongly i.ma.,oined) silver will not be a whit 
more than is required, and every person in the world who can possibly buy 
gold will hasten to do so. A fresh demand for gold, and, therefore, for 
silver too, will be created, which no one-much less a Governmen~ ever 
think of suppressing. 

The greatest of all perplexities are likely to cease under a dualistic system, 
which if it became the more universal, the.better; for the immeuse advantage 
of an automatic adjustment of currency metallic values will have been reached 
instead of finding a proposal acted upon, which might be tantamount to stopping 
a circulation, because it ran high, when· it should be intelligently dealt with 
and modified. 

The dualistic system admits of recognising both metals as essential for cur
rency, though at what point the gold currency should be a legal tendex--per
haps the meeting points may equal the figure of difference in the respective 
values of the precious metals, that figure stan~ for so many thousands of 
rupees, when a demand for gold coins, when not othermse agreed upon, to be 
held legal-will have to be very carefully considered by all countries, keeping 
in view the proportions of the two metals needed and available for currency. 

I have so solved the problem, that as the two metals will always be essen
tially required by the world, in ever increasing quantities, that Buch a volume 
of currency should be created for each metal as would nearly answer the 
respective productions, which also roughly, or indirectly, indicate the demand 

for them. 
By giving an elastic, or a larger, or freer variation to the value of gold cur

rency-the opposite of the present congestive point-6nd by raising, and not 
debasing, the value of silver by free and natural means, the shock all round in 
consequence of any currency change wiD be immensely moderated, which cannot 
possibly be by any other means. _ 

The much larger use of silver will equally assist in a largel' circulation of 
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)[1' sag,gesDoas ill refeftDee to the _ &ad ~ of simr haTing already 
~ a fnanble CllDSidefttioll, I haTe _ hesitation ill afIinning lhat a 
Dfficaao. of the sihw Biandard for hdia &ad EDgJand will IeIIlOTe die pre
sent ~ elemen~ of Iluciuaiioa.. 

I 1I'OIIld anlii:ipaie a pmceful DMmlIIIeIlt iending towuds the sale of a wry 1arge 
poriioa of gold ill Loadon ill flavor of siher, riere it can be JOOSl cheaply bOught, 
&ad towuds ~ c:in:ulation of c::apiial ialndia which is 90 sorely needed.. 
If the wodd _ ignoranily nsoried 10 legislation--Gne good e1fed of 

which ..... despite the legislation, a m_ beDeficial epnad of siln!r ill the 
r..--n yoaJd surely be bIlt fair ... d jusl thai ariificial &ad mB:hieTovs di;;.. 

abilities be ~ by.hich siln!r _1' be resiol'ed, &ad gold _y occupy ita 
0WIl digDifiecI posiao. OR -m of ita much greater ~ 

'Ihoa"oh I C&IUIOi here go illio any __ grounds &ad ~ f6l'my pmposaI. 
I _y be allowed to CODCl1lde, thai it is aeidIer a find nUo nlae, nor me 
~ of m--tanism _ JDOIlCHIleialli DOl' a IlOIIliDal or leal gold standard 
fOl' hdia, which the C1IIftDC'Y di1fieulties of the wudd need, bIlt a naimaJ. sys
tem of a emreary ill dualism, _'-s the absurd nUo tie, ill Yhich e-ren me 
&UerJgth aDd e:xteJlt of the ~ cuueucies 1IrOuld faIl1rithin OW' pnctieal 
&ad pnwessiie ~oe ill harmony yitJl a II&bInI Uacle clenlopment. 

HaTing ,,"mined much of the oonflic:UJIg fads &ad staiisiic:s. I feel ~ 
Ant ~ the effea of Iaolding a monopoly ill gold cin:ulaiicm, hut JiUle aided 
by a popuJu or cllifasiTe carreary, has wozbd towvds a DUrUW monopoly of 
trades &ad professioas, shutting om the _ essential prodw:tioas and a cheap 

&ad iDcreasiDg employment of labor. The mls of .W I UTe taken the 
liberty of c:alling, the present gold-eon"uoestion mus& ill time be eDeDded to an 
gold-eauatzies, though doee to each other ill a eonc:umm~ canency. 

Sboald thiB Ietiel' comi.Dce ]"011, Jrr.. Editor, lha~ I haw, ill some measure, 
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&rod&, 6th Odober 1m Dam.uI hDESBD.. 

[Froa ... T_qfI.JiG., .. ~15.1S9Z.] 

The Chamber of Commerat ~y afiemooD, after a diseussioa Yhich we 
report at Ieugdt el!ewhere, c::uriecI a remlutioll ill which the aerioas Ie!UliB of 
the frequent Il~ ill the sterling nlue of the ~ -.ere acknow
ledged, &ad GoTemmeni _ asked to submii the IIIlbjed to the j1ld,.amen~ of a 
_mission of experiB. The decisloa _ uriwd a~ &her the Chamber had 

rejecced by a majority of A'enty-IIiI to ei"ohieeD an amendmeni moved by the 
Comminee, ill 1rhicla all expresoioDa impJpng tha& the state of the CUD'ellcy 
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constitutedaIi evil were avoided, though the amendment, like the original 
resolution, proposed the reference of the question by Government to the 
consideration of a commission of experts.. It is an eminently satisfactory 
decision, and.it will be helpful to Government in no unimportant degree. 
Whether the resolutiqn or the amendment had been adopted, the vote of the 
Chamber would have been an important declaration of the need for inquiry 
into the state of the currency, and would have marked a.distinct development 
of opinion in the right direction. But unquestionably the resolution as it was 
adopted yesterday was a. more significant pronouncement than the amendment 
would have been, and we believe, now that the discussion and the. division are 
over, that the Chamber as a whole will be quite content to let the resolution 
stand for an expression of its collective opinion on the question. On second 
thought the supporters. of the amendment must feel that there is nothing in 
the resolution which as cautious men. of business they are not prepared to 
endorse. ·The Hon. Mr. Beaufort, for example, must recognise that many of 
the objections which he raised yesterday, in an exceediugly able s~ech, . had no 
relevance to the issue raised by Mr. Miller's resolution. He gave an answer to 
Mr. O'Conor's well-known. arguments against the theory that low exchange 
benefits the external trade of India.:--an answer which claims respectful 
consideration. But that matter was not touched upon in the resolution, 
which dealt, not with low -exchange, but with fluctuations in exchange. 
So with bi-metallism, with the gold standard, and with the closing of the mints. 
Upon all these points Mr. Beaufort brought into play a whole hattery of 
arirunents, which, well as they were put together, were not relevant. Not a 
word was said either by Mr. Miller, or' by Colonel Bisset, who seconded the 
resolution, upon bi-metallism, or a gold standard, or the closing of the mints. 
Upon all these questions a complete openness of mind was observed-except 
amongst those who, in deprecating the expression of dogmatic opinion upon 
currency questions, have dogmatically pronounced against no fewer than three 
proposals in connection therewith. However, now that the resolution has been 
entered upon the records of the Chamber, we are. confident that those who 
could not see their way to vote for it. yesterday will accept it as a rallying 
point around which all parties in the Chamber may meet.. Mr. Miller, discussing 
the matter from a co=erial point of view, has shown very plainly where the 
shoe pinches the man of business. Colonel Bisset, who dealt with the question 
only as it came practically before him as an expert concerned in the manage
ment and extension of railways, shows how grievously the uncertainties.in 
exchange affect railway development, an object to which the Bombay Cham
ber of Co=erce has always directed its most strenuous endeavours. His speech 
derived its weight chiefly from its strict ~levance to matters which came 
within his official experience, and in effect it constitutes a valuable contri
bution to that very judgment of experts to which both sides in the Chamber 
are -anxious to appeal. However, the Chamber has at length spoken its mind 
in clear and decisive tones, and yesterday'S vote will materially help the 
Government of India in their endeavoqr to arouse the Home Government to 
appreciate the seriousness· of the situation. 
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A TELESCOPIC TABLE P:a.ESENTING IN ONE FORM THE NATURE AND 

QUANTITY OF VARIOUS INDIAN EXPORT-AND IMPORT COMMODI • . 
TIES d .STANDING IN RELATION TO THE. FLUCTUATIONS IN 

THE VALUE OF SILVER OR GOLD AS MEASURED IN SIL. 

VER FOR THE PERIOD DATING 1870-71 TO 1891·92. 



87Q.71 to 1891-92 . 

• INDIAN EXPORT AND IMPORT OF TREASURE. 
Silver F1uctuatious as . affected by Gold 

·Fluctuations. , 
, Copper. Silver. Gold. . 

Year. Rate or 
. , 

I I 
Price • 

Imported. Export. Import. Export. I Import. 

; 

.,. .... 1,72,00,000 2,66,20,000 50,10,000 2,78,30,000 1870.7.1 
601 p.o.= 

22'49 

...... 1,46,80,000 8,00,00,000 80,000 3,57,30,000 1871-72 23'12 . 

...... 1,21,90,000 1,93,4.0,000 7,9O,OOO! 2,62,20,000 1872-1:' 22'75 

....•. 1,64,80,000 4,14,40,000 26,"60,000 1,64,lIO,ooO 1873·7" '22'35 

...... 1,41,00,000 6,05,20,000 21,50,000 2,08,90,000 187(:,·75 22'15 ...... ~V~~O,~ ~.4,;6,4q,<lO~ ~9..1 \) ... \>O/) ,l,83,60.0{)0 18.75.7-a 21'62' 

...... ~,i~~Q,QOQ .9.99~~OO 11~3;ro,OOO : 1,«,40,000, 1876·77 20;50 

.....• 1,1 , 0,000 15~7,60, 00 1,11,10,000 1,57,90,000 1877~8 20'79 , 
I 1,62,30,000 5,59,40,000 2,35,90,000 1,46,30,000 1878·79 19'79 ...... , 

1,73,50.~Q MQ.fiPPPP 00,00.000 .• 2,00,00,000 1879.-90 19'96 , ...... 

I ~ 

~ 
1,1\2,00,170 1,42,35,82Q, p~~~,Q):.5Q{\l· . l,(j8,5.9U 8,67·,20 ,!i80 188B-lll 19-95 II 

(cwt.381,683) 
1;08,73,390 6,46,63,890 1,24,080 19'89 I 1,46,74,620 4,85,63,920 1881·82 

1,93,83,760 87,77,950 8,35,80,220 16,42,640 5,09,51,350 1882-83 19'52 
2,20,78MP 1,00,33,550 7,40,85,060 69,520 5,46,94,570 1883-84 19'53 

2,07,flo,180 1,86,43,940 9,11,00,250 10,62,360 4,77,81,720 1884-85 19'31 
2,09,38,400 77,96,320 1,23,86,260 32,86,060 3,09,15,410 1885·86 18'25 

1,99,40,090 1,06,40,230 8,21,97,610 65,64,930 2,83,35,580 1886-87 11'44 
2,00,19,280 1,36,10,520 10,58,98,030 24,35,720 3,23,60,530 1887-88 16'89 

56,33,130 1,47,91,930 10,72,58,720 30,51,540 3,11,90,880 1888·89 16'89 
~,22,23_,540 1,45,05,080 12,38,84,740 45,57,240 5,07,10,270 1889-90 16'56 

...... . ..... ...... ...... 5,63,61,717 1890·91 18'089 ...... ...... ...... ...... 2,41,37,992 1891-92 38id.p.o.= 
\ lB. 2Nd. 

:~ 

Z 
, 

Baroda, Sep~.lnbpr, 1891. 
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~d as measured. in Silver for -~~ period dating 
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~70:71 to 1891-92. 

• INDIAN EXPORT AND 

Copper. Silver. 

Imported. Export. 

I . ~ .... 1,72,00,000 2,6 

I 1,46,80,000 8,0 

1,21,90,000 1,9 
1,64,80,000 4,1 

1,41,00,000 6,C 
'V~~,Q)9QQ 1M 

~,7~,3Q,OOA 9~ 
.....• 1,1 ,00,000 15,. 

1,62,30,000 5) 
1,73,50.RQQ .PJ 

1,6.2 ,00 ,170 1,42,35,82~ f1~1 
(cwt. 381,683) 

1;08,73,390 6,l 1,46,74,620 
I 

1,93,83,760 87,77,950 8,. 
2,20,78,4;~P 1,00,33,550 7,1 

I 
2,07,1')0,180 1,86,43,940 W 
2,?~,38,400 77,96,320 1J 

) 

1,99,40,090 1,06,40,230 8. 
2,00,19,2~ 1,36,10,520 10) . . J 

56,33,130 1,47,91,930 10 
~ ,22 ,23»40 1,45,05,080 12 

-1 

". 

\ \ . 

[OompUed by the author from Omo\al and othet:sonmes ] . 

Silver Flnctuations as 
affected by Gold 

Fluctuations. 

\ 
Rate or Years. Price. 

1870-71 ... 
60t p.o. = 

22'49 

1871-72 ••• 23'12 

1872-73 ••• 22'75 
1873-74 ••• 22'35 

1874-75 n. 22'15 
1875-76 ••• 21'62 

1876-77 ••• 20'50 
1877-78 ••• 20'79 

1878-79 ••• 19'79 
1879-80 ••• 19'96 

1880-81 ••• 19'95 

1881-82 ••• 19'89 

1882-83 ••• 19'52 
1883-84 ••• 19'53 

1884-85 ••• 19'31 
1885-86 ••• 18'25 

1886-87 ••• 11'44 
1887-88 ... 16'89 

1888-89. __ 16'89 
1889-90 ••• 16'56 

1890-91 ••• 18'089 
1891-92 .. 38!d,p.o.= 

Is. 2Nd. 

~ Export Merchandise. 

Total I Value in Rupees. Shipping 
TOIlDllge. 

.....• 55,33,60,000 

464,1980 63,20,90,000 

626,8240 55,21i,10,00B. 
816,5270 54,99 ,60 ,OO~ 

1,133,9680 55,35,90,006 
1,440,2700 58,09,10,000 

1,518,6900 61,01,40,009 
1,617,8390 65,22,20,900 

],426,9570 60,93,76,000 
1,609,7690 67,21,20,000 

6,469,036 74,58,10,000 

7,368,886 81,96,80,000 

7,071,884 83,48,50,00B 
7,250,603 88,17,60,000 

1;,649,770 83,25,50,060 
7,294,589 83,88,10,000 

7,172,193 88,47,00,00B 
7,189,465 90,54,40,000 

6,983,332 96,97,81,710 
7,315,586 103,39,68,620 

7,684,954 ...... 
. ..... 107,85,10,000 

• Entered and olea.re<i VIA the Sues 
Canal. whirh was opened 17th 
November 1869. 
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APPBOXI:M:ATE STATEMENT OF PRICES OF THE NECESSARIES AND 

OTHER ESSEJITIALB OF LIFE AS WERE PREY ALENT FIFTY 

YEARS AGO CONTRASTED WITH mE PRICES NOW 

l'REVAILING AT BARODA. 
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Approximate statement of prices of the necessaJ .. and other 'essentials of life as were prevalent 
fifty years ago contrasted ~ith th '! l>riceS now prevailing at Baroda . . '\., 
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APPENDIX \:D. 

EXTRActs FROM OFFI~ AND OEm-OFFICIAL (CORRESPONDENCE 
IN REFERENCE TO THE AUTHOR'S INTERNATIONAL SCHEME OF 
CURRENCY. 

BOMBAY, 3rd September, 1892. 

DEAR Sir,-I have to' send you my thanks for favouring me with your 
valuable pamphlet on bi-met3llism wIiich I had not seen before • 
.. What I mean~ by the natural level was that ,complete distribution of silver 
curre~cy which has not yet been attained and which ,no nation ought to 

restrain. 
, I have gone through your treatise with pleasure, but regret to say have to 
depart widely from the style of advocacy you ha,ve adopted. I concur, however, 
In Bome of your views. How would you expect the rupee of a fabricated 
'price to stand in the face of so aggravating a competition of the· world as of 
'the modern times? If the Government were so unwise as to fix any ratio 
in its present state of finances, it will, I, am sure, ruin evel'Y interest. My 
'sympathies are entirely with European workers in India; and my work, wiII 
'fully demonB1:rate the real remedies that may be adopted. The Currency 
agitation has gone to the wrong end of the pole altogether; and I fear it 
may do mischief if it ever succeeded in getting the Government to adopt the 
prop'osal put forward. ", ... 

! Yours' truly, 
DINSHAH ARDESBIR. 

WESTERN -INDIA, 
BARODA, 18th November, 1892. 

DEAR Sm,-l would rcspfilctfuIIy 'Venture to submit the proofs of ~ pl!J1 of 
my work on the Currency Questioll \'S its completiop. :)ViII take a little ~8ro 
time yet • 
. 'l'he natives of Jndia, I am sorry to say, have not been able to put their case 
before the Government of India. Had they done so, I am sure a statesm!Ln 
of such distinguished capacity and reputation as Lord Lansd~wne would 
have paid adequate attention to their representations. Though I have 

. dealt with numerous Indian questions for 30 years past, the present one is 
in some measure new to me, but I have conscientiously labored to arrive at 
unbiassed conclusions. 

Being aware of your well-known desire to do justice to India, I have been 
encouraged to submit the papers on behalf of my couutrymen, presuming 
that my contribution may prove of some little help to the Government of India 
and the India Office. . -
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.As most imp-ortant interests of India and England are at stake and the various 
features ~f the currency problem are very cODfplicated and per?lexing, I may 

.. respectfully venture to' hope that nO' action may be taken by the Indian Govern
ment till the RepO'rt of the London Committee is published in India and the full 

. views of thll country h~ve peen permitted to be formed and· duly expres~d. 
r would beg to' observe that the country at large is at present lamentably 

ignorant of the chal'acter of the various proposals placed before the GO'vern
.ments O'f India and England. 

The present system of currency having been tried for centuries past, and as 
no calamity is at hand, it would, in my humble judgment, be a wise pre
cautiO'nta refrain from any radical action tilll the merits of the proPO'sed 
changes have been thoroughly understood by all, and th!l need of adopting 
steps which would equally well apply to' all nations is ihoroughly compre-
hended by all concerned. . 

In my present work I have gradually developed what, I humbly think, would 
prove an efficaciO'us and permanent refO'rm of our.currency without caiIs'ing any 
widespread or mischievous derangement affecting the individual or general 
prosperity and peace 6f both cO'untries. I have, moreover, applied my scheme 
to all civilised countries and already 'hO'pe to have shown that it is one which, 
withO'ut injuring' a single interest, WO'uld effectually stiit the crying want of every 
nation. I have. yet to fOrInulate it briefly and in a more' thorough compass than 
'1 am j~st n<ryV able to present, the concluding chapters being new in hand. 

.0' o o 

WESTERN INJ?{A, 

BARODA, 2nd De~ember 1892. 
DJ;:q SIR,-Pray excuse my intruding upon your invaluable time; but the 

universal importance of the currency problem must be my humble excuse. 
I. feel pleasure and ho~or in submitting herewith a part of my work on the 
questiO'n. The book·will, I hope, speak for itself; all that I have respectfully 
to draw attention to is that nO' palliative measnre need be thO'ught of whim, 
'according to' ~y scheme, the unfettered utilisation of ·&iIver. and gald can, in a 
much larger measure, meet the want of the world's cO'mmodities: All over
valued ~bins can and must be redeemed by a similar value paper tokens. to' be 
issued in'their place, and the flver-value'd coins, which would be kept in reserve 
.against the paper issue, can be' gradually melted and reformed on the basis of 
the modern ~nd truer inherent value international coins which I have . humbly 
proPO'sed. The inherent value of silver and gold coins-I am humbly' of opinion 
-should not be touched by any nation, nor the cO'urse of exchange should ever 
be meddled with by any Government as being only one of the numerous more 
or less unknown factors of trade and cO'mmerce which no legislation can to'uch. 
Each nation should be left perfectly free to' take in.as much· silver or gold at 
:their own intrinsic, and no artificial, value, as it may need; and, ilxcepting the un
avoidable charges and alloy, all coins shO'uld represent their natural value fO'r all 
times to come. The metal to' be employed should only be that wanted by each. 



OQnntry, the artificial principle being in all instances aV'oided by all Governments. 
The struggle of the precious metals is to evolve their own true value in ali:. 
forma' from time to time; and no legislation can for. the present be permitte4:, 
to vitiate their progresaor course in any direotion whatever, to prevent all unne~, 
eessary monetary and commercial disabilities and cala.mitl.es. An unfettered
coinage of both silver and gold in all parts of the globe IIIust bring the much
desired natural rest; and European countries would thull stave off abnormal 
trade distresses in being benefited by cheaper' and more abundant import aiid 
export trade induced by the natural dualistic ourrency saheme as proposed by 
me ; and the plentiful use of silver of natural value and conversion of a part of' 
gold coins, treating both precious metals . as eql!ivalents, free· of the unnatural' 
hostility so widely proposed in various forms, can alone remove popular dis
tre88. I have also mad& a rough proposal that silver co~s everyw.here bastl'lt 
on intrinsio value should be a legal tender for some such amount as £3;t)OO, 
the principle of discount or premium always supplying a natural· guide ta, 
transaetions of all places. I have only a few moments for tbis letter ;'·my
work explains the details of the problem. 

o o o o o 

(From tM "I1Ulittn Spectator," Deoember 25tk,1892). 
MR. DINSHAH ARDESHIR OF BARODA ON THE CURRl'lNCY QUESTION. 

(Th18 is the tull text of Mr. D1nsbaw'81etter to the FIn_pc';l ~.cretary, ~ a discussion of whleb 
"e may return another time.] '.' 

BARODA.' tst'lJecemliilr, 1892; 
J. F. FINLAY,EBQ., 

Financial Secretary to the G.ovemment of India, 
CALCUTTA. 

SIB,-I bave the honour to submit herewith a portion of IllY w.ork "on' the 
.. Science of Gold and Silver Currency," in a' printed form, which 'I ho~e 
lIoon to conclude. I beg to forward it '/Vit~ a hope that it may be plaqed 
before the Government of India as embodying views and proposals com,ing 
from a native of India on behalf of the ~ener~interests of the conntry. . 

I will not here recapitulate the grounds which I have advanced in the-~ori; 
itself against any measure which would tend to 'curtail silver cUl,Tency, or sO' ,rai~~ 
the value of the rupee that by attempting-'wliat would virtually be 'the casc~ 
to obtain a' It!g;her ,¥old vlihle for .lndian exports, or to. have the ~P<irt~' set dow;n 
for a less silver vame; pr to render produc~il!n and wages dearer fu Jndia than 
DOW, the foreign as weIf, as the domestic trade will suffer in about ~he same p~~
portion that the flow into India of its usual metallic wealth would be curtailed. 

The object' of this letter is to point out, with every respect and deference, 
the feasibility ef 80 reforming the local and international currency laws that 
all countries may be placed in a position to accept them with certain advan
tages to each and all of them. 

The real meaning of the present currency troubles lies in the fact of the 
great supplying countries to Great Britain and other like countries not being 
"pable of prodllcing a Lrger amount of commodity in a cheaper form. 
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This would iniply thati 'the currency of the 'supplying' countries' is deficient 
and :that 'the much.neededampIitude of currency:indicates scarcity of silver in 

I India and other Eastern' countries especially~ 'l'he distress in Great Bri~n is 
, particularly due to the want of abundant qnantities of consumable articles either 
of home or of foreign pr~duction,· . This abundance for the present can only be 
obtained 'bylarger quantities of silver flowing to the supplying countries. 

This .larger flow may be secured by· facilitating an unlimited· introduction of> 
!lilver in both the exporting 'and· in'iporting countries. If,' howevel', silver' cur-' 
rency is sought to be Universalised 'by fixing its own value and its value ill 
relation to gold and other commodities, the· remedy, I am 'humbly 'of 
opinion, ;will prove worse tha~ the.disease. It is only when both gold and 
silver coins are based on their intrinsic value that a passsgeof them to all 
countries will be duly-regulated' 'and enhanced; for, as theva.lue-measures 'of 
commodities in all parts 'Of the "!VorId are ultimately gauged ·by gold througb 
,the medium .ofsilver, 'au equi,ta.ble distribution 'of convenience aud wealth 
wou,ld be sadly interfered with il either .theinherent value, or the volume of 
any of tbe metallic wealth; ~sought to be artificially intercepted, in which 
'case the pl.'Oduction and exch.~hge 6f commodities must suffer in every country 
which thus arrests the fulfin~grity and a facile oP4!ratic;>h ~~. its currency. 

'In the first pla:C!l, then, n~state8man can 'be in Ii, pQsition to es~imate any 
real evils which . may safely<be eliminated from the', currency laws unless 
'both the precious 'metals' are freely adoptP.d for currency purposes as 

··tl1~· wants of a country may require the on~, . or the other, or both, and 
every standard is based on the inherent value of ~he two metals, lI"hatever 
that might be, from time to time. Mr; Rothschild's proposal is entirely inade~ 
quate aud archaic since it proposes artlficial limits,both in quantity and price, 
in \he annual purchase of 8ilve~ for a certainperiod.and fixes a very small sum 
as legal tender for .silver; wJlereas the scheme proposed by me leaves all 
choice unfettered and strikes at the root of all impracticable monopoly by the 
different contracting nations. This is the only way of steadying the respective 

• . •••• , •. r " • •. A 

values of the coins and of so unifying them throughout all' civilised countries 
that exchange Buctuations would be rendered almost 'Iil, or at least better 
controllable ~han at present. It is desirable that each country should be left 
to its own capacity to absorb the precious metals for currency as for other 
purposes, instead of subjecting it to any cast-iron rule which cannot but prove 
disastrous in the prese;;.r times when pr~duction and distribution'Jof com
ml?dities, in a certain sense;'have)ecome uncertain, undefinahle;'and Vnlimited. 

In these circumstances, pointin8 to the operation of natural and plain econo
micl~ws;" I would respectfully propo~e that all' contracting cotint~ies should 
have (]) coins based oil''intrinsi~ value only, plus' all necessary local charges; 
(2) all .oveHalue~ coi;{s ~hould btl c!liled In by each State ,~~dno~es iss~ed in 
thei~ 'place according to their nominal value,~the coins, :when not surrendered, 

"to be marketa.blefor .their intrinsic value only'; '(3) 1111 .no~in~l coins .to be 
gradually ,~elted an~. ~elllin~ed on modern basis to be helq as reserve aga~'t 
the n.ew not,es issued; (4) all such notes should be cashable at the rate 
'of the old st~nciard coins; (5) about half of gold reserves should be' cashed 
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for their equivalent value in silver for conversion· into modern silver coina 
of a uniform wholesale B8 well B8 decimal value throughout the world; (6) silver 
coins to he held an unlimited legal tender and, in oertain instanoes, not less. 
than £3,000 in all large trausactions. The most formidable difficulty which 
keeps back the most in8uential nation from the .much-desired changes in. their 
curreucy laws will thus be obviated by a preservation of the intrinsiC gold 
value of both standards and a gradual amelioration of the present more or less 
debased coins of oivilised countries; whereas all nominal values, as having ap·· 
pearecl in practice. will have been kept in tact. 

The n~tural method of maintaining the ·value and volume of currency is the 
best, and that alone would simplify the consideration of alle'vils. Unless 
thia elementary step is unanimously adopted by all countries which need au 
international agreement; wages and prices cannot be economically adjusted, 
nor could silver ·capital be created for countries badly wanting it .B8 India. 
The more exporting· countrie8 are able to· produce, the greater will be the' 
employment of labour, etc., in both exporting and importing countries. When· 
a good deal of uniform silver currency is let loose in Great Britain, gold
holders will be indUCed to cash a greater portion of their gOld for silver, because 
in this case they would not be tradiug under a mask with nominal silver coins, . 
hut would be duJing with a fair and equivalent value in silver as in everything 
else. The relatively and inherently wcll-bala!icedsilver ourrenoy must tend to 
mitigate the present excessive burden on gold currency; for, even if 11 speculation' 
were to set in for a gold monopoly, it will be free of ,the pr8llent distressful 
features owing to the protection which will have been automatically afforded 
in consequence of the premium which will always be in. operation B8 based· 
on the natural laws of demand and supply whenever an unusual demand on 
gold coins prevlliled. AD inordinate rise in the value of gold can only be 
equitably oounter-ohecked by an unfettered and non-artificial operation of both 
currencieat when the level of natural values would be accessible. It is only 
then that the human mind can fairly perceive the charaoter of real evils when 
also a feBSible alleviation will present itself • 

.A copious silver ourrency facilitating domestio B8 well B8 foreign trans
actiona thus must ooiDe into existence, giving rise to a healthy oompe
tition with oheaper oountries. It is idle to blame silver countries for 
suooessfully competing with gold countries, for the rivalry is pel'fectly 
wholesome and natural to any country possessing the ability of display
ing it. For the present the profits of gold cnuntries consist in expend
ing a deoreilsing quantity of gold, but nbtaining an increuing quantity of 
(\()mmodity; while the profits of silver countries are.derived from receiving 
iticreBSing quantities of silver, but parting with an increased quantity of commo
dity; .As the one gives leu for what it receives in increasing quantities the 
other naturally gets more for what it gives away also in inoreastng quaniitieB, 
10 that, in the end, a larger value in oheaper silver is received by India for the 
greater amount of gold value it has to pay at a higher rate for BUch trans.. 
actioDS as suit each country. Gold has therefore unduly acoumulated in the 
former country, which, in its own int_t, sllould noW' cash it for Iilver ~ as 
large a quantity as possible in proportion to the extent that it has been 
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d~niIded of lIilver.. The siiver, under tb" !!Cheme which l ha'fe' r('1J;. 
pectfully ventured. throogh· you to prmg to the noyce'llf tbe Govern
ment of India, must· be brought in large aQundance in Great Britain, 
for silver coins of unifortn value ulUst continuously attract their like and 

" greatly simplify and augment !'oU intem!l~ional transacti~ns. ~ven. lndian 
cparges in England· may be paid in silver,.. which ~ust consequently.. po lllinted 
a. a considerable addition to the home currency, w~8reas traders. ill hoth 
countries willalways1aJow the vl4ue of tl;le new coins dealt wit~. The one 
principal reason why large quantities of silver coins are nDt ~tilised in many 
gold-using cOllntries is •. bellause theiF. nominal val~e ~ !UucI! ~ig~er tl1an their 
intrinsic. 'fhi!J1IlIloY pe cuted. by their full convellSiQn into paper currel!cy as
a p~ut of the'sche!J1e here l1qmbly proposed.· The silver would then circu
late iJfany ~quired, ampullt with as much currency-importance as gold. In 
f~t, the perniciou!! exclul:\iveness hitherto enjoyed pygold· witq but little or 
Jl.Q increasillg benent to !lollY large interests would, in a. very high degree, dis
appear by llIeans oj the, innocuou~ method. proposed. 'fo force natiqns to buy 
defined qu!'ontitiel\ Of !lilv:er at ~fined, rates, and again for a defined"Pllriod, 
wOlll~ ouly i:r.eate· fresl\ cempliC!1otions in. tl11ode'a!l well as currency, making 
JWltters WOrse tha,n npW, 'l.'h!l working of the· !lilver mines now needs a very 
~feilt . Btim~us,~ud (le.rta,inly J;\p' cOlltracting regulation whateve~ as so widely 
conp!lived and recomlllEinded. ,':u w01lld be suicidal to re~trict their operatious 
Qr the sale pf !iilver W. any form, while the wallt of silver for all purp~ses 
IIlust enormpusly increase year after year. In a simil!lr piilnner the price Of 
gold cannQ~ l>~ restricted QI! aUY artificil4 basis; for helpin~ both IIllltals to
an automatic self-adjustment ill the only true remedy tG secure undoubted. 
results,. which is the first thing essential to obtain before the currency of a 
!lingle country \lall be interfered with withou~ courting !Io disf1.strQllll e,ud.. The 
impending. fate pf Mr. Rothschild's proposal,.wl1jch ma,y Q~y court:~ transient 
popularity, is very ~ely ~ confirm me in my conclusio~ henlwiih.respelltfully 
I\ubmitted: that t~e oreation of IIilvef monop~Iy,.irI the COllrse Qf ~:Jtending, 
the currency; must tend to give either a Tary unhealthy and ~quito1!s fall Gr 

rise to price ill !lilvef i that letting an unrestrillteq wod~ing of silver milles and 
of an llnrestrjcted ~ale qf silYIlr-as of gold~for cUl':\'el!cI, etc., p'urp.os.es, ca,n 
alone &ti~ul~te the wprking pf all mines 9f precio118 metal!! j ihat ~ll legisla
tive lIIe!lSUl'flS shoul!1 only !'oid a perfect operatio~ of the ~atuI~ principle 9f 
dem!'ond and supply, which alqne can bring tile 'World to some reliable.l~vel Of 
prices fot" precioull xqetall\ alld fully meet, all fa~ as may bl\ possible, thlil 
r!'opidly-gr!)willg 'Want of perpetually increasing cOlIlmoditiel\ 9f the world; 
tqat 41 the present ~ransitionlll state of currency and of local and international 
commerce no preCoqcerted action Ilf .forcible intervention can eve!; permanent
Jy fix rate" I>f exchange. and therefore of the inherent value~ of full metal, 
w!lalth or Of the wealth-stan~d j ~hat all arti6cial endeavours like those of 
:Mr. Rothschild must fail to prevent the unrestrainable accesllions to the world's 
solid-and no paper-wealth, and the equally unrestrainable distribution of that 
wealth; th~t all international negotiations on currency questions fail owing 
t.o an almost fa?atio adherence. to the old-world Ilrinciplc of mono-metallism. 
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'Or "bi.metallism, wuicn ill divested of all its gravity andne'iability under 
the modern exigencies of an ever-expanding cOlIlmerciaJ, industtial. and !esthetio 
-uemarids ; that, whatever be the efforts of an ,individuaJ 'nation,or of nations 
in the aggregate, to arrive at any fancied and exaggerated stability in currenoy, 
IIlich efforts inuSt absolutely fail in bringing any relief; that they can only inten
'Sify public evils and obscure our visi()n"-aii mono-metallisni arid bi-metallism 
have all along done.c...in discerning the actuM goaJ of currency reforms i and that, 
in short, thIS onward march of naturalla~s cannot be wisely inierfered with 

'by any single or combined natiowi till thl,l last ourrent of weaJth hils nnfettered~ 
ly;aS it were, reached evlfty country-'large or small'-'-'wheIi the actual position 
'Of that element will for the first thite be reveaied fdr .aily defiIiite action that 
may then he rendered imperative; While no olle can deny that the volume of 
the world's currency is infiDitely smaller than the growing iooluine ofits waiits 
-and cominodities; as lorig lIB we have only the element of we31th to deal with, 
ihe comb~If~d efforts o"f each and every nation should be fo litiinulate'itii produc
tioil ahn08t -indefihltely-"'rio' matter if liilver may lieh:id:: more.1;han gold, 

"Or gold more than siIVet~ Whatev~r the natural th'iCtul1.tions iii the value tif 
each, to re;;'aer the prodiiction Iirid~ conSumption of each increasingly 'great 
llhould be the motto of aU nations, for iii is oIlly the ever-increasing produiition 
of each metal wnicb: can maihly iieip thli e-;er-mcreasing production Of' 'the 
other ; and as each inetaJ is 'pTa;ctically -an eqriaIly ,well;cove'ted symbol 'of 
wealth, any o'Verrproduciion of the one'1riusiinecessarily go towardilmitigatmg 
the spatsitj Of'tlkro'ther. Andthili'is a naturd method to augment the worM's 
"Wedlth; and 'what increases <that wealth alsO' ,sttengthens' the potency Of ihe 
world's cu;rency. How such 'an incteased potency iii ii> b~ lirought about fo~ 
"OurB~lves and the whole world is the main point on~~hichan dective sohition 
is ne~ded. How~vei' contrary taaU the wide!y-a~~epted dog~las' ornronetil.l'y 
and economic authoritie~, I have hUmbly thought it my bounden duty, 'in' ,flie 
interests of all countries, to' offer' that solution. all yet Undiscussed and tllidecided 
upon. Our past teachings in political economy and,the science <if numismatics, 
though acceptable iIi some measure,. have' failed to put us right; and it is ihe 
deficiency of those teachingil which we ba"ve actua.lly to mend a.t'the s'atnetime 
that a practical relief is ail'orded to the daily busmess' of the world. 

I shall be very happy to be favoured with '/our eritici"sms if you'thirik that 
my prdpOSals should' be eonsidered and disposed of. In that case :E lihail be 
h'a'{;py iri4eed .to aceept' any conclusiowi'which may' lie found Bounder than 
mine, or to'meet facts: and arguments which I may Dot have already noticed 
in my annexed work. ' 

Meanwhile I beg ih'e 'favour of your being «0 good as to place this commum
cat,ion before Sir David ihrbour and nis Excellency Lord Lansdowne, our 
illu,t~ious Viceroy;, who. have evinced the noblest interest in the monetary 
.cause of India. 

I have the'honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your 1I/.08t obedient Servant, 
'D.!NSHAB A:RDESllllt. 
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Mit. BALFOt"R Ol( BI·)(ErALLISlL 

(Fro .. .. '(II~ ri .. ".,'· Frirla!l, o,..,'!,- 2StA, 1S!l2.) 

The passionate eagel'lllBl 1riih which a large proportion of the people of 
Lancashire, including both emplo;rers and employed, bave throW'll themselves 
into the agitation for hi-metalliNn is a eomewbai disquieting symptom of the 
uneasiness produced by the preseni condition of trade. The meeting last 
nigM in the Manchesier Town-ball,ai which Mr. Balfour spoke in support of 
the principal reaolntion, is the expression of a feeling thai was Yery d~dedJy 
shoW'll during the general election, and Mr . .lacob Bri.,ahfs leUer indicates that 
Radicals as well as Conservatives are ready to act as the spokesmen of a 
popular demand. . We have the highest respect for the intelligence of Lan
cashire, wbere the existence of co-operative nnderiakinga on an erlended 
scale has given the artisans an insigbi they do not possess in the same degree 
e1sewhere into the interior working of business. Ai the same time tbere is a 
.greai deal of human nature in Lancashire. Employers and employed bave 
been assured, and have come to believe, noi only thai their trade with ailver
using countries has been crippled by the mainWiaDce of the single gold 
mandard, bui ibai the unrestricted and co-eqw coinage of the "0 precious 
,metals would initiate a period of exuberani prosperity. This simple faith, 
which does noi concern i1self with refined chains of n!UOIling or with ulterior 
consequences, has snengthened the bands of the speculaiiYe bi-meiallists, among 

.whom Mr. Balfour is by far themosi eminent as a public man. We regret 
thai Mr. Balfour is committed to a cause which we believe to be an 1!lllIOund 
and self-defeating one, but we gladly acknowledge that in his case there is no 
.room for the imputation that he has come out as the champion of an econo
mical heresy, merely because ii is popular with his constiments. He'bad been 
long theoretically convinced, as he says, of the advantages of bi-metallism ; he 
had iaken tha\ aide before he . became promineni in pnblic life; he was a 
representative of the hi-metallic pan, on the Currency Commisliion, and signed 
the report of the six Commissioners who recommended. the establishment of an 
international double-&tandard system. Mr. Balfour is careful to point out that, 
in reiterating his old news at the present crisis, he is speaking only as a private 
person, and in no sense on behalf of his party, of which _large and influential 
eection are strongly and firmly epposed to the policy he advocates.: 

Nevertheless, it must be admitted that it is a serious matter wben a public 
man of Mr. Balfour's .authority eommits himself to an agitation for a radical 
change in the currency system of the COUDUy. It is true be speab with QUUon 
'and moderation. He leaves ~y of hiS arguments in a state of judicious' 
TagUeness, on the ground that a question of this kind cauno~ be reasoned out 
in a crowded. public meeting. He disavows. eome of the more erlrava,.oani and 
.mischievous appeals of the bi-metallists to popular ignorance and cu.pidity. He 
does noi lay much stresS on tbose advantages of .. cheap money" w-hich have 
sometimes been brought before the masses both in Europe aDd in America, 

. though in one passage he protestS rather invidio1lS1y that the eristing s~em is 
of no benefit to anybody excepi the . olnlers of fixed debts in gold. He de
clares tbat be does not look to bi·metallism u calculated to produce the resulta 



tlf in8atioD.. On iIl_ pointa Hr. Ealfour'8 attitude is BtrikiDgfy4i1feretd boIII 
that of Hr • .Jacob Bright, who, in iIle gen1line '~c sPirit, Vies to make 
out iba& the question ill _ between • the-fe ..... ·ud "ille many," IIDd ex. 
.,~ lID opinion that II in times paid, when, &um _ -__ 91' lIDOiIler, ill. 

- C1lfteIlC7 has been aomewhat ex;aadecI, ftery"cIa9t in the- commWDity ... 
• deriTecl advaDtap froDr i,," ,. But, hoWever modemtely 1Ir.llalfo .. plKa hie 
_, he iIIunderiakDig a 18&"7 lUIpOIIIIibiliiy'wh811 lie iItrows his inftaence OIl 

ihe aide of a change of whie1t he has'BOt eveuat1emptacUe prove, iIlougB le 
Il108& coufiilently afIiims, \he practicability. - Of the twoquestioDa whick 
Ilr. Balfour propollDda, whether· &Il internatienal . bi-metallic system 
is practieable, lID! wheiher, if practicable, - it· is Ileeimble, ·iIle format 
ooJy appears to 'be deaerriDg of lIBrious diaeuEioD. • Everybody -must 
admit that lmIle, at aD evenD, of - the eommercial· ilifliettltiea and the 
financial" ciomplicatious' from whie1t ibis' and· ether eouniriee _ amr_ 
iDg arise out of, or are aggrBftted by, the appreciation of -gold, the Ilepzeeia.. 
lion of ail .. , BRd iIle 1Dleeriainty of the Mlatiomt· between the twopnlCio1l8 
~ We beliImJ there are errors and exaggeratious in thiaview 88 it .. 

. ' ::-.monly held ;bu', setting that &Bide, W9 acImowledgu that if iIl_ were. 
IeU01lable proapec:t of placing ill. MlatioDB be~ gold and ailver on a ,.. 
_t basis, 80 that the appreciation of the-one and iIle4lepreciation of the 
oiller abould beeome impoao"ble. it inight be worth while even to faee the 
risk of 1IDIIeWiDg our eDiting monetary ammgementli 'on which boill 0-
BJS1em of credit and our fiDa:lcial cltamctm iD nganl to othernatioDB.1II!e 
built up. But, .. moni).metalliata contend, -&here is not ihe le&atprobability 
that any change of ibis namn can be permanent, ... hile ·there ill a ~ 
that, if it faila in ita object, iIlBnl will be a calamitous reaction and a- diatam,. 

__ of c:oDlJIl8fte and finance on .• gigantic ~ 'The avowed aim of ihe 
bi-me1alliata would not, in faci, be attained; though -&he 1lDBVOwed aim of lIlIID7 
of iIle baser 80d among iIlem wohld b8ft&liJed' for the time. . 1lr. BalfQQl' 
maintaina, indeed, in conVadiCtioD' to iIle Oriliodol[ aehool efpolitical. flCOIMr 

miata, iIlat iIle ihing can be aone, that the ratio between the two metals -. 
be'pennaneutlylixed' by intenlational agreeIIleni, and thai bi-meiallista _ 

not to be frighteD.ecl by- mU&t7 dogmas" or antiquaied uilloritiea. But he 
Cloea noi come to elOll81J.1l8!1lem With his -opponenia. He says the .. abeam of 
tendency" ill with iIle advoeaiea of iIle bi-meb.llic 1!y'IIiem. ·He argues thai 
modem Politic&l economy is an advaneingllDd developing acience, by -which 
We Uke' him to mean-for he is not altogether 80 clear and copious on iI\iB 
lDBtier 88 ciiu1cl be demecI-that iIle faiill of natiODB in iIle power of Govern
JIleuia to do lIDyihing and everything-a doctrine iagaind · ... hich iIle revolt 
..... led by Adam Smith-ia again a growing one. 

'It is daJigerous to rely upon ibis .. abeam of tendency" 88 proving that.to 
be aafe and .. piaetieahle which iIle aoUDdeet economista IIDd the moat prac:tieal 
men of b __ ltave agreed in ccindemning. Nobody has denied that for. 

-abort time an international agreemeni, rigidly enforced and loyally maintained 
~i aD iIle GoTemmenta joining in it, would produce an apparent eqnilibrilDllo 
'1!longh it will be obaen-ed ihai Mr. Balfour ill eareful DOi to COIIIUIIit hinueIf 
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positively to any bed 'J:atio. ·Yet it is obvious thai t4eratio ,is a. point of vital 
importance. If the actual 'ratio-about 1 to 25-~ere to"bll adopted,' ~ 
ienths of the grievances, imaginary and real, of Lancashire and India wo~d be 
untouohed. Mr,.Samuel Montagu was the only member of the Royal Commi&
lion who proposed a ratiQ of 1 to 20 as a tlia media, which, like most compro
roil!es, was satisfactory to very few. The old ratio of 1 to 15., which is now 
ridiculously out of harmony with market prices, woulll almost certainly be 
insisted upon by France, and perhaps by other Powers. 13ut whatever ratiQ 
1t~refilled, how would it be possible to avoid the operation of " Gresham's 
"Law," under which the less valuable. money drives out the more valuable, ill 
face of the fact thllt, as Sir John Lubbock showed at the London Chamber 
of Commerce on Wednesday, the total annual production of silver has risen 
within 30 years from 8 millious to over 20 millions, while the total annual 
production of gold has fa.llen from 27millious to 21 millions? Mr. Balfour's 
answer ill that Governments ean regulateth~ d(lIIland and supply, but he appears 
10 ignore f;l~e JIlaterial fact that both goid ang silver are largely used for other 
pUrp0888 .besides ·those of the currency, Sir John Lubbock bas stated that, 
taking the total annual production. of gold a!ld silver together at about 42 mil
lions, not leSs thall 20 millions, or nellrly one-half, is .eatimated to be used in 
th~ arts. Governmenta may temporarily regulate the currency values of gold 
and silver, bnt, as used in the arts, they will continue to have real ~ket values, 
and it is impOll8ible to unllerstand how these values could fail to affect the 
position of the coined Inetals. again, Mr. Balfour appears to assume that an 
international agreement once entered into would be always upheld. But, as 
G1>vernmenm and individuals, tIO long as the actual displlrity exists, will refusa 
to believe in the Ilonventioual..,parity, rival Powers will become exceedingly 
jeeJous of one another on the eve .of a war. France will suspect Germany and 
Germany will suspect France of atealthily withdrawing and hoarding gold as a 
war trea.s1U'8. which Russia is doing llt the present moment. Bi-metallists know 
very little of human .nature if they think an int~rnational agreement would 
long bear BUch a strain.~ .this. Theu, would come a reaction, the same in kind 
lUI that which has followed the efforts in the United States to run up silver to 
an artificial price. But the effects of the collapse would be vastly greater and 
JIl9redisastrous. A brief. lIummer of inflation would be followed by a long; 
-winter of depre88ion and disorganization, These are a few of the considera
~ions Mr.. Balfour passes lightly over. When. he talks of our gold standard., 
;8~~ ~ incurllbly bad, ~' steadily, continuously, and indefinHely appreciat
"mg," he forgets that some thirty years ago ,the alarms of econOlllists we~ 
.• roused .by ~he ~epreciation of the same metal following: the opening of the 
Californian and .Australian gold fields and their vigorous working during sev':' 
.ral years. The gevillopment of the American silver mines turned the scale 
the other way. It may be turned. back ",gain ·by the .working of the South 

.' .A.friean gold deposits. We agree with Mr. Balfour tbllt it is to be regretted 
that gold ,is no longer the absolutely fixed basis of currency it was once thought 
to be, but we fail to see h~.w it is to gain ,greater stability by being weddell tQ 
a ~etal of still !liore \1ncertain value. 
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MODERN PROPOSALS. Ili CO~CTION WlTll, ){Olil).XE:r~ .ANn, 
BI-llET4LLISM,,' 

(From 1M II rimes of India;" D,er;~mbet-189~.) 
Mr. Rothschild's proposals, as foreshadowed by Relltef'~ telegraIll lIubIisb

ed. on Saturday, have met with divided s~pport at the,bands of the Co~mittee 
of Delegates appointed by the Monetary Conference to co!lsider the~. ~~ 
.committee-. report declareathe propesaIe to be of tbe ,. ~test impo~ce" 
and wortby of "full diaeussion," but, put, to tbe point. ~ven of tbe thirtee~ 
members of tbe .Committee decliued to recommend the propo8ll,!s to tb~ir 
respective Governments for adoption, tbe otherBix appim'ntiy giv~g. .M.~. 
Rothschild's project uucouditional support. On the other hand, the Commltte.\t 
was almost entirely. unanimous in commending the 'p~opOsai - o~ . Mr. Mori~ 
Levy for tbe gradual witbdrawal from circulation of small :~~ and of gold 
coins of a leB8 value tban 20 francs. A reaSBurjng fea:f;Ur.! of'the rep,ort is the 
eonelusion arrived at by the American and Mexican' Delegates that ,the prO. 
duction of silver has about reached its mSxDnUiIl j but coupled as this conclu~ 
sion is with the intimation on the p.;rt ot the American Delegate that if the 
Conference failed, America would put ~ s~p tc; _ her mop.~h1y . purchases' of 
silver, there seema little likelihOod of. any immediate inlprOvement· in the 
general positiou. for ... ben America ceases buying, tbe pri.;e of silver will. agafu. , . .. . " - .. , . ~ .,. 
fall. In the course of the debate on the.ComlJ1ittee's,report, India'sconce.rn,_ 
in the work of the Confereuce was the. sQbject . ~f ad4re~es, by' Sir . Rich;qd 
Strachey, Sir Guildford MolesworUt, and. Mr. Bertram Currie, but there is nQt 
over-much encouragemeut. to be BXtracied, from any of them. Sir R. Strachey 
told tbe Conference. th~t any system generally approved would II in the evpnt 
.. of the creation of a gold coinage. for India" be favourably regarded by the 
Government, anc} evttrJl'Bl!IIonable effort made jp./louform to it; while Sir.j. 
Molesworth said that India woqld keep her, mints open if any bi-met.1illic 
plan were adopted, and would be prepared either ~ purchase silver or permit 
the mintage of it to the extent pf fifty millions o! rupees annually 'while the 
plan was operative. To all tIPt Mr. Bertram 9ame was ouly able to say that 
his official instructions were not to 8~pport ant proposal which iIiterfered with 
India's liberty of actiou"re~ing her currency, or which W88 not .. sure to be 
If effective in execution,'" o.r which would involve ,prolonged discuesion. in 
other words, the GoYe~ent will ouly liste,n,to a ,scheme from the creation of 
which we 8eem at present painfully remote. . , 

Mono-metallism. with a good many people, would 1!eem to have intensi6ed 
inio something closely approaching monomania. The latest instanCII is that of 
the StatUt, which fallB foul of Mr. Balfour's recent speech on bi-metallism in 1& 

manner remarkable enougb to eaIl for notice, even wcary as we all are" of this 
ctemal controversy, ont of which nothing-not even Mr. Rothschild's "pallis • 
.. tlve measure"-seemes destined to eame. The Statist seems ,to imaginathat 
Mr. Balfour has irretrievably ruined himself as an authority UpOB this or any 
other~uestion by his addreB8 of a faw w;eeks ago. So, too, he perhaps would 
ltave done to some extent h"d he really said what the Statist' imputes to him. 
Th!! ot1!ar l'{euk ~h4t journal ~cc'!lle~ .~r. }3alfo1?l" of. decl~g t~t GOVOrn.- _ 



Inehtilcan create a dema.nd f6:t Jb.dney. The' Manche8te1' Guaraian 'Wal quic" 
to point out the fallacy of the statement, and in its next issue the Stati8t 
accepted the cotrection as .. possiDly expressing 'What Mr, Balfour intended 
to say." What Mr. Balfour teally said wag that Governments, in opening their 
IJlints to the hee coinage of a metal as legal tender money, create a demand 
for that metal which otherwise would not exist. The Statist'8 reply to this 
contention ispecul'ia:rly characteristic of the average mono-metalliSt, "When 
,i <1ermany adopted the Gold Standard," says this authodtYt" the mints' of the 
i, tatin Union 'Were open to the unlimited coinage of silver, but that did not 
It create a delnand for thelnetal sufficient to keep up its value, and in a very 
\, lltU'e while tlie Latin Union 'had to stop the coinage,'" That is just it, but the 
8iaiist is maladroit enough to (wiSt the argninent into a refutation of the very 
prificiple which it so obviously supports; for it admits that 1Vhen German, 
adopted the gold standard and demoiietiSed silver. t:he demand for gold in· 
creased, and the demand for silver proportionately decreaSed, and its value 
couseque~tly fell. But nowhere, as the Manchester Guardian poID.ts out, did 
the vai:ue of silver fa'll so I9Dg as the mint ", demand tl was niam~~d 'by the 
Latin Government beyond'the cost of carriage to the market whe~ 'the mint 
(Jemand existed and 'the loss ollnterest duti to the merely ~chanicaf ditti~ulty 
ot coin,ing into money fast enough, not the new ljiIver from the Inines, but the 
silver demoneti'sed by the German Government-the re&! "fall" in silver 
'did not actUa11y begin until free , coinage was suspimded bi the Latin UniOn. 

To 1i'm'E'CHTo:a ,OIr THE "STATisT,"o'tONDON. 

SIR,.-.,.In forwardip.g you.an'meomplete copy oJ!.my .rorthcoming work,o:a 
the international Ou~renc1' Pr~blem~ud a copy of my iette.r to Mr. Fiulay, 
,Financial Secretary tO,the Go'Venimeni of I~dia; I trust'TOU' }"ill. be good 
.enough to republish such of my 'Views and proposaIs in YOUII 'IUIlll8ble.Journal 
.as you can,conveniently reproduce. I 'ma.ybe allowed to observe here that no 
!remedy is possible save that of letting the precious metals to 'opera~ ,through
,uut the world's currency on the principle {)f demand aud supply. t Much of 
.thepre~ent complications and evils are due to the monopolising actious of 
the various Governments by which ODe ,precious metal has ousted another, 
'~mdha8 either created a ,grave scsrcity of currency or multiplied the -difficuJ,.. 
ties in the way of an absolute international commerce giving rise to many local 
:and foreign distresses. Measures are no'W due by which ,the production and cir
'eulation of both metals should be encouraged to the utmost, 'While no womanish 
,fears,shouldiilfiuence the world ,thattbe 'one metal will :supervoRe ,the o~her, 
for it will do,nothing of the kind. Both will be in great request, for when one 

_becomes 'BCa~, the .other will become abundant. At, any rate ths'World is sure 
,to ·have an .inoreasing 'Volume ofbot1!, while their ,prices would certainly attaiD a 
,:normal level, which isaIl that one may attemptincreference to the,currencymeial, 

In the eveRt of t:neGovernment of lndia being early compelled to attend to 
,their finances, th~ only ,.course left .is to undertake amastecly treatment .r8-

'tThi'ltiette'l:!s!/.uoted (tom'lliellliOr;- ail!-iwOillYithe substance 'OX the 'Original sent to 
~," S~tist," ..,.. : 
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ferring to the taxes levied in India, for I &Ill surethey can bl! O<!nsiderably 
increased without giving rise to serious complaints if proper measures were 
fully adopted to obviate them. 

I cannol prolong this letter, ail the work which I have the plellSure to send 
YOll to-day contains a full exposition of the problem, and whicili, I hope, ~y 
seeure your approval. 

BABODA, 8th DeCllmber 1892., 

Y01lr8&c., 
DISSHAlI AlmESHIR; 

To THE EDITOR o:r THE" TIllES o:r INDIA." 

Sm,-A type error which makes me omit i~lU8ion of mintage, ete.,' charges 
in the seheme of an international dualistic currency as proposed by me in my 
letter to the Government of India, and the remark of your writer on the 
Exchange question, that "no one fuw apparently hit on a remedy that will 
" suit all countries concemed," compel me' to request room in' your journal 
for' a few lines. To my knowledge JlO seheme is now left for any unexhausted 
dise1lll8ion before either the London Committee or the Brussels Conference 
except ,the, one brought forward by me. A fUrther discussion of mono
metallism or bi-metallis~ on my haDds seems like slsying 'a dlj&d horse j 'and 
having eXaIllined all the complicated phases of the great question in a book 
of n~ly 250 pages r. 0., I think I may challenge any authority to prodtice a 
BOheme which can saf~y or logi~y refuse intrinsio value to all mOJiey instru. 
menta of exchange, a straightfor,:w:ard and a grateful remedy for debased coins, 
and a most thorongh recognition of the other preciouametal which, luckily, 
caD fully appear in.. 'a multiplied form of the' searcer metal to almost any 
practicable ex~nt.: The scheme does everything for ever, nation S8 far as, 
relief is p~cable nnder intricate circumstances, while real risks of exchange 
are minimised or made certain, the condition of metal prices is ~ormally sought, 
aUd an Unclogged and nndebased recognition is given everywhere to free, and 
natural accessiOWl to the volume of any currency that may suit each conntry. 
I am sure that the scheme which I have brought forward, when it has taken ' 
hold of public mind, will provoke a full dise1lll8ion, which I believe will end 
in a decided advance in our present notions of remedying the currency evils of 
the world. I will not at present lead on such a disc1lll8ion in your journal for . 
reasons which you may well guess, but will be glad, Sir, to throw more light 
on my' aolution whenever you ask me to do so. All the advantage that I see 
of the present discU88ion in Europe is that the currency ship will once more 
be a wreck on the mono-metallic and, bi-metallic rocks lying hid in the sea, 
every other scheme being thrown out one after another; while all ought to be 
very gratified to observe that the Government of India have at last declined 
to adopt any in8tant and heroic remedy that has for months b6\ln aought to be 
thrust upon them, and the invalidne88 of which I was the,1jrst to point out 
in your columns.. ' 

BABODA, 11th December 1892. 

Y01lr8, &c., 
DlNSHAlI ARDESHIR. 
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·WE.STERN Il(DIA:' 

,BARODA, 21st Deoember"S92; 
. . .":.:. -. . ''',\:','':' '. 

I resp-ectfully venture~o 'forward· herewi'th .. a portion of my coming work 
entitIElli;c, The Sciti~ClV;'f'Gold and Silye;;'~rrency/; in which I ba~e tried to 
wo~k o~t: a soluti.on ,which ,w:ould,in my h~D,le i~dgment, suit all countrhls. 
I also beg . the liber~ to, enclose:& tenta.ti.ve;d'raft of an International Currency 
Scheme whi~h I thi.n!c isadaptabie'ford countrieil.;·' ' 

1 have not )Vaited fOJ: ~he completion, of .th:e work: t'o, correct the very erro
neouS and injurious'!lp,tions _which have so" strollgly prllvailed in reference 
to t~ereal charact~rpf the CUI"fenq of ~~ COJlJltty and that relating to Great 
Britain. ,By me~ ofl~ttcrs addre!!sed..to public jl>urnal!l, as also by trans
niitting {larts. ot,~y work' durUig t~e. past five moqths, accompanied by. demi-

. ~oliicial representr-tions/to cerlajn' ariplio.;ities\?9,~e~~d, . I havll endeavoured' 
to correctt?e l1,lan,:til1sfe;ai~~ ideasl!xta.u.t ;abQUf't~e . .relative cheapness of 
silver and bthe'r.commo!lities ·~cI:the.p'~ili.ng ,trl\de an!}. exchange factors, as 
,in relation"' with fluctuations \lr'gol<l3Jld' silver i>rice~, as observed in different· 
'partBof the wo'rld ..• The effec~tif these efforts, though not yet adequate, is.' 
encouragiJlg' enough' for;'m~ to" pursue and' 'befittingly end my labors in 
cont.inulty of I'I!Y idel1tifii:a.tion.with the public' problems of this country for 
thirt;YtID'il~P8!lt..·',I~tJiI\'p'resent.inst~e"1 have keeuly felt the enormous~ 
injury tp.af~o;i~1l be~d?,~e;$o'.l'ni!ia and,.'other countries had I failed in my' 
duty to eXp'ose. the :tD.lse daclz'lnes ,iBdunwitting, but most pernicious, mis-" 
represe'ntati~ns ~~<tJ}so, thickly dwell. round the currency problem of this, 
. ,. . .'''- - " 

and of other c()'ilJiVi~iI. ..',. 
, After a verycare~ul swdy, I have arrived at the conclusion that 'it is so 
irl.llch ~ t~e h~n'dB of" the great nations of America to enforce· a· prompt 
~~dad~<Jhate :reform in. the cu~ency laws of the world. They are . 
.posses~or~':p£ 'the greater bulk of ,\te world's wealth. They have observed 
fairnesB- ~~;d impartiality, in not merely distributing the metallic 
wealth'over the 'globe, but in making a fair use of it for the ameliora,' 
tilm' and/Ldvance of their OWll . country. Notwithstanding the very' 
'~tejudiced opinion, so widely held, on the question of. their generously 
utilising such large quantities of silver,' I am distinctly of opinion that their 
action has been most beneficial and philanthropic in effecting such large:~ 

annual purchases in the teeth of an almost savage prejudice against the free' 
use of ~ver, and that many countHes, in common with India, are deeply 
i1l.debte'd to countries like America for fosterjng the production and distribu
tion of silver. It is unfortunate that many powerful nations are combined 
against the rightly undefinable and patent.iIlOuence of this metal, while they 
have yet betrayed but a child's intellect to perceive the enormous advantages of' 
setting the white metal perf~ctly free, and of legislating swiftly and sbarply 
ag$st imparting dishonor~ble and fraudulent ~alues to an., o~ the com,age 

'1. -
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.... in~taI8. which ha"t;.,ecn ~irectly tqojzieans o~ fnflictiflg tli~ ~~tost'fu~r;" aa. 
the volume of the ;'odd's cI<l'rencyand, thei/elore, ~ the v0'l:i:lme of itp [L\ival)c~ 

~ an: ::::~;07~~~~n~ it high ttme th';t";our .11eb~a~ ~~i~;~~~ioUld bJ ~;;a~e~' 
to unite to banish all ~l<~noP()!ro,s in~t?~pro~\!tion and,diftttib:iition of ~il:Q!' iii 
well as g.)ld, 11, enforcu1 the exactlOll f4 ~1l'ra\e profit" ,?WI. so ~"'at, the 
InWans ma.y b~ slot;; fuji}, to ~eet tlui ~~~t 1ant ~elt by t?~~i~ respe~, 01, ,~,e' 

'utter inadequ."y of the 81Iv.!!.' wealt~ p,!~3es<l by' t~.em';'ld t9 bV ~u .. ect m 
,your country as one ~f the c,'l!'ta~ Elffe~~ of i rBU~~ssful .rgislation t'f, reI\~er ' 
silver much cheaptil' and'~o~e ah~nda~t than·:n'.l~.· ~ot .~~,Bpe~~ of tJ~~ f~r~ 
Liddin~ dea:ner ofgoI4,-ti;te rumol,1s ~ost of Whl.ch U!.di,r~i~' aUIl t~the ill
considered obat&cks thrown i~, the wa!.o! a,t, lInfetto~e~' ci!;a1liono~ silv(jr,1 

t <-th~ !'rice ofailver has',wOJ,'eoyer, be,en .8!0~i;,idding·~ 1'P~~'pf gd.!{!. i : 

I ~ wo'~ld~ therefore, respec'lfuUy sugg~st ',thJt t~,e ~#~n. ~a.tiq6sl whic, . 
ha,:'e, n+de them>ol'l'es filmo'!B fqt hfg~ .c?~ade a d Ilbi~if' ~rtJl".di.allf9~he .. i. ,,~,~' 
pOl"'or .0 cheapen the 'CQlt of I,ilve~ aud to' ve:rr.largely' ~dd .to the e~i81lin . ' 
qnantitt by strikitlg'.at t1je:r~tot of ~e :exis~~g.pe"nioioU8 ,l!1oilppoiies: I~hat-'~. I 

ever tL" amount that they IDlY thil.s keep, .stored' in, their :cbuntl'Y, it&~valb, ; 
<'annot lut eventually rise uoder;tlf~ ?~y t,rue'Cl1rrl'ncy sy8~em lVhicb..i~}p08si- i 
hie for he world to adopt"a~ expL~41~d 'in the, ~meXure.· ,;. I~ , , "l. 

Hjld I)dia much lPoape~ silver, i. d~bt.would nt.t have grown 80 ct,ushingas 4 
,it i~ no owne~ by its ?OVe~lIlfm. t. It wo~ld~ 'ther;,for\l, rest ou Am,erica to ~et " 
a huma e e:lample to other ui,,?aI.produ~ing'countJ.i(os. fo. I 'am 811re.th~t they,' 

.,will fo1l1lw .her bold example.! The 8Olutiolt,of the! ln~ia!l diffi!ult) lie8~nlY ip 
·,gutt.ing ~t a greater Dflmbor 1- rupees than ape canl4w ~~tain, for,8he :,.only 
cODlpel1~d to pay ill silver at' an. increasing annu&llate. 'If her populati IDS. get 

, more ~ul)eos, they are sure ~ pay mor!) , rupees {p th.e~" (lO'Vemmont in.dis
charge of their debt.' The want, therefoz:e, of india, Gr~t Brit~in.an other 

: countl'ie' hOB in a dimunition pf the cost of., the B,etal; alld to IlBCourl.ge its 

tiJore 8xtansive t' >roduction an~ employment: Ind~ ~ilst bllY at the, doors~~f the ~ 
mines, and not. hrough half a ~ozen artificii;llmeiliums. 'Th~ enbrmou~ prqfits • \ 
going into the, ockets of the few may ",ell' cease; oonsidering what rri9le l' 
crises in the m,iney markets ol·the world codld be avel'tud' by such mellna. I" •. .' 

Amung tbo/countless advant~ges that I b~'ieve my 3'hemo' may be' iJ.lllttn- • l 
mental in ror.lising is also the rectification 'H all, si ,}r and gold coins; the 
intrinsic value ,of 'which hat been 80 exte~!ively ta pered with in sol many 
purt,s ortha WCl\'ld'; for a mof'8 plentiful and less 'Costly slIver cannot but have : i 
,.uel! r~~ults, w'len even the present depreciation of ~ilver iBproductive ef 
more bullion th~n the different nations yet tlbink ·of pllr,;basj,ng . 

. I fear an ener~et:cState ~n\~rvention cann~t now be I avoided becaqso of,t\e ~ 
'&isanti() public '~vii. and', f!h,'rtc,}ming that \ea11s for' an effective rClIedy or " 
• oUl"dificl\tion. Tlle ellnsiderab}y lessened, we~lth. whi<;h commoditief in aU 
, .ilf ~ of 'the w!,rlc\.lIre enabled tl>·~ecu~e. is, ~el'~aps, the most potent reason 
why,real valnes o~,;oin8ge 8h,~~ld be firmly &1!.d quickly re.tored, and evety. 

: disability removed. from' the free pro~uctii::'n and circlllatil'D of the material 
, , • 'i' I ' , 

. forming the tilrrency.) '1' , ' I. I 
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Jr'RINC1PAL Dga,JLS OF THE AUTHOR':j SCHEM:E FOR 'CONSTlTUTlS(, A,); 
, ,lNTEJ(NAT',mqAL PCALISTIC (,CHI(F.NCY rOR BOrIl THE, WESTJ:R~ 
• "A.XD EAS,.'mNcou:;'.rRlES, Arj llAsr:D ON THE STATEMf.~TOF PHI1i: 

CIPLE::! SUBclIITTED TO TB}:. GOVERNM:E~r OF Il'iDIA; 

\ 

":' I ' lIESTEnN bOlA; , 

, :' , , , BARrDA. 10th Dec~mrtr 1892. 

! It is extrtmely't1Psirable t.pat aU c:ivil~~d UOlUltries shoud haTe a gold or 
,'silver f~l'fl;l,(Cy, OM" currency ill ~lJth 'met.als Il8 in paper t{.lkns of credit., the 
'true value~'f andard ~\f "'/Jich should be S~lch that no 'Joudry cfIllcf.rne,l could 
'raise I);uyc,'ectiori, nor ~hat the prese~t ~rirns and injur;'rus 'iscrt'p:lJ.,I.'i~s in 
the legitic Ilteval~es ~r C?inA or to!<ens nlPY continue, a~ at I,!'eSent. r.o Lie It 

f
rman3llt f~~.tor in t?<l v~frld'.!J cu':rency, ~'bile its grOWing and indefil,jf~ 

, evelopm.e t, III aU directJpru, whetlwr hy Dll'llons ot golJ, civor, or any ottt t 
: metallic V;: lth, is fl~ed from the 4ution of all prejudice Of heretical and micl 

: lI/ading'lio, rines, so that it l/an,t~ CmIlkly lI~d thoronghly rerogllist:U b, a~ 
, ",ations of he globe. ,I' i I j , 
,,' The ob,\< t:8 of the Interatioll~l UIlIY('rs;~l Currency Schell e. as hN PN-
posed, ure ( follow:- ; I '! ' I!" • 

«(~) E;u h countr~ shO~'l(~ be free to adopt ~llY ione. or bot l t.le', f1'edo: I~ 
,'illet.al~, as I ay be~t suit it • .or ~tain, change, .}l' 41011ify, as may :-ielltJ~l1ly ~ 
:~Qem.ed d,-"iJAblo. allY of the fl.1et'lls alrendy in UEr, i • ' " 

, ,( 11) ,An eour'tr~tl! 8bohld 'F,/served!y ,Iice'ept\ for all tillle~ t</ (:f:IDe fl,le 
mhereJit-~aln~ of e,t.her meta;1-whatRvel' It may he Cor the hili,: hlrig-rlll 

: H~s:iyH.* tb,en: eoirrge,-to which 10c'll, or gentr;Jb fiXIld ~hargEa, ail ~ldqst,~(~ 
~t~ be l30ro or Ie£." actu<.\l. m,oed only b~ ad(kd, I, ' , 

... 'Kc) l!nothgold and ,kilwr COlru; should, asfar fiB possiLle, bl' de'Jonunated.:\1I i 
terms?f ~e,langll:lge!whjch mR~ b, gllll£r.;ll.y Illldel'!'tood ill Lll COU\ltllel7 I 

I altd a, S ,m~t'r in c,,~mFon use rl,fCJugpout jtbe V;llrld, jthuugh e,~ C.,U, Ill,r, 

may, I of ~,Ul'Se, adO]t term', of eqlbvaleht, denomimJ:ion (If their (;0'\' S, ill its 
, I' , " 

own lang" ge, , I ' ,,; " I 

(d} T Ie ~its aI' dlJcituals i~f i~,th g~d and siher roins ~h(1nld Lr.~:,~ 
, form for II c~lIl~ll'ie8 I: respe~t IJf,,,:ei;;ht, fi~lelle8s, the ,Yh<illg g~;flUJII,~: e{¥~, 
appert.ain 19 to such IJ IllS ; t',le mllllige IIntl oth~r act"'ll charf~~ of dill ere\~ 

/ cOl:ntries being baF

t
·'. as far as p(,SlIible, OI~ so.tae mllximllill :imJs (.0 'l.·~~'\.I, 

/ 
' " , I ' I, 

I I, Hom,' e uui orlll addili n peing madl', if t,hol'ghd, d('.in,t,le, to the ,nIne of all ,f 

coin~ so u itied. " I 

, (e) 1" e shape 'il d si~e of all co:ns, both Ullit' ar.d de .limal, sllOuld be Ulad'~' i 
'lllllform ior aU nati'flls, iJ10llgh the face imrTe;;:i(JIl.s of the 'lOins of ClUJ in-; 
'depcllJe.u country nrlY have certain t'ii,ti..llcthe ft'atl~res eom,lI1on t.o tIM!:. count,1: I 

(f) '0 COlllJtr;'j~ball fix any ar~]ticiHI limit hr value llpon filly portiA 

I.t\f tilei~ ,c(r!'ency, " ye what may, pc'':lj),~p~, 1)(' d'1I1e, to lillL'rally meet aU (iit:. 
, • J 
I, • ,) I ' 
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J{c.nts incurretl in obtaining' the precious metals ad malll~actll\fut.i.he,' . 
cvinR, .. \!' ",aim;! of 8Ul:h coins ,l..eing Idt to f1uctnaw in ",ach ~OUlltl'Y 08 t4.';" 
t.:;.,j',l,f tl",ir 01'11 iutriu.oic vwue,-aR is the ra5e with all ~'J:asteru 811\1 Some 

oth;'r 'can: 'trk~,~leayillg room to ~lCh c<iuptry for a healt;by comPetitioll with 
, oth~; COUl,tril;! on th~ uemand and I~lrpl!, or the froo-tradh J)rinCip:l~8" aJt ~O~l-
retill}! c'JnUlJt,ditl bemg ahmya und61'3toOU to tend wwardskhe reaMltioIl of an 
im[(>rtial aOll d'~ITillg distribntion:of wealth in aU coun~ic:s to ~'iI1 future' 
mbJe("t to a lLltnml, or an inhtrently non-artificial, system ·'·r cnn'Cri~Y'l .' 

(Il) Each COlll!try ~l,an redeem i\~ own silve~ or gold (l)ins whir;li do not 

fonthin tb~ prccio'lS metals ill full inW.inSiC vn~lIe, ,or in co~rorruit! ~'itl.~ I, their 
face-\alllt, and "rc tbertfore ovpr-Vl~lued, by l;$tlID.; certi,6categ 1l!.th~ll' foJI 
rClx"'ni;;cd couventiuual: value, sneh \:lefectiH' colliS being' held tn. resJrve 
agai~"t tile p3 pu jj.~u~, as hcreilJ ,1fJ1>cribed, an.1 grad laUy meltet1 dOW\I,'aild 

('onr~rt('t1 into colus of full ilMu\,ic valuo to SU~'h' an extent aii the ~lle ot 
rfH'm~ would jUitifj, 01 ~ven exc~:iding B'tC~ li~li /IS the mintage pl1'fits ... ~r . ~ 
olhpf l'il'\:Ull,;;tunces ~I of each coruJ\ry, mlly Justify. I 

(,.; 1: ;'lry j!old-Q"ing country,: shoulr} arrange to cash its Merve '~,r co.ins 
~.u,l bllllivn ill goM, foi' t'oinage or :)ullion in ~;ilver, luly conyert.ible indo bank., 
[.(JtA.,~ ttl 1.1.') ertcnt desirable illll',loa.-t half the proI}(}rt,ion, ,roughly s~e»king, 
IIf tl", ';alue of it~ k.r:al and forei~n UaIlBaCliolls for ~:llch tlw cnrreut'y co,ins 
::l;;bl La~,j \:{,kll approximately tJlllploy~, thus I:ontdin. ~.' for~e illtrod~Cti4n. ,'. 
III ea~h r(ltlutly, of a larger v{JI~me of wealth~currency 'of ~lpartial, ~r 
g\l'erally all uncontJicting, ",ulne: and lessen1z the now inc Sillgd~IMnd;i 
C Ir,'<:wy nt, II ~ill 'ilc ruelal-gold. . . \'; , .',. " ,\ 

, (i) En rJ' principle t!Jat Ji~nd(l's an illUrchangc of coi;~ of ~ppo]Jte 
l!letai~ 1I11l'oSl'iLle ehould beo f!li'essentian~1 rriiJdlfied, tIDder\the refo~d 
(1111"'1\1:': sy,;fcm, t>,q only to swp ,,1lwrt of hn illterch$nge of rt,ins for Ie .' 

l'l1ro)l~'s,s "f excball:;in;; one b Illuon for the ot11er, J may be ~~j~ing.in .:e 
illlcrc\:an;w:; ,'oins, l<e~lrill[; ill l:nd ti,at even: the l~-ese\lt fiC~tiOUE. dlvtjr
g"llce of l'alll~s b:tIT'>en the b illious of gold a~,i ai'fe~ CUIDS dJ not p~vellt 
tUl) pUl'Cl,.>Ht,' (.f lLt: ItJ(,re valu Ible' ~ins for einp;oyme~ Yorl other 'tlJ.n 
cnrrcr,rYluTj.)():'I.fl. I ,I 1\ \ .• \ 

\ ' \ ,I I \ -\ 

(1 ~ E\"~J"J ~anl!!st, '1.1e,,~ur~ s.honld he illstitUted

f 
by ell?~ of th~ cOllntri(ls 

fU;lIIlng Ill, lutl:TIIatl(111al {;"1l1~11, :lIld, Ihencvtil' dee ,led ge~~rally l)racti~blc'l 
to fredy an~ \Il1re~tne,llJ adnllt both J.he precious metals with ,Ii ,view to· 
giVl) etr~'\:t, to a ,'V~ad~IY,(dlancillg VCJlnmu ~~ ~rren:y .. as S~t'dl\Uy! iufluCll~<:d' 
wlIl fl'g uI.ted 1.y tlJele llJll\'rcnt VUlll~, bcarlllg In mmt! tllat h11 filL1ncial cr~es 
aud JOeS of I,ub}:c I.'ft'dit are ~:,lC I() deticient supp]i&; I1f currencies iIi: (:ither lorlno'· 

. !iuel more particularly in that: fOITO of metal which is to be had in gr(!ater: 
allUudmlce thau the uther ; lhat the institutiun of monopdy nlues ill cUl'l'('.n~i 

. nIPtals d it'CCtly dinliuish thJ YOIUllle, as \ w,~U as vitiate tLe action: of' c,'ery. 
, I 
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'" currency i that as the natural terdency of oommodities to find an illCP~, ,,_ , co" 

.area of usefnlnCSl! d!rectly lends: t.edf, in a very large measure, to the directly 
inciting and co-operative elemen'; of solid 'ol"ealth, the increasing production and 

,distribution of commodities, as well as of the precious metals, cannot. but be 
discouraged in proportion to the agregate volume of cnrrency which' In'ay be 
diminished, ordegenerat(;d, on f,ccount of the artificial restrictiolll! pl'lced O[] 

either the, Ghar,ictkr, the ,olume, or the value of ~t\ch currency wbich shull]'l, 
in future, be Icrt perfectly unfett<'red: 

(k) The paramount object of the International Currency Scheme being (I) 

,provide the fupest IJossible amount of currency, autl to eusure, 'as far as may t,c 
practicable, tlle relative values ,of the two metals being made definite or stabl(), 
no Gountry a'fociaLng itself With the scheme should ha,e the summary f'l,w<:r 
of demonetiBiJlg any of the preciOilti metals; the eoins of both. or either of tbe 
two, metals bt~ng deemed an uulirruted legaI knder, unless otherwise pw;iJ .. J 
in any contract between indiVidun]sL 

(7) The paramount object of the International Scheme bein:;, fnrther, to !'.,ck 
an uniform appredatiw in the ,ruue of ~ver hy enforcir.g its maximlill1 'use by 
the world'in genenll, and its mR,~muru straightforw,ord Cheapllf>5S hy lfJea~ll;~';< 
(if a direct State ,intervention, if prim...rily rendered inevitable, with u vj,,\V tt' 

unreseITedly briu~ a maximum output into fruition, as w,ll ae t(l EeClire a fJ't

tling effect ,on the value or gold, 'the Mints of all contracting countries shall be 
unreservedl: tbro\\~ o]le~ to the coinage of both gold and silver coins, and that 
any country"holding the greater part of its mserves in gold. shall be bound to 
cash one-half or tl,e lequisitk pJltion of its f€8erre in gold, for silver, 'ol"ith a 
view to faciliulte an uniform irMoJuctiun of silver c1llTllncy throughout t1M: 
world, 

(;111) A standing Intkl1lat;~\llal and Conferential A&leIIlbly mlly be cOll~ti
tU!;:ld at the iniiiation of An:Hica and other rowers to deVIse legal measures 
for. ~sCkrt'lining' the act.l',\l co~t of prfJd'lCing all precious met.'lls, whel'cYer they 
may be proJuceil or f~un(l, wd tile qu/futities in whkh they ll1ay be l'roductd 

. by 'direct State ,/gcncy, if i-l1cb lJe rendered iIl(:vit..ble, with a new to enalJle 
every eountry to regularly lI~ail itfelf of the ruaximlUU quantity of such meUils 

as fal all may be tr its powe~ to ECClll'C. :, 

en) The afoI('.aid Int.:rnatiollal Ass,,'mbly shall cOll@istof repn'Rntatinso{ 

Miner~, Bankers, .~r.q Eeonomis;s. whose )\nmber shall be outll"cighfd by l'f'PfC· 

, sentat iVt'g of Final,cia\ Political lind 'Aomiill>-trntive Dl'JUrtm~uts of each G( t},,} 

)mporbmt St'ltks, who\, shall not be 'inte1'l!sted in the financial manipulationd 
of any country, and \I'Lo DlaY,be able fearle!'sly and impurtially to dfclJe UrDU 

the principles and dettlih i,f Lh~ currency ~chell1e. 
(0)' The aforesaid .Assembly shall be 1ibel'aliy rmd ~ regular funetionaries 

"of the various States, !It,d not be dispen;able, nntil the ~is of the World's 
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• ,;u,m has he€n Eatisfactorily carried out; evel'"! important oo!mtry. 
f ' ,g~oup or oowltries, being expe,;ted to joiu the s"i~, Assembly, which' 
/ .... ll d~ide upon a f~ible method of fixiug the basi. of the!eost of, producing 
ail I'rer'ioll8 metals and iudicating their aetnal or natural ~Jlues from time to 
tiJlit~ ; letting public enterprise to identify iUielf with the inflll8try, whenever a 
I't..te c(Jfl!li,I'~rerl that sueh enkrprise W.IS not llitiuenced bYIIiotives of acquiring 
fl"IHlu.lcntly Ligh profits. I 

(p)' The; aforesnid Assembly ",ill publish a Journal :~r its transactions 
ev,,!,! mouLt., and" ill keep its procet'ding~ open to the Ir'jblic, save on extra
(rJamy occ;asions when a majority holds that the intel't:~ s of the problem 
r~q nil'l;d a SCl:ret consultation or discn5Sion. I , 

DINSHA.H ARDESllIRl
i 

T..I.LEYARKRAN. 

H~IW TO I'lOLVE Tm:. MONETARY PROBL ,:u. 
to TIIE EDITOR OP TIIE .. 'rUIIlS O}' Il/DU." 

SIR,-I cannot here go over the gr.)unJs 8ubmitted eL~e~'here, for niyi belie~ 
~hat financial calamities have been Imgely pl'eventejl b~, A~ericannationsl 
regularly and singly purchasing silver in quanti!;ies much larger than Mr. :Roths
chIld, now in a fit of genero~ity,perhapR, would have E,ur~'I)(l_ to pllrchas~. L~~ 

him and his Confreres be warned, however,of the .grea~ aId newHt~e~ they 
would bring on, the Bold reserves if America tor,a: for d .to ,.stop \ h~r silver 
purcha>les. In their owu interes'ta it would ,e very ii-advised 011 the part 
(,f the Americans not to amass aa' much silv \r as t? y p~ssibf7, could. It 
11'0'1101 pay handsomel}' in the long run, and only be pr'oductive of,uiora gold. 

)ly obj,)ct, Sir, in addressing YOII, illl>nce morn,: practical. ('a~ Y"u, pray, 
, or ~ny of your expert constituents, let III know "f some Qne 'of ,the p~blic 

A .... oci3tj·lUR could advanta~eonijly address the iJovernmcnt '·o( Ind~ to 
tlPg()tiale with the American and other Govern_nents Oil the qllcstioj. of 
ab"li.hing the presellt Bilve~ mines' l)1onopoly wi';h a view to produco,larger 

ijUlllltiti,s of 8iher and ~t a lll" uch 11\81 rost than loe purChasers, are now ,fol'ced 
to pay? This may be attempted sbeerly in he interests \,f the "ii;odd's, 
cllrrellcy. The miners now generally reap eno ,110U8 profits', which plainly: 
appf}a~ frOID the fact that: ma~y of th~m, go on ~/)dnCing over' and above t.1!,~ 
want of d,e moment, flj)' their disilUrsements are proportionatcll muc~, 
smalkr, Rnd tbey can thus aft'ord to ha7e 'arger outputs. I~ 18 the' 
interest of every Power to give the world the bene i ~ of a cheap and plenteous, 
production of eilver as well as gold: '! would in8i~t upon this, pre~urJ,ing tha~ 
my scheme of International Currency will be th!l,one which may h~ve to be: 
earnl·.tly di8cus~d in the, absence of all othem uow practically given up. 
The pruposals ~ even recently brought forward in' London and elsewhere" 
how~,'er laborod. intricat3 and seemingly refined, are limply childiah. I all/< 

IUf(- the'sitnat';on haa n(,t yet been grasped. .All thnt is necessary ill to strh·t 
to the utmodt to bring out eilver much more abun,bntly than now and for 
/1 fonsiderabl,. lower, price, which can be easily arrange 1 if only the conferrin§ 
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nations became unaniinlju8. (" Just fancy tlie insanity of le"ttjJig go:, 
more and more of silve,;\ and refusing a t:i.milar privilege 00" silver, L,·., 

.. binly b~1 any d1shon~i\!rable disp~rity, bl~t ~y eve~y hono~rable paclty oC ' 
int'rinsic v~lues wbichh~ight . be llecured fot, both. . 

Some method, agaill,/should be sought to.rbtain silver.bwlion direct from 
tbe !,mines, and (' very I~ation ougbt to sharl~ i~ t~lis benefit, A!l hullions should 
be s()\d by Govemme·.~ ts, and all Governments sbould!Jnite m adopting me&n@ 
by whi~h both hu!ti ns may be obtained in laTgestl, quantities and at the 
Iqwest price, BO that 1 ~y can be sold cheape'st lind tbeir "Valu'''8 kept perf~ctly 
'.. t , ..• 

legit.imate, whether • ou .had them for L-6inage or'nof . 
Tbe detailed,staClT ent of my 8cheme,wbich'wiU be·dl~ly.submittd to you, 

cpntains a .proviS: for 'all this, . The . p'aram~unt object se,~ured is 
prtlctiCally to convE·'t all increased use of silver iJ,ltof'its just gold e'luivalent, 
by stimulating the pr!Xinction of bMh m-etals to the utmost, and effeding their 
perfect and exhaus1ive distribul,ion to arrive al;, their ~atllral, but 1-0 forced" 
parity. The whole fant is to increase indivi'lnal atyl' gener~.l weal1.h, to re
mo,\,e the present sa+ag'e restrictions- in both, the int<lrchange and l'olume of 
~~ir;s: to replenish t~e oank reserve,,; and to utiml1lale paper tokens of credit 
!LlId'convenience. Hy 8cheme aiu18 at all 8u4h amelioration, which ,)nE: must 
filii ito find ir. ever; other Bcheme yet brou¥ht forward. '. 

'When the rupees now miserably doled odt to India, have been vastly in, 

deasnd, ~be revenO( s'will be increa,ed, tho gold, Ilebt lessened; and the public 
wages may 'then be.enbanced: Hu-ying no rcol~ 'hore to explain my proposals 
fo)' molli'fying and' angm19nting, where essential and most prachcable, the 
taxes olf the country, I niust leay~ that question alone. All other profosals 
would foolishly seek. to dimi.ni.sh the value' of rupees and destroy the petty 
gold Ba~jli~ oIthe people-not to say anythlng !III to the dilla~trou8 stress which 
would come on, not bne, but upon' bdth metal.s. The exchange question, so 
much malf.e of, is a '~~ntemptihle Rille issue, and the declamations against "heap 

silver c~/ m.Odities l)~ the world vlso miserably s<:lek to o. bHcuret.he real points, 
which n. ed a straigbtforward diR.ouSBioD and a fearless rolufon ~ it borne; 

. in mind that the rea.! distre~8 in'. India, "'\elsewtlre, is utiy insufficiel!cy of I 
silver CI ins a8 well as silver bullion. L6t these he snfficlent and 'renderad I 
overll<.'- ing, and cl.il~CUltiBl '("6 Home chargee must'· dj¥appe~r. It is not the 
qu~litS" but the qUal tity which is thp cruci~1 pdnt a$ ~sue. Did on.3 ever 
come l.cresM BO ludic. ous 'l pretext fg-.linst letting norma I quantities of . ~i1ver 
circulhe that! that, lJrge~ h,v JIr. R(/thschild as regards i'is weight, supp.)mng 
bulk WitS thus aboliphed in reference to comml)diti.es, whelf would .the world's 
trade l;.e? But the ~brld will probably not a'lain witness 'I more idiotic ~onfu· 
sion t):Uln the one r:'~'llg in Eutppe and elsewhere ~t the present day, confound· 
ing tb~ deuolliinatl· .• stanllarJ\with ~e. pl1r~ wealth '~tandard in ta1dng b~th 
to bSlns and tho .: a .. th~land landing, l~ the veld ora hopeless despalI' f 
So m'felt for the u i', t\ty iJd c~mm:'cil\l ~-aachings of Ehrope. 

'1'''10 more of pre ieal measures., Privat.I' individuals and.! tr3d~rs migbt 
contr~ve to obviate lo~ses in exchange; servants of the Government cannot. 
~: i~jmedil<te relief be \essentiaI. why not absolve thbm from the income·h~ ~ 

I '. 
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A 5mall Lit of relief that will be highly appreciat.oo if; found practicablil. 1. 
r~melrlber 17011 'bat'e written BO well oil' and on 'as to how Home eht.rges . . 

! ,,,,,Id be reduced. II it n ... t high time that all store; sh'JUld be made~ I'UT-
. ,basahle by imiting free tenders in India, II<.> tIu.t '. at least, if IIidia'8'-_ 

tupet-.4 go to tq:hnd, they might go through the poolt:ets of its own p,,:>ple, 

t "ho u.u>Y a1ilO Hlen produce a4d ptaC;Ire thi~ in India. 'The English pel.ple 
• !Day also be aUe·wed to ~nd~r, if greater ()beaPI!e€& and' a.ny much g~ilter 

1 (]jciency could be ottained.. . May this ,il19tice be done to poor India at mee. 
As for Europe. wha, does'iie "fast iJ:Oports from Lb.' :American, AnstI ... :ian 
lld Eastern eountrif<9 iaMb, but that j\ is the increasing Irilver commoJties 
~hich now continuQu,if attack jt,l>~t'which it hae repll11ed by the same m\ .. .ns 
.her once fortifying hee!f with ihe 'indefini\ely multipli~d 8ilver.prod\lI't8 
f 'gold ? ltave I, then, in vain asked fiU a partial and .;ond~tional demone~,IU-
)U of gold, and a fr.~8 Wlconllitional combination (:/ ~Id and silver,\.in 
~"fectly I'quable value.! of both, 80 &8 to obliterate any w;r;r marked distitl<;. 
(On betwaen.the two,-especially so when the w?rld ia hlckJ enough to ~ave ". 
,leW lie wealth in immense bulks which it w01:.ld be a stupendous foll:,'to \. 

l"'piile and neglect. A.nd yet. Sir, it. ill the white metal I which ~~ illl \ 
, ,uman <levelopmen\, which lies at 'lnr foo', so e~au8uTeIY.1 and which cb.iU18 

:!l abund:wce and B ring aDd abrasive 8t~ngtb the aImod rell:;a1 eondHioDil of 
,lte .. orld·s currency. Caltivat,e ~jJka and· brocades as llI"cli ¥ yon can, but 

'he ml\IU staff of the worM must renain 'lotton,-and ",lea" vot sweets. SI. 

r'lver mUlt ev'trywh6r8 prevail aIi~ k~ep gold a8 mere.r~l."Ve8. I 
. YourlJ lr~Y" i • 

, DII1tHAll ARD~WR, 
FARo-DA, l.t January Ian. 
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